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This dissertation takes a quantitative perspective on variation in English 

world-wide. It applies a feature-aggregational method to a corpus of 7,309 texts, 

representing ten national standard varieties of English and comprising a range of 

oral, written, and computer-mediated genres of communication. The study is de-

signed as a testing ground for the adequacy of different models in World En-

glishes research. By virtue of drawing on data from the social networking service 

Twitter, the project also offers insights into the relationship between computer-

mediated discourse and more established communicative genres.

My analysis gives a unified account of different determinants of variation – 

the geographic and the generic-situational – and systematically compares their 

effects. I take inspiration both from variationist sociolinguistics and the text-lin-
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guistic view common in corpus research and demonstrate a method that brings 

these two traditions into productive conversation.

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is used to develop ten latent dimensions 

of variation from 236 individual linguistic variables whose relative frequency is 

extracted for each corpus text. The resulting factorial structure relates systemati-

cally to both generic and geographic dimensions of variation. However, the for-

mer are established as significantly more powerful predictors of variation than 

the latter. Properties of genres and sub-genres at different levels of granularity 

are explored along the ten dimensions of variation, and relationships among vari -

eties and groups of varieties are quantified.

The dimensions developed through EFA are then applied to a new set of 

data, with a shift of focus from the multi-feature exploratory view to a contextual-

ized analysis of a single case of variation. The competition between established 

and innovative syntactic options for  because-complementation is modeled in a 

logistic regression analysis. Score estimates for the factors developed in EFA are 

included as predictors of variation in because-complementation. I demonstrate 

that this analytical choice improves both the goodness-of-fit and the theoretical 

insights generated by the model. This project emphasizes the importance of con-

versation and collaboration among different approaches to language variation 

and makes a case for methodological pluralism in the study of language varia-

tion.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 General overview of the project

This dissertation project takes a multi-feature, multi-dimensional perspective on 

linguistic variation in English world-wide.  In doing so, it  capitalizes on the in-

creasing availability of large-scale, digitally processable collections of natural lan-

guage text, both those compiled specifically for the purposes of linguistic analy-

sis as well as publicly accessible language data produced by users of the social  

media service Twitter. In terms of theory, the approach taken here is motivated 

by the conviction that variation in natural language is a) highly systematic in that  

it reflects and reproduces social and generic conventions and b) characterized 

by high degrees of collinearity among different variables. In this view, rather than 

being isolated and erratic instances of linguistic change, the variational patterns 

of  different  features  often  follow  more  general,  latent  tendencies  that  only 

emerge from a consideration of several instances of variation in tandem. In the 

case of Late Modern Standard (written) English, for instance, tendencies towards 

colloquialization, densification, and – for British English (BrE) - Americanization 

have been found to  affect  a  number  of  different  variables  at  the  same time 

(Leech et al. 2009:11), and hence offer explanatory potential for change in the 

language on the whole, not just individual features.

Given the comparative recency of  the field  of  World  Englishes1 and the 

paucity  of  natural  language data  from many English-speaking countries,  it  is 

small  wonder  that  quantitative  approaches  to  English  world-wide  have  only 

1 A number of alternative labels exist, most of which are indebted to a particular theoretical per-
spective, e.g.: the English language complex, English as a global language, English world-
wide (see 2.2; also Seargeant 2010). I use the terms English world-wide and World Englishes 
as notationally equivalent, general designators, without intending to take a strong ideological 
stance.
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gained momentum over the last two decades. A major stepping-stone in this re-

gard has been and continues to be the compilation of the International Corpus of 

English  (ICE; Greenbaum 1991), which makes close structural comparisons of 

different text types across varieties a feasible and productive enterprise (see e.g. 

Hundt & Gut 2012). Even more recently, efforts in global English corpus linguis-

tics have expanded to incorporate the diachronic  dimension  (see e.g.  Collins 

2015a) and to draw on additional material available on a much larger scale than 

the text categories included in ICE, such as web-based material collected from 

different  English-speaking  countries  (Davies  &  Fuchs  2015).  The  current  re-

search climate, then, is one in which multiple corpora are available and, rather 

than being an expert in one of them, the researcher must judge which one (or 

which combination of several) is best suited to address her research questions 

(see Mair 2006 for a comparison of “small and tidy” with “large and messy” cor-

pora and their respective (dis-)advantages). The present study is based in the 

conviction that the triangulation of results from small, structured and large, less 

structured corpora offers a promising window into variation in World Englishes at 

large.

While the multi-feature perspective outlined in the first paragraph has not 

been applied to World Englishes with the same rigor as it has to the so-called 

‘super-varieties’ BrE and American English (AmE), the linguistic data for such an 

enterprise are clearly on the table. The present study takes a step in the direction 

of systematically exploiting these data. Apart from the general theoretical motiva-

tions outlined above, such a step is desirable in World Englishes in particular, 

where much of current theorizing of variation takes a relatively ‘top-down’ per-

spective, categorizing varieties along national-historical lines (see section  2.2) 

rather than developing their relationships in linguistic terms first. Authors who re-

ject  such  categorizations  (e.g.  Pennycook  2007) offer  valid  critiques,  but  no 

quantitatively-based system to relate linguistic variation in different contexts, pre-
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ferring instead highly situated, qualitative analyses at the micro-level of individual 

interactions. Hundt (2009a) provides a terminology for different kinds of develop-

ment in post-colonial Englishes. However, while her account adds systematicity 

to the description it still concerns isolated features and offers no principled way 

of relating individual cases of variation.

Approaches that explicitly consider the co-occurrence patterns of a number 

of features have been developed both in the study of register variation (e.g. Biber 

1988) and in quantitative dialectology (e.g. Wieling et al. 2011; Heeringa & Ner-

bonne 2001), recently applied to British English dialects under the label of ‘cor-

pus-based dialectometry’ (Szmrecsanyi 2014; 2013). These perspectives are be-

ginning to converge and enter into productive dialog (see contributions to Szm-

recsanyi & Wälchli 2014). Important applications of multi-feature analysis to vari-

ation in English world-wide can be found in Szmrecsanyi  & Kortmann  (2011; 

2009b; 2009a) and Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi (2011; 2009). However, such stud-

ies have thus far largely relied on categorical (or at best roughly and impression-

istically graded) markers of dialect difference. With both the necessary naturalis-

tic language data and the statistical tools (and necessary computational capaci-

ties) available,  it  is now possible to ground the findings from such innovative 

studies more immediately in empirical data (in the form of actual frequencies of 

occurrence), and to consider the influence of both text type and geography on 

language variation in the same analytical framework.

Broadly speaking, the study addresses the following research questions:

• What are the linguistic dimensions of variation in English across the 

world (i.e. what features demonstrate patterns of co-occurrence)?

• How can the observable patterns of variation be interpreted in terms of 

the underlying dimensions they represent?

3



• When accounting for variance in the multi-dimensional feature space 

constructed through attention to patterns of co-occurrence in the data, 

what is the respective explanatory contribution of different theoretical 

accounts (e.g. models of variation in English world-wide, situational and 

genre effects, documented (micro)diachronic trends)?

• How can answers to the above questions be operationalized to benefit 

more situated analyses which focus on individual  texts or the varia-

tional profiles of individual features?

Having established the rough outline of the project, some statements are in order 

as to what the study does not claim to achieve. First, and most importantly, the 

aim is not a definitive, exhaustive framework for variation in World Englishes that 

hopes to capture and explain every possible instance of variation. While the in-

clusion of over two hundred individual features (see 4.2) and the consideration of 

ten dimensions (see chapter 5) lends both quantitative robustness and descrip-

tive nuance to the approach, even this amount of features and dimensions is 

only a fraction of the full picture of language variation. The aim, therefore, is to 

conduct a theoretically well-founded exploration, whose results rest on a solid 

enough  empirical  basis  as  to  make  them meaningful  and  generalizable,  but 

which is at the same time open to elaboration, refinement, and critique.

Along the same lines of  reasoning,  the relatively  abstract,  broad brush-

stroke perspective adopted here is by no means meant to replace detailed docu-

mentation and description of individual varieties. The level of ethnographic and 

structural insight gained by the fieldworker working on one speech community’s 

variety cannot be achieved with the abstract, statistical methods presented here. 

Rather, the present study builds on such insights and hopes to establish a frame-

work that  helps researchers of  individual  varieties contextualize their  findings 

within a wider picture of structured variation in English world-wide.
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Finally, a significant portion of the data in the present study is taken from 

Twitter, an online social networking service, and hence constitutes an instance of 

a specific type of computer-mediated discourse  (CMD, see Herring & Androut-

sopoulos 2015). Nevertheless, this is not a study “about Twitter” (or CMD in gen-

eral), at least not in the sense that it tries to establish a list of characteristic fea -

tures that maximally differentiate CMD from offline language use. Previous stud-

ies have variously given in (e.g. Crystal 2001) or drawn attention to such excep-

tionalizing discourses  (Squires 2010; Thurlow 2006).  Here, I  am interested in 

how a specific form of CMD is linguistically different from other text types, but I  

neither aim to produce a simple list of categorical markers of difference (whose 

importance tends to be severely exaggerated in popular discourse, see Taglia-

monte & Denis 2008), nor do I claim that the findings can be extrapolated to 

other instances of online communication without qualification. Rather, Twitter dis-

course is viewed as one text type among others in a textual ecology of English 

and its linguistic differentiation from other text types is to be conceptualized in 

quantitative (i.e. graded) rather than absolute terms.

1.2 Overview of chapter structure

1.2.1 Theoretical background

In the remainder of this introduction, I provide an outline of the chapters to follow. 

In chapter  2, I  give an overview of the strands of theory that intersect in the 

present study. Section 2.1 discusses the concept of linguistic variation in general, 

alongside different ways of defining and operationalizing exactly what is variable 

in a given context. The basic tenets of the variationist approach are compared 

with those of the text-linguistic one and with more sociocultural lines of inquiry. 

While differences between these approaches feature importantly in the discus-
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sion, the section also addresses the extent to which the perspectives can be mu-

tually informative. The section concludes with a consideration of the different ex-

tra-linguistic  dimensions along which language variation is  typically  described 

and of the degree to which these dimensions influence and mediate each other.

The next section (2.2) conducts an overview of the contested field of World 

Englishes and the major theoretical frameworks that have been used to account 

for  variation  in  the  “English  Language Complex”  (McArthur  2003;  Mesthrie  & 

Bhatt 2008). The section considers the extent to which an enumeration of objec-

tified  varieties  is  warranted  and  theoretically  informative  (cf.  Mair  2013; 

Seargeant 2010), and reflexively positions the present study in this debate. It 

concludes with an overview of empirical approaches to variation in World En-

glishes.

Section  2.3 gives an introduction to the study of CMD “through the ages” 

(Wellman 2011) and situates Twitter discourse in terms of its social and techno-

logical  affordances  (Herring  2007) and its  integration  into  present-day  media 

ecology (Squires & Iorio 2014). The section addresses the ways in which differ-

ent forms of CMD have been conceptualized against the backdrop of longer-es-

tablished modes of communication, primarily the binary distinction between writ-

ten and spoken language offline  (e.g. Yates 1996). Evidence from previous re-

search is given to support the notion that CMD is not fundamentally different 

from other modes of communication  (Tagliamonte & Denis 2008), that it is not 

monolithic but multi-faceted (Herring 2007), and that findings derived from CMD 

data have important contributions to make to our understanding of language vari-

ation and change in general  (Eisenstein 2015; Eisenstein 2015; Bamman et al. 

2014). Having established the potential validity of (instances of) CMD language 

in principle, an argument is made for their inclusion in the study of World En-

glishes.
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Having traced these different strands of theoretical background, chapter 2 

concludes with a more detailed motivation and elaboration of the research ques-

tions given above (section 2.4).

1.2.2 Data

Chapter 3 is concerned with the corpora that constitute the empirical base for the 

analyses in chapters 5 and 6. First, in section 3.1, the ICE suite of corpora is in-

troduced and their  rationale  and sampling  framework  discussed.  The section 

also gives a brief overview of the kinds of research ICE has been successfully 

utilized for and explains how the present approach builds on but is different from 

this research. Section  3.2 describes the data collection process for the Twitter 

corpus I compiled specifically for this research project (TwICE), discusses the 

various possibilities of structuring this corpus and justifies the approach favored 

for the present analysis. Section 3.2 also includes a comparison of the respective 

advantages and drawbacks of ICE and TwICE as well as a consideration of other 

potential corpora that might have been used in this study (e.g. GloWbE, Davies 

& Fuchs 2015).

1.2.3 Methods of analysis

The statistical methods employed in the analytical chapters are the focus of dis-

cussion in chapter 4, whose first section (4.1) outlines the process by which rele-

vant linguistic features were identified and collected. Section  4.2 presents the 

feature catalog of 236 individual frequency variables. In the latter parts of chapter 

4, the statistical techniques that form the basis of the analyses in chapters 5 and 

6 are presented: exploratory factor analysis is the subject of 4.3, and regression 

modeling is presented in 4.4.
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1.2.4 Analysis I: Exploratory factor analysis

Chapter  5 presents the fundamental analytical procedure of the project, an ex-

ploratory factor analysis of the 236 measured variables in the 7,309 ICE and 

TwICE corpus texts, based on a joint consideration of the feature set mentioned 

above. Section 5.1 gives a descriptive overview of the joint variational patterns 

observable in the data and presents the decision sequence that led to the spe-

cific parameters of the factor solution in the present project. This factor solution 

is then presented in tabular format at the end of section 5.1. Each individual fac-

tor is the subject of one of the sub-sections of 5.2, where the relevant features 

are given an interpretation as to the higher-level dimension of variation they are 

associated with, the patterning of different corpus texts along each factor is dis-

cussed, and individual diagnostic text samples are discussed qualitatively to con-

textualize and make concrete the proposed meaning of factor. Finally, section 5.3 

provides a synoptic perspective on the factor solution, discussing the relationship 

among the factors, the relationship between individual variables to the factor so-

lution on the whole, and that solution’s implications for World Englishes research 

and the place of Twitter in the communicative ecology of English.

1.2.5 Analysis II: Inferential modeling of variation in because-complemen-

tation

The possibility of operationalizing the factorial structure from chapter  5 for new 

research contexts is considered in chapter 6, which follows the traditional varia-

tionist approach of analyzing a single, well-defined case of variation in terms of  

its variants’ distributional patterns and constraints. The variable under discussion 

is  because-complementation, and the chapter builds on and refines a previous 

study (Bohmann 2016b). The focus of the analysis is on how factor score esti-

mates for the dimensions developed in chapter 5 can improve such a variationist 
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analysis, both in terms of statistical power and in terms of the insights generated 

from this procedure. The chapter makes the argument that research into linguis-

tic variation in general stands to gain from operationalizing dimensions derived 

from aggregational perspectives into its method and concludes with an assess-

ment of the potential and difficulties of such an enterprise.

1.2.6 Discussion and conclusion

The findings from the previous two chapters are brought together in the discus-

sion in chapter 7. Section 7.1 returns to the research questions articulated in 2.4, 

tracing how the methodology of the present study has enabled a progression 

from one question to the next and summing up the findings in relation each re-

search question.  From here,  section  7.2 takes a  broader  look at  the  study’s 

methodology and situates it in relation to established approaches to analyzing 

linguistic variation as well as recent trends in feature-aggregation-based studies 

(Szmrecsanyi  &  Wälchli  2014).  This  section  also  engages points  of  potential 

methodological and theoretical critique. Next (7.3), the issue of a system of Late 

Modern global Englishes is taken up and put into relation with the study’s data 

and findings. The notion of a world system of English text types (as an elabora-

tion of Mair’s  (2013) World System of Englishes) is introduced and discussed 

with particular attention being paid to its compatibility with a global sociolinguis-

tics of mobile resources (Blommaert 2010). The discussion chapter concludes (in 

7.4) with some remarks about register variation in CMD and comments about the 

degree of distinctiveness of Twitter data vis-à-vis offline discourse and its internal 

heterogeneity.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical background

The study of World Englishes, insomuch as it is concerned with different ways of 

using the English language in different contexts globally, by definition implies a 

focus on linguistic variation. Descriptive notions like “English in Singapore” or 

“Nigerian English” are based on the assumption that there are identifiable fea-

tures associated with Englishes in different localities, and that these features dif-

fer systematically across locales. At the same time, the varieties thus labeled are 

treated as part of one language or a “language complex” (Mesthrie & Bhatt 2008; 

McArthur 2003). Consequently, World Englishes research is situated in a force 

field of “unity and diversity,” to quote the theme of a recent edited volume (Hundt 

& Gut 2012). Yet, a detailed quantitative account of the extent and character of 

both differences and commonalities in global Englishes is in many ways only be-

ginning to develop.

One reason for this circumstance is the fact that, until  relatively recently, 

variation in World Englishes research was not explored at the level of theoretical  

sophistication as has been common in, for instance, variationist sociolinguistics 

since the 1970s. Patrick (2008:462) distinguishes between three approaches to 

variation,  viz.  the  categorical,  categorical  cross-linguistic,  and  the  variationist 

one. The first is typical of formalist abstractions away from empirical reality, oper-

ating under the “axiom of categoricity”  (Chambers 2003:12) and discarding all 

surface-variation as unworthy of scholarly attention. The variationist perspective 

takes seriously variation among speakers of the same community and focuses 

on probabilistic internal stratification (see 2.1 for more details). Much World En-

glishes research in the 1970s and 1980s, and into the 1990s and 2000s, can be 

broadly defined as (implicitly) adhering to the second view, i.e. the categorical  

cross-linguistic one. Here, structural differences are recognized, but treated as 

differentiators among distinct varieties, as is typical in traditional dialectology and 
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typology. This perspective is capable of producing important insights about the 

relations among varieties, but it maximizes the differences between them while 

being theoretically insensitive to variation within a given variety. The essential in-

herent belief in categoricity is reflected in the fact that such approaches often list  

typical features, but rarely add frequency information beyond the anecdotal.

Influential early accounts of linguistic structure in World Englishes can be 

subsumed  under  the  categorical  cross-linguistic  view.  Platt,  Weber,  and  Ho 

(1984) describe  broad  common tendencies  among “the  New Englishes”  that 

structurally set them apart from the established super-varieties BrE and AmE, 

and Mesthrie and Bhatt’s  (2008) introduction to World Englishes in many ways 

follows  in  these  intellectual  footsteps.  Even  accounts  by  variationist  sociolin-

guists  (e.g. Trudgill & Hannah 1982) or those that explicitly motivate their per-

spective with recourse to sociolinguistic research  (e.g. Bailey & Görlach 1982) 

have tended towards a tokenistic comparison of varieties, often illustrating differ-

ences by means of distinctive examples. The main aim of World Englishes schol-

arship in the 1980s was, to quote Bailey and Görlach, “to see comparisons and 

recognize trends”  (1982:5). This impetus continues to be highly relevant and is 

reflected, for instance, in projects such as the Handbook of Varieties of English 

(Schneider & Kortmann 2004).

However, it would be unjustified to criticize these pioneering authors for the 

categorical tendency characteristic of much of their work, for three reasons. First,  

in the 1980s English used outside the United Kingdom and North America was 

predominantly regarded as a deviation compared to the super-varieties, and in 

many cases hardly documented at all. Many of the World Englishes studies pub-

lished in the 1980s not only gave the first descriptive accounts of lesser-known 

varieties of English, but also re-focused theoretical attention towards difference 

instead of deficit. Second, the empirical base for detailed studies of probabilistic 
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variation (in the variationist sense) within and across communities only gradually 

began forming in  the 1990s  (Greenbaum 1991) and is still  in  the process of 

growing today. Finally, the community-centric theoretical orientation of variationist 

sociolinguistics itself did not prove to be well-suited for the study of variation in 

geographically and culturally discontinuous settings (see chapter 2.1.1.2 on the 

notion of the community in variationist sociolinguistics).

As a consequence of this latter point, the first detailed sociolinguistic ac-

counts in World Englishes were single-community studies, aimed at a more dif-

ferentiated understanding of English used in  specific locales. Patrick’s  (1999) 

study of mesolectal variation in urban Jamaica is a textbook example; earlier ex-

amples include Ho and Platt’s  (1993) investigation of Singaporean English and 

Mesthrie’s  (1992) account of South African Indian English. The merits of these 

studies are beyond dispute, both in terms of their descriptive and their theoretical  

contributions (e.g. Patrick’s on the nature of mesolectal variation and the creole 

continuum). However, they do not lend themselves readily to a multi-local syn-

thesis of linguistic variation that goes beyond tokenistic, tendential, or anecdotal 

evidence.

Such a perspective has become more prevalent recently, with influences 

from two directions. The increasing availability of corpora representing national 

standard varieties of English (see chapter  3.1 below) has made it possible to 

count and contrast feature frequencies in comparable texts across different vari-

eties of English. Corpus-based studies of variation in English world-wide have 

importantly shifted attention towards quantitative, probabilistic differences rather 

than categorical qualitative ones. At the same time, starting in the early 2000s, 

sociolinguists have turned towards cross-local and global variation as an object 

of  study,  leading  to  the  formulation  of  a  comparative  sociolinguistic  method 

(Tagliamonte 2013) and theoretical approaches to linguistic change under condi-
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tions of  globalization  (Meyerhoff  & Niedzielski  2003).  Both corpus-based and 

variationist studies have, however, tended to privilege detailed attention to indi-

vidual features, or small numbers of features, treating these as indicative of gen-

eral patterns and mechanisms. Such an approach has the advantage of allowing 

detailed contextualization of the features under investigation and the constraints 

under which they display variation; yet, it is complicated by the fact that individual 

cases of variation display a wide range of patterns of intervarietal differentiation 

(Hundt 2009a).

The present study further contributes to the development of a quantitative 

and probabilistic study of variation in World Englishes. It does so by extracting a 

large amount (NFeat=236) of features from a broad corpus database representing 

ten major varieties of English (NTexts=7,309). Instead of focusing on any one fea-

ture in particular, attention is paid to co-occurrence patterns that characterize di-

mensions of variation in the corpus as a whole. Methodologically, the study com-

bines two perspectives on variation, the variationist and the text-linguistic one, 

which I discuss in section 2.1. The empirical findings help to bring into a sharper 

focus the relationships among varieties of English world-wide, and point to the 

importance of register in mediating these relationships. The theoretical contribu-

tions thus help refine system-theoretical, historical, and typological perspectives 

on World Englishes (introduced in 2.2). The study also demonstrates the utility of 

a comparatively new data source, CMD and, particularly, Twitter (see 2.3), for the 

study of variation on a large scale. In the remainder of this chapter, I introduce 

the relevant theoretical background before I turn to the specific research ques-

tions guiding the analysis (2.4).
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2.1 Approaches to language variation

The present project’s point of departure is the assumption that linguistic variation 

follows regular probabilistic patterns that relate to extra-linguistic factors in mean-

ingful ways. This idea has, of course, been an established and uncontroversial 

tenet within variationist sociolinguistics for the past half decade, and has increas-

ingly been embraced by other fields of linguistics as well  (e.g.  Kendall  et  al. 

2011; Bresnan & Hay 2008). The purpose of the present section, then, is not to 

preach to the choir, but rather to examine and compare the specific theoretical 

perspectives that have been proposed to model variation in language. Beyond 

the general recognition of the importance of variation, there is less consensus re-

garding the contexts in which it is relevant and the methods of studying it.  In 

what follows, I present three important perspectives on linguistic variation. I dis-

cuss them as distinct paradigms for the sake of presentational clarity, but at the 

risk of reifying differences that are often gradual rather than absolute (and of ig-

noring  differences  within  each).  These  approaches  are  the  classic  Labovian 

study of language variation and change (henceforth: LVC or variationism; 2.1.1), 

the text-linguistic perspective (2.1.2), and the sociocultural one (2.1.3). After dis-

cussing each of these in isolation, section 2.1.4 concludes with a synthetic dis-

cussion that appropriates aspects of each of these perspectives for the present 

study. I leave aside approaches to variation in the categorical cross-linguistic tra-

dition (Patrick 2008:426), such as traditional dialectology. The historical continu-

ities between these and the approaches discussed here are well documented, 

and recounting them here would be beyond the scope of this study.

2.1.1 Language variation and change: The Labovian paradigm

Despite some earlier efforts at coming to terms with the fact of language varia-

tion (cf. Hazen 2011:29–31), the paradigm generally credited with making varia-
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tion a central  concern in linguistic analysis is variationist sociolinguistics, also 

known as language variation and change (LVC) and strongly associated with its 

founding father William Labov  (e.g. 2010; 2001; 1994; 1972a; 1966). The LVC 

paradigm is the perspective on linguistic variation that has achieved by far the 

highest level of theoretical and methodological consolidation. As such, it has be-

come somewhat of an orthodoxy that many researchers with divergent perspec-

tives tend to position themselves against. For these reasons, the LVC tradition 

receives the most extensive discussion here, and the other two approaches are 

discussed explicitly in relation to this one.

The theoretical and historical background to this approach is perhaps most 

explicitly addressed by Weinreich et al.  (1967). There, the authors identify the 

fundamental problem that synchronic and historical linguistics at the time of their 

writing could not be reconciled in terms of their basic assumptions. Whereas syn-

chronic linguistics  (and particularly the leading figure at the time, Noam Chom-

sky, e.g. 1965) conceptualized language as a static system of universal rules and 

dismissed any surface variability as irrelevant, historical linguistics identified dis-

crete stages of a given language over time. Neither discipline had explanations 

to offer as to how the transitions between these stages progressed in actuality:

[I]f a language has to be structured in order to function efficiently, how do 

people  continue to  talk  while  the  language changes,  that  is,  while  it  passes 

through periods of lessened systematicity? Alternatively, if overriding pressures 

do force a language to change, and if communication is less efficient (as would 

deductively follow from the [structuralist]  theory), why have such inefficiencies 

not been observed in practice? (Weinreich et al. 1967:100–101)

Weinreich et al. (1967:100) present a solution to this problem by conceptu-

alizing language not in terms of categorical rules, but as a system that is charac-

terized by “orderly heterogeneity” at any point in its history. The synchronic co-
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existence of alternative forms presents speakers with a choice in their realization 

and, over time, such choices accrue to language change. From this point of de-

parture, Weinreich et al.  (1967:183–187) dissect the issue of language change 

into a set of five distinct problems that can be investigated empirically:

• the actuation problem, i.e. how does change get initiated (this problem 

continues to be the most elusive, cf. Baker et al. 2011)

• the constraints problem, i.e. what types and mechanism of change are 

possible, and which ones are not?

• the transition problem, i.e. what does the progression of a language 

from one stage to another look like at intermediate stages?

• the embedding problem, i.e. how is one particular process of change 

connected to other developments in the linguistic and social system in 

which it occurs?

• the  evaluation  problem,  i.e.  what  attitudes  towards  a  change  in 

progress exist within a speech community and how do these attributes 

influence further change?

It is the merit of Labov’s work to develop the theoretical and methodological ap-

paratus to address these different problems empirically and quantitatively. Before 

turning to the central concepts of Labovian sociolinguistics, it is worth noting that,  

from the beginning of the discipline, the focus of variationist sociolinguistics has 

been on discovering mechanisms of change in order to contribute to a general,  

rule-based description of language. The goal, in other words, has been to ad-

vance linguistic, rather than social theory. From the early days of LVC, comple-

mentary positions have existed that centered more explicitly around the latter (cf. 

Hymes’ 1974 call  for  a  “socially  constituted linguistics”).  With  this  brief  back-

ground on the emergence of LVC, I now turn to its central theoretical concepts.
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2.1.1.1 The linguistic variable

The unit of analysis in a variationist study is the linguistic variable, which is suc-

cinctly defined as two or more surface forms of semantic equivalence or “saying 

‘the same thing’ in several different ways”  (Labov 1972a:271). These different 

surface forms are known as the variable’s variants. For instance, the vowel in the 

word goose (the GOOSE vowel, cf. Wells 1982) in American English has a vari-

able diphthongal realization with a high-front nucleus and a backing glide ([ ju:]) in 

addition  to  a  high-back monophthongal  one ([u ]),  and a  Southern  high-frontː  

monophthong  approximating  [i ],  (cf.  Koops  ː (2010),  Hinrichs  et  al.  (2013)). 

Hence, the phonetic sequences [gu s], [g us], [gi s], are all semantically equivaː ɪ ː -

lent (they are realizations of the lexeme goose), but they exemplify three different 

variants of the goose vowel. It is conventional in LVC research to express this as 

“[gu s], [g us], [gi s] are variants of the variable (goose)”.ː ɪ ː

An important methodological concern in an LVC study is the principle of ac-

countability (Labov 1966:49), which states “that any variable form (a member of 

a set of alternative ways of ‘saying the same thing’) should be reported with the 

proportion of cases in which the form did occur in the relevant environment, com-

pared to  the  total  number  of  cases in  which  it  might  have occurred”  (Labov 

1972a:72). In order to study copula deletion, in other words, it is not enough to 

count all instances of deleted copulas, but to quantify them as percentages of all  

possible cases of copula occurrence (i.e. of the sum of realized and deleted cop-

ulas). Adherence to this principle requires a careful and explicit definition of the 

variable context (Poplack & Tagliamonte 1989:60; or envelope of variation; Milroy 

& Gordon 2003:180), i.e. those observations that are to be included in the study 

because they are true environments of possible variation. Sticking with the ex-

ample of the goose vowel, for instance, one finds the [ u] pronunciation in wordsɪ  

like music or computer. However, in these cases there is no possibility to substi-
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tute [i ] or [u ] (they are, in fact, members of another lexical set, ː ː CURE). Likewise, 

the diphthongal pronunciation is blocked by a following lateral (as in pool, Labov 

et al. 2006:152). Hence, words like  music or  pool should be excluded from a 

study of the goose vowel in English in accordance with the principle of account-

ability.2

The introduction of the linguistic variable as the central unit of analysis ele-

vated the study of variable linguistic phenomena from the anecdotal or tokenistic 

to the systematic level of analysis. Whereas earlier scholars had occasionally 

noted individual variants (Hazen 2011:33), the concept of the linguistic variable 

allowed such variants for the first time to be treated as parts of a general system 

regulated by probabilistic rules (or “patterns” in the language of early LVC). The 

quantitative analysis  of  a speech community’s  linguistic  system would not be 

possible without the explicit formalization of the linguistic variable as presented 

above. In this context, it is important to note that variationist analysis does not fo-

cus on individual realizations of a variable, but on the aggregate patterns that 

emerge when considering the entirety of the data under investigation.

Linguistic variables can, in principle, be found at any level of description. 

However, from the early days of the discipline there has been a strong prefer-

ence for phonetic variables, such as (ay) and (aw) (Labov 1972a:chap. 1) or real-

ization vs. omission of post-vocalic /r/ (Labov 1966). The reasons for this choice 

are not accidental, but have to do with the fact that the phonetic level arguably 

offers the neatest separation between form and meaning and the clearest cir-

cumscription of an envelope of variation (cf. Labov 1966:49; see below for com-

ments regarding other levels of linguistic description). Additionally, since early 

LVC research was working against the backdrop of both dialectology and histori-

2 It is, of course, possible in the process of a variant’s spread for constraints to become lev-
elled. This seems to be the case indeed for the following-/l/ constraint on fronted GOOSE vow-
els in the Southern US (Koops 2010:113). In such cases, rather than completely excluding 
these contexts, their effect should be statistically modeled.
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cal linguistics, and since sound change and pronunciation differences were cen-

tral  to these, an interest in phonetic processes of change reflects disciplinary 

continuity.  Finally,  from a more pragmatic  perspective,  phonetic  variables are 

much more frequent in even a small sample of language than individual words or 

even some grammatical constructions, and hence their analysis imposes less of 

a strain in terms of data collection.

This tendency to privilege certain cases of variation and to be unable to ad-

dress others is one of the earliest points of contention about the linguistic vari-

able. As Lavandera points out, 

units beyond phonology, let us say a morpheme, or a lexical item, or 

a syntactic construction, each have by definition a meaning. They are 

not like phonemes which, by definition, do not have any 'constancy of 

reference' as Sapir said. (1978:175)

With phenomena on any plane of description other than phonology, then, estab-

lishing clear semantic equivalence between variants becomes increasingly diffi -

cult. This fact often leads to a significant reduction in the number of potential ob-

servations, since cases of semantic non-equivalence need to be excluded as 

‘don’t count’ instances  (cf. Blake 1997). Apart from discarding many potentially 

informative, if not referentially equivalent, features altogether  (cf. Aaron 2010), 

certain aspects of variation completely escape analysis within the framework of 

an envelope of variation. A discourse marker such as like, for instance, can be in-

serted in any number of slots in a given utterance, and hence the context in 

which to contrast individual occurrences and non-occurrences of like cannot reli-

ably be delimited. To be sure, various ways of loosening the envelope of varia-

tion to  study non-phonological  phenomena have been proposed  (e.g.  Pichler 

2010; Sankoff & Thibault 1981; Lavandera 1978). These, however, have in turn 

been criticized as incompatible with the basic assumptions of the LVC paradigm 

(Romaine 1984). At present, this tension is unresolved.
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Also relating to the requirement of referential equivalence among variants, 

Biber addresses the “language of ‘frequency’”  (2012:16) adopted in variationist 

studies. While he recognizes the value of such studies and their methodology as 

such, he argues that findings from them are often presented in a misleading way.  

Specifically, a variant that is frequent in the variationist sense (e.g. that occurs in 

80% of all variable contexts) need not be frequent in the common sense (accord-

ing to Biber) of occurring very often. To use a simplistic example,3 imagine a cor-

pus of sports news about American football and one of general news writing. In 

the former, the variants pigskin and football occur at a ratio of 1:3, and in the lat-

ter at a ratio of 1:7. A variationist study would conclude that the variant football 

occurs more frequently in general news writing than it does in football-specific 

news. This is true only if one restricts the view to within the variable context un-

der investigation. In the present example it is readily apparent how in the sense 

of general corpus (or text) frequencies, such a statement is unlikely.

While Biber presents this problem as largely one of ambiguous presenta-

tion, I would like to point out that it actually touches upon a far more fundamental 

assumption  of  the  variationist  paradigm:  the  insistence  on  studying  different 

ways  of  saying  the  same  thing  excludes,  explicitly  or  implicitly  (Lavandera 

1978:179–181), the possibility that different people say different things in differ-

ent situations as a valid object of study. From a register-sensitive perspective, 

this is obviously insufficient, as Biber and Finegan point out: “Speakers do not 

typically ‘say the same thing’ in conversation as in lectures, reports, academic 

papers, and congratulatory telegrams.” (1993a:6). The same is true, according to 

Coupland  (2007:186–187),  of  discursive  norms  within  individual  registers  di-

achronically. To continue with Biber and Finegan’s examples, it is likely that uni-

versity lectures, live sports reporting, and short congratulatory messages all look 

3 Biber (2012) gives several more realistic and relevant examples, including actual corpus fre-
quency counts. I am primarily interested in the basic idea here and exclude those for the sake 
of brevity.
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decidedly differently today than they did a century ago, not just in terms of what 

variants of a linguistic variables they favor, but in terms of the activities, styles, 

stances, etc. that are appropriate in each context. In order to analyze this not 

purely linguistic, but sociolinguistic change (Coupland 2016; 2014), a view out-

side the limited variable context is required. 

2.1.1.2 The speech community and the concept of prestige

The important methodological step in LVC compared to earlier research into lin-

guistic variability is that from the categorical to the gradient. Whereas traditional 

dialectology often maintained one variant for a given region, Labov recognized 

that most speakers use different variants at different levels of frequency. This 

shift  in  focus  allows  for  scalar,  rather  than  absolute,  differences  in  the  way 

(groups of)  speakers use language. A  speech community,  such as New York 

City,  can consequently be described not just  categorically as a whole, but in  

terms of the dynamics of language variation among smaller groups within that 

community. Relating these group-internal behavioral patterns (e.g. middle class 

vs. working class speakers, women vs. men, younger vs. older speakers) to one 

another,  Labov demonstrated, yields a consistent picture of ongoing linguistic 

change in the community.

Internal  differentiation  in  LVC  is  conceived  of  through  the  geological 

metaphor of stratification: the community consists of several distinct layers, such 

as different socio-economic classes. The vertical structure of this image lends it-

self well to the notion of  prestige,  which is central in Labov’s work for under-

standing  aggregate  speaker  behavior  in  relation  to  a  linguistic  variable.  In 

changes progressing above the level of conscious awareness (i.e. where at least 

one variant has attained a level of salience that makes it available for – con-

scious or unconscious – manipulation; cf. Labov 1972a on indicators, markers, 
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and stereotypes), different variants carry different levels of prestige. These can 

be inferred from the variants’ patterning across socio-economic status, where the 

forms more common among the upper middle-class are taken to be prestige 

markers, as well as from intra-speaker situational variation, where more formal 

situations and those in which participants pay more attention to their own produc-

tion favor higher rates of prestige variants. Labov’s work in New York City (1966) 

gave compelling evidence that one central logic of prestige can explain the range 

of inter-and intra-speaker variation in the speech community.

Labov’s conceptualization of the speech community does much to add so-

cial realism to prior approaches. Traditional dialectology tended to seek out a 

uniform group of informants, non-mobile old rural males (NORMs), on the as-

sumption that these speakers reflect the most conservative version of the local 

dialect. This practice erased much of the actual linguistic reality of the speech 

community  and artificially  inflated regional  difference.  By considering different 

members of the same community within one framework, Labov not only corrects 

this bias, but also actively countermands deficit accounts of linguistic difference 

(e.g. Bernstein 1975). It is a fundamental conviction of LVC research that linguis-

tic systems at any level of the community are fully functional, and their different 

levels of prestige are socially constructed rather than in any way linguistically 

given.

A frequent point of criticism of the LVC approach is its relatively static un-

derstanding of the speech community and its individual speakers. According to 

Patrick “[c]ommunity remains a vague but essential component of most (socio-) 

linguistic theories: it is the undefined ground upon which crucial corporate no-

tions such as ‘language’, ‘dialect’ and ‘style’ are figured”  (2003:250). Given the 

centrality  of  the concept,  it  is  perhaps surprising that  many researchers treat 

community as a relatively intuitive, preconceived given, where individuals’ group 
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membership is assumed prior to any analytical  steps. Researchers who have 

problematized this approach have tended to develop community structure empiri-

cally from quantitative linguistic data, whether in production (Horvath & Sankoff 

1987) or in evaluation (Santa Ana & Parodi 1998). However, a sustained engage-

ment with social theory has rarely been on the agenda, at least in traditional LVC 

research (Carter & Sealey 2000).

Much of variationist sociolinguistics has operated with preconceived demo-

graphic categories as its major differentiating mechanism within a community un-

der study: speakers are typically identified in terms of their age group, sex, socio-

economic  status  (SES),  and  sometimes  ethnicity  (however,  see  Labov 

1972a:chap. 1 for an early example of more ethnographically infromed speaker 

categorization). This practice has raised several lines of criticism. Perhaps most 

trivially, issues of operationalization arise with a number of the categories men-

tioned above: even if  one is prepared to accept sex as a simple, biologically 

given binary (on this issue, see below), and leaving aside ethnicity for the mo-

ment, even such apparently straightforward labels as SES and age group appear 

problematic. In both cases, speakers are typically divided into distinct groups; but 

there is hardly any informed discussion about where to draw the dividing lines 

between these groups (e.g. is a person in their mid-twenties more appropriately 

captured by the ‘younger’ or ‘middle’ age group? At what point on a given index 

does a speaker belong to the middle class?). For the concept of socio-economic 

status in particular, it is anything but clear how to most appropriately quantify this 

notion:  base  income,  highest  educational  degree  achieved,  average  income 

within the neighborhood of residence, etc. all have been suggested as criteria 

(APA 2016), but the extent to which they are locally meaningful should not be 

presupposed.
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This last point can be extended even to apparently clear-cut categories like 

gender. It may be methodologically practicable to separate speakers by their bio-

logical sex, and such separation may lead to the discovery of quantitative differ-

ences in linguistic behavior, but even such results do not prove that gender itself  

is a particularly meaningful social category for speakers themselves (Bamman et 

al. 2014). On the contrary, relying unquestioningly on established extra-linguistic 

factors runs the danger of reifying the importance of these factors and missing 

more locally relevant ones simply because the researcher is not looking for them. 

This criticism is not unique to the LVC approach, but applies in any circumstance 

where external categories are applied to a set of observations without critical ex-

amination of these categories themselves.

The fact that, despite the above, LVC research does seem to consistently 

reproduce age, sex, SES, etc. as important structuring factors in linguistic varia-

tion has led to the related criticism of undue extrapolation from culturally and his-

torically specific circumstances to processes of change in general. The bulk of 

variationist research has been conducted in (Late) Modern capitalist societies, 

which operate according to a shared social logic of class, gender, etc. Many of 

the assumptions of LVC research (e.g. regarding social stratification) simply do 

not seem to make sense in other contexts  (Smakman 2015). From a historical 

perspective,  a similar argument is leveled by Coupland  (2016;  2014),  who is 

skeptical of the static notion of society presupposed by classic variationist work. 

According to him, “[w]orlds change around and through language just as lan-

guage changes in the world” (2016:426), and LVC has not always been ready to 

address changes that are not strictly related to the choice between semantically 

equivalent linguistic forms.

Likewise, the extent to which linguistic prestige is uniformly agreed upon 

within a speech community, and hence can be evoked as a unidimensional ex-
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planandum for  variation and change,  has been a matter  of  debate.  Attempts 

were made early on to complement an overt, institutionally ratified notion of pres-

tige with a covert one (Labov 1966), and to differentiate between consensus and 

conflict models of the speech community (Rickford 1986). However, even these 

models presuppose a degree of sharedness of norms that may be exaggerated: 

while the value ascriptions among different groups of speakers differ, the basic, 

unidimensional scale of normativity remains intact. The possibility of a multidi-

mensional space of sociolinguistic norms does not sit well with the variationist 

approach.

Finally, the practice of drawing the lines around communities themselves in 

LVC research has not gone uncommented. The question in this regard is simply 

who is and is not part of a community, and on what grounds does a researcher 

make such decisions? Speakers of ethnic minority backgrounds, those without a 

longstanding biographical connection to a community, and even those who are 

marked  as  exceptional  on  purely  linguistic  grounds  (such  as  “Nathan  B.”  in 

Labov 1966) have been excluded from statistical analysis of group behavior in 

important LVC studies (cf. Wolfram & Beckett 2000:6). Such practices are well-

considered moves in the description of particular linguistic varieties, but they do 

run the danger of objectifying these varieties prior to analyzing the actual linguis-

tic data in all its complexity (cf. Pennycook 2007). In this regard, they are an in-

tellectual continuation of the search for NORM informants in traditional dialectol-

ogy.

To sum up, LVC research has importantly focused attention on the commu-

nity as the site and catalyst of linguistic change. In privileging the discovery of 

universal mechanisms of change, however, it has tended to adopt a relatively un-

critical image of society itself, where the social acts as a static backdrop to the 
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linguistic, rather than the two mediating each other. This line of criticism is further 

elaborated in section 2.1.3 on sociocultural linguistics.

2.1.1.3 The sociolinguistic interview: Vernacular and authentic data

Not only on the theoretical level, but also in terms of data collection and analysis, 

has Labov’s  early  work fundamentally  shaped an entire  discipline.  Taking his 

cues from quantitative sociology, Labov devised new methods of obtaining repre-

sentative samples of community speech, of eliciting naturalistic language, and of 

using statistical analysis to detect patterns in the data.

In order to study a speech community, it is essential to collect data from as 

vast a range as possible of different strata within that community. On the other  

hand, extended sets of sociolinguistic data are time-consuming to collect and an-

notate, and hence it has been unfeasible in the past to sample from the commu-

nity in large numbers.4 Labov’s early attempts employed many creative methods 

to deal with this conundrum, most famously his rapid and anonymous sampling 

technique, through which several hundred tokens of post-vocalic /r/ could be col-

lected from 264 speakers in the time span of an afternoon (Labov 1972a:43–54).

The most persistent data elicitation technique contributed by Labov, how-

ever, is the sociolinguistic interview. At its heart, the sociolinguistic interview is a 

response to the  observer’s paradox, the problem that “the aim of linguistic re-

search in the community must be to find out how people talk when they are not 

being systematically observed; yet we can only obtain this data by systematic 

4 This statement is still true today. However, several tendencies appear to converge to make 
sociolinguistic work with large-scale data a much more achievable goal in the near future: the 
compilation and availability of  corpora with social  meta-information  (e.g.  ICE, Greenbaum 
1991; see 3.1), the development of software that automates many tedious analytical steps 
(e.g. FAVE, Rosenfelder et al. 2011), and the increasing ad-hoc availability of vast amounts 
of CMD data.
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observation” (Labov 1972a:209). In other words, the aim of LVC data elicitation is 

to record the vernacular, defined as the most unmonitored speech of a given in-

formant, under conditions (the presence of a microphone, an unacquainted uni-

versity researcher as a conversational partner, etc.) that typically cause partici-

pants to be self-conscious of their linguistic performance. One way to address 

this paradox is to include different activities in the interview, some of which (e.g. 

word list or minimal pair readings) are highly formal, and others (open-ended, 

conversational interview questions) as informal as possible. An individual’s differ-

ence in linguistic performance between these different situations can point to-

wards the salience and prestige of some variants within that individual’s aware-

ness.

Ultimately, however, a conversation based on open-ended questions is the 

centerpiece  of  the  sociolinguistic  interview.  Here,  it  is  essential  that  the  re-

searcher produce conditions under which the interviewee becomes more and 

more involved in the conversation at hand and less and less inhibited by the in-

terview situation. Time plays an important role in this regard, as informants tend 

to relax as they gain familiarity with the situation, and consequently it is common 

practice in LVC to exclude the first several minutes of recorded interview time 

from analysis. Also, the researcher’s questions should ultimately aim at involving 

the interviewee on a personal level. This is most famously achieved by the ‘dan-

ger of death’ question: “Have you ever been in a situation in which you were in 

serious danger of being killed?” (Labov 1972a:92). The danger of death question 

has not been uniformly useful (or appropriate) in all communities  (e.g. Trudgill 

1974:52), but its basic rationale of creating maximal involvement has come to 

epitomize the sociolinguistic interview technique.

While  Labov’s  insistence on recorded empirical  data liberated linguistics 

from reliance on native-speaker introspection, his own emphasis on the vernacu-
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lar as the most natural form of linguistic data has often been perceived as too 

limited. According to Milroy, Wei, and Moffatt,

[a]s a metalinguistic concept, the vernacular is not at all clearly de-

fined. […] Labov’s model of the single dimension ranging from most 

casual, where the vernacular can be located, to the most formal is 

simply not a realistic one. (1995:281)

The Labovian notion of the vernacular implies a hierarchy of authenticity, with the 

vernacular itself as the idealized pole of fully authentic speech. Such a conceptu-

alization is  warranted as a useful  abstraction in  a  system-centric  perspective 

such as Labov proposes, but falls short of accounting for the full social dynamics 

of language variation. In a fully socially constituted linguistics, authenticity  be-

comes a matter of relational positioning and hence “an ethnographic question” 

(Johnstone 1999:509) rather than an objective linguistic fact  (cf.  Eckert 2003; 

Coupland 2016).

Outside LVC, researchers in linguistic anthropology (e.g. Bauman & Briggs 

1990), corpus linguistics (e.g. Hundt & Mair 1999; Biber & Finegan 1993a:5–6), 

or rhetoric (Gill 2014), among others, have long promoted attention to various lin-

guistic activities, registers, and data that do not qualify as authentic vernacular 

by Labovian standards. Silverstein (Silverstein 2016), on the other hand, argues 

that the vernacular in the LVC sense is in no way more natural than other forms 

of speaking, but comes with its own set of metapragmatic specifics.

The focus on the vernacular and the attendant elicitation techniques are in 

fact extremely useful for developing a unified, systematic account of general vari-

ational patterns within a community. This is no small achievement, and it would 

be misleading to point out the blind spots of the construct while neglecting its util-

ity.  Nonetheless,  the full  range of linguistic variation and social  meaning only 
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emerges from a consideration of different kinds of discursive situations and gen-

res.

Next, and related, the notion of style in LVC research is often perceived to 

be underdeveloped. Defined as speaker-internal variation by Labov (e.g. 1966), 

style has early on been subsumed under the unidimensional logic of prestige. 

Accordingly, every community member is principally aware of, and agrees upon, 

the  community’s  prestige  variants,  but  varying  degrees  of  attention  paid  to 

speech permit various frequencies of production for these prestige variants. This 

explanation appears to hold for the styles canonically included in the sociolin-

guistic interview (i.e. minimal pairs, word lists, reading passages, open-ended in-

terview questions), but is inadequate to capture the full range of stylistic variation 

in  everyday  language  use.  This  was  most  poignantly  demonstrated  by  Bell 

(1984), who showed that the same radio announcer spoke differently when doing 

the same kind of show (sometimes the exact same text), depending on their un-

derstanding of the show’s target audience. This discovery has led to the audi-

ence  design  (later  elaborated  as  referee  design)  model  of  stylistic  variation. 

Along similar lines, Giles et al. (1991) developed the notion of speech accommo-

dation theory.

In the United States too, where the Labovian research paradigm has had a 

more solid status of orthodoxy for the past 40 years, the notion of style has been 

the catalyst for recent theoretical debate  (Eckert 2008; Bucholtz & Hall 2005). 

Here, the precise nature of social meaning is the center of the discussion. While 

in “first  wave”  (Eckert  2012) LVC research the individual  speaker’s  discourse 

could be seen as little more than a function of her position in a static social order 

combined with her capability to monitor her speech at any given moment, “third 

wave”5 studies see both social identity and language as malleable entities which 

5 “Second wave” studies generalize over speakers on the whole, but develop the categories by 
which to dissect a sample of informants from a more ethnographic perspective. They occupy 
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mediate each other. From this perspective, questions of style become questions 

of (more or less) agentive moves made by specific people in specific circum-

stances with specific goals in mind, requiring a more contextualized and flexible 

approach to style. Research of this kind is taken up in section 2.1.3.

2.1.1.4 Sociolinguistic patterns

Since its inception, variationist sociolinguistics has been able to define and re-

produce a number of language change patterns across different variables and 

communities  (mostly  in  the  US  and  other  regions  of  the  Western  world). 

Changes in  progress typically  proceed along an S-curve  pattern in  real  time 

(Labov 2001:452; cf. Blythe & Croft 2012), i.e. a new variant comes in and re-

mains marginal in terms of frequency for some time, then experiences a period 

of rapid increase in frequencies of use until it plateaus at a position as an estab-

lished variant in the sociolinguistic system (at which point the change is inter-

preted as complete). The spread of a variant within a community tends to pro-

ceed incrementally, whereas its diffusion across communities is often accompa-

nied by a leveling of constraints, enabling a feature that originated in a limited set 

of contexts to become more generally available as an option in the linguistic sys-

tem (Labov 2007).

The propagators of changes, especially of innovative variants carrying overt 

prestige, often tend to be women from the middle class. Comparing the behavior 

of younger and older age groups synchronically has been found to yield reliable 

insights into diachronic processes. This is known as the apparent-time construct 

(cf. Labov 1972a:chap. 1; 2001:171). Changes can proceed above or below the 

level of conscious awareness and with varying levels of prestige attached to the 

an intermediate position between the “first” and “third wave” studies that are typically pitted 
against each other in scholarly meta-discussion and will hence not receive detailed treatment 
here. Labov (1972a:chap. 1) is cited by Eckert as an example of a second wave study.
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respective variants (Labov 1994:78; 2007). Speakers who are aware of prestige 

variants that are not part of their own vernacular, especially those from the mid-

dle  class,  often  tend  towards  hyper-correct  performance  in  formal  elicitation 

tasks, where they outperform even higher-prestige speakers in their rates of pro-

duction of the prestige variant (Labov 1972a:124).

The discovery of these general patterns and mechanisms, and the solid 

empirical record on which they are founded, has helped to demonstrate the regu-

lar nature of linguistic variation and change. It has made comparisons between 

different communities – both with regard to specific findings and to general pro-

cesses – a productive, methodologically and quantitatively well-founded enter-

prise.  The tension between diachronic  and synchronic linguistics observed in 

Weinreich et al. (1967) have successfully been resolved thanks to LVC, and the 

five smaller problems have received solid empirical treatment if not final resolu-

tion.

To sum up this brief introduction, the LVC paradigm has had a tremendous 

impact in terms of demonstrating the systematicity of variation and developing 

tools  for  analyzing  its  fundamental  distributional  properties  across  speaker 

groups and diachronically. Its primary aim is establishing generalizable principles 

according to which sociolinguistic variables behave synchronically and diachroni-

cally, and to make informed predictions about language change based on these 

principles. Engagement with social theory has been less of a staple in LVC, and 

the insistence on a strictly defined variable context has led to the isolation of indi-

vidual features, both from other variables and from their surrounding discourse. 

The LVC paradigm is consequently best suited for a detailed analysis of individ-

ual constraints on the selection of a clearly defined set of variants and less at-

tuned to overall characteristics that differentiate individual stretches of discourse.
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2.1.2 Corpora and frequencies: The text-linguistic perspective

Alongside the Labovian paradigm, research in corpus linguistics has developed 

as  another  important  approach to  variation  in  natural  language.  The two ap-

proaches6 share a number of fundamental assumptions. Both lay explicit claim to 

empirical foundations and position themselves in sharp opposition to introspec-

tion-based linguistics as promoted by Chomsky. The nature of the data and their 

representativeness play an important role in both approaches, as does the belief  

in quantitative, rather than categorical, analysis as the appropriate mode of lin-

guistic inquiry. Finally, both corpus linguistics and LVC research explicitly inte-

grate context of utterance as a relevant predictor of language variation  (Baker 

2010:8–9). Considering this degree of overlap, it is perhaps surprising that the 

two approaches have only relatively recently been in more intense scholarly con-

versation with each other. The reasons for this separation are of historical as well  

as theoretical nature (McEnery & Hardie 2012:116). Historically, corpus linguis-

tics has tended to focus on lexical and morpho-syntactic analysis, whereas LVC 

research emerged with a strong phonological interest, inspired by an interest in 

Neogrammarian theories of regular sound change (cf. Weinreich et al. 1967; Sil-

verstein 2016 for a critical perspective). At the level of theory, corpus and varia-

tionist linguistics have tended to emphasize rather different parameters that influ-

ence the structure of variation in the data (see 2.1.2.2). I return to the integration 

of corpus and variationist sociolinguistics in section 2.1.4. In the present section, 

my aim is to present the dimensions along which the two approaches have been 

perceived to differ from each other.

6 While LVC has firmly consolidated itself as an independent field of linguistic inquiry, there is  
significant debate as to whether corpus linguistics is a mere method, a field, or even a disci -
pline unto itself (cf. McEnery & Hardie 2012:chap. 6). I refrain from participating in this discus-
sion and opt for the term ‘approach’ here as a purposely vague designator.
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2.1.2.1 Units of analysis and analytical goals

Biber draws a clear distinction between the variationist perspective on language 

variation and what he calls the “text-linguistic” one (2012:12), which is represen-

tative of the majority of corpus linguistic research.7 The difference comes down to 

the kinds of research questions asked in each perspective and the respective 

unit of linguistic analysis. As elaborated above, the variationist approach models 

“proportional preference” (Biber 2012:13) within a specified envelope of variation; 

it is only interested in the choices made by speakers once a variable context is 

given, irrespective of how frequently the variable itself occurs. The unit of analy-

sis hence is the individual linguistic structure, or to be more precise, the aggre-

gate pattern of variant selection within that structure. The LVC approach isolates 

and dissects individual cases of variation. In the text-linguistic perspective, by 

contrast, “the unit of analysis is each individual text [with the aim of] describing 

differences between texts and text varieties” (Biber 2012:12). There is, according 

to Biber, a clear sense in which the text-linguistic approach is the more natural 

one of the two, as it “describes language use from the perspective of a conversa-

tional participant or a normal reader of a text” (2012:33), whereas LVC models a 

fairly abstract selection mechanism.

This difference in perspectives is worth considering explicitly in the context 

of  the present study’s aims by means of a hypothetical example. As outlined 

above, the aim of the study is to analyze how linguistic variation in English world-

wide is structured both according to register and geography. One specific case of 

interest in both the register and the geographic dimension is the modal system. A 

variationist perspective might, among other things, ask in what contexts the new 

7 To be sure, there exists corpus linguistic research that is not ‘text-linguistic’ in the sense of  
Biber (2012), and Biber himself briefly mentions a third kind of approach (“Type C studies [in 
which] the unit of analysis is the entire corpus”; p. 12). Nonetheless, for the purposes of high-
lighting general differences between the approaches under discussion here, the binary dis-
tinction between variationist and text-linguistic perspectives is useful.
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(quasi-)modals  (e.g. Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4) are proportionally favored over 

their established counterparts (for instance, defining the variable as the expres-

sion of deontic modality with the variants  must,  have to,  have got to and gotta 

when these are used with a deontic meaning). It is fair to assume that this ap-

proach would reveal register patterns (e.g. conversation proportionally favoring 

the new forms) as well as geographic ones (e.g.  must being favored in British 

rather than American English). What this approach will not reveal is whether cer-

tain registers or regional varieties are more prone to explicitly expressing deontic 

modality in  total.  One important dimension of register variation established in 

previous research is that of “overt expression of persuasion”  (Biber 1988:111), 

and “necessity modals” (ibid.) indeed contribute to this dimension. The extent to 

which similar tendencies play a role in differentiating national varieties of English 

has not been investigated thus far. Such studies have usually operated under the 

strict separation of form and function, only asking how a given function is ex-

pressed in different varieties, but assuming rather than investigating that speak-

ers of different varieties do the same things when using language.

This is not to argue that speakers of different varieties of English communi-

cate in fundamentally different ways. But the issue perhaps becomes more rele-

vant when not considering varieties ‘on the whole’, but in terms of their textual 

ecologies and associated norms. It would, I believe, be worthwhile and linguisti-

cally revealing to consider, e.g. whether American news writing takes a more per-

suasive shape than Jamaican news writing, or whether conversational norms in 

India call for a more involved linguistic style than in Ireland. These questions be-

come relevant once one is prepared to accept that what is changing in language 

is not just “ways of saying the same thing” but the actual things people do with  

language. This argument is brought forth by Coupland (2007:186–187) in his dis-

cussion of researchers’ treatment of be like as a sociolinguistic variant within the 

quotative system. Coupland notes that  be like does not simply initiate reported 
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speech (as older variants of the quotative system do); rather, the construction is 

utilized as a way “to do more performative utterance, including [...] fabricated/re-

constructed ‘thoughts’ and emotional expressive tokens” (186). Change in the 

quotative system thus has to be considered in conjunction with a general change 

in conversational norms (here, the performative enhancement of talk with other 

voices, or what has been referred to by Jones and Schieffelin  (2009) as “poly-

phonic style”).

2.1.2.2 Patterns and explanations of linguistic variation

Where LVC places the social structure of a community at the center of extra-lin-

guistic explanation, corpus linguistics typically does not model social stratification 

in  its  sampling  procedure  (pace  such  exceptions  as  Corrigan  et  al.  2014; 

Gabrielatos et al. 2010; Poplack 1989). Instead, many corpora place emphasis 

on a diverse and balanced inclusion of different text categories. Consequently, 

variation found in corpus linguistics is usually explained in terms of communica-

tive mode, situational parameters (Biber 1988:28–33; cf. Hymes 1974), different 

text categories’ openness to linguistic innovation (Hundt & Mair 1999), etc. Varia-

tion, in other words, is not treated primarily as a function of individual or group 

level probabilistic grammar as in LVC research, but rather as a function of social 

conventions for different discursive activities. To the extent that different varieties 

enter into the sampling framework of a suite of corpora (such as the core quartett 

of Brown-based corpora, see Hinrichs et al. 2010), inter-varietal differences as 

well are cited as explicants of corpus variation.

The methods for  analyzing corpus data predominantly  follow descriptive 

statistical techniques (see Gries 2015a for a critical perspective), and “the set of 

functions which analysts are using to explore corpora seems to be relatively sta-

ble at present” (McEnery & Hardie 2012:41). Among the staple applications are 
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concordancing tools, collocation analysis, and the extraction of frequency lists, 

often visualized by means of bar plots. More recently, keyword analysis has be-

come an important method for detecting differences between individual corpora 

(cf.  Rayson 2008). Common to all  these methods is that they are exploratory 

rather than inferential. Diachronic change or synchronic difference between text 

categories is modeled as difference in normalized frequency among the phenom-

ena of interest, often – but unfortunately not always – paired with a simple test of 

significance, such as a chi-square test. Further interpretational steps rely on the 

researcher’s philological insights and the qualitative consideration of individual 

examples. More sophisticated statistical  techniques are beginning to be used 

(e.g. Corrigan et al. 2014; Gries 2015b; 2015a), but are still not as widespread as 

they are in LVC research.

To sum up, then, the text-linguistic approach to variation assumes a differ-

ent, and arguably more intuitive, understanding of frequency than the variationist 

one does. Corpus linguistics is good at modeling variation in a wide spectrum of  

different communicative situations and genres, but accords less importance to 

social differentiation. Text-linguistic approaches consequently are often better at 

giving a holistic account of variation. At the same time, the precision afforded by 

variationist studies that work within a strictly defined variable context is not to be 

discarded lightly. The point of the present section is not to elevate one approach 

over the other, but to describe and relate them to each other. While the clear 

separation between the perspectives is maintained here following Biber (2012), 

section 2.1.4 will make proposals as how to overcome their differences and ex-

ploit both within one study. Before doing so, however, I briefly address a third 

perspective on linguistic variation.
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2.1.3 Language as meaningful social action: The sociocultural perspec-

tive

Whereas the LVC paradigm has a long history of programmatic consolidation 

and the text-linguistic perspective finds clear articulation in Biber (2012), what I 

refer to here as sociocultural linguistics (following Bucholtz & Hall 2005) is a per-

spective  on  language and  society  that  has  been articulated  by  a  number  of 

scholars with slightly differing foci and under different labels. At the risk of gloss-

ing over important differences, I  subsume the ethnography of communication 

(Gumperz & Hymes 1972), metapragmatic and reflexive investigation (e.g Silver-

stein 2003), social constructionist approaches to style  (Eckert 2008), perspec-

tives on “sociolinguistic change”  (rather than just language change, Coupland 

2014), and related approaches under this label. This line of inquiry is also often 

referred to by the label “third wave” sociolinguistics  (Eckert 2012), but I refrain 

from using this terminology. From a perspective outside variationist sociolinguis-

tics, the term seems to imply that the sociocultural perspective is intellectually in-

debted to the earlier variationist paradigm, whereas in reality sociocultural ap-

proaches have co-existed with LVC since the earliest days.

All the perspectives mentioned above share a conceptualization of the rela-

tionship between language and society that differs from the classic variationist 

view. Whereas in the latter, the social is primarily conceived of as a (relatively) 

static backdrop against which linguistic change can be investigated, the sociocul-

tural approach explicitly recognizes the way in which the linguistic and the social 

mediate each other, and the fact that language use both reflects and constitutes 

social reality. In the language of Silverstein (2003), any utterance carries indexi-

cal presuppositions as well as entailments. The linguistic individual  (Johnstone 

1996), in this view, becomes a social agent capable of making strategic choices 

rather than being seen as (probabilistically) defined by her demographic proper-
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ties. This, in turn, leads to an elevation of the immediate interactional context in 

determining the relevance of linguistic choices: whereas LVC actively promotes 

an  abstraction  away  from  individual  occurrences  to  aggregate  frequencies 

(Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001:89), the sociocultural perspective asks why a spe-

cific linguistic choice was made at a specific point in a specific situation and so-

cial constellation.

Out of this shift in focus naturally arises a different understanding of what 

constitutes valid data for investigation. The elevation of the vernacular as the 

holy grail of variationist analysis has rendered other forms of language use (styl-

ized, mediated, rhetorical, etc.) suspect in the LVC paradigm. Sociocultural lin-

guistics, on the other hand, questions the supposedly given authenticity of the 

vernacular and instead makes authenticity itself an object of ethnographic analy-

sis (cf. Coupland 2003; Lacoste et al. 2014). From this vantage point, ‘inauthen-

tic’ instances of language use become highly relevant objects of study. These in-

clude mediated (e.g. Heydt & Mair 2014; Hinrichs 2006) and stylized (Bucholtz 

1999; Coupland 2001) language, “crossing”  (Rampton 1995; Cutler 1999), per-

formance registers  (Schilling-Estes 1998), and the linguistic commodification of 

place  in  both  discourse  and  material  objects  for  conspicuous  consumption 

(Heller 2014; Johnstone 2014; 2013).

The privileged method of analysis for such studies is, naturally, discourse 

analytic  rather  than statistical.  Sociocultural  linguistics  thus claims less of  an 

affinity with scientific approaches, which isolate observations and derive general-

ized models from large numbers of measurements. Instead, it situates itself more 

in relation to social theory, taking methodological input from such fields as an-

thropology, media studies, critical race theory, and gender studies. This is not to 

say, however, that quantitative analysis does not have a role to play in sociocul-

tural approaches. Researchers like Eckert  (1989) and Mendoza-Denton  (2008) 
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have successfully integrated variationist modeling of linguistic variables with rich 

and sustained ethnographic contextualization of the communities they have stud-

ied.

An inherent tension between many sociocultural approaches and the more 

quantitative ones described above is the relative weight each accords respec-

tively to individual  agency and more enduring (social  and linguistic)  structure 

(see Erickson 2004). To be sure, the discourse analytic and ethnographic meth-

ods  in  many  sociocultural  studies  may  run  the  danger  of  over-emphasizing 

speakers’ freedom of choice and giving the researcher undue liberty for idiosyn-

cratic interpretations. In this context, Patrick  (Patrick 2003:256) points out the 

“regular maintenance and transmission of linguistic behavior” with regard to the 

(-ing)  variable  that  has  persisted  with  historical  continuity  and  “recapitulates 

grammatical alternations dating back a millennium to Old English” (ibid.). Accord-

ing to Patrick, researchers who emphasize individual agency fail to account for 

such persisting patterns of variation. This, however, is not a matter of principled 

difference between ethnographic/discourse analytic/interactional and quantitative 

methods. Just as there are best practices for sample design and data collection 

and analysis in LVC, responsible engagement in participant observation, careful 

contextualization of discourse data, etc. ensures meaningful interpretations in the 

sociocultural approach.

The more fundamental question, that of structure versus agency as factors 

influencing linguistic variation, is as unresolved as it is old. Nor does an answer 

in general terms promise to be a meaningful goal. To what extent a given case of 

variation is  structurally  constrained or  available  for  reflexive  manipulation  de-

pends on a large number of factors, among them the nature of the linguistic fea-

ture in question  (Silverstein 2001), its social and perceptual salience  (Levon & 

Fox 2014) and indexical potential, the nature of the context of utterance  (e.g. 
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communication channel, generic conventions, degree of performativity, cf. Bau-

man & Briggs 1990), the relationships among interactants (both on the interper-

sonal level and that of membership in larger-level groups), etc. Arguing from a 

variationist position, Patrick (2003) gives a useful “taxonomy of identity work” that 

distinguishes between “identity development, transformation, and modification” 

(2003:270), depending on a speaker’s age and external circumstances. While 

this classification provides a useful heuristic, responsibility remains with the indi-

vidual linguist to consider both structure and agency in their research and deter-

mine the extent to which each is relevant for the question at hand.

The conflict between researchers emphasizing the role of identity and those 

insisting on structurally determined accounts currently has an important role to 

play in the field of World Englishes as well.  The debate will  consequently be 

taken up in section 2.2. Here, it is worth recapitulating that there are differences 

in the degree to which sociocultural linguistics and LVC research emphasize the 

fixedness of social structures versus the symbolic-interactive freedom of the indi-

vidual. In actual research practice, it is not uncommon to see the two perspec-

tives inform each other, as examples such as Mendoza-Denton (2008) or Eckert 

(1989) show.

2.1.4 Synthesizing perspectives in the present study

In the remainder of this section, I aim at a synthesis of the aforementioned per-

spectives, with specific regard to their application in the present, corpus-based 

study on variation in World Englishes. I mainly discuss the variationist and text-

linguistic perspective, since both of these take a quantitative analytical approach. 

However, toward the end of the section I will briefly return to sociocultural linguis-

tics and how the present project can be useful for this line of inquiry. Table  1 
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summarizes the differences between the three perspectives along several pa-

rameters in idealized, prototypical form.

Table 1:  A schematic comparison of different approaches to language variation.

LVC Text-linguistics Sociocultural linguis-
tics

Data Naturalistic, vernacular 
speech (recorded, tran-
scribed)

Digitized text Contextualized interac-
tions/performances

Sampling frame-
works

Random, judgment, or 
snowball sampling

Representative sam-
pling of varieties and 
registers under investi-
gation

Selection of data ac-
cording to ethno-
graphic and theoretical 
interest

Unit of analysis Individual linguistic vari-
ables (aggregate behav-
ior and resulting pat-
terns)

Individual texts and 
text categories

Individual interactional 
moves in situational 
context

Object of description Stratified, probabilistic, 
community-level gram-
mar

Language varieties as 
represented by sam-
pling framework

Social meaning in lan-
guage

Extra-linguistic corre-
lates of variation

Demographic categories 
(SES, sex, age, ethnic-
ity);
Level of attention paid to 
speech

Situational and genre 
properties

Identity projections/ne-
gotiations and strate-
gic discursive moves 
at the interactional mi-
cro-level

Variation as An abstract, probabilistic 
selection mechanism in 
the community grammar

Linguistic difference 
between texts as en-
countered by a reader 
or conversational par-
ticipant

A semiotic resource for 
intersubjective, rela-
tional positioning

Many of the differences in table  1 are matters of preference or tradition rather 

than irreconcilable theoretical differences. In some kinds of research, the bound-

aries between text- and variationist linguistics become decidedly blurred. Corpus 

construction increasingly incorporates recordings and transcripts of spoken data 

and includes demographic meta-information about the speakers (or writers) sam-

pled (e.g. the International Corpus of English, see 3.1). Variationist researchers, 

on the other hand, are beginning to recognize the potential of large-scale corpora 
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for generating representative and reproducible results, either by turning to avail-

able  corpora  for  their  specific  research  questions  (e.g.  Buchstaller  &  D’Arcy 

2009), or by collecting and annotating their own data with corpus-linguistic crite-

ria in mind (Corrigan et al. 2014; Gabrielatos et al. 2010). The concept of the lin-

guistic variable,  strictly defined, has also found its way into corpus-based re-

search that models individual grammatical choices at a high level of detail, but 

does not pursue the community-centered analytical  goals typical  of LVC  (e.g. 

Szmrecsanyi & Hinrichs 2008; Hinrichs & Szmrecsanyi 2007).

More qualitative, discourse-centered studies have also found successful in-

tegration with both variationist and corpus-based research. Of the former, Men-

doza-Denton (2008) and Eckert (1989) have already been mentioned above, and 

work in this tradition of mixed methods continues to be an important direction in  

present-day sociolinguistics. The successful combination of corpus research with 

critical analysis of discourse and non-variationist sociolinguistics is demonstrated 

by Baker (2010) and the contributions in McEnery and Baker (2015). These con-

verging tendencies notwithstanding, a number of  differences remain relatively 

strong. For the purposes of the present study, I discuss two aspects in particular 

that need to be resolved: the different extra-linguistic correlations of variation that 

are typically cited, and especially the tendency to focus on one kind to the exclu-

sion of the other, and the affordances of the text-linguistic and the variationist ap-

proach to move beyond the analysis of individual features and present aggregate 

pictures of variation.

2.1.4.1 The extra-linguistic correlates of variation

Despite methodological and theoretical differences, all of the schools discussed 

above recognize that variability in language can be understood by invoking extra-

linguistic factors. Leaving aside the diachronic dimension, these extra-linguistic 
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factors have tended to be social-demographic in the LVC, and situational-generic 

in the text-linguistic paradigm. The former may relate either to speakers’/writers’  

individual stances and identity projections or – more commonly – their member-

ship in higher-level social categories. The latter has to do with the kind of text or  

discourse a case of variation is embedded in, its structural properties (e.g. writ-

ten versus spoken, cf. Biber 1988; synchronous vs. asynchronous, cf. Herring 

2007) as well as its generic norms.

The social correlates of linguistic variation most frequently evoked in quan-

titative studies remain the ones proposed in the early days of variationist  re-

search: sex, age, ethnicity, and various operationalizations of class or SES. De-

pending on the specific details of the study, these are supplemented to varying 

degrees by more locally salient distinctions (an island vs. mainland orientation on 

Martha’s vineyard, Labov 1972a:chap. 1; membership in locally constituted com-

munities  of  practice,  Eckert  1989 etc.).  Some general  tendencies  have been 

found to hold by and large for individual social categories, such as the tendency 

for women to be the leaders of change and to orient more actively towards pres-

tige features or the adoption of features carrying covert prestige among working 

class males.  Nonetheless,  the relationship between linguistic  form and social 

meaning is considered to be arbitrary in principle, in the sense that no linguistic 

feature has an inherent social meaning.8 When speakers adopt prestige features, 

that is, they do not orient towards the individual features themselves but towards 

the prestige they carry.

The arbitrariness of social meaning becomes best apparent in the context 

of  comparative sociolinguistic work  (Tagliamonte 2013),  i.e.  research that dis-

cusses the same case of variation in different speech communities. Buchstaller  

8 This is not to imply that social meaning is random. Many authors, most prominently Silver-
stein  (2003), have demonstrated how social meaning is mediated by chains of indexicality 
that are historically meaningful and systematic.
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and D’Arcy (2009), in their analysis of quotative BE like in AmE, BrE, and New 

Zealand English (NZE), demonstrate that most linguistic constraints on variation 

in the quotative system have the same effect across varieties, but that social fac-

tors differ locally in terms of their effect size and direction. Thus, while structural 

integration of a feature follows an internal logic, its embedding into social matri-

ces is open to community reinterpretation.

The same cannot be said for research on generic/register effects on lan-

guage  variation.  It  Is  true  that  Biber  (1988:29),  taking  his  hints  from Hymes 

(1974), recognizes “social evaluation” as one component of the speech situation. 

By this, he means “attitudes of the participants, and of the culture at large, to the 

communicative event and the specific content of the message”  (1988:32) How-

ever,  his  treatment  of  register  variation  cites external  circumstances such as 

modality,  on-line versus asynchronous production, etc.  as the most prominent 

explanations for variational tendencies. To a large extent, such factors are not ar-

bitrary, but derive directly from the physical affordances of the communicative sit-

uation. This fact is emphasized in some of Biber’s later publications, which fore-

ground cross-linguistic universals of register variation  (Biber 1995). Biber does 

suggest that his multi-feature, multi-dimensional (MF/MD) approach can serve as 

a window into dialect variation (1988:200–202; cf. Biber 1987) and relates regis-

ter explicitly to sociolinguistic questions  (Biber & Finegan 1993b). However, in 

most of the studies inspired by this perspective, one or the other side of the reg-

ister–social interface is held constant in order to explore the other.

In LVC research, too, social and register effects on variation are rarely con-

sidered in conjunction, with the exception of the (limited range of) styles in the 

classic sociolinguistic interview technique. Typically, one of the two is held con-

stant in order to concentrate on the other.9 The variationist reflex to focus on the 

9 Studies investigating social constraints on variation without controlling for register (or vice 
versa) are, of course, extremely problematic, as they fail to account for variables that likely 
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vernacular to the exclusion of other forms of communication  (Biber & Finegan 

1993a:5–6) is a case in point, as is the lack of social information taken into ac-

count in many corpus analyses. Studies of variation in different varieties of Eng-

lish,  whether variationist  (e.g.  Buchstaller  & D’Arcy 2009) or corpus linguistic 

(e.g. Hackert & Deuber 2015), often limit their scope to one specific register. This 

practice is “justified by the realization that language change can vary across gen-

res”  (Noël  & Van der  Auwera 2015:462),  but  unfortunately  such a realization 

does not always carry over into interpretation: findings derived from a compari -

son of one specific register in two or more varieties not uncommonly get extrapo-

lated to the varieties on the whole. Even where genre is considered as a factor 

alongside variety,  it  sometimes is dismissed as a “source of statistical  noise” 

(Mair 2015b:139) rather than as a potential explanatory factor adding structure to 

the analysis. A full modeling of social and register influences within one analytical  

framework is currently still missing.

2.1.4.2 Co-variation and the coherence of linguistic systems

Both corpus and variationist linguistic often adopt feature-centric perspectives, 

i.e. a concentration on detailed accounts of individual features’ behavior in isola-

tion (the notable exception in corpus linguistics being the MF/MD approach, see 

below). While it is common for several features to be studied in the same com-

munity or corpus, description of their co-occurrence patterns typically remains at 

the general frequency level instead of quantifying their affinity to occur in the 

same stretches of discourse. Szmrecsanyi (2014) refers to such a perspective as 

“tree”-centered and argues for a more explicitly multi-feature approach in order 

not to lose sight of the “forest” as a whole.

have a significant influence on variation (see Gorman & Johnson 2012:216 on “omitted vari-
able bias”).
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Given the fact that LVC research maintains that variation in a speech com-

munity tends to follow a single dimension (governed by the logic of prestige), one 

would expect pronounced co-variation of features. They are supposed, after all,  

to reflect the same logic of distribution. In reality, however, “there is a dearth of  

research in the field that addresses whether clustering of variables actually oc-

curs in the behavior of individuals” (Guy 2013:64). The only obvious exception to 

this  statement  is  the  study of  different  elements  in  the  phonological  system. 

Since these are tightly integrated, patterns of covariation can be explained on in-

ternal rather than sociolinguistic grounds. In his study of four sociolinguistic vari-

ables in Brazilian Portuguese, Guy comes to the conclusion “that social cohesion 

among different linguistic variables may be weak, even if each variable indepen-

dently shows classic social and stylistic stratification”  (2013:70). What this sug-

gests is that at an abstract level, the classic model of stratification offers satisfac-

tory explanations of language variation, but when considering variation in actual 

stretches of discourse, more fine-grained analysis may be called for. From this 

perspective, it is desirable to move beyond the study of individual variables, or 

even several variables in isolation, and instead explicitly consider how a number 

of features co-vary in actual usage.

In corpus linguistics, likewise, an interest in behavioral similarities between 

individual features exists. In a similar vein as Szmrecsanyi, Leech et al. (2009:1) 

argue that grammar is not “an arbitrary list of shibboleths” and that such a “re-

striction of the field of vision” is of limited use for grammatical description. While 

the thrust of their argument goes against commentators in the prescriptivist tradi-

tion, it is not too much of an extension to apply it to the isolated study of individ-

ual variables. Leech and colleagues themselves demonstrate, through analysis 

of a large number of individual features, that there is a small number of consis-

tent  tendencies  at  work  in  micro-diachrony  that  motivate  individual  changes. 

However, the current approach in corpus linguistics is limited in terms of what co-
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variation patterns it  can describe. The analysis typically quantifies normalized 

frequencies for individual features and individual sub-genres of the corpus mate-

rial  at  hand and relies heavily on the researcher’s  interpretive abilities to put 

these results in relation to each other. As the number of text genres, varieties, 

and features under consideration grows, the sophistication of advanced quantita-

tive methods becomes indispensable.

One of the most rigorous cross-varietal register analyses employing such 

quantitative techniques was,  interestingly,  conducted early on by Biber  (Biber 

1987),  who compared dimensions of variation in written BrE and AmE. While 

Biber himself never pursued this perspective further, the availability of structured 

corpora for written BrE and AmE has since inspired other researchers to also 

conduct such structured comparisons. Most notable is Leech et al.’s (2009) treat-

ment of change in Late Modern Standard English on the basis of the four core 

corpora of the Brown group (Brown, LOB, Frown, and LOB: see Hinrichs et al. 

2010 for more information).  While limiting themselves to descriptive statistical 

methods, the authors complement these with rich contextual analysis and are 

able  to  establish  common  patterns  which  affect  a  number  of  grammatical 

changes occurring in micro-diachrony in present-day English.

The comparative analysis of register variation has not been applied to other 

varieties of English on a large scale yet. Biber outlined such a project as a poten-

tial application of his MF/MD approach as early as 1988:

Dimension scores for each genre in each dialect could be computed, 

enabling specification of the relations among the genres and dialects. 

The results of the present study predict that the relations among so-

cial dialects will not be simple or unidimensional; rather, each dimen-

sion potentially defines a different set of relations. (Biber 1988:201)
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In hindsight, the reasons such a project was never pursued probably have to do 

with the availability of data and the intensity of computational analysis required. 

But with the current availability of many national sub-corpora of the International 

Corpus of English (ICE, see  3.1) and the processing power of even standard, 

personal computers, a cross-varietal comparison of register along many dimen-

sions of linguistic variation is entirely possible.

2.1.4.3 Features, variables, alternants

Returning to Biber’s argument about the fundamental difference in how LVC and 

text-linguistic research treat variation, the present study adopts a pragmatic posi-

tion. While in some cases, the language of frequency resulting from these per-

spectives can produce radically different accounts, the issue becomes less abso-

lute when one is not interested in describing individual variables, but general ten-

dencies. I see no reason why text-linguistic and variationist variables should not 

be modeled in conjunction in an aggregational approach. Both certainly contrib-

ute information about the data at hand. For instance, a speaker might just as 

usefully be categorized by how often per million words she uses the discourse 

marker like as by her proportional preference for the BE like over other quotative 

markers.

One caveat is in place, however. Biber is correct in pointing out that the 

LVC perspective’s insistence on semantic equivalence is unrealistic once a range 

of situations and genres is considered. In such cases, alternations in the varia-

tionist sense should only be modeled if the researcher is reasonably sure that 

variable contexts are fairly evenly distributed across corpus text types. Where 

this is not the case, it is probably more prudent to model individual feature fre-

quencies. In this case, for instance, one would count all occurrences of both the 
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of-genitive and the  s-genitive and include both variables in the analysis, rather 

than reducing them to a per-text ratio between the two alternants.

Even in feature-centric studies that home in on the constraints on one par-

ticular linguistic variable, there is room for the text-linguistic and the variationist  

perspective to work in conjunction.  The strictly defined envelope of variation as 

developed in LVC allows for an accountable quantification of factors influencing 

speakers’/writers’ grammatical selection mechanisms and is therefore often an 

appropriate choice. On the other hand, the text-linguistic view adds the recogni-

tion that each instance of the variable occurs not in isolation, but is imbedded in  

text with specific linguistic properties. To account for this embedding, a variation-

ist analysis can model textual properties as constraints that operate on the selec-

tion of variables within the variable context. Chapter 6 of the present study exem-

plifies such an approach.

2.1.4.4 A note on sociocultural linguistics

Finally, I briefly return to the sociocultural view of linguistic variation. By its very 

nature, the multi-feature approach I adopt in chapter 5 abstracts away from indi-

vidual contexts of use in their full ethnographic richness. As such, it is not partic-

ularly well-suited for understanding the motivations and shades of social mean-

ing in individual linguistic choices.

I believe, however, that the general insights generated in an aggregational 

study have much to offer for discourse analysts by way of contextualizing the lin-

guistic interactions they study in a wider ecology of language variation. John-

stone (2009), in her detailed analysis of Barbara Jordan’s rhetorical self-position-

ing, draws on the dimensions developed in Biber’s (1988) aggregational account 

to characterize Jordan’s style as consistently high on the dimension of informa-

tional production. This allows her to make arguments about how Jordan engages 
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in  a rhetoric of  self  to create an authoritative stance in her self-presentation.  

There is no room in the present project for a systematic integration of the socio-

cultural perspective into the aggregational findings, but such an approach holds 

many promises that warrant closer attention at a later stage.

2.2 Perspectives on English world-wide: Theory and methods

There is little doubt that English is the major language of the globalized 21st cen-

tury and at the heart of the global language system  (De Swaan 2010). While 

Mandarin and Spanish probably have higher numbers of native speakers, the to-

tal number of people with some command of English is globally unparalleled (see 

Crystal 2006:424–426 for precise figures). While for many non-native speakers, 

command of English is an important ticket to upwards mobility, access to its ac-

quisition is unevenly distributed. Nor are all forms of English useful and economi-

cally valuable to the same degree in the present-day linguistic economy (Blom-

maert  2010:47–61).  Colonial  discourses linger  on that  devalue local  forms of 

English developed in the New World, and are increasingly complemented and re-

shaped by linguistic commodification (Duchêne & Heller 2013) in the hyper-capi-

talist global marketplace of the 21st century.

Consequently, any homogenizing accounts of English as the new world lan-

guage, ensuring mutual global intelligibility (Crystal 2012), have to be discounted 

as simplistic. The dynamic interplay between English and other languages, be-

tween native and non-native forms of English, and between different native vari-

eties in specific interactional contexts is not yet completely understood, either in 

terms of its social or its structural outcomes. The colonial heritage of the global 

spread of English means that, to a larger extent than perhaps most other sub-

fields in the linguistics of English, research in English world-wide has always to 
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navigate the divide between structural description and theory on the one hand, 

and political or ideological stance-taking on the other (Seargeant 2010).

In  an  attempt  to  categorize  approaches  to  World  Englishes,  Schneider 

(2007:15) proposes  the  dimensions  of  [±attention  to  linguistic  structure]  and 

[±level of generality]. According to this account, studies that both pursue a gen-

eral aim and pay due attention to linguistic structure are to be called theoretical 

whereas those that put forth generalizations without considering linguistic struc-

ture in detail are political. Of the more particularized studies, those focusing on 

language are termed descriptive, while those disregarding linguistic structure are 

labeled applied. Despite Schneider’s insistence on a coexistence of approaches 

on an equal footing and a separation of linguistic theory from political stances 

(2007:19–20), it is not difficult to see a clear hierarchization in his discussion of 

the different perspectives, most notably by defining some by virtue of their sup-

posed deficits (absence of attention paid to linguistic structure). His “attempt to 

chart  the territory”  (2007:15) is thus doubly revealing, both in terms of giving 

structure to the variety of existing approaches and in terms of how this structure 

is informed by his own position.

The basic tension between objective description and political responsibility 

accounts for many of the fundamental discussions in the field. Among these are 

the roles of native and non-native speakers  (e.g. Kachru 1985), the status of 

norms as objects of both description and critique  (e.g. Pennycook 2007) and 

cautions about reifying colonial constructs, such as the nation-state, by uncriti-

cally using them as a base for the analysis. The following sections demonstrate 

how these tensions have played out in theory-building over the past twenty to 

thirty years. In section 2.2.8, I return to the design of the present study and situ-

ate it within the ongoing debates in the field of World Englishes.
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2.2.1 Norms and orientations: The Circles Model

Disregarding populistic and totalizing accounts, a good point of departure is the 

model of concentric circles of English proposed by Kachru (1985; henceforth Cir-

cles Model). This model is the most consistently cited of three very similar ones 

proposed around the same time, the other two originating from McArthur (1987) 

and Görlach (e.g. 1990). Prior to Kachru’s writing, native acquisition was taken 

as a key criterion in distinguishing varieties of English, with the clear privilege of  

untainted acquisition residing among British and North American speakers. In 

such an understanding, countries are categorized according to whether the lan-

guage was acquired as a mother tongue (“ENL” or English as a Native Lan-

guage), as an additional language with important official and institutional func-

tions  at  the  national  level  (“ESL”  or  English  as  a  Second Language)  or  (for 

McArthur) as a foreign language with no official  functions nationally (“EFL” or 

English as a Foreign Language).

Kachru retains this basic mechanism of differentiation along national lines, 

but proposes a shift in perspective and terminology. Earlier accounts’ rootedness 

in the genealogical language of nativeness, he argues (1985:30), risk privileging 

the norms of historically dominant varieties and denying speakers of indiginized 

varieties ownership of their language. Instead of acquisition, Kachru highlights 

“the type of spread, the patterns of acquisition and the functional  domains in 

which English is used across cultures and languages" (1985:12). Accordingly, the 

historically dominant  national  varieties form an Inner Circle  of  norm-providing 

countries (such as Great Britain or the USA, corresponding largely with former 

ENL countries), those previously characterized as ESL countries make up an 

Outer Circle of norm-developing nations, while countries where English has no 

institutional backing constitute the Expanding Circle of norm-dependent speak-

ers.  Kachru argues that  norm-negotiation is  most  vibrant  in the Outer  Circle, 
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whose speakers should consequently not be regarded under the lens of imper-

fect  language acquisition,  but rather seen as active shapers of new forms of 

global English. Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the Circles Model.

The Circles Model has been influential since it offers a means of relating many 

different  varieties  of  English  without  implying  value  judgments.  It  allows  re-
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searchers to identify patterns shared in different varieties and connect them sys-

tematically to global normative processes. By these virtues, the model has come 

to be recognized as the “standard framework of World Englishes studies” (Yano 

2001:121).

Political consciousness and descriptive utility aside, and undoubtedly due in 

part to its success, the Circles Model has been the subject of repeated criticism 

ever since it was proposed. Both its theoretical accuracy and its political implica-

tions have been questioned. In terms of the former, it is almost a trivial observa-

tion that the norm-providing character of the United States is a different one than 

that of a country like New Zealand (which certainly seems to be more receptive 

to linguistic influences from the US than vice versa, e.g. Meyerhoff & Niedzielski 

2003). Within the Outer and the Expanding Circles, too, examples of unevenly 

matched  countries  abound.  The  normative  dynamics  between  Jamaica  and 

smaller English-speaking countries in the Caribbean (e.g. St. Lucia) are in some 

ways similar to the case of the USA and New Zealand. Both might be described 

as generally norm-developing, but within St. Lucia these norms have strictly na-

tional import, while Jamaican English has a wider normative role to play within 

the Caribbean.

It is also striking that while criteria have been put forth to situate individual 

countries within one of the circles, and estimates of the number of speakers in 

each have been given (Mesthrie 1992), no attempts have been made to exhaus-

tively list the countries in each circle. The reason for this is that in many cases a  

simple positioning of a nation within one circle is difficult, if not impossible, to  

achieve. South Africa, for instance, has a highly multilingual official policy and 

several large ethnolinguistic groups, each with its own relationship to and history 

of the use of English. Countries where English-lexifier creoles are spoken, even 

if they have a largely ethnically homogeneous population like Jamaica, contain 
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speakers with divergent levels of mesolectal competence. The analysis of such 

countries as norm-developing or norm-dependent is complicated by the interme-

diate status of the majority of actual language use in them between English and 

a basilectal creole variety. From this perspective, then, the Circles Model is bet-

ter treated as a heuristic rather than a theory with clearly defined boundaries.

The  example  of  South  Africa  also  highlights  another  point  of  criticism, 

namely  that  the  Circles  Model  treats  countries  essentially  as  undifferentiated 

wholes. Even in cases where a nation seems to fit squarely and unambiguously 

within one circle, the question must be asked to what extent such a classification 

is representative of its entire population. In Nigeria, for instance, whose status as 

an Outer Circle country is generally accepted, there is great variety in the de-

grees to which different segments of the population command English and orient 

to different norms. Of its roughly 180 million inhabitants, only 20% are estimated 

to speak English  (Bamgbose 1996:366).  Even if  internal differentiation of this 

20% is disregarded  (for instance, some elite speakers use English as a home 

language, whereas most speakers acquire it through formal channels such as 

the education system; Deuber 2005:47), the classification of Nigeria as ‘norm-de-

veloping’ essentially excludes some 140 million speakers from consideration. As 

Schneider points out, in Nigeria

it would be futile to look for a clear boundary between English as an 

L1, as an L2, and Pidgin English (and also between Pidgin, as a sec-

ond language, and Creole, when defined as a child’s mother tongue, 

for that matter). (Schneider 2007:312)

The fundamental question in this regard, and one that resonates beyond the Cir-

cles Model, is the extent to which the nation state should be the relevant differen-

tiating category in English world-wide at all. At the descriptive level, the above 

examples already indicate areas where a naïve thinking along purely national 

lines  is  clearly  inadequate.  Insomuch  as  it  erases  differences  and  struggles 
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within individual countries and within each circle, Pennycook concludes that the 

Circles Model is “remorselessly exclusionary” (2007:22) and “places nationalism 

at its core” (20). This point goes beyond the simple descriptive accuracy, since 

what is rendered invisible by the model are the linguistic practices of actual peo-

ple who thus become linguistically disenfranchised. The language of the model,  

Pennycook and others (e.g. Bruthiaux 2003) have argued, continues rather than 

challenges modernist narratives that assume nation states and self-contained, 

enumerable languages as ontologically given. What the study of global Englishes 

should do, in this perspective, is precisely to counteract such narratives. Bruthi-

aux concludes that the model is “a 20th century construct that has outlived its 

usefulness” (2003:161).

A similar point is raised by Blommaert  (2010), if not directly related to the 

Circles Model. Blommaert argues that the notion of normativity needs to be un-

derstood in relation to a number of competing centers  (2010:39–41) at various 

scale-levels  that  have  differential  relevance  in  different  settings  (see  section 

2.2.3 for more detail). For instance, grammatical rules and norms of written style 

as codified in prescriptive grammars and usage manuals exert normative pres-

sure in the context of a written university assignment, but will be much less rele-

vant at a family dinner conversation, where the social roles of each family mem-

ber (as mediated both by general social convention and the specific shared his-

tory of the participants) will guide participants’ linguistic orientations. The site for 

the negotiation and relevance of norms should thus not be a language variety or 

a politically defined territory, but the immediate interactional situation in its histori-

cal context.

In sum, the Circles Model has provided useful vocabulary for researchers to 

relate findings from different varieties of English around the globe. It continues to 

be used in this function to this day (e.g. in structuring the arrangement of contri-
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butions in Collins 2015a), but its theoretical blind spots and ideological connec-

tion to modernist concepts of nationhood and language  (cf. Bauman & Briggs 

2003) have inspired intense criticism. Bruthiaux summarizes this ambivalence as 

follows:

while  the Three Circles model  has provided us with  a convenient 

shorthand for labeling contexts of English worldwide, the categories 

that the model created have also had the unfortunate side effect of 

reifying the content of these categories. (2003:174)

2.2.2 Identity and history: The Dynamic Model

With the aim of providing a unified developmental account of New Englishes, 

rather than a mere system of classification, Schneider (2007) has proposed a dy-

namic, evolutionary model (henceforth the Dynamic Model). His account explic-

itly takes settlement history and internal social differentiation in colonial situations 

into consideration and thus avoids important aspects of critique leveled against 

the Circles Model. Schneider sees the strengths of the Dynamic Model in its high 

level of generality and its consequent predictive power:

[D]espite all obvious dissimilarities, a fundamentally uniform develop-

mental process, shaped by consistent sociolinguistic and language-

contact conditions, has operated in the individual instances of relo-

cating and re-rooting the English language in another territory, and 

therefore it  is  possible  to  present  the individual  histories of  PCEs 

[post-colonial Englishes; AB] as instantiations of the same underlying 

process. (Schneider 2007:5)

Essential to such a process is the concept of identity as it plays out in the differ-

ent segments of the population in a colonial society. Linguistic behavior is taken 

to be shaped predominantly by identitarian concerns in the spirit of Le Page and 

Tabouret-Keller’s (1985) ‘Acts of Identity’ framework. Broadly speaking, there ex-
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ists a settler or “STL strand”  (Schneider 2007:31) and an indigenous or “IDG 

strand” (ibid.), corresponding to the perspectives of the colonizer and the colo-

nized. Depending on the specifics of the historical case, these may be internally  

differentiated to various degrees, and Schneider recognizes potential additional 

perspectives (e.g. slaves and indentured workers exported from other territories, 

cf. Schneider 2007:58–60). Nonetheless, at the general level he subsumes all 

these under the IDG and STL strands.

At various stages of historical and macro-sociolinguistic development, the 

model posits distinct ways in which these groups perceive their own identity in 

relation  to  each  other  and  to  the  colonial  power.  Such  “identity  rewritings” 

(Schneider 2007:30) are connected to different degrees of contact and linguistic 

accommodation (Giles et al. 1991), which in turn produce distinct linguistic out-

comes. Schneider recognizes five phases of this process: foundation, exonorma-

tive  stabilization,  nativization,  endonormative  stabilization,  and  differentiation. 

These are held to be theoretically, if not always practically, separate. Varieties 

develop on a historically linear trajectory from foundation to differentiation, al-

though the model allows for varieties halting progress at any point along the way.  

I give a brief description of the underlying dynamics in each phase, as presented 

by Schneider.

During the initial foundation phase, there is little contact between the STL 

and IDG strand, and their identities are not significantly affected beyond a mutual 

awareness of each other’s existence. Language contact is limited to business 

transactions and other “utilitarian purposes”  (2007:34), and while a minority of 

the IDG strand may acquire limited knowledge of English, there is little to no lin -

guistic accommodation among members of the STL strand. The structural effects 

are koinéization within the STL strand, incipient pidginization in communication 
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between STL and IDG communities, and toponymic borrowing of IDG vocabulary 

into English.

Once a permanent STL community crystallizes, contact between the IDG 

and STL strands intensifies, beginning the phase of exonormative stabilization. 

The colonists’ identity is still primarily defined in terms of the metropolitan home 

(i.e. Britain in most cases), but begins to acquire a local flavor. Knowledge of 

English itself and social proximity to the STL community become relevant issues 

in IDG identities. Children of mixed ethnic (STL and IDG) origin enter the popula-

tion mix. Bilingualism becomes more far-spread among the original population 

and is  the source of  increased cultural  and economic capital.  The colonizing 

power remains the source of linguistic norms. Structural effects during this phase 

can be observed on the lexical, syntactic, and morphological level. The process 

of structural nativization, i.e. “the emergence of structures which are distinctive to 

the newly evolving variety” (Schneider 2007:39–40).

Nativization takes a special place within the Dynamic Model as “the most 

interesting and important, the most vibrant […], the central phase of both cultural 

and linguistic transformation”  (Schneider 2007:40). There is no clear change in 

external circumstances compared to phase 2, but rather the gradual acknowl-

edgment of a new identity among both STL and IDG as both groups come to re-

alize  that  their  fates  are  permanently  intertwined.  Both  groups identify  them-

selves less in opposition to each rather,  but  acknowledge a shared common 

ground of identity. Interactions across the two strands increase in frequency, in-

volve larger segments of both groups, and expand into new functional domains. 

Members of the IDG strand accommodate to the STL variety in large numbers, 

leading to an increasing solidification of recognizably local  features. The STL 

strand’s relationship to  the colonial  center  becomes more complicated and a 

matter of open debate, including in regards to linguistic norms. A characteristic 
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reflex of this fact is the emergence of a “complaint tradition”  (Milroy & Milroy 

1985; cited in Schneider 2007:43). Effects of this phase can be observed at all 

structural levels (lexical, phonological, morphological, and syntactic, but also dis-

course conventions and pragmatic norms) and accumulate to the formation of a 

distinct variety of English.

Phase 4 in the Dynamic Model is endonormative stabilization. Political inde-

pendence is  a  general  requirement for  this  stage,  where the identity  of  both 

strands is primarily defined by the newly achieved nationhood of their common 

territory. This process may, but need not be catalyzed by a catastrophic event 

(an “Event X”, Schneider 2007:49), leading to an estrangement from the colonial 

power (Schneider gives lack of British support for Australia during WW II as one 

example of such an event). National identity is frequently discussed and often 

actively promoted, and language is enlisted as one carrier of such identity. Codi-

fication and promotion of national norms and standards can be observed, often 

accompanied by the emergence of a literary tradition in the local variety. Struc-

turally, there is little innovation compared to earlier phases. Linguistic variation 

continues to exist but is typically downplayed in the interest of promoting national  

unity.

Finally, once political independence and nationhood become lived realities 

rather than uncertain projects in need of ideological promotion, the last phase in  

the Dynamic Model, differentiation, occurs. Identities come to be defined less in 

relation to  other  nations and more immediately  in terms of  social  differences 

within the local society. Linguistic variation, freed from the burden of signaling a 

national identity, becomes available for new enregisterments, along social or re-

gional dimensions, leading to sociolinguistic diversification.

Schneider demonstrates the benefits and general applicability of the Dy-

namic Model through detailed socio-historical case studies of sixteen post-colo-
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nial  Englishes from across the  world  (Schneider  2007:chap.  5).  Applying  the 

model at some level of depth to the actual complexities of real World Englishes 

certainly helps prevent such criticism as cited for the Circles Model above, where 

different countries are either questionably located in one circle without adequate 

discussion of the particular reasons or omitted since they do not easily fit in any  

one circle (as is the case with English in South Africa). While some of the coun-

tries Schneider discusses are located in a transition state between two phases, 

this is consistent with the model and does not contradict the predicted linear de-

velopmental trajectory and its social and linguistic correlates. As to the particular 

advantages of the Dynamic Model, Schneider emphasizes its development of “a 

unifying perspective, as against the static and individualizing typologies of earlier 

approaches” (2007:313), its dynamic rather than static outlook, its shift in focus 

on speech communities rather than nation states, and particularly its predictive 

power.

The model’s emphasis on similarities rather than differences between post-

colonial Englishes makes it more applicable in some contexts than in others. It is, 

for instance, extremely useful when considering the macro-sociolinguistic situa-

tion in one country at a given point in time, both to derive conclusions for lan-

guage policy and to make estimates as to expected developments in the near fu-

ture  (Schneider 2007:314). To the extent that it allows the location of different 

countries at different stages in the developmental cycle, the model also contains 

a comparative component. This perspective, however, is complicated by the fact  

that different contact situations (e.g. trade, settlement, exploitation colonies) and 

language types (varieties typically described as L1s, L2s, pidgins, or creoles) are 

treated as essentially the same. Schneider does allow for two factors in particular 

that influence the details of linguistic development, namely demographic makeup 

of the two strands (primarily in the sense of numeric proportions) and the func-

tional roles of English in the colonial setting. While these roughly map onto the 
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differences cited above, they are treated as sources of secondary ‘noise’ rather 

than integral parts of the model.

Where the previous point is one of theoretical focus rather than fundamen-

tal critique, other aspects of the Dynamic Model have been dismissed on more 

principled grounds. Most influential perhaps has been the criticism advanced by 

Trudgill  (2008) in a special issue of  Language in Society (Volume 37, Issue 2; 

see also the other articles in the issue for an informed discussion). Trudgill sees 

“no role for identity factors in colonial new-dialect formation”  (2008:243). While 

he certainly concurs that linguistic accommodation and dialect mixing are empiri-

cal facts,  he criticizes identity-related accounts for exaggerating individual lin-

guistic agency and choice and discusses a number of case studies in order to 

prove that dialect mixing predates identity formation. Processes of accommoda-

tion, in Trudgill’s view (which he explicitly develops on the basis of Labov, esp. 

1994; 2001), can be entirely accounted for by quantifying the demographic pro-

portions of speaker groups and the frequency of interactions involved. Accommo-

dation, that is, is conceived of as an automatic, mechanic, rather than as a so-

cial-agentive process. This debate, of course, echoes the structure–agency dis-

cussion cited in section 2.1 above in the comparison of variationist and sociocul-

tural linguistics.

The Dynamic Model’s universal applicability, and particularly its ability to 

make meaningful predictions, can also be critically examined. Many of the gen-

eral statements the model makes are at a level of generality that makes them dif-

ficult to be disproven, but also means they add comparatively little insight. The 

individual stages are described not in terms of firm distinguishing criteria, but in 

terms of typical processes and linguistic outcomes, and allowance is made for 

considerable degrees of overlap. Moreover, the model makes no predictions as 

to the pace at which a society will progress along the developmental trajectory, 
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nor even that progression will happen at all. The only strong prediction seems to 

be that a country will not relapse into one of the earlier stages, i.e. that the trajec-

tory  is  unidirectional  (but  even  this  claim might  be  contradicted  given  unex-

pected, catastrophic events, cf. Schneider 2007:312). The Dynamic Model, in my 

view,  is  therefore  not  useful  primarily  for  its  “scientific”  character  (Schneider 

2007:313), but as an immensely helpful heuristic tool for rich contextualization of 

macro-sociolinguistic circumstances in a given society, both from a historical so-

ciolinguistic and from a comparative perspective.

Other researchers have apparently embraced the model for precisely these 

reasons, but have seen the need to add different perspectives for a fuller ac-

count of present-day sociolinguistic processes in English world-wide. Again, the 

issue is the extent to which Schneider overstates his approach’s universal appli-

cation. It is certainly true that his case studies make a good argument for the 

model’s generalizability. However, one dimension that he neglects to address is 

the historical specificity of all contact settings he discusses:10 all are intimately re-

lated to the period of European colonial expansion, the attendant social orders, 

technologies of communication, etc. The extent to which the present-day social, 

linguistic, and technological climate fits into the Dynamic Model is up to question 

and should certainly not be assumed as given.

Of particular interest in this regard is the role of the nation state. Schneider 

correctly highlights the adoption of “the speech community rather than the na-

tion-state as [the] sociolinguistic unit of description” (2007:313) as an advantage 

of the Dynamic Model over earlier ones. But while the focus is thus shifted to-

wards the dynamics among more finely differentiated groups, these groups still  

are theoretically subsumed under the categories of STL and IDG strand within a 

10 This might be justified by appeals to the “uniformitarian principle” (Labov 1994:22), which as-
sumes constancy of linguistic processes across historical circumstances, but neither does 
Schneider address this principle nor does it sit well with the importance Schneider accords 
social developments that are historically highly specific.
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territorially bounded political body. Further, if the nation state is no longer the unit  

of analysis, it is still conceived of by Schneider as the sole arena in which soci-

olinguistic developments take place. The Dynamic Model assumes the funda-

mental importance of a shared territory and political system, as exemplified in 

statements like the following: “both groups who share a piece of land increas-

ingly share a common language experience and communication ethnography” 

(Schneider 2007:32). This is a sound assumption for historical sociolinguistic de-

velopments during the historical period of modernity, but there is evidence that 

under globalization it no longer holds without qualification. Mair (2013:256) cites 

super-diverse cities and the world wide web as two arenas of communication for 

which new sociolinguistic models need to be developed. Theories that explicitly 

respond to such new dynamics are taken up in 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.

2.2.3 Diversity, mobility, and fragmentation: The Sociolinguistics of Glob-

alization

As has been hinted at previously, a number of authors have voiced increasing 

criticism of the static ways in which both social organization and linguistic mean-

ing have been conceptualized in the research traditions of sociolinguistics (see 

2.1.1) and World Englishes (see above). The need for new theoretical tools has 

variously been framed as a continuation of  existing traditions or as a radical  

break  in  conceptual  and  methodological  orientation.  I  discuss  two  influential 

views that have emerged from this line of thinking, starting in this section with 

Blommaert’s (2010) Sociolinguistics of Globalization and continuing in 2.2.4 with 

Mair’s (2013) World System of Englishes.

Blommaert’s point of departure is a rejection of the Saussurean principle of 

synchrony, which leads to “a view of sociolinguistic reality in which language is 

undressed, so to speak, and robbed of the spatial and temporal features that de-
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fine its occurrence, meaning and function in real social life”  (2010:xiv). What is 

being criticized here is the possibility of isolating language as an abstract system 

and decontextualizing away from specific interactional settings to arrive at gener-

alizable models of its (structural and social) properties, i.e. precisely the goals of 

the variationist project. Blommaert’s orientation is indebted much less to quanti-

tative approaches in the tradition of the sciences, but rather inspired by anthro-

pology and critical social theory, particularly World Systems Theory (e.g. Waller-

stein  2004).  In  this  fundamental  orientation there is  considerable overlap be-

tween Blommaert’s position and the one adopted by Pennycook (2007). I do not 

discuss the latter as a separate approach here, but will mention important points 

of divergence along the way.

It  is  difficult  to  pin  down the major  theoretical  reorientiations Blommaert 

calls for – in part because they are tightly inter-related, and in part because he is  

tireless in continuously adding new vocabulary to his conceptual arsenal  (e.g. 

Blommaert 2016; 2015; 2011; Blommaert & De Fina 2016) – but the discussion 

below will focus on what I consider the most important ones. These are: indexi-

cality, polycentricity, mobility, and repertoires.

The notion of indexicality, developed by Silverstein (e.g. 2003; 1976) on the 

basis of Peircian semiotics (1931) and central to recent developments in socio-

cultural linguistics (see  2.1.3), is a conceptualization of linguistic meaning that 

shifts the focus away from reference and towards situationally emergent mean-

ing. Without entering into a discussion of the concept as such (see Lacoste et al. 

2014; Silverstein 2003; 1976), indexicality highlights the complex, often ambigu-

ous, and contextually malleable meaning of utterances. The clear form-meaning 

distinction presupposed in  the variationist  concept  of  the linguistic  variable is 

thus undermined, as is any neat distribution of variational preferences across a 

single dimension of prestige (or geography, or social class, etc.). Sociolinguistic 
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meaning becomes more multi-faceted and less predictable, a fortiori in situations 

that are characterized by few shared pragmatic and sociolinguistic norms. These 

situations, Blommaert argues, are becoming increasingly frequent under condi-

tions of globalization and should be regarded as the rule rather than the excep-

tion.

Such an explosion of meaning potentials might be taken to imply a focus on 

playful language use in which sociolinguistic norms act as a backdrop to creative 

performance rather than imposing significant constraints  (see Pennycook 2007 

for a critique of this perspective). This, however, is not at all the point of Blom-

maert’s  argument.  Taking inspiration from World  Systems Theory  (Wallerstein 

2004), he emphasizes the global pervasiveness of linguistic norms that are struc-

tured in systematic ways. However, normativity is no longer understood as deriv-

ing from one central source (as notions of prestige, standard, etc. would imply), 

but as arising out of tensions among various authoritative “centres”  (2010:31). 

These can exist at different scale levels (Blommaert 2010:32–37), from globally 

pervasive norms to those shared in micro-level peer groups. The fact that a num-

ber of such centers are always at play in creating “orders of indexicality” (Blom-

maert 2010:37–39) is captured by the notion of polycentricity.

Polycentricity is not a new development in principle, but the focus in the 

variationist tradition on territorially stable speech communities (which by defini-

tion share linguistic norms, i.e. orient towards the same normative centers, cf.  

2.1.1) has allowed it to be largely ignored. Conditions of globalization, Blommaert 

argues, help re-focus the theoretical perspective on processes of mobility. This 

refers both to the fact that people travel, move, and migrate more than they used 

to and to the increasing mediation of discourse: a text produced at one point in 

space and time (“TimeSpace”, Blommaert 2010:34) will often show up in unlikely 

places (Pennycook 2012) at unlikely times and be subject to very different orders 
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of indexicality. Mobility thus confounds the taken-for-grantedness of norms and 

requires the researcher to check preconceived assumptions (about group mem-

bership, linguistic meaning, and indeed language itself) against an ethnographi-

cally contextualized understanding of the given situation under analysis.

This last point touches on the central concept of a language, and related 

ones like variety, etc.  (see Pennycook 2007 for further arguments in this direc-

tion). Blommaert rejects the possibility of drawing a clear boundary around a set  

of linguistic forms and rules (whatever these may look like) and defining them as 

a language. Since no speaker commands the full range of what is commonly re-

ferred to as ‘a language,’ and hardly any speaker’s competence is entirely limited 

to one language, Blommaert argues for a shift of focus away from static objects 

of linguistic description. Instead, he proposes the notion of repertoire as a term 

for all the linguistic resources at the disposal of an individual speaker (Blommaert 

2010:chap. 4; cf. Benor 2010 on ethnolinguistic repertoires). Under conditions of 

mobility,  such repertoires are typically less and less aligned with specific lan-

guages (as traditionally conceived), but instead often characterized by idiosyn-

cratic mixture of resources. From a traditional perspective, these repertoires of-

ten appear as “truncated” (Blommaert 2010:103–106), betraying incomplete ac-

quisition and limited competence.

The fundamental social condition Blommaert hopes to address is inequality 

(Blommaert 2010:chap. 6). Unevenly distributed access to linguistic resources 

and  differential  ability  to  navigate  orders  of  indexicality  and  “sociolinguistic 

scales” (Blommaert 2010:32–37) keep some speakers firmly locked in local con-

texts while granting others the possibility to successfully participate in global dis-

courses, with all  attendant consequences for financial status and identity. The 

approach is thus an explicitly political one insomuch as it does not merely con-
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sider inequality as an explanation for linguistic phenomena but makes it an ob-

ject of inquiry and critique.

The Sociolinguistics of Globalization thus conceived addresses many of the 

discontents sociocultural  linguists have felt  in relation to the variationist  para-

digm. Blommaert’s programmatic rejection of many established constructs (such 

as language itself, or the speech community) strikes a familiar chord among lin-

guistic anthropologists, applied and critical linguists and sociolinguists who have 

worked outside the narrow confines of the Labovian tradition (chiefly in Europe, 

Australia, and New Zealand). However, there has also been some irritation as re-

gards the liberty with which Blommaert appropriates these traditions and recasts 

established ideas from them in a revolutionary rhetoric (see Hinrichs 2015 for an 

extended critique). This kind of presentation may serve well as a rallying cry, but 

neither does it always recognize Blommaert’s historical indebtedness to estab-

lished paradigms, nor does it do full justice to the research tradition it is attack-

ing.

In line with these observations, Blommaert’s radical rejection of methods 

and concepts from earlier sociolinguistic research deprives the researcher of a 

great number of tried and tested tools that, problematic though they might ap-

pear, have demonstrated their utility in decades of empirical research. When sta-

tistics  are  dismissed  wholesale  as  “superficial  forms  of  inquiry”  (Blommaert 

2013:13) without discussion of what this superficiality amounts to (let alone what 

might be gained from such an approach), it is difficult to see this as a theoreti -

cally well-considered position rather than a rhetorical move.

The gaps such rhetoric leaves open between theoretical vocabulary and 

empirical practice are readily apparent in Blommaert’s own writing. Whether as 

convenient shorthands or as central organizing concepts, Blommaert frequently 

falls back on the very notions he so radically dismisses elsewhere: etic, precon-
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ceived notions of languages in his description of linguistic landscapes (Hinrichs 

2015), codes (a concept of a similar theoretical status as languages or varieties) 

in  his  description  of  global  “supervernaculars”  (Blommaert  2011;  see  Orman 

2012 and Makoni 2012 for criticism), etc. Even where the theoretical vocabulary 

of  this  global  sociolinguistics  implies  a  re-orientation,  this  move  only  makes 

sense in relation to, and thus reifies, established concepts. As Flores & Lewis 

(2016) point  out,  the notion of  truncated repertoires presupposes traditionally 

conceived languages or varieties as coherent wholes that are not truncated.

The theoretical confusion is not helped by the fact that Blommaert contin-

ues to produce new terminology at a pace that does not seem to be matched by 

this terminology’s empirical application. Since the appearance of  The Sociolin-

guistics of Globalization in 2010, this has led to the introduction of a smörgås-

bord of terms such as “supervernaculars” (Blommaert 2011; Blommaert & Velghe 

2014), “enoughness”  (Blommaert & Varis 2011), “chronotopic identities”  (Blom-

maert & De Fina 2016; Blommaert 2015), “constructures” (as opposed to social 

structures; Blommaert 2016), etc., and a potentially confusing redefinition of es-

tablished terminology such as  notions of  dialect  (Blommaert  2011) or  accent 

(Blommaert & Varis 2012). Since Blommaert identifies the problems introduced 

by globalization as primarily ones of ‘imagination’ (2010:2), this is consistent with 

his own position. The danger that such imagination grows increasingly self-refer-

ential and divorced from empirical research, however, appears rather real.

It is notable that a majority of research which has picked up Blommaert’s 

theoretical notions, has been applied to relatively objectified, contained forms of 

language use: advertisements (Blommaert 2010:chap. 2), public signage (Blom-

maert 2013), or text messages decontextualized from their communicative con-

text (Blommaert 2011). For all Blommaert’s arguments in favor of richly contextu-

alized analyses, one may wonder whether this preference does not reflect a rela-
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tionship between researcher and object of study that is decidedly modernist. Af-

ter all, it affords the researcher a level of interpretative distance and control and 

leaves little room for the producers of the discourses under investigation to ‘talk 

back.’ In this regard, Pennycook is more careful to conduct reflexive interviews 

with  participants  in  addition  to  analyzing  their  linguistic  performance  (e.g 

2007:141–153; see also Rampton’s 1995 use of playback sessions with infor-

mants to elicit their local interpretations).

If the critique in the above paragraphs sounds harsh, it should be noted that 

it only applies to the rhetoric of Blommaert’s theory and its connection to empiri-

cal research. I accept many of his tenets as valid and important philosophical po-

sitions, but maintain that they should inform empirical research as notes of cau-

tion rather than radically alter all established quantitative approaches. That it is 

extremely difficult to engage in research or theory completely without traditional 

notions such as those of languages and speech communities is seen in Blom-

maert’s own work. Instead of doing away with them entirely, then, the goal should 

be to be actively reflexive as to their status (as ‘emic’ categories of relevance to 

participants,  as structuring  devices in  empirical  research design,  etc.)  at  any 

given point in the research endeavor.

2.2.4 The World System of Englishes

Like  Blommaert,  Mair  acknowledges  the  fact  that  established  models  in  the 

World Englishes tradition (such as the Circles and the Dynamic Model) are un-

able to handle certain forms and contexts of language use under conditions of 

globalization. However, Mair recognizes these models’ general utility and aims 

not “to supersede existing alternatives […] but to complement them in important 

ways” (2013:253). His description of the issue identifies two limitations World En-

glishes studies have typically imposed upon their own outlook: their assumption 
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of  self-contained  varieties  unproblematically  mapped  onto  territorially  defined 

speech communities and their disregard of ongoing language (and dialect) con-

tact phenomena and pervasive multilingualism.

In  order  to  demonstrate  the  growing  importance  of  multilingualism  and 

translocal language practices, Mair cites the development of increasingly super-

diverse (Vertovec 2007) urban social profiles as well as instances of computer-

mediated communication among geographically dispersed groups. His particular 

case in point is the language use on a Nigerian diasporic web forum. Mair’s data 

clearly reveal  that resources from a number of  varieties are in play,  such as 

Nigerian English, Nigerian Pidgin, African American English, and general Ameri-

can English. These are, for the most part, not used “authentically” in the sense of  

being mimetic reflections of offline practices in their original territories, but rather 

contribute to users’ ethnolinguistic repertoires  (Heydt & Mair 2014) in reflexive 

and often openly performative ways. Dismissing such practices as unworthy of 

study would mean turning a blind eye to a host of potentially interesting sociolin-

guistic processes directly related to globalization.

Mair directs the focus of attention towards the influence some varieties of 

English have on the shape of others. Such influence is systematically but un-

evenly distributed, resulting in a hierarchization of Englishes. Two important indi-

cators of a variety’s hierarchical position are “demographic weight and institu-

tional  support”  (Mair  2013:258).  Varieties with large numbers of speakers are 

predicted to be comparatively more influential than those associated with smaller 

speech communities, and explicit codification will lend importance to a variety.

This unequal distribution of linguistic influence is inadequately captured by 

models such as those proposed by Kachru and Schneider. The norm-providing 

character of the Inner Circle is a relatively hazy, homogeneous concept which 

fails to differentiate between the global importance of Standard American English 
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and the much more locally confined prestige of, e.g., Australian English as a “re-

gional epicentre”  (Peters 2009). Likewise, the norm-development happening in 

the Outer Circle is treated as a largely internal process, with little attention to how 

resources from other varieties are taken up and reworked in the process. This 

latter point concerns the Dynamic Model as well, which essentially restricts its 

view to developments within individual nation-states.

What is ignored by these previous models is the key fact that “[b]y the early  

20th century at the latest,  English had become a pluricentric language”  (Mair 

2009:359).  Norms  of  correctness  and  of  pragmatic  appropriateness  conse-

quently are less uniform across the Anglophone world and in many cases subject 

to different pulls and pushes, from regionally specific models to globally perva-

sive non-standard ones connected to particular cultural currents (such as African 

American English and Hip Hop Nation Language; Alim 2015), to enduring institu-

tional standards. Even in countries with a long history of L1 English use, this has 

led to a diversification of forms and a “broadening of the vernacular base” (Mey-

erhoff & Niedzielski 2003:550; see below).

To account for such layered and potentially conflicting normative influences, 

Mair takes inspiration from the World Language System proposed by de Swaan 

(2010). In regards to varieties of English, the system recognizes different levels 

of centrality, namely the hyper-central, super-central, central and the peripheral. 

Crucially, these include not only national standards, but also non-standard vari -

eties of varying local reach such as African American Vernacular English (AAVE) 

or rural dialects, as figure 2 shows. Standard American English is in the hyper-

central or hub position of the system, but at all other levels one finds standard as 

well as non-standard varieties. In some cases (notably that of Jamaican Creole 

and Jamaican Standard English), a non-standard variety has achieved a position 

higher up in the system than its corresponding standard. This fact takes theoreti-
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cal account of the global spread of discourses such as Hip Hop Nation Language 

(Alim 2015) or rastafarianism and dancehall culture (Pollard 2000).
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Figure 2: The World System of Englishes, cited from Mair (2013: 264).



The World System of Englishes thus frees the consideration of global Englishes 

from overly nationalistic thinking without being forced to entirely discard insights 

gained from earlier,  nation-based perspectives. Its explicit  focus on normative 

tensions and on mutual contact and influence among varieties of English makes 

it particularly appropriate to some situations (namely those typically associated 

with the label globalization), while others remain best conceptualized with estab-

lished accounts. Framed as a complementary outlook to the latter rather than a 

radically new paradigm, the World System of Englishes has generally met with 

approval rather than critique.

From a certain perspective, one might argue that the logic of centrality and 

periphery underlying the model  is  not  ideally  suited to  capture the conflicting 

pulls and pushes of multiple centers, since it implies a single dimension of differ-

entiation. The World System certainly does not claim to predict what varieties will  

influence each other to what extent in a given context. Instead, it helps to make 

sense of such influences once they are observed, and to relate them to larger 

systemic relations than those of immediate relevance to the situation under dis-

cussion. The aim is consequently one of accounting for (cf. the title of Mair’s arti-

cle), rather than making predictions about hybrid English practices.

Attending further to the concept of centrality, the model does not detail in 

what specific ways “a variety’s social power” (Mair 2013:258) is constituted. The 

hierarchical vocabulary seems to imply normative pressures exerted to a higher 

extent  the  higher  up  in  the  system  a  variety  finds  itself.  Such  normativity 

emerges  unambiguously  from  the  examples  of  publishing  houses’ standards 

(Mair 2013:258), but is more complicated in cases such as the global spread of 

AAVE/HHNL and Jamaican Creole/Dread Talk. In these latter cases, the commu-

nities originally associated with globalizing varieties act as providers of linguistic 

resources that carry cultural capital, but these resources may experience rapid 
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re-interpretation and re-indexicalization  (Lopez 2012). The extent to which the 

norms of the communities from which they stem have an influence on emerging 

practices elsewhere is a matter of debate. An explicit inclusion of discussions 

about linguistic appropriation (Matthias & Blake 2015) would be a valuable addi-

tion to the World System of Englishes.

Finally, Mair’s framework is explicitly centered around linguistic hybridity. It 

would consequently be a mistake to apply it to structural descriptions of individ-

ual varieties. In such cases, models such as Kachru’s and Schneider’s remain 

highly relevant. The World System of Englishes does presuppose the existence 

of traditionally conceived varieties, and for this reason might draw criticism from 

the more radical quarters of language and globalization scholarship (e.g. Penny-

cook 2007). It should be noted, however, that the application of the framework 

(e.g. Heydt & Mair 2014) has demonstrated great care in separating linguists’ 

theoretical notions of what constitutes a variety from the metapragmatic and met-

alinguistic frames produced by participants in interaction. The former are cited as 

baselines representing a traditional approach. Against this backdrop, the way in 

which participants draw lines around different ways of speaking is treated as an 

ethnographic question warranting close attention to situational detail.

In sum, the World System of Englishes has appeal  because it  strikes a 

practicable balance between a reliance on important insights from more tradi-

tional approaches and correction of these approaches’ blind spots. Particularly in 

situations of language contact and linguistic hybridity the model helps relate ap-

parently  arbitrary phenomena to  more  enduring systemic  relations.  While  the 

framework itself emphasizes abstract systematization of varieties, its application 

has proven most useful in locally richly contextualized, ethnographically informed 

analyses.
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Sections 2.2.1 – 2.2.4 have discussed accounts of variation in global Eng-

lish that have as their aim the formulation of an overarching theoretical frame. In 

sections 2.2.5 – 2.2.7, I turn to approaches that are more concerned with mea-

suring and quantifying influence, contact, and relationships among varieties of 

English.

2.2.5 Comparative sociolinguistics

Variationist sociolinguistics, as Tagliamonte  (2013) observes, has always been 

an inherently comparative enterprise. Yet the canonical variationist studies have 

chosen individual speech communities as their sites of analysis. An interest in 

detailed cross-community comparisons constitutes a more recent development. 

Such efforts have typically been carried out to disentangle historical origins of 

variation in spatially discontiguous varieties, but have also gained importance in 

the study of ongoing globalization processes (see below). The basic methodol-

ogy, as summarized by Tagliamonte (2013), is to conduct a separate variationist 

analysis (see 2.1.1) for comparable samples from all communities under investi-

gation, and to code for all known and hypothesized constraints in all varieties. 

Results of the corresponding statistical analyses can then be analyzed to

compare and contrast conditioning factors across sets of data which 

can be related (at least putatively) across some external set of crite-

ria according to:

i. statistical significance

ii. relative strength

iii. constraint hierarchy. (Tagliamonte 2013:131)

This procedure reveals relationships beyond surface similarities (i.e. overall rates 

of occurrence) by drawing explicit attention to how a case of variation is embed-

ded in the wider social  and linguistic matrices of different communities. If  the 

same factors reach significance, display similar relative strengths and identical 
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constraint hierarchies (i.e. the ordering of levels within a factor) in two varieties, 

then it is likely that they are historically related. If, however, differences in any of 

the criteria listed above are notable, then these need to be accounted for and, in 

extreme cases, it may not be warranted at all to speak of the same case of varia-

tion in both communities.

While in Tagliamonte’s account, the aim lies in “disentangling the thorny is-

sue  of  dialect  origins”  (2013:142),  the  comparative  sociolinguistic  method  is 

equally important  for  the study of ongoing global  developments.  Meyerhoff  & 

Niedzielski (2003) draw attention to three shortcomings in popular conceptions of 

linguistic globalization: a) the psychologically implausible assumption that speak-

ers target several external varieties at the same time, b) an undifferentiated un-

derstanding of the kind of knowledge that undergoes global diffusion, and c) a 

disregard for the possibility of parallel internal developments in individual vari-

eties resulting in surface similarities. I touch on a) and c) briefly, but focus on b) 

as most relevant to the discussion here.

The implicit “picture of psycholinguistic insecurity” (Meyerhoff & Niedzielski 

2003:542) inherent in the notion that speakers constantly style their performance 

according to external standards touches on the more general discussions of so-

ciolinguistic meaning, both in sociocultural linguistics (see 2.1.3) and in the con-

text of globalization specifically. Meyerhoff and Niedzielski address this by elicit-

ing explicit evaluations about the local-ness of individual features (mostly word 

pairs such as truck and lorry) from native New Zealanders. The possibility of par-

allel developments is raised primarily as a note of caution in a call for best prac-

tices when analyzing global cases of variation. Meyerhoff & Niedzielski simply 

state that studies “should take into consideration, and then rule out, the possibil -

ity of independent, parallel developments” (2003:546) and cite several cases of 
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typologically highly unmarked developments that have uncritically been assumed 

to result from the global influence of American English.

Of central methodological importance is the distinction they make between 

the different kinds of knowledge implicated in processes of transfer and diffusion. 

Drawing from general globalization theory, they operate with a binary difference 

between high-context (“sticky”) knowledge and mere surface information (Meyer-

hoff & Niedzielski  2003:537). Whereas information moves freely through “slip-

pery space,” high-context knowledge is more tightly moored to “sticky places” 

(ibid., cf. Markusen 1996; Castells 1996:chap. 6), and its successful transmission 

depends on sustained face-to-face interactions. For instance, a lexical innovation 

from some other variety of English may retain its basic referential meaning in its  

new environment, but acquire connotations and a social  profile quite different 

from its original ones. The comparative sociolinguistic method helps to model  

such differences in information transmission quantitatively: if only global frequen-

cies of occurrence are similar  in  two varieties,  mere information transfer has 

taken place but led to locally innovative high-context meanings, whereas if factor 

rankings and constraint  hierarchies correspond closely in  the two varieties,  a 

more sustained, direct influence of high-context knowledge must be assumed.

The  former  process  is  typical  of  many  globalizing  features,  and  conse-

quently narratives of ‘Americanization’ are misguided. Meyerhoff and Niedzielski 

maintain that in most cases of global variation, what can be seen is not so much 

the homogenizing influence of American English on all other varieties, but rather 

a general “broadening of the vernacular base”  (2003:550), such that more re-

sources of different origins become available as unmarked choices in the most 

natural speech of speakers in all varieties of English across the world.

Where Meyerhoff and Niedzielski’s points are largely of a general concep-

tual nature, Buchstaller and D’Arcy  (2009) demonstrate the application of com-
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parative sociolinguistic procedures to a rapidly globalizing feature, namely the 

use of BE like in quotative functions. They analyze spoken corpora of AmE, BrE, 

and NZE and follow the methodological steps outlined above to investigate a 

number of internal and external constraints. Without going into the details of the 

analysis  (and without  addressing the problems of  studying  BE like in  such a 

framework, cf. Coupland 2007:186–187 on the unstable variable context; Meyer-

hoff & Niedzielski 2003:546 on the general typological unusualness of such con-

structions), among their most important findings are that some constraints tend 

to operate consistently across locales, whereas others differ considerably in their 

significance, direction and effect size. Moreover, there emerges a tendency for 

internal (grammatical) constraints to be less and for social ones to be more mal-

leable in different contexts. Beyond giving empirical evidence of the localizing 

processes involved in global linguistic innovation, Buchstaller and D’Arcy thus 

provide tentative evidence that the social and the grammatical facts of variation 

may be characterized by differential degrees of cross-local stability.

The approach of conducting several comparable statistical analyses for dif-

ferent locales (and diachronically: for different time periods) has actively been 

embraced  by  students  of  World  Englishes  (e.g.  Rodríguez  Louro  2015;  Yao 

2015). The general utility of the method appears uncontroversial. However, on 

the level of statistical modeling, the choice to conduct a separate analysis for 

each variety in question deserves critical attention. It is not clear why attempts 

are not made to conduct one unified statistical analysis, in which variety could be 

modeled explicitly as a factor and tested for interactions with other factors. This 

may have to do in part with the variationist concentration on speech communi-

ties’ grammars as objects of analysis and an attendant preference to describe 

each community first in its own terms and only then engage in comparison. It  

may also derive from the reliance of many variationist researchers on specific 

statistical  tools  such as  VARBRUL  (Cedergren & Sankoff  1974) or  GoldVarb 
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(Sankoff et al. 2005), which are less permissive of unevenly distributed samples 

and not well-suited for modeling interactions (Johnson 2009). Whatever the case 

may be, contrastive sociolinguistics stands to gain from a more explicit consider-

ation of these issues.

An additional note of caution is in order about generalizing from individual 

cases of variation to relationships among varieties on the whole. While usually 

being very explicit about their limitation to a single case of variation, the results of 

contrastive sociolinguistic studies are sometimes extended to the varieties under 

discussion on the whole. This is not always justified, since “Signals of prove-

nance, of diachronic change, and of social difference in language are, in fact, so 

complex that aggregate analyses are required” if one’s aim is an understanding 

of the variety on the whole (Corrigan et al. 2014:126). The comparative sociolin-

guistic method, focusing as it does on the rich analysis of individual phenomena, 

is most appropriate for the analysis of specific globalizing features. It provides a 

less solid basis for wholesale inter-varietal comparisons.

2.2.6 Comparative corpus linguistics

Just as variationist and corpus linguistics have many theoretical assumptions in 

common,  so  do  their  respective  applications  to  cross-varietal  analyses.  Like 

comparative sociolinguistics, comparative corpus linguistics quantifies variation 

across varieties (or time periods) and is interested not in individual occurrences 

but in general patterns. As in corpus linguistics more generally, the outlook tends 

to be a text-linguistic one, giving priority to the influence of genre/text category 

rather than that of external social constraints.

Although applied on a smaller scale in earlier research (e.g. Mair 2007), the 

approach is epitomized in Leech et al.’s  (2009) study of grammatical change in 

the written standard of AmE and BrE. At the heart of their analysis is the core 
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quartet of the Brown suite of corpora. These are four 1 million word collections of 

published edited writing carefully matched at the level of the individual text sam-

ple. Together, they represent variation on the geographic (AmE vs. BrE) and di-

achronic plane (texts from the 1960s and the 1990s).  The authors analyze a 

large number of cases of grammatical variation at the text-linguistic level. Rather 

than  following  “a  rigorous  set  of  methodological  principles”  (Tagliamonte 

2013:151) as the comparative sociolinguistic agenda calls for, Leech et al.’s ap-

proach is more philological in nature, proceeding from general observations to in-

creasingly minute details. For instance, they present a general account of the fre-

quency development of the progressive and contextualize this broad picture in 

historical terms. From this point of departure, their analysis becomes more fine-

tuned, differentiating between different text types, different functions served by 

progressive constructions, and the feature’s interaction with other elements of 

the grammatical system (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 6).

With the increasing availability of comparable corpora representing addi-

tional varieties (notably the ICE suite of corpora, Greenbaum 1991; see 3.1 be-

low), the cross-varietal comparative corpus paradigm has become the preferred 

method of analysis for many researchers in World Englishes. The publication of 

volumes such as those edited by Hundt and Gut (2012), Hoffmann and Siebers 

(2009), or Collins (2015a) is testimony to this fact. Many of these recent World 

English corpus studies investigate one or several of the ‘New Englishes’ against 

the baseline of AmE and/or BrE, partly because these two ‘supervarieties’ are the 

best documented ones, and partly on the implicit assumption that their historical 

(in the case of BrE) and current (AmE) position as normative centers makes 

them the most relevant to developments elsewhere.

The strengths and weaknesses of the comparative corpus approach are in-

timately tied to those of the available corpora. Here, a number of differences to 
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the typical sociolinguistic datasets can be ascertained. For one thing, the most 

important corpora in the study of World Englishes have targeted national stan-

dard varieties as their object of representation. This is clearly at odds with varia-

tionists’ interest in the vernacular. Arguably, prescriptive pressures of the stan-

dard obfuscate many productive sites of variation in the more vernacular vari-

eties of English-speaking communities across the world. On the other hand, the 

design of corpora like the Brown or ICE suites explicitly addresses register as a 

major constraining factor of linguistic variation. This allows a more comprehen-

sive study of different discourse contexts (e.g. informal face-to-face conversa-

tions, news writing, academic discourse) as sites which are differentially affected 

by cross-varietal developments (cf. Hundt & Mair 1999).

There is no principled reason for corpus linguistic research not to employ 

the kinds of advanced statistics (such as regression modeling) that have been 

part of the variationist agenda since its early days. Yet in actual practice many 

comparative corpus linguists still rely on descriptive and exploratory statistics as 

the sole windows into the structure of their data (cf. Gries 2015a). As the textual 

database grows, allowing for more fine-grained questions to be answered, devel-

oping a robust understanding of statistical tools will be an important project for 

corpus linguists. Early adopters that point the way in such a direction are, for in-

stance, Bernaisch et al.  (2014), Fuchs and Gut  (2015), and Szmrecsanyi et al. 

(2016).

One definite strength of the corpus paradigm is that it  provides a much 

larger, more openly accessible base for replicable analyses than is typical of vari-

ationist research, where the researcher often compiles data ad hoc for her own 

purposes. The fact that many corpus linguists apply their questions and methods 

to the same dataset helps a multiplicity of perspectives on these data to develop. 

Consequently, while individual studies in comparative corpus linguistics still often 
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limit themselves to isolated phenomena, the sum of published research builds to-

wards a broader perspective in which general tendencies emerge from the con-

sideration of large numbers of features.

Yet, the comparative corpus linguistic enterprise has not always been suc-

cessful in relating findings from individual studies to each other, and these find-

ings sometimes point into conflicting directions. That relations among varieties 

can display a number of patterns is demonstrated by Hundt (2009a), who distin-

guishes between colonial lag, colonial innovation, divergence, parallel develop-

ment, revival, survival, and “kick-down” developments, in which a colonial variety 

starts out as conservative and then overtakes its metropolitan parent.11 If one 

such pattern is established for the relationship of two varieties in regard to any 

specific case of variation, however, this does not mean that other variables will 

behave similarly. For instance, Collins documents AusE to be generally “more 

advanced than BrE”  (Collins 2015b:39) in its use of a number of grammatical 

variables, and cites examples from his data that demonstrate five different kinds 

of the developments outlined by Hundt.  Other studies  (e.g. Peters 2015) see 

AusE trailing behind BrE in certain areas of their grammar, evoking colonial lag 

as an explanation. It is difficult to extrapolate from these conflicting findings to a 

general picture that puts the varieties on the whole in relation with each other. 

Here, a research design such as that of the present study, which incorporates 

co-variation of individual features as a design principle right from the start, prom-

ises to produce a more holistic account.

11 All these developments are conceived in terms of the relation between (post-)colonial vari-
eties and their erstwhile ‘parent’ languages (usually AmE or BrE), but they nonetheless serve 
to illustrate the more general point.
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2.2.7 Feature-aggregation approaches: Dialectometry and register analy-

sis

Developing such a general picture is the analytic aim of a set of approaches 

whose focus has been summarized as the “text-feature-aggregation pipeline in 

variation studies” (Wälchli & Szmrecsanyi 2014:1). The fields of typology, dialec-

tology, and register studies are among the traditions contributing most directly to 

this perspective. Recently, it has found new, cross-varietal applications and ex-

perienced  a  re-centering  in  empirical,  usage-based  data  (Szmrecsanyi  2014; 

2013).

The general methodological procedure consists of the following steps:

• definition of the dimensions of variation to be investigated (e.g. register 

or dialect differences, differences among text categories)

• selection (or compilation) of an appropriate textual database for com-

parison; the sampling framework of the corpus database should include 

the dimensions under investigation with criteria of representativeness 

and balance in mind

• selection and extraction of a range of linguistic features to be mea-

sured for each text in the database

• where  appropriate,  normalization  of  feature  measurements  to  allow 

cross-text comparability

• construction of a feature space in which each feature’s measurements 

constitute a single dimension; this feature space takes the form of a 

data matrix in which rows represent individual texts and columns repre-

sent feature scores

• application of quantitative statistic techniques associated with dimen-

sionality reduction (cf. 4.3) to determine joint variational properties and 

structure in the data
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A key assumption in this procedure is that linguistic phenomena are interrelated 

in complex ways, resulting in significant non-orthogonality (correlation) of individ-

ual  features.  Such correlations are  often intuitive when considered in  and of 

themselves (such as that nominalizations and passive voice constructions tend 

to co-occur in the same texts; Biber 1988:117), but when considering a large 

amount of features in different contexts, statistical techniques are indispensable 

to discovering latent patterns and their relative importance. The resulting pat-

terns can, in turn, be interpreted in functional or historical terms, for instance 

pointing towards the situational properties of a given register  (Biber 1988) or a 

certain  variety’s  genetic  roots  and  contact  history  (Szmrecsanyi  &  Kortmann 

2009a).

An early proponent of the aggregation-based method in corpus linguistics is 

Biber  (1987; 1988; 1995; Conrad & Biber 2001), who pioneered the “multi-fea-

ture, multi-dimensional” (MF/MD) approach, also known as register studies or 

stylometrics. Following the procedures outlined above, and selecting features of 

special relevance for discourse organization, Biber develops a number of dimen-

sions according to which registers (i.e. nameable linguistic activities with conven-

tional generic properties) vary. The most important of these dimensions include 

involved versus informational production (Biber 1988:104–108), narrative versus 

non-narrative  concerns (Biber  1988:108–109),  explicit  versus situation-depen-

dent  reference (Biber  1988:110),  overt  expression  of  persuasion (Biber 

1988:111),  abstract versus non-abstract information (Biber 1988:111–113), and 

on-line informational elaboration (Biber 1988:113–114). Using these dimensions, 

Biber is able to add nuance to the simplistic distinction between speech and writ-

ing (1988), to point to important differences between written AmE and BrE (1987) 

and to demonstrate cross-linguistic universal tendencies in discourse organiza-

tion  (1995).  He  has  also  applied  the  method  to  questions  in  sociolinguistics 

(Biber & Finegan 1993b) and to variation in specific domains of language use 
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such as academic discourse  (Biber & Gray 2010). The technical details of the 

method are discussed in 4.3, since they apply directly to the analysis conducted 

in the present study.

In a World Englishes perspective, aggregation analysis is presented in a 

series of articles by  Szmrecsanyi and Kortmann (2011; 2009b; 2009a; Kortmann 

& Szmrecsanyi 2011; 2009). Their method borrows heavily from typological and 

genetic analyses, in which linguistic distances between individual languages are 

calculated through consideration of a number of features (cf. Dunn et al. 2005). 

Typically, the results are presented as dendrograms derived from cluster analysis 

(i.e. tree representations of linguistic distance). The different branches of the tree 

are taken to represent typologically or historically related languages. In applying 

the same procedures to the 48 varieties covered in the Handbook of Varieties of  

English (Schneider & Kortmann 2004), Szmrecsanyi and Kortmann establish dif-

ferent “typological profiles” (Szmrecsanyi & Kortmann 2011) for different groups 

of global English varieties. Their findings suggest that contact history is the most 

powerful extra-linguistic parameter distinguishing varieties of English (where a 

separation is made between high-contact L1s, low-contact L1s, L2 varieties, and 

English-based pidgins/creoles).  Geography has only a secondary role to play 

(Szmrecsanyi & Kortmann 2009b:1658). Moreover, they consider the key dimen-

sions of variation to be morpho-syntactic complexity and analyticity (ibid: 1655).

The initial study relied exclusively on categorical (or at best coarsely gradi-

ent and impressionistic) quantification of feature occurrences derived from expert 

testimony. In later papers, random sampling from corpora of spoken language 

provides additional, usage-based data points. However, a full  centering of the 

method  on  naturally  occurring  discourse  is  only  achieved  in  Szmrecsanyi’s 

(2013) detailed dialectometric study of grammatical variation in the British Isles 

(see also Szmrecsanyi  2014).  Using a range of  sophisticated statistical  tech-
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niques to quantify the variational tendencies expressed by 57 morpho-syntactic 

features extracted from the Freiburg Corpus of English Dialects, Szmrecsanyi is 

able to produce detailed maps of regional variation in Britain. His findings closely 

replicate known dialect divides, such as that between North and South and the 

distinction between Scottish and Northern English dialects. The study also gives 

evidence in favor of theoretical constructs such as Trudgill’s (1974) notion of lin-

guistic gravity. Szmrecsanyi situates his approach in the dialectometric tradition 

initiated  by  scholars  like  Séguy  (1971),  Goebl  (1982),  and  Nerbonne  et  al. 

(1983),  with the important innovation of working with “naturalistic speech cor-

pora” rather than atlas-based data (Szmrecsanyi 2014:89–90).

Methods of the dialectometric approach, then, have been tested and ap-

plied in the study of English world-wide, but the full power of text-feature aggre-

gation has not been exploited in this context. Studies on the basis of expert testi-

mony suffer from the abstraction away from actual usage that survey data neces-

sarily entail. At the same time, they are in danger of exaggerating the importance 

of rare diagnostic features (such as the attested presence or absence in a given 

variety of reflexives built with object pronouns  (meself, etc., cf. Szmrecsanyi & 

Kortmann 2009b:1659) at the expense of less spectacular,  but more frequent 

and hence potentially more important ones.  As Szmrecsanyi  comments, “one 

may wonder whether phenomena that are so infrequent that they cannot be de-

scribed on the basis of a major text corpus should have a place in an aggregate 

analysis at all” (2014:90).

One additional methodological choice in the dialectometry framework de-

serves attention, namely the representation of a variety as a single data point (or: 

a single row in the feature matrix). This decision rests on solid ground in that the 

focus of the analysis has been the description of relationships among dialects on 

the whole, and appropriate measures have been taken to ensure its validity. For 
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instance, the corpus data Szmrecsanyi draws on all represent “old-fashioned di-

alect speech”  (2013:4). However, there are reasons to expect a more detailed 

analysis would be desirable. Biber (1988) has argued for the importance of regis-

ter in structuring variation, and register has emerged as a major complicating 

factor even in cross-varietal studies that take no specific interest in this dimen-

sion for its own sake (e.g. Mair 2015b). A differentiated perspective on sociolin-

guistic change as mediated by generic conventions  (cf. Coupland 2016; 2014) 

suggests that researchers interested in relationships among varieties of English 

would benefit from factoring register into their accounts. What is at issue are not  

only different rates of change in comparatively “agile” and comparatively “uptight” 

genres (Hundt & Mair 1999), but also how within a given variety these genres re-

late to each other in specific ways that may differ from variety to variety. A dialec-

tometric study of World Englishes with an explicit operationalization of genre in-

fluence has yet to be conducted.

2.2.8 The present study in its theoretical and methodological contexts

The present project does not presuppose a specific ordering of global varieties of 

English according to any of the theoretical models discussed in section 2.2.1 – 

2.2.4. Its empirical point of departure is the observation of multi-feature variation 

within a corpus of language data, and any patterning of that variation along na-

tional lines may be related to the different models. As such, the approach is a 

testing ground for these models’ accuracy rather than being driven by any spe-

cific theoretical inclination articulated in them.

Yet, to the extent that the corpus data themselves are collected and strati-

fied along the lines of national standard varieties, the study does contain a bias 

towards the traditional, territorially guided enumeration of discrete varieties in the 

World Englishes framework. Whatever the dimensions of variation are that are 
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derived from statistical analysis, the nature of the corpus suggests looking for ex-

planations in terms of nationality. In this regard, the kind of criticism leveled by 

scholars like Blommaert and Pennycook cannot be entirely dismissed.

The research design does, however, include several elements that under-

mine the status of  geography as the sole predictor  of  variation.  Foremost  of 

course is the division of the corpus material into distinct text categories. This dif-

ferentiation helps prevent the impression that English in each country considered 

is a monolithic entity without internal variation. To the extent that text type will  

emerge as a more significant predictor of variation than individual variety, such 

findings are suited to problematize unifying accounts of “English in X,” and direct 

attention to situational aspects of variation.

On the other hand, quantitative relationships among varieties that are found 

with a certain level of consistency can help better understand the models out-

lined above and their relative strengths and weaknesses in specific contexts. I do 

not hypothesize that any one of them will crystallize as the absolute winner, be-

ing better able to account for all aspects of variation than the others. Rather, it 

will be enlightening to see in which registers and along which dimensions each 

model can contribute to making sense of the variational structure in the corpus.

In a methodological view, my study adopts the aggregational approach ad-

vocated by Szmrecsanyi and elaborates it in the context of global English. While 

being sympathetic to variationist sociolinguistic and comparative corpus linguistic 

analyses, I maintain that varieties are inherently complex and multidimensional 

constructs,  and consequently “single-feature-based studies are inadequate” to 

model their relationships  (Szmrecsanyi 2014:91; cf.  Corrigan et al.  2014:126). 

This approach is not new as such, but it is both novel and of particular relevance 

in the context of World Englishes research, where much effort goes into describ-

ing and quantifying relationship among varieties.
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In relation to other aggregational approaches to dialects or varieties, the 

present project is one of the first to systematically factor register alongside geog-

raphy into its quantitative analysis.12 Apart from promising an overall more com-

plete account of language variation, the joint consideration of register and variety 

influences  has  important  implications  for  other  cross-varietal  comparative  re-

search. It is often pointed out in corpus linguistic studies of different varieties of 

English that register/genre can act as a major source of noise in the data, but 

neither is the extent of the problem quantified, nor is there any solution to it apart 

from manually controlling for genre effects. The present approach can give some 

indication as to how much variation in the data is accounted for by genre and 

how sensitive individual text types are to inter-variety differences. These insights 

can help guide other corpus-based studies, even those not adopting an aggrega-

tional method.

2.3 Computer-mediated discourse

Part of the database for the analyses conducted in chapters 5 and 6 was col-

lected from the social networking service Twitter. Since these constitute a certain 

type of computer-mediated discourse (CMD) data, and since research into CMD 

is often treated as a field of linguistic inquiry in its own right, I here give a brief 

theoretical introduction to CMD studies in general and Twitter in particular. How-

ever, it should be noted that many of the questions central to CMD studies are 

only marginally related to my main research questions. They are thus treated 

rather summarily as a means of providing the necessary background to contextu-

alize the later chapters, and to deflect potential criticism about the inadequacy or 

lack of linguistic structure in CMD data.

12 Wieling et al. (2011) is another example of such a nuanced approach to quantitative dialectol-
ogy, although the authors model additional social factors, rather than situational ones as I do 
in the present study.
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2.3.1 Defining CMD in absolute structural terms

Since  the  emergence  of  computer-mediated  communication,  much effort  has 

been expended in establishing the linguistic novelty and particularity of the atten-

dant forms of discourse. Initially, such attempts focused on the enumeration of 

features that were supposedly both new and exclusive to CMD. Crystal intro-

duces the term netspeak, which he famously defines as

a type of language displaying features that are unique to the Internet, 

and encountered in [a wide range of computer-mediated] situations, 

arising out of its character as a medium which is electronic, global 

and interactive. (Crystal 2001:18)

The quote illustrates several common themes in early scholarship on CMD. The 

use of a label (netspeak) under which to subsume all instances of CMD both 

erases their internal variability and casts them as maximally distinct from other 

modes of communication. The same goes for the mention of specific features, 

frequently resulting in lists of exotic elements such as emoticons that, with even 

a couple of years of hindsight, appear spectacularly out of touch with commu-

nicative reality (see e.g. some of the lists in Danet 2001). Finally, the last clause 

of  the above quote  represents a technological  determinism inherent  to  many 

early accounts: the internet itself (conceived as a technological system with little 

room for human agency) is doing something to language, whether this something 

is hailed in as creative play or condemned as a decline in standards of correct-

ness (cf. Wellman 2011). This perspective lingers on in some more contempo-

rary scholarship, for instance when attempts are made at “assessing the inter-

net’s impact on language” (Baron 2011).

More empirically oriented studies have attempted to quantify to what extent 

(forms of) CMD constitute text types in their own right, usually against some ex-

ternal baseline. Frequently, spoken and written language have been evoked as 
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(idealized, cf. Koch & Oesterreicher 1985) poles in a communicative spectrum, 

and CMD data  compared to corpora representing these established modalities. 

In this vein, for instance, Ferrara et al.  (1991) characterize CMD as “interactive 

written discourse” that shares both oral and literate elements. Yates (1996) finds 

message board communication to be more similar to speech than writing with re-

gard  to  its  proportional  preference  for  different  personal  pronouns  (Yates 

1996:41), but more similar to writing than speech with regard to lexical density 

(Yates 1996:39). In terms of modal auxiliary frequencies, however, the message 

board data surpass both the written and the spoken control corpora. Other stud-

ies have applied written or spoken baselines to the study of CMD data, often with 

the aim of establishing that, contrary to popular opinion, mediated communica-

tion is as rule-governed and regularly variable as offline language  (e.g. Taglia-

monte & Denis 2008).

In general, given the present state of the discipline, it is no longer appropri-

ate to regard CMD either as a coherent whole (which would mean glossing over 

the differences between such dissimilar registers as text messaging, email com-

munication, blogging, etc.) or as differentiated from other modes of communica-

tion in absolute structural terms. Where linguistic differences are empirically at-

tested, these must be accounted for in relation to the technological and social as-

pects of the specific communicative situations in which they are embedded, i.e. 

their “sociotechnical modes” (Herring 2002). Herring (2007) proposes a “faceted 

classification  scheme”  to  categorize  dimensions  among which  these  different 

modes vary systematically. These facets are discussed in the next two sections.

2.3.2 Defining CMD in terms of technological properties

Technological  influences  on  forms  of  CMD  are  constraints  and  affordances 

(Hutchby 2001) inherent in the specific communicative technology or platform, in-
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dependent of the ways in which these properties are socially exploited by partici-

pants. Herring lists synchronicity, one-way vs. two-way message transmission, 

persistence of transcript,  size of message buffer,  channels of  communication, 

anonymous messaging, private messaging, filtering, quoting, and message for-

mat. These factors (as well as the social ones) may be binary, categorical, or 

scalar, and they are not hierarchically ordered, but “should be clearly defined and 

mutually exclusive”  (Herring 2007). Their respective importance may vary from 

situation to situation and from research question to research question.

Synchronicity refers to the temporal separation of interactive turns. For in-

stance, whereas email messages do not require simultaneous access of sender 

and recipient to their mail clients and are not (necessarily) answered immediately 

upon reception, internet relay chat (IRC) communication requires conversations 

to unfold in real time (Werry 1996) among virtually co-present participants. This 

facet is often treated as a binary distinction, e.g. when a certain technology is re-

ferred to as an “(a)synchronous form of CMD”. However, this is only warranted to 

the extent that a technology like email makes provisions for asynchronous com-

munication (e.g. by enabling drafts to be saved for later elaboration, by marking 

messages as unanswered to remind the user to reply at a later point in time),  

and a technology like IRC makes provisions for synchronicity (e.g. by displaying 

user  status  as  present  or  absent  in  real  time).  That  such provisions can be 

counter-acted or reinterpreted by participants is evidenced by email exchanges 

that acquire real-time, conversational properties or by usually synchronous forms 

of communication where stretches of non-co-presence of the interactants do not 

result in a breakdown of communication (Bieswanger 2016). More generally, this 

observation points to the difficulty in separating technological and social facets of 

CMD, which in  reality  often appear  to  heavily  influence each other  (and dis-

course on Twitter is a prime example of this interplay, see 2.3.8 below).
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The distinction  between one-way and two-way message transmission is 

less relevant for text-based CMD today than it appeared at the time of Herring’s 

writing. This facet distinguishes between platforms that allow authors to write and 

revise a message in its entirety before sending it and those that display every 

key-stroke to co-participants in real time. The former is almost exclusively the 

case today and two-way transmission is usually reserved for audio-visual forms 

of CMD. There is, however, a variant of two-way message transmission where 

the text being composed itself is not displayed, but merely the fact that a user is 

typing, such as in the Facebook messaging functionality. This affordance also in-

creases  the  impression  of  synchronicity  even  in  a  technology  that  does  not 

strictly require that participants be logged on simultaneously.

Persistence of transcript and size of the message buffer both relate to in-

herent constraints imposed on the message itself. Both are gradient. Twitter is 

perhaps the prime example of a technology that has been iconically defined by 

its 140-character limit, and this aspect is often invoked to account for many lin-

guistic  particularities  encountered on Twitter.  Concerning  persistence of  tran-

script, the case is less clear-cut.  While some services, such as Snapchat, explic-

itly  foreground trace-less  communication,  many other  platforms either  do  not 

have a clearly articulated policy of data retention and deletion, or they have a 

complicated, layered structure such as Facebook. There, content is maintained 

in principle, but users can edit and delete it if they so wish. From the perspective 

of other users, such content then disappears, but Facebook is known for keeping 

such data for their own purposes (US Fed News 2011). Skepticism of such cor-

porate practices (e.g. Pariser 2012), whether justified or not, has to be assumed 

to play a role in how users shape their communication. In this regard again, then, 

technological constraints and social conventions are deeply entangled, and both 

need to be considered in joint (and in context) to determine the role they play in a 

given stretch of CMD data.
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The channels of communication made available by a given technology can 

include written text, moving or still images, and audio. At each level, more fine-

grained distinctions can be made, such as: font types and sizes, different encod-

ing systems, etc. for the textual level; a differentiation between icons, emojis, and 

integration of full image file formats (e.g. .jpg) for the static visual level; minimally 

animated visuals (e.g. gifs) vs. complete videos for the moving picture level; and 

mere audio cues (such as message alerts) vs. full-scale verbal communication at 

the audio level. Moreover, any of these channels can be more or less central to a 

given platform. Services like Flickr firmly place static images at the center of their  

communicative universe, whereas visual  elements may be included in instant 

messaging (IM) or  email,  but  they serve more ornamental  and marginal  pur-

poses. In some cases, even where a platform is not designed to include a spe-

cific channel, users may nonetheless creatively appropriate it. This element of 

appropriation has been an important driver of innovation in CMD since the early 

days, for instance when Ward Christensen and Randy Suess developed the mo-

dem in order to transmit data via the telephone communication system (Castells 

1996:353).

Anonymity and privacy are both settings having to do with visibility and ac-

cess, the former relating to a user’s identity and the latter to the content itself.  

Levels of anonymity may reach from no specification of any identifier at all (e.g. 

“anonymous user commented”) to a maximal alignment between offline personal 

identity and a user’s online persona. Facebook is one communicative system 

that aims for this latter perspective. Intermediate stages exist, such as contexts 

where the creation of  a  platform-specific  identity allows for  open play  (Danet 

2001),  but, once chosen, such an identity itself is nonetheless consistent and far 

from anonymous. Multi-user roleplaying games (Iorio 2010) are a good example 

of this non-anonymous anonymity. Privacy refers to how openly user content be-

comes accessible to other, non-specified users. As with many of the other facets,  
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this turns out to be a layered concept. The idealized poles are one-to-one per-

sonal messages that are completely out of the reach of third parties (e.g. in many 

cases of IRC or messenger services) on the one hand, and an openly public pre-

sentation such as is found on blogs and other websites on the other. The picture 

is complicated by social networking services (SNS) that use friendship network 

structures to channel the flow of content for individual users. Thus, when some-

one posts a status update to Facebook or Twitter, it sometimes is difficult to pre-

dict who will and will  not see this content  (Marwick & boyd 2011). Differential 

awareness of the processes involved and emerging strategies of dealing with 

them have to be taken into account when discussing the level of privacy of any 

instance of CMD.

Filtering represents the converse of the privacy management possibilities, 

i.e. regulating content visibility at the receiving end. Email clients typically include 

systems that detect and redirect incoming spam  (Perveen et al. 2016), and in 

many forums, IRC chatrooms, and SNS, it is possible to block other users to 

avoid seeing their content. Quoting, in Herring’s terms, refers specifically to the 

incorporation of the textual record of previous exchanges in ongoing contribu-

tions. The prototypical example is responding to an email, in which case most 

email clients include the entirety of the earlier message in the draft for the new 

one, thus setting the discursive context for ongoing message creation (Severin-

son Eklundh 2010). Message format as Herring conceives it appears as a some-

what  heterogeneous category,  including aspects  such as “the order  in  which 

messages appear, what information is appended automatically to each and how 

it is visually presented, and what happens when the viewing window becomes 

filled with messages” (2007). I take this facet to represent everything not pertain-

ing to the message content itself, but rather to its embedding and presentation 

within its respective communicative system, but also recognize that a separation 
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between message and medium is, as per McLuhan (1966) and others, at times 

highly problematic. I return to this issue in the specific case of Twitter.

In general, the medium factors in Herring’s scheme turn out to be less cate-

gorical and more open to appropriation and redefinition than they seem at first 

glance. They are immensely useful as a heuristic schema when conducting com-

puter-mediated discourse analysis  (Androutsopoulos & Beißwenger 2008; Her-

ring 2004) and help place comparisons between individual CMD situations on 

firmer ground. The scheme is less ideally suited as a means of rigid categoriza-

tion, and this is indeed not Herring’s intention. In the above discussion, I have re-

frained from giving examples of how each facet affects communicative choices in 

order not to imply a causal relation between medium factors and structural dis-

course  properties.  While  tendencies  have  certainly  emerged  in  the  empirical 

record  (e.g.  the  use of  creative  orthography to  represent  paralinguistic  clues 

when other channels for such cues are unavailable), findings are sometimes di-

rectly contradictory. For instance, anonymity in CMD has been claimed both to 

encourage free play and experimentation with novel identities (Danet 2001) and 

higher levels of self-disclosure (Joinson et al. 2010). Therefore, care is required 

not  to  overstate  the  causal  link  between  technological  constraints  and  affor-

dances and developing discursive practices and conventions.

2.3.3 Defining CMD in social terms

The situation factors in Herring’s scheme build on Hymes’ characterization of the 

speech situation in terms of message content, speaker, hearer, purposes, key, 

channels, and interactive norms (1974:53). Applied to CMD situations (cf. Baym 

1995 and leaving aside those aspects already covered by medium factors), Her-

ring presents the following list of factors: participation structure, participant char-

acteristics, purpose, topic/theme, tone, activity, norms, and code. Many of these 
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are more open-ended and malleable than the medium factors, and some con-

cepts can be understood as partly medium- and partly situation-dependent.

To begin with, participation structure incorporates both quantitative charac-

teristics, such as number of participants and proportional distribution of contribu-

tions  across  participants,  and qualitative  ones,  such as  users’ choices about 

anonymity  and  self-disclosure.  Participant  characteristics  encompass  various 

levels  of  identity  and personal  background,  both  offline and medium-specific. 

This factor includes both large-scale demographic categories like gender (Bam-

man et al. 2014; Herring & Paolillo 2006) or ethnicity (Tynes et al. 2004), but also 

particular  technological  expertise  or  knowledge of  discourse conventions and 

other private characteristics such as “attitudes, beliefs, ideologies, and motiva-

tions”  (Herring  2007).  In  a  relational  perspective on identity  (Bucholtz  & Hall 

2005; 2.1.3 above), it probably makes sense to consider participation structure 

and participant characteristics jointly.

Purpose can be situated both at the group level (e.g. in the case of a dis-

cussion forum dedicated to a particular sport) or the individual level (participants’ 

personal interactive goals). Activities are directly related to purposes, being de-

fined as “discursive means of pursuing interactional goals”  (Herring 2007) that 

are in some way recognizable, often nameable, and associated with specific dis-

course conventions and contextualization cues. Activities are consequently close 

kin to both Hymes’ (1974) and Biber’s (1988) use of the term genre. Both topic 

and tone are also related to the general interactive purposes associated with a 

given instance of CMD. Topic refers to the delineation of appropriate content and 

tone (again, located both at the platform and the micro-contextual level) and tone 

to  the “the manner or  spirit  in  which discursive acts are performed”  (Herring 

2007). Maintaining a separation between purpose, activity, topic, and tone may 

give structure to analytical approaches, but is ultimately very difficult to achieve. 
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For instance, a forum thread dedicated to “lighthearted political discussions” en-

compasses all the above aspects and their interrelations.

The factor of norms is slightly less slippery, insomuch as norms are often 

explicitly codified (Shea 1994) or at least articulated in the form of metapragmatic 

discourse by participants themselves  (Iorio 2010:30). Herring distinguishes be-

tween norms of organization (which are administrative mechanisms, and hence 

might more appropriately be grouped with the medium factors, as they often are 

technologically  regulated),  of  behavioral  appropriateness,  and of  language.  It 

should be understood, however, that a significant portion of a community’s norms 

emerges gradually and is never explicitly articulated. In these cases, norms are 

both more difficult to locate for the researcher and less conceptually distinct from 

factors such as activity (which is, after all, defined by sets of conventions) or key 

(which amounts to norms for maintaining a social climate). One might also say 

that key is a more immediately observable dimension on the discourse level, and 

norms are the enduring, underlying structures that account for such observa-

tions.

Code,  finally,  refers both  to  the language(s)  selected as appropriate  for 

communication and to the different encoding systems used to represent these 

languages in textual form. In monolingual situations, the choice of language does 

not warrant much attention (although it might direct attention to different varieties 

of the same language), but it is essential to the increasing body of research on 

the multilingual internet  (Danet & Herring 2007; cf. Heydt & Mair 2014; Paolillo 

2002).  Choice  of  writing  system is  another  area  in  which  technological  con-

straints and social conventions become almost inseparable. Asking what encod-

ing system is selected in a particular sample of CMD only makes sense against 

the backdrop of what choices the platform itself affords participants. However, 

within these general, medium-specific constraints, there is significant room for 
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user agency. This is perhaps most obvious in cases where users ignore or work 

against established encoding systems, such as when transliterations in Roman 

script are favored to represent Greek (Tseliga 2007) or Arabic (Palfreyman & Al 

Khalil 2007), despite the availability of more “native” spelling options.

In sum, the situational parameters in Herring’s classification scheme appear 

less tangible than the medium factors. One problem is that there is considerable 

overlap between the categories. Another is the fact that the different factors are 

situated on different levels and thus not easily put into relation. Norms, for in-

stance, have more enduring character than individual interactive goals. The for-

mer are usually located somewhere in the shared psychology of a community of  

users, while the latter are personal and situation-dependent. Moreover, whereas 

goals have to be inferred from the behavior of participants (which in CMD studies 

typically means: derived on the basis of examination of the textual record), par-

ticipants’ relative contributions or code choices are surface facts of the textual 

record. The faceted classification scheme thus best serves to highlight potentially 

interesting dimensions in a CMD study and should not be taken as a laundry list 

of aspects that need to be covered necessarily and in isolation. To be sure, this 

is how Herring intends it to be used, who ultimately calls for a holistic, emic con-

sideration of the data in CMD studies (2007:28).

2.3.4 CMD in the textual ecology of English

Additional scholarship has expanded the social perspective on CMD by focusing 

not so much on what happens within individual communicative situations, but on 

how the relationship between CMD and (modes of) offline language is discur-

sively constructed by commentators as well as users themselves. In this spirit,  

Thurlow (2006) detects a motif of “moral panic” in the way traditional media re-

port linguistic effects of new, internet-related technologies. In these reports, CMD 
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itself is only ostensibly the issue of critique, but in reality serves as a catalyst “for 

a range of public discourses about other issues, most notably here technology, 

language, and literacy” (Thurlow 2006:689) in which cultural anxieties find articu-

lation. These discourses both reflect and re-constitute popularly held opinions, 

but can in part also be attributed to the linguistic gatekeeping function of the print 

media. Squires  (2010) conducts a similar investigation, but considers construc-

tions of “internet language” in academic and user discourses in addition to mass 

media representation. She applies the theoretical framework of enregisterment 

(Agha 2005) to demonstrate how two dominant ideologies are at work in framing 

internet language as a maximally exotic phenomenon: standard language ideol-

ogy and technological  determinism  (Squires  2010:481).  Both  studies  demon-

strate discrepancies between the empirical facts of CMD and the ways in which it 

is discussed as a linguistic and cultural phenomenon, including in academic writ -

ing.

Other  researchers  have  been  particularly  interested  in  how  participants 

conceptualize  their  discursive  online  practices.  Jones  and  Schieffelin  (2009) 

compare young people’s use of instant messaging (IM) to their conversational 

speech. They note that participants “rely on the metalanguage of speech, refer-

ring to IM as ‘talk’, and to what they are doing as ‘talking’” (Jones & Schieffelin 

2009:84), and that over time, IM linguistic practices develop to align with those 

found in face-to-face conversational data. Instead of being exceptional and po-

tentially dangerous, then, CMD “participates in a broader ecology of communica-

tive activities”  (Jones & Schieffelin 2009:83) in which these activities reflect on, 

shape, and mediate each other.

An ecological perspective is also taken up by Squires and Iorio (2014), but 

with a focus on how CMD, namely Twitter content, is quoted, contextualized, and 

framed in traditional news media. The authors trace a dynamic development over 
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a five-year  period,  with  the following general  characteristics:  “tweets  became 

more frequent as quoted material within mainstream media; the metadiscursive 

novelty of Twitter and tweets decreased rapidly; and reported tweets became 

slightly more linguistically standard” (2014:354–355). This suggests, on the one 

hand, an increasing acceptance of the new technology as a valid communicative 

platform, and on the other hand the continuing importance of a standard ideology 

that either diminishes the quotability of non-standard tweets or leads to the ‘cor -

rection’ of individual non-standard features. Studies such as these show that, 

while it is important and revealing to consider instances of CMD on their own 

terms and in their contexts of use, ultimately research has to gain by drawing ex-

plicit connections between different registers in a communicative ecology.

2.3.5 The internet as a site for global linguistic developments

In the context of language and globalization (see 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 above), com-

munication on the internet is frequently cited as an important arena for new lin-

guistic  developments.  Therefore,  it  is  small  wonder that  CMD has been em-

braced by a number of researchers to study the relationship between language 

and globalization.

Peuronen (2011) demonstrates how web forums can serve as platforms for 

the enactment of translocal identities, and how such identities find their expres-

sion in increasingly diverse, heteroglossic discourses (Androutsopoulos 2011). In 

the simultaneous performance of the global and the local, English in particular is 

an important resource for non-native speakers to index their global connected-

ness (e.g. Garley 2012; Lee & Barton 2011). The world wide web’s development 

away from publishing and towards participation as its predominant mode of oper-

ation spawns both processes of vernacularization of CMD (Howard 2008) and re-

flexive, performative, and rhetorical use of language (e.g. Hinrichs Forthcoming). 
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Under these circumstances, English often undergoes recontextualization in radi-

cally local ways, for which Androutsopoulos coins the term “vernacular specta-

cles” (2010:223).

Perhaps more to the point for the immediate context of the present study, 

different varieties of English intermingle in new, but not entirely unpredictable 

ways in global computer-mediated communication. The enrichment of ethnolin-

guistic repertoires with diverse sets of resources in forum-based discourse has 

already been mentioned in 2.2.4. Such processes have been observed in forums 

serving  locally-based,  but  globally  dispersed  communities  such  as  Nigerians 

(Heydt & Mair 2014; Mair & Pfänder 2013; Ifukor 2011) and Jamaicans  (Moll 

2014).  The resulting linguistic patterns are markedly and quantifiably different 

from offline, vernacular baselines  (Hinrichs 2006; Moll  2014).  But such differ-

ences yield important insights in their own right, for instance about how users 

conceive of the different resources at their disposal, or about how they partici-

pate in pluricentric global and local sociolinguistic orders  (Mair 2013). Hinrichs 

and White-Sustaíta (2011) is a good example of a study with such a focus. They 

quantify the effects of a number of variables on spelling choice patterns in blogs 

and emails written by Jamaicans living in Jamaica and those in diasporic set-

tings. Among these predictors are the dependent variable’s embedding in Eng-

lish or Creole discursive units and the writer’s residence in Jamaica or abroad.  

Different patterns for Jamaican-based and diasporic authors suggest that the for-

mer group more actively maintain a separation between Creole and English as 

distinct codes than the latter, who use orthography primarily to disambiguate the 

function of individual features (Hinrichs & White-Sustaíta 2011:60–61).

Finally, it is a matter of current debate whether and to what extent mediated 

forms of communication can lead to sustained language change at the structural 

level.  Sayers  (2014) recently  introduced a  “mediated innovation  model”  as  a 
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“framework for researching media influence in language change,” leading to the 

publication of a special issue of the Journal of Sociolinguistics (18:2) on precisely 

this question. The model is motivated by findings from Stuart-Smith and Timmins 

(2007), who report that Scottish speakers’ engagement with the television show 

Eastenders is a significant predictor of their adopting DH-fronting, a feature asso-

ciated with Cockney English (the variety spoken on the show). Moreover, this ef-

fect remains significant even and especially when controlling for a large number 

of other factors, thus ruling out the possibility that the predictor in reality repre-

sents a latent effect not directly associated with media engagement (cf. Stuart-

Smith 2014; Stuart-Smith & Ota 2014). Sayers’ model does not deny the impor-

tance of face-to-face social networks as the primary arenas of linguistic change, 

but rather argues that mediation needs to be taken into account as a separate 

process from the established models of transmission and diffusion  (2014:206). 

His main aim is to “arrange methodologies used to research mediated innova-

tion” (2014:205–206).

At present, an enduring influence of mediated forms of communication on 

linguistic change cannot be determined (cf. Mair & Pfänder 2013). However, that 

media language in general and CMD in particular have important roles to play 

both in shaping the textual ecology of English  (Coupland 2014) and in making 

available new discursive resources  (Spitulnik 1996) seems an uncontroversial 

claim. Even if many media-inspired innovations are highly unstable, they none-

theless (or rather: precisely for that reason) serve as important sites for the study 

of general  processes in the creation of sociolinguistic meaning. For instance, 

Squires’  (2014) analysis of the circulation and diffusion of an expression intro-

duced by a television personality yields important insights about the indexical 

mechanisms involved in  processes of  linguistic  spread.  Dismissing such pro-

cesses as too volatile and erratic to be worthy of detailed study would miss the 
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more general lessons that can be learned from them about mediatization, linguis-

tic variation, and social meaning.

2.3.6 CMD data and the quantitative investigation of language variation

Among researchers without a particular interest in CMD itself, the amount of, and 

easy access to, linguistic data on the internet has not gone unnoticed. The ma-

chine-readable format of text-based CMD lends itself to analysis with the stan-

dard  tools  of  corpus  linguistics,  and  consequently  it  is  no  wonder  that  re-

searchers in this tradition have had a keen interest in exploiting the web for their 

purposes.  An  edited  volume  under  the  direction  of  Hundt,  Nesselhauf,  and 

Biewer (2007) explores the potentials and pitfalls of web data in corpus linguis-

tics around the turn from a static, document-based internet to a participation-cen-

tered web2.0 (Androutsopoulos 2010). At the time of publication, “the web as a 

corpus” still seemed a valid perspective (Lüdeling et al. 2007; Fletcher 2007; Re-

nouf et al. 2007), although one associated with problems of balance and repre-

sentativeness (Leech 2007). In hindsight, this formulation appears inadequate on 

a number of counts, such as its undifferentiated imagination of “the web” as a 

unified whole, the sheer amount of data such an analysis would have to be able 

to process, issues with user privacy and access to data, etc.

A more sustainable approach consists in using the web as a source for cor-

pus compilation. Most trivially, the internet can serve as an archive of the kinds of 

more traditional  registers that  have been part  of  the sampling frameworks of 

many corpus projects since pre-internet times. News writing, for instance, is a 

text category that can often be accessed online on a large scale (e.g. Noël & Van 

der Auwera 2015; Hundt & Biewer 2007). However, as soon as text types repre-

senting genuine CMD are concerned, questions beyond the level of data collec-

tion become more pressing. One issue is that of these new texts’ relation to other 
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corpus material. On what grounds should standard reference corpora be comple-

mented to include CMD text types, and what should be the proportional repre-

sentation of CMD on the whole, and of different sub-genres in particular? Does 

the skepticism of such material  (regarding the difficulty in determining its origin, 

Nelson 2015, its contamination with erratic linguistic material, Mair 2015a, etc.) 

outweigh the benefits of easy access? Even if a decision is made to compile a 

specific CMD corpus, the nature of some CMD text types poses significant prob-

lems for established techniques in natural language processing that are impor-

tant for corpus annotation, such as part-of-speech tagging (Eisenstein 2013) At 

present, no uniform, one-size-fits-all answer to these questions presents itself, 

and there certainly  remains  a  healthy level  of  reservation  against  CMD data 

among many corpus linguists. On the other hand, pragmatic solutions, such as 

the Corpus of Global Web-based English (GloWbE, Davies & Fuchs 2015) seem 

to produce promising results.

In many cases, specific kinds of CMD data are used not as sole evidence 

for linguistic analysis, but in triangulation with findings from more traditional ap-

proaches. Haddican and Johnson (2012) complement their experimental data on 

verb particle alternation with large-scale patterns derived from Twitter messages 

and find significant  correspondences between both kinds of  data.  The global 

spread of quotative BE like, too, takes on a remarkably similar shape on Twitter 

as in conversational data, down to the size and direction of specific predictors 

(Bohmann 2014). The general picture that emerges is that, given large enough 

data, probabilistic patterns observed in offline language use are reproduced in 

CMD at high levels of accuracy, displaying similar probabilistic preferences. Con-

sequently, while a certain level of skepticism should not be discarded lightly, us-

ing CMD as one source of data among others in quantitative linguistic analysis is 

not a controversial methodological choice anymore.
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2.3.7 Twitter: Design and demographics

With this general background to CMD studies outlined, I now turn to the particu-

lar platform that contributes the CMD data to be analyzed in chapters 5 and 6, 

namely Twitter. I discuss its technological constraints and affordances, user de-

mographics, discourse conventions, uptake in the present-day media ecology, 

and then situate it in relation to Herring’s (2007) faceted classification scheme.

Twitter is a micro-blogging and social networking service that was founded 

in 2006 by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stone, and Evan Williams. The platform 

allows registered users to post short messages via its website, SMS, or a num-

ber of apps and third-party clients. The message size limit of 140 characters, ini-

tially set up to help Twitter integrate with SMS communication, has been cited as 

its “most iconic feature” (Squires 2015:240) and is often invoked as an explana-

tion for the linguistic peculiarities of Twitter discourse (though see 2.3.8 below). 

By default,  messages (“tweets”) are publicly accessible, and the site explicitly 

cautions its users that “[w]hat you share on Twitter may be viewed all around the 

world instantly. You are what you Tweet!”  (Twitter 2017a). However, users may 

choose to opt out of unrestricted public visibility, either by “protecting” their ac-

count altogether or by declaring individual tweets as “direct messages”. In the 

former case, all content created by the user will be accessible only to users she 

explicitly  approves.  Direct  messages  are  private  conversational  contributions 

only visible to the specified addressee.

Users sign up to the service with their email address and choose a user 

name (“handle”) that is linked to that address. Network ties among users are rep-

resented in the form of “following”, i.e. one user subscribing to another user’s ac-

count. Reciprocity is neither a technical requirement nor the rule in actual prac-

tice. Unlike in Facebook’s network structure, relationships are consequently uni-

directional. Beyond structuring relationships on Twitter, accruing large amounts 
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of followers is an important  source of social  capital  (Page 2012b; Marwick & 

boyd 2011).

Users’ primary medium for  interacting with  Twitter is their  Twitter  “feed,” 

which displays individualized content in reverse chronological order. Such con-

tent  includes tweets  from friends (i.e.  people  a  user  is  following)  as  well  as 

tweets associated with topics a user subscribes to by means of hashtags (see 

below). The exact composition of the timeline varies from user to user and from 

app to app, and hence Twitter should not be understood as ‘a site’ that has a 

general access point from which the same content is displayed to all visitors. In-

stead, it is a compiler and distributor of (predominantly text-based) content pro-

viding highly personalized experience to its users and its content has “no single 

stable visual or typographic form” (Zappavigna 2011:792). In this study, I rely on 

Twitter data as a means of investigating linguistic variation on a large scale, ab-

stracting away from individual experience. I therefore leave aside a detailed de-

scription of Twitter’s  design features as encountered by individual  users  (see 

Squires 2015 for a more detailed discussion of this aspect).

For researchers who collect Twitter content on a large scale, an individual 

feed is not a feasible access point. In these cases, the application programmer 

interface (API) enables automatic retrieval of large quantities of tweets, accord-

ing to specified parameters. The API has two endpoints: the search API13 allows 

surveying of the most recent tweets posted prior to the point in time a search call 

is made, whereas the streaming API14 processes incoming messages in real time 

and filters them through to the user connected via that endpoint. Free-of-charge 

streaming  yields  only  a  small  proportion  of  all  tweets  (a  maximum  of  1%; 

Morstatter et al. 2014), and Twitter does not disclose the sampling procedure. 

This has led to concerns about sampling bias (Morstatter et al. 2014). For addi-

13 https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search
14 https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
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tional charges, users can increase the amount of incoming tweets they receive. 

Both the streaming and the search API only forward publicly accessible tweets.

In terms of message content, Twitter is centered around typographic text 

(Squires 2015:247). This holds true even if, in the course of the platform’s devel-

opment, provisions have increasingly been made for the inclusion of multimedia 

data. For instance, the company introduced major design overhauls in 2010 to 

hail in what they called the “new Twitter experience”. These included the tighter 

integration of photo and video material into the service itself, a process that is 

still ongoing with the recent exclusion of multimedia material from counting to-

wards the 140 character limit  (Associated Press 2016). There have even been 

hints that the character limit itself might be abandoned (Koh 2016). Despite such 

developments, the platform remains fundamentally based around typewritten text 

produced in a format defined by its drastic brevity.

Of the many discourse-organizational design features of Twitter (hashtags, 

user mentions, retweeting, etc.), most are discussed in the next section. One as-

pect I take up here (because it does not have an immediate effect on the shape 

of Twitter discourse itself) is the possibility to highlight a message. This feature 

was originally used as a means of archival organization, allowing a user to return 

to content thus highlighted without having to search their entire stream. Mes-

sages marked in this way displayed a little star to signify their importance. In 

2015, Twitter announced a change in the language and iconography of this fea-

ture, switching from a discourse of relevance to one of affection: users now “like” 

a tweet instead of highlighting it, and the star icon is replaced by a bright, red 

heart. In terms of the underlying mechanics, this did not mark a major change, 

but users were highly critical of this redefinition, which they saw as an attempt of 

top-down corporate regulation of the kind of discourse and topics Twitter was ap-

propriate for (Bohmann 2015). For the corpus data in my study, this conflict is ul-
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timately of little immediate relevance, but it serves to illustrate the force-field of 

tension between emerging discourses and conventions developed by users and 

corporate design choices that has defined major steps in the service’s evolution.

While Twitter has steadily grown since its inception in 2006 and achieved a 

high level of visibility  (partly due to its take-up in other media, Squires & Iorio 

2014),  its  use  is  unevenly  distributed,  both  across  countries  worldwide  and 

across demographic categories within individual countries. In 2009, during a pe-

riod of rapid growth in Twitter activity, Sysomos (2009) published extensive us-

age statistics . This survey found that users in the USA accounted for 62.14% of 

the total  Twitter population, with other English-speaking countries also ranked 

among the top ten Twitter countries, such as the UK (7.87%), Canada (5.69%), 

Australia (2.8%), India (0.87%), and South Africa (0.85%). By 2016, the skew in 

favor of the US has drastically diminished, as according to Twitter’s own statistics 

(Twitter 2017b) 79% of accounts are currently located outside the US. This dis-

crepancy between the 2009 and 2016 demographics indicates that Americans 

were the early adopters of the technology, but that by now it has acquired a fully  

global reach. Ranking the percentage of active Twitter users among all internet 

users within a given country  (Chaffey 2016), the English-speaking nations with 

the highest levels of saturation are, in descending order: India, the Philippines, 

South Africa, Canada, the USA, Ireland, the UK, Singapore, Australia, and Hong 

Kong. This indicates that, even to a larger extent than in North America, Twitter 

may come to play an important role in the media ecologies of former English 

colonies in Asia and Africa.

More detailed recent within-country demographics are available for the US 

segment of the Twitter population (Duggan 2015:14). According to these statis-

tics, the service’s reach is affected most significantly by age, reflected in a steady 

decline in usage percentages progressing from the youngest age group covered 
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(18-29 years, 32%15 saturation) to the oldest (>64 years, 6%). There is also a 

clear preference for the service by urban users (30%), who are twice as likely to 

be on Twitter as rural users (15%). The Hispanic and Black population (28% for 

each)  is  more  active  than  White  Americans  (20%),  whereas  gender  is  fairly 

evenly balanced (males:  25%, females: 21%). When interpreting general  pat-

terns of variation on Twitter, such uneven distributions need to be kept in mind.

2.3.8 Twitter: Discourse features

The linguistic and interactive aspects of Twitter discourse are shaped by the con-

tinuously evolving interplay of user strategies and design choices and epitomized 

by several distinct features. The first of these is the use of hashtags by prefacing 

a string of characters with the <#> sign. The character string can often contain 

multiple  words;  however,  separation  by  whitespace is  not  possible  within  the 

hashtag.  Instead, capitalization is often used to mark word boundaries, as with 

the widespread  #BlackLivesMatter.  Hashtags can be integrated into the mes-

sage text itself in any syntactic position, or they may be appended at the begin-

ning or end of a tweet  (Squires 2015:243; Zappavigna 2011:792).  They have 

been described as “the bumper stickers of the 21st century” (PdF 2010:7:15), re-

ferring to their slogan-like quality of encapsulating a central message within a 

short word or phrase. Their specific functions may vary considerably  (Bruns & 

Burgess 2011), but can be summarized as “metadiscursive” (Squires 2015:243) 

in that they either mark a tweet as relevant to a larger topic or conversation or 

comment  on  the  tweet’s  content  itself  (e.g.  by  offering  an explicit  evaluative 

stance). Zappavigna (2011:791) suggests a type-token relationship between an 

individual tagged tweet and the category (hashtag) it is part of by virtue of being  

tagged. The topic-organizational function of the hashtag was adapted by early 

15 Percentages given in this paragraph are calculated against the baseline of all internet-users 
of the relevant demographic category.
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Twitter users from IRC usage, where the <#> served to designate different chan-

nels (boyd et al. 2010; Werry 1996).

Hashtags  increase  visibility  and  circulation  of  a  tweet  (Bruns  &  Moe 

2014:16), since users can follow and search for all public tweets associated with 

a particular hashtag. This gives Twitter the quality of “searchable talk” (Zappavi-

gna 2012; Zappavigna 2011). Bruns and Moe  (2014) situate hashtagged mes-

sages at the macro-level of communication on Twitter and liken them to “speech 

at a public gathering” (Bruns & Moe 2014:16) in that there is a vague sense of 

who the group of addressees will be, but most of the audience is unlikely to be 

personally known to the user. Hashtags play an important role in the ad-hoc for-

mation of communities, which may be of ephemeral or more enduring nature 

(see papers in Rambukkana 2015; Bruns & Burgess 2011). To the extent that 

such communities are translocal, this fact may have important implications for 

language contact processes. The metadiscursive function of hashtags may fur-

thermore contribute to a polyphonic (Jones & Schieffelin 2009) or heteroglossic 

(Androutsopoulos 2011) style of discourse, where multiple voices are activated, 

viz. that of the message itself and that of the hashtag which comments on the 

message. Both of these aspects have not been fully explored to date.

Next, users may refer to others directly by including an  @mention (user 

mention,  @user),  in the form of the <@>-symbol prefixed to the addressee’s 

user name. This practice

establishes addressivity for a tweet,  it  triggers a notification to the 

@mentioned user that they've been addressed, it creates a link to 

that user's profile, and it establishes the conditions for threading mul-

tiple tweets together as a “conversation.” (Squires 2015:242)

Like the hashtag, the @mention evolved out of IRC and forum conventions (boyd 

et al. 2010) and was introduced to Twitter by users who adapted it for their pur-
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poses. The more technical aspects described in the above quote – linking to a 

someone’s  profile  and  conversational  threading  –  are  post-hoc  structural 

changes Twitter initiated in response to this emerging practice. User mentions 

may occur in the same range of positions in a tweet, and with the same levels of 

syntactic integration (or lack thereof) as hashtags, and they may serve to directly 

address,  to  mention,  or  to  associate  another  user  with/in  a  given  message 

(Squires 2015:242).

Bruns and Moe (2014) locate tweets containing @mentions opposite hash-

tagged ones on their scale of communicative layers on Twitter: whereas the latter 

enhance visibility and publicity, the former are interpersonal and more akin to 

face-to-face conversation.16 Similar  observations are  made by  Honeycutt  and 

Herring  (2009), who emphasize how users rely on mentions to appropriate the 

medium for conversational and collaborative purposes, despite its initial design 

shortcomings in that regard. This points to the importance of understanding CMD 

not just in terms of its medium properties, but in terms of how users conceive its 

communicative characteristics  (cf. Jones & Schieffelin 2009). Furthermore, the 

use of @mentions is an attention-getting device that helps users navigate the 

communicatively  dense  but  structurally  weakly  organized  environment  of  the 

Twitter stream. Messages including @mentions have been found to favor the use 

of non-standard spelling (Eisenstein 2015:182).

While both hashtags and @mentions are devices to manage the direction 

and reach of one’s own contribution, Twitter also has an inbuilt function to quote 

others’ tweets.  This  is known as “retweeting” and,  like the two practices dis-

cussed previously, was developed in a bottom-up fashion. Initially, users would 

fall back on conventional devices to indicate that they were tweeting a (copy-

16 That this scale is not absolute but designed to represent tendencies is readily apparent from 
the possibility of tweets containing both hashtags and @mentions. How the interplay of public  
(hashtag) and conversational (@mention) aspects affects discourse properties in these con-
texts is a question that as yet awaits detailed discussion. 
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paste) quote of someone else’s post. The most common such device was the 

prefacing of a tweet with <RT> (for “retweet”), usually followed by an @mention 

of the original source. Due to the popularity of retweeting, Twitter has included 

the practice as a design feature: now, tweets are displayed with a button that en-

ables a user to “retweet this to your followers”. Whether a user relies on the 

older, manual strategy or uses the retweet system feature has implications on 

how a forwarded tweet is displayed (Squires 2015:244), and also on the possibil-

ity to manipulate the quoted material. The inbuilt function allows no modification 

and does not introduce length issues; the <RT> preface both affords and some-

times requires more flexibility. Trivially, it adds material that counts towards the 

140-character limit, which may result in a need to shorten the forwarded tweet. It  

also allows for the partial representation and even manipulation of another user’s 

message. The emerging standards and practices for retweeting are discussed 

more fully in Draucker & Collister (2015).

Retweeting is less often discussed in the research literature than are hash-

tags and @mentions, and studies focusing on language use on Twitter often ex-

clude retweeted material from consideration because it does not represent origi -

nal language production  (e.g. Eisenstein 2015). In terms of shaping discourse 

conventions and overall tenor, retweeting contributes to a “sense of shared con-

versational context” (boyd et al. 2010:1) and to the “ambient” (Zappavigna 2015; 

2012; 2011) character of the Twitter experience. As being forwarded increases a 

message’s visibility, and since visibility counts as important social capital on Twit-

ter, retweeting has been analyzed from the perspective of capital exchange in 

symbolic economies (Paßmann et al. 2014).

Beyond  these  specific  discourse-structural  features  and  strategies,  re-

search has taken an interest in the overall characterization of Twitter discourse, 

both  in  terms of  how users  conceptualize  their  activities  and in  terms of  at-
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testable linguistic features. An important area of analysis has been identity nego-

tiation and self-presentation under conditions of “context collapse”  (Marwick & 

boyd 2011). Since tweets are both publicly accessible and highly portable (e.g. 

by means of retweeting or embedding in other media, Squires & Iorio 2014), 

users have very little control over who the actual audience of a given tweet will  

be.  Navigating different  imagined audiences and their  normative influence on 

self-presentation leads to a tension between “public-facing and interpersonal in-

teraction”  (Marwick & boyd 2011:17) and increasing self-monitoring. To the ex-

tent that Twitter users actively tailor their messages to their community of follow-

ers, they engage in the construction of “micro-celebrity”  (Page 2012b). The re-

sulting metalinguistic reflexivity and commodification of discourse have potential 

influences on language form on Twitter that are not yet fully understood.

Among the most extensive studies of Twitter discourse is Zappavigna (Zap-

pavigna 2015; 2012; 2011), who takes a systemic-functional linguistic approach 

to language and identity on Twitter. The key concepts to understanding language 

on Twitter, in her account, are “searchable talk” (Zappavigna 2011:789) and “am-

bient affiliation” (Zappavigna 2011:800). The former refers to the fact that Twitter 

discourse is at the same time conversational in nature and highlights possibilities 

of searching the platform beyond a user’s immediate network. Searchability, epit-

omized in the hashtag as a form of “inline metadata” (Zappavigna 2011:803), cul-

tivates an awareness of circulating “couplings of evaluative and ideational mean-

ing” Zappavigna (Zappavigna 2011:804) that act as invitations to share in spe-

cific  values.  The availability  of  these circulating  evaluative  constellations  and 

users’ constant positioning in relation to them constitute “ambient affiliation.” The 

implications of Zappavigna’s approach for understanding community on Twitter 

are important, as they emphasize fleeting connections in potentially highly unsta-

ble groupings of users around certain values. Given what has been found about  

the importance of weak network ties in information dispersal in general  (Gra-
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novetter  1973) and  in  the  diffusion  of  language  change  in  particular  (Milroy 

1980), the role of ambient affiliation in the propagation of linguistic innovations 

warrants further consideration.

In  addition  to  searchability,  the  portability  of  Twitter  messages  (Squires 

2015:245) has also been discussed as an important feature. The fact that tweets 

are so easily re-entextualized (Bauman & Briggs 1990) both within Twitter itself 

(by means of retweeting) and in other media (Squires & Iorio 2014) makes them 

highly quotable items and puts Twitter discourse into relationship with other kinds 

of registers. Beyond the fact that Twitter discourse is becoming increasingly visi-

ble even to people who are not on the platform themselves, this has potential 

consequences  on  the  level  of  linguistic  ideologies  (Squires  2010).  In  many 

cases, discursive and orthographic norms of the quoting media will be radically 

different from those on Twitter itself, leading to processes of norm-negotiation 

and -adjustment whose effect on language on the whole is a matter of current 

speculation (Squires & Iorio 2014).

While it is common practice in the literature to treat Twitter discourse as a 

more or less coherent phenomenon, there is growing evidence that this may not 

be entirely warranted. Trivially but importantly, Twitter in 2016 is obviously multi -

lingual, so minimally research needs to take different languages, and especially 

multilingualism (Bastos et al. 2013; Volkova et al. 2013) into account. However, 

even within one language and geographic-political territory, important differences 

exist. Significant amounts of popular and scholarly discourse have contributed to 

the description of “Black Twitter” in the United States (Jones 2016; Sharma 2013; 

Florini 2013). Likewise, Page (2012b) documents significant syntactic and discur-

sive differences in the language of celebrities, corporations, and regular users on 

Twitter, and Wu et al. distinguish between ordinary and “elite” users, i.e. “celebri-

ties, bloggers, and representatives of media outlets and other formal organiza-
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tions” (2011). If one further takes the variety of functions into account that Twitter 

is utilized for (e.g. journalism, advertising, interpersonal communication, etc.; cf. 

Gillen & Merchant 2013), it appears an obvious prediction that the platform is 

home to a number of different text types whose relationship is currently under-

studied.

2.3.9 Applying the faceted classification scheme to Twitter

Returning to Herring’s classification scheme, what kinds of CMD exist on Twitter 

and according to what dimensions are they differentiated? In terms of medium 

factors, synchronicity is not an in-built design feature, and indeed there is “no 

communal expectation that anyone respond to a tweet” (Zappavigna 2011:790). 

However, cumulatively the platform is characterized by its ability to generate im-

mediate responses to events as they unfold in real time, lending the experience 

of being on Twitter a fast-paced, synchronic character. Many tweets can be con-

strued not as responses to another communicative party, but to the discourses 

circulating in the ambient Twitter community at large (Zappavigna 2012).

Persistence of transcript is also a complicated category on Twitter. In gen-

eral,  messages are retained indefinitely  by the service unless deleted by the 

user, but only the latest 3,200 are displayed on a user’s timeline (Chawla 2013). 

All other messages have to be accessed by downloading a personal Twitter ar-

chive (Vandor 2012) associated with a particular username. For search queries 

through the API, things are less clear-cut. While there is no official policy state-

ment about this, Twitter is known to restrict the time depth of search queries, with 

reports ranging from three to one weeks. To add further complication, tweets do 

not have one central  habitat,  but are displayed and integrated differently into 

users’ streams depending on their  settings and interfaces for  interacting with 
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Twitter.  Thus,  it  becomes extremely difficult  for  any particular user to have a 

sense of where, when, and to whom their messages are available at what time.

Filtering can be applied to Twitter in a number of ways: arguably, the op-

tions of following users and hashtags are a means of positive filtering to display 

only the associated content. Further, undesired users may be blocked  (Twitter 

2017c) or muted (Twitter 2017d), and third-party applications exist to add further 

filtering options (Stuart 2012). Hence, filtering on Twitter is a layered process and 

depends significantly on users’ awareness of the available options and their pro-

activeness in applying them.

The message format factor presents a similar case of context- and user-de-

pendency. The basic shape of a tweet is relatively constant, whether displayed 

on the service’s web interface, through a Twitter application on a mobile device, 

or a third party client, and tweets are generally displayed in reverse-chronologi-

cal order in all these cases. However, how exactly they are integrated into the 

overall presentation depends on design settings of the particular interface, and 

the exact constellation of tweets to be displayed varies from user to user.

When it comes to private messaging and channels of communication, Twit-

ter allows for different options, but in general the service “centers text [...] and 

publicity, while de-centering [...] privacy, and multimodality” (Squires 2015:247). It 

has become increasingly possible to integrate multi-media content in tweets, but 

the prototypical format is still the 140-character typographic message. Similarly, 

a recent innovation allows for private conversations only accessible to partici-

pants (Twiter 2017), but this is an opt-in feature designed as an addition to the 

core, public nature of Twitter discourse.

The case is clearer for the factors message transmission, size of message 

buffer, anonymous messaging, and quoting. Apart from being responded to or 
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retweeted, there is no indication that any specific person has actually read a 

user’s tweet, let alone is in the process of responding to it. Hence, Twitter is a 

clear example of a communicative platform that offers one-way message trans-

mission. The message buffer is famously restricted to 140 characters, although 

non-textual material can additionally be included. Anonymous messaging is only 

possible insomuch as no aspect of offline identity needs to be given away on 

Twitter (but displaying such information in a user’s profile is encouraged); how-

ever, any message is permanently and unambiguously associated with a given 

Twitter account. Finally, the different strategies for quoting have been discussed 

above (cf. Draucker & Collister 2015).

Applying the situation factors of Herring’s scheme to Twitter on the whole 

makes little sense, as these are much more context- and community-specific. 

Twitter  is  used  in  different  participant  constellations  (from one-to-one  private 

messaging  to  massively  open  and  highly  public  discussions  around  popular 

hashtags),  by  people  of  all  demographic  backgrounds  (statistical  tendencies 

given in  2.3.7 notwithstanding), for as close to the full range of communicative 

purposes, topics, and activities as any other medium (Gillen & Merchant 2013), 

in playful, aggressive, quotidian, or serious moods and with a range of norms for 

communicative engagement,  code choice, etc.  The social  side of the faceted 

classification scheme consequently offers appeal not so much in terms of defin-

ing Twitter at large, but in terms of highlighting aspects of differentiation to break 

down the often tacitly assumed monolithic character of discourse on Twitter.

2.3.10 Twitter as a data source for linguistic research

The analyses in chapters 5 and 6 offer methods for a more differentiated per-

spective on Twitter, but this is not the main goal of the present study. Rather, dis-

course extracted from Twitter on a comparatively large scale is used in tandem 
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with smaller,  controlled corpora to  investigate relationships among World  En-

glishes.  Despite  important  structural  differences between language on Twitter 

and more traditional written or oral modalities, research in recent years affirms 

the utility of the service as a data source, its systematic relationship to other dis-

course genres, and the importance of findings derived from Twitter data for gen-

eral explanations of language variation and change. In this section, I survey this  

emerging research tradition.

Zappavigna  (2012) considers the non-standardness of tweets and finds a 

relaxed attitude towards norms of linguistic correctness a typical Twitter feature. 

The specific  forms she considers  are  stereotypical  “netspeak”  (Crystal  2001) 

characteristics,  such as phonetic respellings (u for  you)  or  the substitution of 

numbers  for  sound sequences  (2 for  to;  Zappavigna 2012:20;  cf.  Blommaert 

2011). The general non-standardness of Twitter is confirmed on a quantitative 

basis by Eisenstein  (2013). Importantly, while the 140-character message size 

limit is often accepted as a causal explanation for creative respellings (which of-

ten  reduce  the  numbers  of  keystrokes  required,  as  in  the  examples  above), 

Eisenstein demonstrates that a direct effect of message size on non-standard 

spellings cannot be confirmed (2013:360–361). A similar absence of an immedi-

ate effect of message length on a keystroke-variable case of variation (the use of  

emoticons with or without a dash representing a nose, i.e. :-) vs. :), etc.) is found 

by Schnoebelen (2012). Eisenstein concludes that “length limitations might indi-

rectly cause word shortenings: for example, by legitimizing shortened forms or 

causing authors to develop a habit of preferring them”  (Eisenstein 2013:361). 

However, these effects do not operate primarily in the form of situation-specific 

pressures on individual users, but as evolving norms of discourse at the commu-

nity level.
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In research that establishes relationships between patterns of variation on 

Twitter and offline, geography is an important focus, due in part to the geoloca-

tion affordances provided by Twitter. Takhteyev et al. (2012) find that Twitter net-

works tend to coincide with geographical units (such as metropolitan areas) to a 

high degree, and that translocal network ties on the service are best predicted by 

variables that  indicate the spatial  connectedness among places,  such as fre-

quency of air travel between them. These observations lend credibility to treating 

Twitter not as a locally undifferentiated virtual space, but as an arena in which re-

gionally specific linguistic processes are likely to find articulation. Eisenstein et 

al. (2010) and Russ (2012) both report important geographical patterning of lexi-

cal variation on Twitter in the USA. The former authors identify new sets of topic-

sensitive words with regional specificity, whereas Russ applies known indicators 

of dialect variation (such as soda, pop, and coke as generic terms for carbonated 

sweet beverages) to Twitter data and proves that corresponding findings repli-

cate those derived form linguistic atlas data. Eisenstein et al. (2014) further com-

ment on the utility and methodological  challenges of large-scale social  media 

data for identifying regional dialects. On a global English scale, Haddican and 

Johnson (2012) use Twitter as a supplementary data source in their analysis of 

particle verb alternation in English dialects. Both survey responses and usage 

patterns in Twitter display “a trans-Atlantic difference where UK and Irish English 

speakers tend toward the discontinuous order in both production (in a Twitter 

corpus) and perception (in a judgment experiment) to a greater extent than U.S. 

and Canadian speakers” (Haddican & Johnson 2012:39). In a similar vein, mean-

ingful  global  patterns  are  documented  for  Spanish  Twitter  in  Gonçalves  and 

Sánchez (2014).

Micro-diachrony is a further dimension of variation that Twitter seems well-

suited to investigate, given the precise time stamp that is part of the meta-infor-

mation associated with every tweet. Eisenstein et al.  (2014) make some initial 
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observations in this regard, and Grieve et al. (2015) explore changes in word-for-

mation strategies in Twitter.  However,  the relationship between relatively fast-

paced processes of change in social media and the more enduring structural drift  

of the language (cf. Mair 2015b) require further attention.

Apart from geography, the effect of language-internal constraints on varia-

tion in Twitter has also been modeled to some extent. This approach is most pro-

ductive in cases of variation that are well documented in the extant spoken lan-

guage, as such contexts offer a base for judging the extent of rule-governed “or-

derly heterogeneity” (Weinreich et al. 1967:100) of variation in Twitter. Bohmann 

(2014) finds that the innovative use of BE like as a quotative in Twitter patterns 

remarkably similarly as in spoken interactions  (Buchstaller & D’Arcy 2009). An 

additional dimension of interest is given in cases where Twitter users employ in-

novative orthography to represent non-standard phonetic variants. Callier (2016) 

analyzes DH-stopping (the use of, e.g. dat dere for standard that there) and finds 

two separate patterns of co-variation: post-vocalic r-less spellings and the use of 

LOL are independent dimensions constraining DH-stopping. Eisenstein  (2015) 

explicitly  addresses phonologically-motivated spelling in  the  case of  the well-

known (-ing)-variable (e.g. going vs. goin) and word-final t-deletion (e.g. just vs. 

jus). Both these variables are constrained by the same set of features and in re-

markably similar ways as they are in the spoken language. While a precise cog-

nitive account of these findings is still lacking  (Eisenstein 2015:182–184), they 

provide compelling evidence for the linguistic orderliness of Twitter and motivate 

systematic attention to variation in social media alongside other discursive con-

texts.

A classic set of explanatory factors in LVC studies that is not easily repro-

duced in Twitter research is speakers’ demographic features. Like many other 

forms of CMD, Twitter is “demographically lean”  (Iorio 2009) in that it does not 
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provide  any  reliable  census-category  information  about  its  users.  Information 

about gender, age, ethnicity, etc. might be inferred from a qualitative engage-

ment with a user’s account or in some cases explicitly stated, but is not available 

at the level of unambiguous meta-information for large-scale studies. This prob-

lem has been addressed in a number of ways: for gender, by comparing user 

handles with census lists of predominantly male/female names (Bamman et al. 

2014), for ethnicity and SES by aggregate census data for the US county a tweet 

originated  from.  While  such  aggregate  and  approximate  approaches  have 

yielded meaningful results, they are less than ideal and run into additional prob-

lems when applied in a transnational context, given different census methods, in-

come averages and distributions of wealth, naming patterns, etc.

However,  beyond these problems, Twitter  also reveals social  categories 

that have not received consistent attention in the sociolinguistic literature, but are 

arguably at  least as important  as gender,  ethnicity,  and SES. Bamman et al.  

(2014), for instance, are able to critique static and monolithic notions of gender 

by demonstrating that a break-down of users into smaller clusters yields better 

results than a distinction between male and female users, and that beyond the 

individual user’s gender, the gender homophily of their interactions significantly 

predicts language use  (Bamman et al. 2014:149–152). Such focus on interac-

tants influencing each other’s  linguistic behavior has been interpreted as evi-

dence  for  speech  accommodation  theory  (Pavalanathan  &  Eisenstein  2015; 

Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2011). Co-variation of different linguistic features 

(e.g. Callier 2016) is also an area of investigation that Twitter discourse lends it-

self to, since it often requires larger amounts of data than the typical sociolinguis-

tic interview context is able to provide (cf. Guy 2013).
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2.3.11 Ethical and legal questions in the use of Twitter data

A final note is in place regarding the ethics of Twitter data collection and analysis.  

Although the privacy policy makes it clear to users that their messages are pub-

licly accessible and urge them to be mindful of this fact, it is not always clear to 

what extent there is awareness of the implications. Twitter itself prioritizes affor-

dances  for  large-scale  data  mining  over  giving  users  control  of  their  data 

(Puschmann & Burgess 2014). Capacities for the former are constrained both by 

levels of technical literacy (e.g. the know-how required to interact effectively with 

the API) and by financial-technological capital in the form of data retrieval, stor-

age, and processing capacities (boyd & Crawford 2012). The resulting situation 

is one of “data-haves and have-nots” (D’Ignazio & Bhargava 2016), where large 

corporations and institutions  have the  power  to  access  and manipulate  user 

data,  while  the  users  themselves  are  relatively  powerless  (Puschmann  & 

Burgess 2014).

Twitter’s regulatory policies towards use of data created on the service are 

outlined in three core documents: the Terms of Service (Twitter 2017e), the De-

veloper  Agreement  &  Policy  (Twitter  2016),  and  the  Privacy  Policy  (Twitter 

2017a). By agreeing to these terms, users recognize that Twitter may retain and 

distribute tweets to third parties and that the contents they produce are generally 

publicly accessible. Furthermore, Twitter Inc. explicitly states its intention to syn-

dicate and analyze user data, and to use them for the purpose of advertising. 

The Rules of  the Road allow developers to  interact  with  the API  and collect  

tweets from it, but prohibit certain uses. Most of these are relevant in commercial  

contexts more than in academic research, as they are meant to prevent negative 

effects on Twitter’s business model.

However, these documents define contractual terms whose relationships to 

existing legal frameworks within different countries are not always well-defined 
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(Beurskens 2014:124). The two most relevant questions in the context of aca-

demic research are those of ownership and of privacy. On the former, tweets are 

not generally subject to copyright protection, meaning “there is no legal require-

ment to attribute tweets, i.e. name the original author, and no need for a license 

agreement” (Beurskens 2014:126). Twitter Inc. allows and encourages sharing of 

datasets in the form of a list of Tweet IDs or as derivative data  (Twitter 2015; 

2013), but not the sharing of complete sets of tweet objects (containing message 

text and meta-information). While this may seem a technicality – as anyone with 

an access to a list of tweet IDs and the technical know-how can get access to all 

the other information that Twitter does not wish to be shared directly – it does 

protect tweets that were deleted and accounts that were made private subse-

quently to the collection of the initial dataset. This policy, consequently, works in 

the interest of protecting user privacy.

In terms of both ethical and legal requirements, the position adopted in the 

present study is one of erring on the safe side. The tweets are stored locally on a 

password-protected hard drive, and not shared with third parties. Analysis is pri-

marily  conducted  in  the  form of  aggregate  frequencies  of  linguistic  features. 

Thus, neither is the identity of users compromised, nor are the findings likely to 

have any direct or indirect negative or potentially undesirable effects on the pro-

ducers of the content analyzed (as might be the case if data were used for pur-

poses such as targeted advertising, etc.). In cases where tweets are quoted in 

full as linguistic examples, protection of user privacy is ensured by substituting 

Twitter handles with a generic <user>, and further care is taken to avoid includ-

ing any other identity-related information, such as reference to specific institu-

tions, organizations, etc. This practice constitutes a higher level of privacy pro-

tection than is judged acceptable in similar published research (e.g. Heydt & Mair 

2014; Moll 2014).
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2.4 Research questions

As sections 2.1 and 2.2 have shown, the two aspects encapsulated in the title of 

this project – linguistic variation and the relations among World Englishes – are 

uncontroversial only in the sense that there is general agreement about their im-

portance.  Beyond this  general  consensus,  there  is  considerable  difference in 

opinion as to the dimensions giving structure and meaning to both variation in 

general and the relationship among different varieties within the global English 

complex.

In both cases, the issue is not one of establishing which view is the “best” in 

absolute terms, but to put them to test in order to establish what insights they al -

low and what their blind spots are. This question is best approached through sys-

tematic and quantitative analysis of naturally occurring linguistic data. In the case 

of World Englishes, this approach has only recently gained prevalence, as a re-

sult of the availability of quantitative resources such as the International Corpus 

of English (see 3.1). In the empirical fields whose focus is variation in language,  

unsurprisingly,  quantitative  analysis  and  comparison  are  household  staples. 

Here, however, it has often been the case that studies from different traditions 

have focused on fundamentally different data, variables, and extra-linguistic ex-

planations of variation. It is therefore not always easy to make direct compar-

isons,  pace such positive examples as Fuchs and Gut  (2015),  Hinrichs et al. 

(2015), Mair (2009), and others.

In the present study, then, an important goal is to develop a perspective on 

variation that tries to be open to both the text-linguistic and the variationist view 

and, where this is not possible, to be explicit  about its choices and the blind 

spots implied by them. I also take the view that, where large-scale patterns of 

variation are concerned, such as is the case when systematically comparing en-

tire varieties, an atomistic focus on one feature or a narrow set of features is not 
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appropriate. Since the theoretical objects under consideration are complex and 

multi-dimensional, a multi-feature, i.e. aggregational perspective is called for.

The  first  objective  of  the  study  consequently  consists  in  establishing  a 

quantitatively-based picture of the important dimensions of linguistic variation, as 

represented purely by the correlation among the behaviors of individual features, 

without  making any sort  of  appeal  to preconceived notions about  what  gives 

structure to this variation. Along these lines, research question 1 can be formu-

lated as follows:

• What are the linguistic dimensions of variation in English across the 

world (i.e. what features demonstrate patterns of co-occurrence)?

The answers to this question will be the basis of much of the discussion to follow. 

Insomuch  as  the  observable  patterns  of  variation  will  be  taken  as  a  testing 

ground of different accounts of variation (in general and in a World Englishes 

perspective in particular), it is important that no prior commitment is made as to 

any individual feature’s specific importance, whether in extent or direction. Of 

course, features are selected on the basis of a prior theoretical interest in them,  

as attested in the extant literature, but in answering research question 1, each 

linguistic variable should be treated as theory-neutral as possible.

Bringing theoretical knowledge to the observable patterns is the key step in 

moving from the simple observation of co-occurrences to a meaningful interpre-

tation of the underlying dimensions. Here, as many theoretical and extra-linguis-

tic explanations as reasonably possible will be considered alongside each other.  

At this stage, I opt for treating each approach or framework – the variationist, the 

text-linguistic, the various models in the World Englishes tradition – in its own 

right and determine what insight each has to offer. Phrased as research question 

2, this step in the analysis will address the following:
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• How can the observable patterns of variation be interpreted in terms of 

the underlying dimensions they represent?

These underlying dimensions may relate to functional and situational parameters 

(Biber 1988), to sort-term diachronic trends  (Leech et al. 2009), to community 

norms (the variationist account), or to different relations among varieties, accord-

ing to geography, (language contact) history (Kachru 1985; Schneider 2007), or 

current flows of culture, communication, migration, etc.  (Mair 2013; Blommaert 

2010; Pennycook 2007).

Since the project aims not only to apply these different perspectives, but to 

compare them in relation to their explanatory potential when confronted with em-

pirical data, the next research question will require a systematic comparison of 

the insights gained from the different approaches to variation, and their ability to 

account for the total variance in the data. Accordingly, research question 3 is as 

follows:

• When accounting for variance in the multi-dimensional feature space in 

the data, what is the respective explanatory contribution of 

a) geographical-sociohistorical  dimensions  (i.e.  those  typically  in-

volved in the categorization of World Englishes),

b) factors  associated  with  the  communicative  situation  and generic 

conventions (i.e. those that are given primacy in register analysis; 

Biber 1988), and 

c) social evaluations and norms at the level of the speech community 

(the variationist view);

and to what extent are these dimensions interrelated?

While the project will avoid treating this question as a zero-sum game, a level of 

hierarchical comparison inheres in the formulation. It  is quite possible, indeed 
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likely from the empirical record, that each perspective offers important insights 

and ways of adding regularity to the data. However, since researchers in the dif -

ferent  traditions often treat  their  modes of  explanation  as  more  fundamental, 

more empirically accurate, or in other ways superior to competing accounts, and 

since the perspectives are rarely subjected to systematic empirical comparison, 

quantifying their respective utility will be of considerable interest.

Finally, the multi-feature approach favored to answer research questions 1-

3 is  itself  a  methodological  choice that  focuses a certain  perspective,  one in 

which overall frequency of occurrence gives significant weight to individual fea-

tures. This choice arguably neglects the more situated accounts typical of many 

community-based studies and thus does not fully live up to the promise of start -

ing from a theory-neutral, data-driven position articulated above. There cannot 

be such a fully neutral position. But in order to make the study accountable to re-

searchers of a different orientation, attempts should be made to emphasize the 

relevance of the findings to contextualized, single-feature studies. This attempt is 

made explicit in research question 4:

• How can answers to research questions 1-3 be operationalized to ben-

efit more situated analyses which focus on individual texts or the varia-

tional profiles of individual features?

Research questions 1-3 will be addressed in the core chapter of the project, 

the exploratory factor analysis presented in chapter 5. Since the answer to re-

search question 4 entails a shift in perspective, a separate analysis is devoted to 

this question in chapter 6.

Finally, one additional point of theoretical interest that is not this project’s 

main focus  will be commented on intermittently throughout this thesis. This con-

cerns the linguistic properties of discourse on Twitter and its relation to other 
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English text types. Since the analysis in chapter 5 treats variation on Twitter  

within the same quantitative framework as it does other corpus texts, it offers the 

potential  of making comparisons between Twitter and other text categories at 

levels of both generalization and empirical detail that have not often been applied 

to the linguistic properties of Twitter (Squires & Iorio 2014:334). In many cases, 

the present project’s findings in this regard are byproducts of its primary focus. 

Nonetheless, given that they are important and likely of considerable interest to 

scholars working on CMD in general or Twitter in particular, they will be accorded 

ample space in what follows to facilitate a discussion of their implications.
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Chapter 3: Data

3.1 The International Corpus of English (ICE)

For a quantitative comparison of text-type and regional variation in World En-

glishes, the International Corpus of English serves as an almost ideal basis. De-

spite what the name suggests ICE is not one centrally maintained corpus, but a  

coordinated project that integrates efforts of a number of research teams, all of 

whom have compiled (or are in the process of compiling) a one-million word cor-

pus for a national standard variety of English according to the same sampling 

framework. The idea for this project was first laid out in Greenbaum (1991), and 

the full framework was detailed in Greenbaum and Nelson (1996). With the com-

pletion of the Brown  (Kučera & Francis 1967) and Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen  (Jo-

hansson et al. 1978; 1986) corpora, systematic comparison of written standard 

English in the USA and Great Britain had become a productive research enter-

prise. However, Greenbaum identifies two major areas in which these resources 

could be improved and elaborated: varietal coverage and the inclusion of spoken 

material.

By the late 1980s, the field of World Englishes had established itself as an 

important emerging research tradition (see 2.2 above) and produced increased 

awareness of linguistic developments outside the two super-varieties in the UK 

and the USA. In this regard, Greenbaum notes that

[a]lthough the standard varieties of British and American English are 

the most firmly established, other English-speaking countries have 

begun to claim linguistic independence, looking to their own varieties 

for what is correct or appropriate. (Greenbaum 1991:28)
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A major goal in the initiation of the ICE project was to provide firm empirical foot-

ing for observations regarding these emancipatory linguistic developments. This 

rationale has remained much the same since the early 1990s, although the lan-

guage-political implications have changed considerably. Greenbaum initially saw 

the practical utility of ICE in “preventing the national standards from drifting too 

far apart [and] preserv[ing] the international character of at least written English”  

(Greenbaum 1991:28). Today, the ICE project arguably serves the purpose of es-

tablishing the validity of divergent norms in their national contexts and of giving 

researchers the resources for analyzing smaller varieties of English. Despite this 

shift from centripetal to centrifugal discourse, ICE continues to be highly relevant 

in the study of World Englishes and has indeed become the predominant re-

source for many studies in this research tradition.

In addition, the absence of spoken English in the sampling framework of 

Brown and LOB were seen as a further limitation (Greenbaum & Nelson 1996). 

While written published material is significantly easier to collect and transcribe 

and hence was a reasonable choice in early corpus-building efforts, systematic 

differences between spoken and written English had been a major concern for 

some time (e.g. contributions in Tannen 1982; 1984; Horowitz & Samuels 1987). 

Questions of modality had found prominent articulation just prior to the initiation 

of ICE in Biber (1988) and motivated the supplementation of LOB with the con-

versational London-Lund Corpus  (LLC, Svartvik & Quirk 1980). From a World 

Englishes perspective, the inclusion of spoken material was particularly pressing 

as inter-varietal differences might be more pronounced in the oral modality (be-

cause less subject to the homogenizing force of the written standard). Adding in-

terview data to the sampling framework also brought ICE more closely in line 

with LVC research, which had always prioritized unmonitored spoken language 

as its primary object of investigation (see  2.1.1 above). The conversation be-

tween corpus and variationist linguistics is an ongoing and productive one (Mair 
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2009; Baker 2010; Bohmann 2016b), and the contribution of ICE in this regard 

should not be underestimated.

3.1.1 Sampling framework

Table 2 gives a detailed overview of the entire ICE sampling framework, includ-

ing the numbers of text samples and the alphanumeric codes used in the present 

study to  distinguish text  categories.  From the Brown sampling framework,  to 

which it is intellectually indebted, the ICE project took over the basic division of 

each national corpus into 500 text samples of approximately 2,000 words each. 

However, written published material, i.e. samples that are comparable to those in 

Brown and LOB, only contribute just under a third of all ICE texts (150 samples). 

These  comprise  academic  and  popular  prose  (40  samples  each),  news  re-

portage (20), and editorials (10), as well as instructional and creative texts (20 

each). Some of these are further divided into more detailed, topical sub-cate-

gories.

Table 2: Sampling framework of the ICE corpus project (based on Greenbaum & 
Nelson 1996).

S: spoken 
(300)

S1A: private dialog (100) S1A-001 – S1A-090: direct conversations (90)

S1A-091 – S1A-100: distance conversations 
(10)

S1B: public dialog (80) S1B-001 – S1B-020: class lessons (20)

S1B-021 – S1B-040: broadcast discussions 
(20)

S1B-041 – S1B-050: broadcast interviews 
(10)

S1B-051 – S1B-060: parliamentary debates 
(10)

S1B-061 – S1B-070: legal cross-examina-
tions (10)
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Table 2, cont.

S1B-071 – S1B-080: business transactions 
(10)

S2A: unscripted monologue (70) S2A-001 – S2A-020: spontaneous commen-
taries (20)

S2A-021 – S2A-050:unscripted speeches (30)

S2A-051 – S2A-060: demonstrations (10)

S2A-061 – S2A-070: legal presentations (10)

S2B: scripted monologue (50) S2B-001 – S2B-020: broadcast news (20)

S2B-021 – S2B-040: broadcast talks (20)

S2B-041 – S2B-050: speeches (not broad-
cast) (10)

W: written 
(200)

W1A: non-professional writing 
(20)

W1A-001 – W1A-010: student untimed es-
says (10)

W1A-011 – W1A-020: student examination 
essays (10)

W1B: correspondence (30) W1B-001 – W1B-015: social letters (15)

W1B-015 – W1B-030: business letters (15)

W2A: academic writing (40) W2A-001 – W2A-010: humanities (10)

W2A-011 – W2A-020: social sciences (10)

W2A-021 – W2A-030: natural sciences (10)

W2A-031 – W2A-040: technology (10)

W2B: popular informational writ-
ing (40)

W2B-001 – W2B-010: humanities (10)

W2B-011 – W2B-020: social sciences (10)

W2B-021 – W2B-030: natural sciences (10)

W2B-031 – W2B-040: technology (10)

W2C: reportage (20) W2C-001 – W2C-020: press news reports 
(20)

W2D: instructional writing (20) W2D-001 – W2D-010: administrative/regula-
tory (10)

W2D-011 – W2D-020: skills/hobby (10)

W2E: Persuasive (10) W2E-001 – W2E-010: press editorials (10)

W2F: creative (20) W2F-001 – W2F-020: novels/stories (20)
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Additional written, non-published material adds 50 further samples to the written 

component of ICE, and comprises correspondence (both personal and business; 

30 text samples) and student essays (20). The majority of ICE samples (300) are 

in the spoken modality, with a major sub-division between dialogue and mono-

logue. Dialogues are sampled from a range of situations, both private and public.  

The majority of the private dialogue (90 samples) are direct, face-to-face inter-

views, but telephone conversations (10) are also included. The public dialogues 

span a large spectrum of situations in mediated (10 broadcast interviews, 20 

broadcast discussions) and unmediated contexts (20 class lessons, 10 business 

transactions,  10  legal  cross-examinations,  10  parliamentary  debates).Mono-

logues consist of unscripted speeches (70) and scripted ones (50) in various sit-

uations.

The selection of material for inclusion was not judged to be possible in a 

truly randomized way, but rather aimed for broad coverage of all demographic 

parameters. Particularly in cases where the team in charge of compiling an ICE 

corpus is working from abroad, snowball sampling often presents the most (and, 

in light of limited funding, in some cases only) feasible approach to the collection 

of spoken interview data. The attendant problems of over-representing a certain 

network of speakers relative to the entire society have to be taken as necessary 

evils, but should be kept in mind in the interpretation of results. The stipulation 

“to ensure representation of differences in sex, age, education, occupation, local-

ity, and so on”  (Greenbaum & Nelson 1996:5) again shows the contribution of 

variationist thinking to the ICE project. The corpus thus constitutes a productive 

meeting ground for the disciplines of sociolinguistics and corpus linguistics, as 

epitomized in the title of Mair (2009).

One self-imposed limitation of the ICE corpora is their focus on national 

standard varieties and converse exclusion of non-standard language. Reason-
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able as this choice is for a large-scale project that already has many dimensions 

of variability to deal with (geographic variation on a global scale, a much wider 

range of  text  categories  than equally-sized predecessor  corpora),  it  presents 

problems of both a theoretical and a practical nature. At the level of theory, a 

concentration on standard varieties is arguably best suited to address emerging 

norms and concomitant efforts at codification and policy-making. However, much 

of the vitality of global Englishes, and the sources of many innovations, can be 

found in non-standard vernacular and multilingual variation. Studying such phe-

nomena necessitates a view beyond the ICE sampling framework.

On the practical side of things, a circumscription of the standard in a given 

country is rarely obvious. Two definitions might be given: one in linguistic terms 

and one in social terms. The former, defining the standard on purely linguistic 

grounds, is only reasonable for communities characterized by high degrees of 

explicit  codification  with  institutional  backing,  such  as  the  United  States  and 

Great Britain.  And even in these cases, what  counts as the standard is best  

viewed as a secondary derivate of observable usage that always lags slightly be-

hind linguistic reality. In other countries, no coherent, official formulation of the 

standard  exists,  and  assuming  universal  acceptability  of  British  or  American 

norms would undermine the purpose of the ICE project in the first place: to docu-

ment developing and diverging norms of English in countries across the world.

Consequently, the sampling framework relies on a social approach, which 

delimits the relevant population for sampling as “adults (over 18) who have re-

ceived formal education through the medium of English to the completion of sec-

ondary level schooling”  (Greenbaum & Nelson 1996:5). Given the vastly diver-

gent social profiles of the countries covered, Greenbaum and Nelson (ibid.) leave 

room for some flexibility, and the addition of further criteria is necessary in some 

cases. For instance, in countries where English is used alongside an English-
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based Creole (such as is the case in Jamaica), even the most educated speak-

ers may use a mesolectal variety of the latter in the vast majority of situations. 

Under such social conditions, what counts as linguistic standard may be more 

controversial than elsewhere (e.g. Shields-Brodber 1989 on “competing models” 

for standard English in Jamaica). The strategy of the ICE team, in general, is to 

keep the intrusion of non-standard forms, such as upper-mesolectal Jamaican 

Creole features, to a minimum while at the same time acknowledging that the 

boundaries thus drawn are to some extent artificial.

A related  issue  is  that  of  wide-spread  multilingualism in  many  English-

speaking countries, predominantly in Africa and Asia. Most trivially, a corpus rep-

resenting standard English in such contexts has to ensure that it only includes in-

teractions in that language. On the ground of interactional reality, however, this 

distinction  gets  far  more  complicated,  since  in  many  cases  borrowing  and 

codeswitching are conversational norms (e.g. Powell 2009). This has been ad-

dressed in ICE by the marking of non-English items as “extra-corpus material”. 

Such material is preserved in the transcript and can be accessed in context by 

the researcher, but the standardized search tools are set to ignore it. Things get 

even more complicated in multilingual settings that approach a diglossic situation 

(Ferguson 1972), where English may not be the natural choice for all text cate-

gories covered in the ICE sampling framework. For instance, “[w]hether it is pos-

sible to have a conversation in English and remain informal is an open question 

in the Indian sociolinguistic context, and – probably to a lesser extent – also the 

Jamaican one” (Mair 2009:20).

One motivation for the creation of ICE in the 1990s was the fact that other 

conversational corpora of English were not aligned in terms of their sampling 

time frame  (Greenbaum & Nelson 1996:4).  To ensure comparability,  a  rather 

strict time window was initially selected for the inclusion of texts into ICE: 1990 
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until 1993, later extended until 1994  (Greenbaum & Nelson 1996:5). In light of 

the considerable financial, organizational, and time effort required to compile a 

national standard corpus and the continuing creation of new ICE sub-corpora 

(e.g.  for  Trinidad  and  Tobago,  Deuber  2010),  these  strict  requirements  have 

been abandoned and data collection remains ongoing in many countries. The 

lack of complete temporal  alignment of  different national corpora is less than 

ideal, but should lead to qualification rather than invalidation of findings. Only in 

the case of rapidly spreading, recent innovations, particularly in “agile” genres 

(Hundt & Mair 1999), can the utility of ICE-based research seriously be ques-

tioned.

The interest in broadly representative sampling, as mentioned above, pro-

vides rich opportunities for sociolinguistic analysis when using the ICE corpora. 

While the documentation of speaker meta-information was not included in the ini-

tial guidelines for corpus compilation, many national ICE corpora make such in-

formation available.  In the absence of a general standard, what demographic 

features exactly are documented may differ from case to case. ICE Canada, for 

instance,  has  extensive  information  on  speakers’  age,  languages  spoken, 

ethnic/national background, educational and occupational status. Other corpora 

restrict themselves to speaker age and gender. That such information at the level 

of  the  contributing  individual  can  be  exploited  for  sociolinguistic  research  is 

demonstrated, inter alia, by Fuchs and Gut (2015) who conduct a robust varia-

tionist analysis of the progressive in ICE Nigeria. Logistic regression modeling in 

their study shows significant effects of gender and ethnicity on overall likelihood 

of using the progressive.

Because the present study relies only on the raw text material in ICE, the 

annotation systems and computational analysis tools associated with the project 

do not receive detailed attention here. The originally proposed tagset of 22 word 
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classes (enriched with additional ‘features’) is outlined in Greenbaum and Nelson 

(1996:6–7), as are a variety of automatic annotation and retrieval/analysis pro-

grams.  This  initial  system has required  continuous updating  as  technological 

conventions  (e.g.  XML mark-up)  and  individual  research  teams’  needs  have 

evolved. A discussion of the associated problems and an attempt at providing a 

unified perspective is given in Wong et al. (2011). Currently, seven ICE corpora 

exist in POS-tagged form, using the CLAWS7 tagset. Others are in the process 

of being tagged or partly available with POS-information,  such as the written 

component of ICE Nigeria.

3.1.2 ICE research applications

The International Corpus of English is the primary resource for many studies in 

the  field  of  World  Englishes.  An  early  synthesis  of  research  building  on  the 

project was presented in a special issue of  World Englishes (23:2), edited by 

Gerald Nelson. Since then, research based on data from ICE has been a recur-

rent staple in both this journal as well as English World-Wide, and the ICE home-

page lists ten independent book-length publications that have emerged out of the 

project. Of particular note is Hundt and Gut (2012), a volume that both samples 

the breadth of the next generation of ICE corpora and brings together individual 

research projects engaging these corpora under a unifying comparative frame-

work.

A significant part of ICE-based research is concerned with the analysis and 

description of individual national varieties, often conducted by the team in charge 

of compiling a national sub-corpus (Fuchs & Gut 2015; Deuber 2014; Mair 2009). 

Such research is valuable not least because in many cases it constitutes the first 

empirically well-founded description of a variety. The full potential of the ICE cor-

pora, however, emerges in comparative corpus research with an explicit interest 
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in the dynamic relationships among different varieties of English. Here, the uni-

fied sampling framework allows for contrastive analyses that would be very diffi-

cult to perform otherwise, while also accounting for intra-varietal text-type varia-

tion. In this vein, nuanced analyses of both areal  (Van der Auwera et al. 2012; 

Schilk et al. 2012) and global variational patterns (Collins & Yao 2012; Deuber et 

al. 2012; Biermeier 2008) have helped further our understanding of the complex-

ity of world-wide English. For both practical and theoretical reasons, much of the 

contrastive  ICE-research  tends  to  compare  post-colonial  varieties  of  English 

against baselines from BrE and AmE. In practice, this makes sense for the sim-

ple reason that these two varieties are by far the globally best-documented ones, 

with decades of corpus as well as sociolinguistic research contributing to a very 

detailed overall picture. In theory, standard BrE and AmE undoubtedly are the 

heaviest players in the World System of English  (Mair 2013) and the historical 

ancestors of  post-colonial  Englishes, and consequently many processes else-

where in the world will be partially dependent on these supervarieties. However, 

the extent and precise nature of such influence is everything but clear (Meyerhoff 

& Niedzielski 2003) and should not be presupposed.

From a contrastive perspective, then, it is desirable not only to triangulate 

between BrE, AmE, and a given additional variety (or set of varieties), but to start  

with a large number of varieties and develop their relationships in terms of ob-

servable  linguistic  similarities  and  differences.  Whatever  patterns  or  clusters 

emerge from the investigation of the linguistic data can then be explained in 

terms of overall inter-varietal relations. The possible dimensions for such expla-

nations were mentioned along with the very first detailed description of the ICE 

sampling framework:

We can envisage various groupings. To name just a few: first-lan-

guage Englishes versus second-language Englishes; British English 

and Englishes influenced by it versus American Englishes and those 
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under American influence; African Englishes versus Asian Englishes; 

and the English of  West  Africa versus the English of  East  Africa. 

(Greenbaum & Nelson 1996:12)

3.1.3 Breaking the ICE: expansions, additions, and refinements to the ba-

sic ICE model

The aforementioned inclusion of speaker meta-information in many of the na-

tional ICE corpora is one area in which the initial corpus design has been en-

riched by additional  information.  Similar  efforts  have been made regarding  a 

number of areas, from the inclusion of additional varieties to advanced methods 

of analysis targeted at specific sub-systems of linguistic description. Such elabo-

rations were embraced from the early planning stages of the project, where four  

possibilities were explicitly mentioned: an increase in corpus size, the compila-

tion of specialized corpora for important text categories not considered in the 

original sampling frame, additional non-standard corpora, and large, continuously 

developing monitor corpora (Greenbaum & Nelson 1996:6).

The most obvious, and arguably most important, advancement of the initial 

project consists in the continuing addition of new countries to the family of ICE 

corpora. Beyond the 18 countries and regions for which corpus compilation was 

targeted in Greenbaum and Nelson  (1996:4), efforts to compile further corpora 

are currently  made at  various stages of  development  for  Gibraltar,  Malaysia, 

Malta  (Hilbert  & Krug 2010),  Pakistan,  Scotland,  Sri  Lanka  (Mukherjee et  al. 

2010), and Uganda. Further, the originally envisioned Caribbean ICE component 

has been realized as a set of (thus far)  three separate national  corpora: Ba-

hamas (Hackert 2010), Jamaica (Mair & Sand), and Trinidad and Tobago (Deu-

ber 2010; 2014). The development of the International Corpus of Learner English 

(ICLE; Granger et al. 2009) was also significantly inspired by the ICE project. 
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This  trend towards increasing the  geographical  coverage of  ICE promises to 

make more refined and theoretically  informed contrastive studies increasingly 

possible. The more varieties included in such a study, the easier it will become to 

define the fault lines along which global English is differentiated (cf. Szmrecsanyi 

& Kortmann 2009b).

For the British section of ICE in particular, detailed phrase structure gram-

matical  parsing is  available  and integrated into  a custom-made search utility,  

ICECUP (Wallis 2006). The level of grammatical analysis thus enabled is signifi-

cantly advanced from that which is possible on the basis of raw or even POS-an-

notated text. However, the effort required to achieve consistent, error-free syn-

tactic parsing is still considerable and hence this level of data enrichment has not 

yet been applied to the other national components of ICE.

A more wide-spread tendency goes in the direction of making audio mate-

rial and associated information (for the spoken component) more widely accessi-

ble. Most basically, digitized recordings from a number of national varieties are 

now available to researchers, e.g. for Canada in the “Voices of ICE” project.17 

ICE Nigeria (Wunder et al. 2010) by default comes with all sound files and addi-

tionally provides time-alignment in the form of ELAN (Brugman & Russell 2004) 

transcription files. If  diminishing technological limitations such as data storage 

and transfer capacities make available the entire audio database of all ICE cor-

pora in the near future, contrastive studies in an entirely new area of linguistic 

description – phonetics and phonology – will become feasible on a scale beyond 

current possibilities. This is especially true if time-aligned transcripts exist to facil-

itate automated mass-extraction of phonetic data (e.g. FAVE; Rosenfelder et al. 

2011).

17 https://dataverse.library.ualberta.ca/dvn/dv/VOICE
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For ICE Ireland, the spoken material  has been annotated in yet another 

way, with a focus on discourse pragmatics but also including phonetic informa-

tion at the suprasegmental level, such as pitch movements. The result  is the 

SPICE corpus, an acronym for “Systems of Pragmatic Annotation in the Spoken 

Component of ICE-Ireland” (Kallen & Kirk 2012). The field of comparative corpus 

pragmatics is a relatively young, but growing one (Pichler 2016; Aijmer & Rühle-

mann 2015; Aijmer 2013), and by all indications, the ICE corpora have as much 

to contribute here as in their current primary application, i.e. the study of lexical 

and morphosyntactic variation (Nelson 2015:38).

Finally, ICE is in many ways the intellectual predecessor of a further re-

cently developed corpus designed to represent variation in English world-wide, 

the Global Web-based English Corpus (GloWbE, Davies & Fuchs 2015). This re-

source relies on automated, country-domain specific web-crawling to produce a 

set of digitized text material roughly two orders of magnitude larger than the cur-

rently available combined national ICE corpora (1.9 billion words). The idea of 

automatic corpus-compilation drawing from the internet was in fact explored for 

the purpose of supplementing ICE itself (Nelson 2015; 2009), but ultimately dis-

carded. Many corpus linguists have remained skeptical of web-based compila-

tion strategies, citing problems with reliable associations between domain ad-

dresses and geographic locations (Nelson 2015:39), with the mirroring of content 

from one site onto (sometimes) a large number of others  (Hundt 2013), and a 

sparsity of reliable demographic information to go with the web texts themselves. 

Davies and Fuchs (2015), however, demonstrate that their corpus performs rea-

sonably well in replicating many findings from research based on the carefully-

curated ICE corpora. The authors conclude that the existence of both ICE and 

GloWbE poses not an “either/or” situation (Davies & Fuchs 2015:26), but rather a 

research climate where different  resources are available for different kinds of 

questions. In cases where detailed analysis of a small number of tokens is es-
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sential, ICE remains the corpus suite of choice; however, for many questions re-

quiring large amounts of data, GloWbE presents an attractive additional alterna-

tive.

What the above points clearly show is that ICE was never intended as the 

definitive resource for the study of global English, but as a project that allows 

room for growth, flexibility, and refinement. It is in this spirit that the present study 

engages the ICE corpora and brings them into relationship with a prominent, re-

cently developed genre of CMD, Twitter discourse. Before turning to a descrip-

tion of the Twitter corpus in my analysis, I present an outline of the national ICE 

sub-corpora  used  in  the  present  study  and  the  format  in  which  they  were 

searched.

3.1.4 The ICE corpora in the present study

10 different national sub-corpora of ICE were utilized for the analysis presented 

in  chapter  5,  representing  the  following  national/regional  standard  varieties: 

Canada, Great Britain, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Jamaica, New Zealand, Philip-

pines,  Singapore,  and  the  USA.  All  follow  the  sampling  framework  detailed 

above, with the exception of ICE USA, which lacks a spoken component.

Table 3 summarizes, for each country represented in the data, its status ac-

cording to  the various models in  World  Englishes research discussed in  2.2. 

Wherever possible, this information is taken from the authors of the respective 

models, and an appropriate reference is included. However, where no catego-

rization exists in the literature, the information in table 3 represents my own cate-

gorization. Note that the full breadth of each model is not used in all cases. This 

is because some of them, and especially those proposed by Mair  (2013) and 

Szmrecsanyi and Kortmann  (e.g. Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2011), are specifi-
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cally built with attention to non-standard varieties. These are excluded from the 

sampling framework of ICE by definition.
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Table 3: The ten national standard varieties represented in the study.

National standard 
variety

Circles Model
(Kachru 1985)

Dynamic Model
(Schneider 2007)

World System
(Mair 2013: 261)

Contact Type
(Kortmann & 
Szmrecsanyi 
2009zzzBetween-
Simplification...: 
66)

Canada Inner Circle Phase 5 (p. 247-
250)

Central (?) High-contact L1

Great Britain Inner Circle --- Super-central High-contact L1

Hong Kong Outer Circle Phase 3 (p. 135-
139)

Peripheral (?) L2

India Outer Circle Transition be-
tween phase 3 
and 4 (p. 165-
173)

Super-central L2

Ireland Inner Circle --- Central High-contact L1

Jamaica Outer Circle Phase 4 (234-
238)

Central L2

New Zealand Inner Circle Phase 5 (p. 132-
133)

Central High-contact L1

Philippines Outer Circle Phase 3 (p. 140-
144) (possibly in 
transition to 
phase 4)

Peripheral/central 
(?)

L2

Singapore Outer Circle Phase 4 (p. 155-
161)

Central (?) L2

USA Inner Circle Phase 5 (p. 291-
308)

Hyper-central High-contact L1

Any sub-corpus specific annotation conventions were ignored and, where neces-

sary, text files were converted from annotated into raw format. This was done to 

ensure comparability among the different corpora as well as with Twitter data. No 

doubt, the analyses in chapters 5 and 6 would greatly benefit from the richest 

possible level of morpho-syntactic annotation, and POS-information in particular 

would help ensure closer comparability to the methods used in other studies 

(Biber 1988; Grieve 2016). However, due to the notorious difficulties Twitter dis-
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course causes for natural language processing tools  (Eisenstein 2013), and in 

order to facilitate the future applicability of the methods used here to any corpus 

of written English text, all analyses presented in this study rely on raw, unanno-

tated text. Patterns of variation beyond the level of individual word tokens are ap-

proximated  by  means  of  regular  expression  search  patterns,  manually  spot-

checked for precision and recall and, where necessary, refined to ensure suffi-

cient accuracy.

Further, some of the efforts to delimit ICE corpus material to standard vari -

eties of English were bypassed. The exclusion of contributions by extra-corpus 

speakers was maintained, since these speakers often are interviewers who bring 

a very different linguistic background to the table. However, at the level of individ-

ual switches and insertions, more leniency was given. I do not systematically ex-

clude words marked as “foreign” from analysis. The situational definition of what 

counts as standard English in ICE arguably provides no basis for such a-priori 

exclusions. On a more practical note, similar linguistic contamination is part of 

the Twitter data. Consequently, rather than turning a blind eye to multilingual and 

non-standard influences, the study attempts to model their effects quantitatively. 

This is done, for instance, by calculating the percentage of known English word 

forms in any given corpus text (on the basis of the /usr/share/dict/words Unix file 

used for spellchecking by many text-processing applications  (Bird et al. 2009), 

and by including this statistic in the feature matrix.

The analysis presented below also does not include speaker demographic 

information. The reason for this choice is to keep the variables under discussion 

manageable. However, to the extent that meta-information is available for each 

corpus text, future research will be able to systematically incorporate it into its 

method of analysis.
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3.2 TwICE

The ICE corpus data described above are supplemented with a custom-made 

corpus of geolocated Twitter messages from around the English-speaking world 

in the present study. In recognition of the importance of ICE as both an inspira-

tion and a reference for the Twitter corpus, and alluding to the productivity of pre-

fixing words with  tw on the social network  (Zappavigna 2012:134), the Twitter 

corpus in this study is referred to as TwICE. There are a number of reasons for 

the inclusion of TwICE in the study, having to do with the theoretical questions in 

World Englishes and CMD studies outlined in 2.1 and 2.2, as well as with practi-

cal concerns.

3.2.1 Rationale for supplementing ICE with Twitter data

Perhaps most obviously, Twitter presents an openly accessible source of masses 

of digitized text data quantitatively on a par with the web documents sampled in  

the creation of GloWbE. Hence, an inclusion of a Twitter component in the study 

is desirable purely from the point of view of assessing the utility of this material 

for serious linguistic investigations of World Englishes by relating it systemati-

cally to ICE in a similar fashion as Davies and Fuchs (2015) assess the utility of 

GloWbE in reference to findings from ICE. Many of the criticisms leveled against 

the text quality in GloWbE apply to Twitter discourse as well: structurally, the data 

seem messy and unruly, a far cry from the targeted focus of ICE on educated 

standard usage. Expressive lengthening, paralinguistic use of orthographic re-

sources and many other kinds of deviant spellings present challenges for estab-

lished methods of corpus analysis  (Eisenstein 2013). This problem is arguably 

exacerbated in Twitter compared to blog and website data, which can be as-
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sumed to follow standard norms more closely on the whole. The platform-specific 

discourse conventions of Twitter, such as hashtags, user mentions, etc., further 

complicate this picture.

Since corpus linguistics is only ever as good as the corpora it works with  

(Voormann & Gut 2008:236), this ‘irregularity’ of Twitter discourse (from the per-

spective of other registers) can be a serious problem. However, this is all the 

more reason to assess in a principled way what the problem amounts to exactly, 

i.e. what systematic differences arise when analyzing a Twitter corpus in con-

trastive parallel with a set of well-defined, carefully-curated reference corpora. 

This is precisely the perspective the present study adopts: I avoid either relying 

on Twitter discourse as the sole basis for developing empirical research findings 

or throwing the baby out with the bathwater by considering it categorically use-

less for such analyses. Instead, I develop dimensions of variation that are rele-

vant to both Twitter and more traditional registers. While the apparent disorderli-

ness of Twitter discourse certainly amounts to a methodological problem, it can 

conversely be seen as an advantage in terms of aligning data and theory for any-

one interested in dynamic relations among varieties of English. Unlike ICE, the 

TwICE corpus does not “artificially sanitise the data”  (Mair 2015a:30). To what 

extent meaningful conclusions can be drawn from such ‘unsanitized’ data is one 

of the issues the present project sets out to explore.

Some of the other points of criticism against GloWbE are, in fact, less rele-

vant to TwICE. While skepticisim of the geographic accuracy provided by some 

website domain names (such as “.to” for Tonga, Nelson 2015:39) is justified, ge-

olocation on Twitter is much more accurate, both in the sense of not producing 

erroneous data (unless the user engages in major active manipulation of the 

mechanisms involved, a circumstance that is extremely unlikely to occur at any 

relevant level of frequency) and in the precision with which it locates a tweet at 
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an exact latitude-longitude intersection. In this regard, geolocated Twitter data 

even surpass the ICE corpora, as analyses are not confined to between-country 

comparisons. A scaling down to further levels of detail is generally possible, from 

major dialect boundaries to more fine-grained distinctions such as county-spe-

cific analyses  (as are performed, e.g. in Eisenstein 2015). For reasons of both 

time and space, such a refinement of the geographic scope is beyond the limits  

of the present analysis, but certainly constitutes an interesting avenue for push-

ing the analysis forward.

Moreover, the problem of content mirroring is not as relevant in Twitter ei-

ther. Wholesale import of texts originally produced under different circumstances 

is not uncommon in the case of web documents (Hundt 2013), and similar prac-

tices exist on Twitter in the form of retweeting content. However, both the plat-

form’s inbuilt retweet functionality and wide-spread discourse conventions, such 

as the RT-prefix enable a clear distinction of a copied or forwarded tweet from an 

original one.18 Many linguistic studies opt for excluding retweets from considera-

tion, much like ICE excludes certain material as “extra-corpus.” Still, if a particu-

lar research interest warrants the inclusion of, or a focus on, retweets, it is also 

possible  to  do  this.  One  might,  for  instance,  want  to  investigate  the  role  of 

retweets in spreading innovations cross-regionally. For these questions, TwICE 

offers layers of choice that are unavailable in other corpora.

The lack of user meta-information is a further drawback that has been men-

tioned in connection with GloWbE  (Nelson 2015:39). Here, Twitter is different 

from both the typical ICE text – which includes major demographic categories – 

and the typical GloWbE text, which provides no systematic access to author in-

formation. It is true that many important demographic categories are not or only 

18 It is, of course, still possible for users to forward someone else’s content without explicitly 
marking their message as a retweet. My own ethnographic observation suggests that this is  
not common practice and does not occur at higher levels of frequency than, for instance, re-
ported speech in conversational data.
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indirectly represented in Twitter. However, strategies do exist to address these 

shortcomings (see 2.3.10 above). These may not constitute ideal solutions, but 

they certainly add meaningful dimensions that correlate with linguistic variation 

(e.g. Eisenstein 2015). Also, some of the meta-information given in Twitter invites 

new ways of conceptualizing the social embedding of language variation. Net-

work ties are explicitly formalized in the form of follower–friend relationships and 

can be used to model users’ proximity and their position in different networks. 

The fact that each user is associated with a unique identifier also makes it possi-

ble to work outwards from the confines of the corpus itself. For instance, if a user 

were to be found who exhibits noteworthy linguistic behavior, a researcher might 

connect with the search API to collect the entirety of this user’s previous tweets, 

or establish her immediate social network by collecting all her friends’ IDs (and 

their friends’, etc. up to a specified number of nodes’ distance from the original  

user of interest). The information required to construct such relationships is in-

cluded in every tweet object in a principled manner, allowing for an automation of 

the process.

Finally, the considerable effects of genre and style (Mair 2015a; 2015b) are 

much better studied in corpora whose sampling design includes a principled and 

balanced generic stratification. GloWbE has met with some skepticism as to the 

generic coherence of the website and blog material  included  (Mair 2015a; cf. 

Herring & Paolillo 2006 on the non-monolithic nature of blogs), and similar skep-

ticism is warranted in the case of Twitter as well. Although research often treats 

CMD on this platform as a discourse genre unto itself (e.g. Zappavigna 2012), it 

has been argued above (2.3.9) that Twitter displays a wide range of communica-

tive purposes,  topics,  tones, and activities.  On this note,  again,  I  believe the 

present study can turn this weakness into a strength: developing feature-based 

dimensions of text-type variation from ICE and Twitter in conjunction can help 

empirically establish the lines along which Twitter discourse is internally differen-
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tiated. What lower-level clusters of tweets exist on the platform, in this perspec-

tive, becomes a potential research question in its own right.

On the whole, then, TwICE is subject to similar criticism as GloWbE is, but 

arguably offers more affordances to deflect or mitigate such criticism. Still, the 

question remains as to what TwICE positively contributes to corpus research in 

World Englishes that justifies its inclusion. The most obvious advantage, as with 

GloWbE, is size. This argument goes beyond a simplistic logic of ‘bigger is bet-

ter’ in all cases, but has to consider what kind of questions require what kinds of 

corpus material to be addressed (Atkins et al. 1992:13). ICE and related corpora 

have proved immensely useful  in addressing a range of issues in World En-

glishes, but it is notable that the set of these issues is a recurrent one: e.g. devel-

opments in the progressive aspect (Collins 2015c; Fuchs & Gut 2015; Kirk 2015; 

van Rooy & Piotrowska 2015; Hilbert & Krug 2012; Hundt 2009b; Leech et al. 

2009:chap. 6) or in modal and semi-modal verbs (Mair 2015b; van Hattum 2015; 

Collins & Yao 2012; Deuber et al. 2012; Van der Auwera et al. 2012; Leech et al.  

2009:chaps. 4–5; Leech 2003). These are all highly interesting and dynamic as-

pects of English morpho-syntax, but on the whole they represent only a small 

segment of the phenomena that set different varieties of English apart from each 

other – many others occur at frequencies that are too low for systematic investi -

gation by means of the ICE corpora  (Mair 2015a:29). In the specific context of 

the present project, an aggregational approach such as I take in chapter 5 intro-

duces a large number of variables that need to be studies simultaneously. Here 

too, a larger database is necessary to arrive at more generalizable conclusions 

(Biber 1988:65).

Not only in size, however, but also in the kinds of linguistic data it contains 

does TwICE offer an attractive complementation of ICE. Hundt and Mair (1999) 

distinguish  between  “agile”  and  “uptight”  genres  in  classical  written  corpora. 
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Many recent trends in the development of the language are most clearly seen in 

the former, such as news texts, whereas the latter (e.g. academic writing) are 

much slower to react to extant determinants of change. On the cline between up-

tightness and agility, Twitter discourse can be considered to occupy a “hyper-ag-

ile” position, for a number of reasons. First, standard language ideology does not  

operate as pervasively on Twitter as in more established media (Squires & Iorio 

2014).  There  is  consequently  more  room for  innovations  that  might  be  sup-

pressed elsewhere to find expression on Twitter. Next, the fast-paced and “noisy” 

(Honeycutt & Herring 2009:4) environment of Twitter and its equation of visibility 

with social capital (Squires 2015:245) incentivize creative language use to attract 

the attention of other users. This makes it likely for many recent linguistic trends 

to find a clearer articulation on Twitter than in most other genres.

Of course, from a certain perspective this advantage might also be seen as 

a drawback: the creative, highly rhetorical (Hinrichs Forthcoming) language use 

promoted by Twitter may spawn unstable and ephemeral linguistic innovations 

that might be seen as having little relevance for the larger picture of long-term 

structural change (cf. Mair 2015b). I would suggest a three-pronged response to 

this. First, developments that prove to be impermanent are not necessarily unin-

teresting. Studying these may yield important insights about the ways in which 

people engage with language (cf.  2.1.3 above) and about general mechanisms 

associated with processes of spread and diffusion, such as “indexical bleaching” 

(Squires 2014). Approaching these phenomena will, however, require a different 

kind of thinking than the LVC approach. Second, the individual features analyzed 

in chapter 5 are all instances of variation that have been documented in more 

stable  discursive  contexts.  Hence  the  selection  of  features  makes  provision 

against  privileging  highly  salient,  short-term  trends.  And  third,  the  method 

adopted  in  this  particular  study  shifts  the  focus  away  from individual,  highly 

salient changes to co-occurrence patterns of a large number of features. Taken 
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on aggregate, these are much more likely than individual innovations to give a 

broad and enduring picture of language variation, on Twitter as elsewhere.

Connected to the linguistic dynamism and agility that can be expected of 

TwICE is the specific role of CMD in the study of World Englishes. The shift away 

from a consideration of self-contained, isolated varieties (as reflected in the Cir-

cles and Dynamic Models, see 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 above) and towards contact and 

mobility (see 2.2.3 and 2.2.4) is often illustrated by means of CMD. Mair (2013; 

cf. Heydt & Mair 2014; Mair & Pfänder 2013; Moll 2014) cites web discussion fo-

rums as a primary site for the investigation of linguistic super-diversity. Blom-

maert as well develops some of his concepts (e.g. that of global supervernacu-

lars, 2011) directly from the analysis of CMD. Combining ICE and TwICE within 

the same analysis, then, is in some respects a reflection of the tension between 

static (i.e. variety-based) and dynamic (i.e. contact-based) approaches to World 

Englishes, and it is expected that differences between the two (sets of) corpora 

can productively be accounted for by this tension.

A particular affordance for addressing dynamic processes of influence in 

micro-diachrony (Mair 2013) is the precise time stamp that is part of the meta-in-

formation contained in every tweet object. Such temporal information, combined 

with an appropriate time-depth of the data in the corpus, allows the real-time 

study of developments in Twitter discourse. Again, the half-decade represented 

in TwICE would have to be considered insignificant from the perspective of long-

term structural change, but studies covering such a short period of time nonethe-

less are able to produce valid sociolinguistic results. For instance, they can give 

insights into how participants conceptualize their linguistic behavior online in re-

lation to offline language (Jones & Schieffelin 2009) and how they adopt linguistic 

resources accordingly; or they may reveal how resources from different offline 
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varieties find themselves in dialogic relationships in local sociolinguistic orders 

that reflect global-systemic patterns (Heydt & Mair 2014).

A number of questions that have arisen in the context of CMD research can 

also be addressed in the present study at a level that has thus far not been 

achieved. For instance, the relationship between Twitter and other registers in 

the present-day media ecology has emerged as a recent research interest (e.g. 

Squires & Iorio 2014). However, beyond quantifying levels of overall standard-

adherence, the linguistic correlates of these relationships have not yet been ana-

lyzed en détail. The aggregational perspective offered in chapter 5 helps to em-

pirically establish both quality and quantitys of linguistic difference between dis-

course on Twitter and in other media. For a fuller understanding of the present-

day media ecology, these differences would have to be contextualized in situa-

tions like those discussed in Squires and Iorio (2014). While such an endeavor is 

beyond the scope of the present study, the aggregational approach can provide 

a basis for application in these contexts.

The generic unity of Twitter itself has also emerged as an (often tacitly) as-

sumed fact that is in need of empirical discussion. Previous research has drawn 

on network structure (Bamman et al. 2014) and lexical variation (Eisenstein et al. 

2010) to differentiate clusters of Twitter users; however, to my best knowledge, a 

text-type variational approach based on aggregating over a large amount of mor-

pho-syntactic features, similar to that conducted by Grieve (2016) for a corpus of 

letters to the editor in local US newspapers, has thus far not been attempted. In  

this regard, the present study adds to the development of a more nuanced un-

derstanding of CMD, on Twitter and elsewhere, as a varied phenomenon that is 

not exclusively defined by medium factors (Herring 2007).
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3.2.2 TwICE data collection

The data comprising the TwICE corpus were collected from Twitter’s streaming 

API over a period of four years, from September 2011 to August 2015. Initial col-

lection of the data was greedy, sampling the entirety of the streaming API’s out-

put  within  the specified rate limits.  This  unprocessed data set,  even in  com-

pressed format, comprises several hundred GB of data.

In order to make the data more processable and structured for the present 

research context, a first basic step was to exclude all tweets that did not include 

geolocation information at least  at  the level  of  individual  countries.  From this 

country-specific set of data, a subset was extracted containing tweets from a 

large number of countries in which English is used as an official language, as the 

native  language  of  significant  portions  of  the  population,  or  as  an  important 

medium of communication in addition to other languages. To be precise, the fol-

lowing countries and regions were targeted by their ISO 3166 country codes:
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Table 4: ISO 3166 country codes

AG Antigua and Barbuda
AI Anguilla
AP Asia/Pacific Region
AS American Samoa
AU Australia
BB Barbados
BD Bangladesh
BM Bermuda
BQ Bonaire, Saint Eustatius

and Saba
BS Bahamas
BW Botswana
BZ Belize
CA Canada
CK Cook Islands
CM Cameroon
CX Christmas Islands
DM Dominica
FJ Fiji
FM Micronesia, Federated

States of
GB United Kingdom
GD Grenada
GG Guernsey
GH Ghana
GI Gibraltar
GM Gambia
GU Guam
GY Guyana
HK Hong Kong
IE Ireland
IM Isle of Man
IN India
JE Jersey
JM Jamaica
KE Kenya
KI Kiribati
KN Saint Kitts and Nevis
KY Cayman Islands
LC St Lucia
LK Sri Lanka
LR Liberia

MH Marshall Islands
MS Montserrat
MT Malta
MV Maldives
MW Malawi
MY Malaysia
NF Norfolk Island
NG Nigeria
NR Nauru
NU Niue
NZ New Zealand
PG Papua New Guinea
PH Philippines
PK Pakistan
PW Palau
RW Rwanda
SB Solomon Islands
SC Seychelles
SG Singapore
SH St Helena
SL Sierra Leone
SS South Sudan
SZ Swaziland
TC Turks and Caicos Islands
TO Tonga
TT Trinidad and Tobago
TV Tuvalu
TZ Tanzania
UG Uganda
UM United States Minor 

Outlying Islands
US United States of America
VC Saint Vincent and the

Grenadines
VG Virgin Islands, U.K.
VI Virgin Islands, U.S.A.
VU Vanuatu
WS Samoa
ZA South Africa
ZM Zambia
ZW Zimbabwe

Within this more manageable, but still  sizeable collection of data, further care 

was taken to exclude unwanted material. First, to keep the intrusion of non-Eng-
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lish linguistic material to a reasonable minimum without doing away with it com-

pletely, a cut-off point of 40% English-language material (against the baseline of 

the content of /usr/share/dict/words, Bird et al. 2009) was established. Messages 

consisting of 60% or more non-English words were discarded from considera-

tion. This cut-off point was impressionistically chosen, based on a consideration 

of various values and the output they produced when processing a subset of the 

data.

Further, the standard practice of excluding re-broadcast Twitter messages 

from the analysis (e.g. Eisenstein 2015) was also followed in the present study. 

This was ensured by discarding a) messages whose meta-information marked 

them as retweets (meaning they were re-broadcast using Twitter’s design fea-

ture) and b) messages starting with the case-insensitive character sequence  rt 

(i.e. those which users copy-pasted and manually marked as retweets).

Once these data reduction steps were performed, the message contents 

themselves were extracted from the tweet objects and saved as individual text 

files. A text file was created representing each user’s output in each month. This 

was done initially to identify the most active users in order to be able to tap these  

users’ networks for further analysis. However, it turned out that the vast majority 

of users thus sampled only contributed between one and five tweets per month. 

Moreover, the accounts with the highest frequencies of output are consistently 

corporate or institutional ones, displaying, for instance, job or real estate ads, 

weather forecasts, etc. Consequently, the plan to work outwards from productive 

users was abandoned.

The aggregate analysis in chapter  5 relies on a roughly even balance of 

text types in the data set on the one hand, and on a certain length of individual  

corpus texts for normalized frequencies to be meaningful on the other. In order to 
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meet these criteria, individual users’ Twitter messages were combined into larger 

units according to the following criteria:

• for each month covered in the sampling time frame

• for each of the countries mentioned above

• texts were created by grouping together the output of 100 randomly se-

lected users from that country in that month

• for countries that contributed sufficient data, five such aggregate texts 

per month were created

• for  countries with  contributions from less than 500 users in  a given 

month,  aggregate  texts  of  100  randomly  selected  users  were  con-

structed until less than 100 users remained that were not sampled

• if  the  remaining  users  were  more  than  50,  these  were  additionally 

grouped together as one corpus text

3.2.3 Size and composition of the TwICE corpus

The procedures described in 3.2.2 produced a corpus with the following parame-

ters, to be put into systematic relation with the ICE corpora described in 3.1:

Table 5: Countries represented in the TwICE corpus.

Country text samples Number of words

USA 220 592631

GB 220 570658

Ireland 210 569006

Canada 218 561231

South Africa 199 546565

Malaysia 213 425234

Philippines 142 327110

India 90 274582

Australia 88 262494

Nigeria 80 261782
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Table 5, cont.

Ghana 75 231622

New Zealand 80 229662

Pakistan 77 224576

Kenya 75 213289

Singapore 97 208646

Bahamas 50 198967

Jamaica 71 182478

Hong Kong 53 125308

Trinidad and Tobago 48 120274

Uganda 35 89022

Sri Lanka 36 88833

Botswana 28 88157

Barbados 29 80045

Bangladesh 22 53052

Tanzania 23 49650

Zimbabwe 17 38207

Guyana 12 38131

Zambia 13 32435

Antigua and Barbuda 13 32147

Malta 14 30323

Saint Lucia 14 29350

Malawi 12 24710

Maldives 13 23924

Cameroon 14 22500

Turks and Caicos Islands 4 3956

Bermuda 3 3735

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 1 1435
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Chapter 4: Methods of analysis

4.1 Selection of features

In order to model the dimensions of variation in the combined ICE and TwICE 

corpus, I analyze the frequency profiles of 236 features in each of the 7,309 cor-

pus texts, resulting in a 7,309 x 236 data matrix. A significantly higher number of 

features was initially extracted but was, however, narrowed down to the final list 

according to criteria described below.

The process of feature selection relied heavily on the existing literature in 

register  studies,  World  Englishes  research,  and  corpus-based  dialectometry. 

These fields often tend to focus on different kinds of features in terms of their 

generality, average frequency of occurrence and the level of structural descrip-

tion at which they are relevant. Rather than keeping these groups separate, how-

ever, I choose to treat them within one unified analysis. For one thing, there is 

considerable overlap in  the attention paid to  morpho-syntactic  variation  in  all 

three fields, if  not always in the precise features. Cases of linguistic variation 

have often been found to play a differentiating role in several of the above re-

search traditions, such as different modals  (Collins & Yao 2012; Leech 2003; 

Biber 1988) or future marking with going to (Szmrecsanyi 2014:107; Leech et al. 

2009:107–108). But even if this were not the case, a study whose aim it is to dis-

entangle the influence of register and variety on the same corpus of texts would  

be ill-advised to treat features hypothesized to contribute to one as different from 

those hypothesized to contribute to the other.

A major contributor to the feature catalog in the present study is Biber’s 

multifactorial, multidimensional approach, and specifically the feature list devel-

oped in Biber (1988). The linguistic units therein are of a relatively general nature 
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and most of them can be found at some level of frequency in most corpus texts. 

For instance, rather than investigating internal variation in stance-taking strate-

gies at the lexical or constructional level, Biber quantifies occurrences of entire 

groups of such devices under labels like “amplifiers” (consisting of absolutely, al-

together, completely, and thirteen additional adverbs; 1988:240) or “downtoners” 

(consisting of almost, barely, hardly, and ten further items, ibid.). This set of fea-

tures has been developed especially to investigate register variation, and this is 

also its hypothesized primary function in the present study. However, variation in 

these features has also been shown to correlate systematically with different va-

rieties of English  (Biber 1987). The extent to which such variation holds on a 

global scale (i.e. beyond the written standard of the two supervarieties analyzed 

by Biber) is consequently a further empirical question in the present study, as is 

the correlation of text-linguistic features with those typical of the more variety-dif-

ferentiating approaches.

A second array of variation features neatly contained in a small number of 

publications is taken from dialectometric studies, most importantly those by Szm-

recsanyi and Kortmann  (see Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004 for the underlying 

feature list)), and Grieve (2016). Whereas Biber’s feature catalog models differ-

ent linguistic activities in different registers, the dialectometric approach is more 

closely aligned with the concept of the linguistic variable as different ways of say-

ing the same thing in that it focuses on variation in surface realizations of individ-

ual items, such as the regularization (or lack thereof) of strong verbal past inflec-

tion. Features in dialectometry are sometimes relatively low-frequency ones that 

can only be found in a minority of individual corpus texts. As such, these features 

are most useful in detecting regional variation within groups of otherwise closely 

comparable texts of the same register, and this is where they have found their 

main application. The dynamics by which dialectometric variation correlates with 
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register variation have not been fully explored to date, and the present study ad-

dresses this gap.

Also of immediate importance is Leech et al.’s (2009) analysis of grammati-

cal change in standard written AmE and BrE on the basis of the Brown family of 

corpora,  which develops a large-scale perspective on micro-diachronic trends 

based on a number of individual features, although without statistically quantify-

ing feature co-occurrences. This study combines attention to register variation 

with an explicit focus on inter-varietal differences and hence provides much of 

the context for the present project. Additional research on developments in AmE 

and BrE can be found in Rohdenburg & Schlüter  (2009a) and Rohdenburg & 

Mondorf (2003), which have also been consulted for relevant features.

Finally, the World Englishes literature adds a further layer of features for 

analysis,  which however  is  less  centrally  contained in  individual  publications. 

This is because much research in World Englishes concentrates on single fea-

tures (or a small set of features) rather than taking an aggregational perspective. 

Some multi-feature descriptions do exist, and I naturally consulted them for the 

selection process. For example, both Platt, Weber and Ho (1984) and Mesthrie 

and Bhatt  (2008) give a general overview of structural tendencies in World En-

glishes, and have been valuable sources of inspiration. Additionally, in order to 

draw from as many of the more particularistic analyses in World Englishes re-

search as possible, I surveyed the relevant edited volumes  (Seoane & Suárez 

Gómez 2016; Collins 2015a; Hundt & Gut 2012; e.g. Hoffmann & Siebers 2009), 

as well as recent contributions to the two major journals in the field,  World En-

glishes and English World-Wide.

No principled decision was made to focus on one particular are of linguistic 

description in the feature selection process. In most of  the approaches men-

tioned above, the focus is decidedly on morpho-syntactic variation, and as a con-
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sequence the majority of features analyzed in the present study are situated at  

that plane of the linguistic system. On the other hand, given that the data are ei-

ther  originally  written or  orthographically  transcribed texts,  the  affordances of 

modeling phonetic-phonological  variation were limited. Nonetheless, some as-

pects  of  phonologically-motivated  orthography,  of  word-formation,  and  some 

more discourse-level phenomena were included as well. This eclectic composi-

tion of the feature catalog is justified, since the goal of the study is not primarily 

an understanding of any linguistic subsystem in any variety per se, but rather a 

picture of global variation that is as comprehensive as possible.

The initial feature search process yielded many more variables than were 

feasible to include in the final statistical analysis. While the goal was to establish 

as wide a range of variation as possible, several factors imposed constraints on 

the features that could be utilized. First, the corpora under investigation comprise 

several communicational modes with distinct properties. While the written com-

ponent of ICE represent language that largely adheres to the rules of standard 

English orthography, syntax, and punctuation – the odd deviation in the less for-

mal text categories notwithstanding – Twitter is characterized by different con-

ventions regarding spelling,  punctuation,  and overall  discourse structure.  Fur-

thermore, the spoken component of ICE consists of transcriptions of recorded 

speech that are generally transcribed in line with standard English orthography, 

but lack written English punctuation. I decided only to analyze features that could 

in principle be found in all three modes. Hashtags, for instance, are an important 

feature of Twitter discourse but are categorically absent from the ICE corpora. 

Likewise, subject-verb inversion in interrogative sentences would have been a 

promising candidate feature, but cannot reliably be quantified in the spoken ICE 

component in the absence of clear interrogative punctuation.
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For similar reasons, a number of features had to be excluded because they 

could only be extracted at a sufficient level of accuracy if the data were POS-

tagged. Both Biber’s  (1988) and Leech et al.’s  (2009) studies demonstrate that 

the frequency of individual parts-of-speech provides a good indication of a regis-

ter’s textual properties. However, while tagging for both the spoken and written 

ICE corpora is possible (and some of these corpora are available in pre-tagged 

format),  the same cannot be said for English on Twitter.  Several  taggers are 

available that have been written precisely for microblogging data. I have tested 

the ARK Tagger for Twitter  (Owoputi et al. 2013) and the GATE Twitter part-of-

speech tagger (Derczynski et al. 2013). However, the results of both proved un-

satisfactory for most of the analyses of relevance in this study. For this reason as 

well as general theoretical issues with applying standard natural language-pro-

cessing tools to Twitter data (Eisenstein 2013), I have decided to rely on a com-

bination of raw text and regular expression search patterns to extract feature fre-

quencies. This approach has the added benefit that it makes the analysis more 

portable, as it can be applied to any form of digitized English text. The use of dif -

ferent tagging software can consequently not distort analyses, and the absence 

of reliable POS-tagging presents no obstacle to feature extraction from additional 

data.

This is not to say, of course, that discarding the information contained in a 

tagged corpus does not entail a loss in precision and recall. For some potentially 

interesting features, reliable searches could not be conducted at all  without a 

level of grammatical annotation. Cases is point that had to be excluded from the 

present analysis are different strategies of NP modification (including variation in 

relative clauses, noun-noun sequences, etc., which all depend on POS-informa-

tion  for  reliable  extraction)  or  preposition  stranding,  which  minimally  requires 

sentence punctuation to be detected. In other cases, strategies had to be devel-

oped to approximate appropriate feature frequencies. For instance, the compari-
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son of adjective gradation strategies in the data does not consider all possible 

adjectives, but a closed list of the most frequent bisyllabic ones that actually evi -

dence variation (Mondorf 2009; Hilpert 2008). Where a feature proved difficult to 

extract  and no circumscription to a smaller  set  of  items suggested itself,  the 

search pattern was continuously refined and its performance checked against 

the Brown corpus for precision and recall. Following Grieve (2016:42) a level of 

precision above 80% was set as the minimum criterion for inclusion, but efforts 

were made for each feature to achieve significantly higher levels.

A note is also in order about the kind of variation targeted in the process of  

feature selection. As mentioned in 2.1.2, Biber makes a clear distinction between 

variationist and text-linguistic variables, the former modeling variation within one 

strictly defined variable context, and the latter quantifying overall text frequency 

of a feauture. The studies contributing to the present list of features are roughly 

evenly divided between these two perspectives. This is not an insurmountable 

problem, since there is no reason to treat the two perspectives as completely ir -

reconcilable. For instance, it might be entirely justified to investigate the co-varia-

tion of a variationist variable like relativizer choice and text-linguistic ones like 

overall frequency of nouns or passive voice constructions in a text, and indeed 

this has been done with some success (Hinrichs et al. 2015). Yet in this study, I 

take cues from both Biber (2012), who reminds us that the basic LVC tenet of se-

mantic equivalence is inappropriate in a register analysis (in other words: differ-

ent registers do not “say the same thing”). Similarly, Szmrecsanyi (2014:92) ar-

gues that rare and exceptional features should not be considered at the same 

level of importance as pervasive ones, but such a distinction by overall frequency 

of occurrence is, by definition, obscured in a variationist analysis. What is more, 

such analysis further adds the problem that if a corpus text does not contain the  

appropriate envelope of variation, nothing at all can be said about its profile re-
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garding a given variable, whereas an overall frequency of 0 per million words is  

quantitatively meaningful.

For these reasons. I choose to treat each variant of an alternation variable 

as a frequency feature in its own right wherever feasible. In some cases only a 

subset of the variants were extracted, either because not all variants could reli -

ably be searched with regular expressions alone, or because one variant consti-

tuted a clearly marked choice. The former is the case with the English genitive 

variation, where only the  s-genitive can be extracted from a corpus of raw text 

with sufficient accuracy. The latter choice was made, for instance for verb modifi-

cation by means of the construction “in a(n) X way/manner.” Modeling different 

variants separately admittedly inflates the number of features under analysis, but  

such inflation is not entirely useless. The use of BE like as a quotative marker is 

a case in point. A typical variationist study would enumerate all quotative verbs 

and then represent the frequency of BE like as its proportional occurrence out of 

all such tokens. Instead, I extract frequencies for both traditional quotative verbs 

(cf. Biber 1988:242 under the rubric of “public verbs”) and for BE like in particu-

lar. These are treated as initially separate data points for the purposes of the 

analysis. The gain here is that a dimension may emerge during factor analysis 

(see 4.3 below) onto which both these features load similarly, as well as one onto 

which they load differently.  The former would represent  texts  that  are on the 

whole more suffused with other voices (i.e. polyphonic in the sense of Jones & 

Schieffelin 2009), the latter texts that are stylistically marked by the choice of one 

variant within the quotative system. Both dimensions would be meaningful and 

would add to the interpretation of overall  variational profiles, but a variationist 

perspective would be unable to disentangle them.

One consideration that does play a role in finding appropriate features is 

document frequency. While the corpus ICE + TwICE corpus used in the present 
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analysis contains a large enough number of individual texts to statistically ana-

lyze co-occurrences of many linguistic features, the individual texts themselves 

are relatively short (around 2,000 words each). To understand a feature’s varia-

tional profile, it would be desirable to quantify its distribution over as many cor-

pus texts as possible. However, relatively low-frequency features have a small  

chance of occurring in the majority of corpus texts. In order to address this issue, 

I analyze only features that occur at a frequency >0 in at least 200 individual 

texts.  This cut-off  point  is neither determined with mathematical  precision nor 

completely  arbitrary.  Rather,  I  progressively  eliminated  features,  starting  with 

those of the lowest document frequencies, and conducted factor analysis on the 

remaining variables. This was done until results proved to remain stable even af-

ter elimination of further features. In this procedure the document frequency>199 

criterion emerged as a good lower bound.

Finally,  the  logical  relationship  of  feature  frequencies  needs  to  be  ad-

dressed. The statsitical analysis in chapter 5 relies heavily on co-occurrence pat-

terns of individual features in order to develop higher-level dimensions that struc-

ture the overall variation in the data. Such a procedure runs the danger of pro-

ducing trivial and meaningless results if the measurement of feature frequencies 

is automatically correlated, i.e.  if  the extraction of one linguistic unit  (whether 

morpheme,  lexeme,  construction,  etc.)  consistently  contributes  to  frequency 

scores for more than one feature. An example serves to illustrate: the feature 

catalog  below contains  the  progressive  aspect,  the  passive  progressive,  and 

passive voice constructions all  as individual features. If,  when encountering a 

phrase like preparations are being made, the extraction mechanism were to in-

crease the frequency count of all three of these variables, the statistical analysis 

would show a correlation among them. This correlation, however, would not re-

flect actual variation in linguistic behavior, but the simple and trivial fact that there 

exist constructions that comprise all three features in combination. In order to 
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avoid such bias, care was taken to disambiguate measurements. In cases like 

the above, only the more specific unit (i.e. here the passive progressive) was 

counted wherever present, instead of the more general one(s) (i.e., no counts 

would have been made for progressive aspect and passive voice). In cases of 

lexical variation, it was important that individual lexical alternations (e.g. almost, 

nearly) were not already contained in larger units (e.g. downtoners). Here, an in-

formed decision had to be made on a case basis whether to discard individual 

items in favor of  the higher-level  category, to exclude specific items from the 

higher-level category in order to model them as lexical alternations, or to dissolve 

an entire higher-level category into alternation variables (as was the case with 

frequency adverbials).

In what follows, I list the individual features that are subjected to statistical  

analysis in chapter  5, divided into the larger areas of variation in the linguistic 

system they are a part of. This division serves purely organizational purposes 

and is not intended to represent the definite or only way of categorization. Many 

features might be subsumed under different categories with equal justification. 

Here, I restrict myself to a listing of features, along with references to the rele-

vant literature for each and, on occasion, some additional remarks regarding the 

extraction procedure. Descriptive statistics as well as the precise (Python) regu-

lar expression pattern for extraction can be found in appendices 1 and 2. I also 

refrain from discussing the behavior of the features as attested in the literature, 

but rather relegate such descriptions to the discussion of individual dimensions in 

the analysis in chapter  5. There, features that turn out to be significant will be 

contextualized both against the existing research literature and against sample 

texts from the corpus in that section. The feature catalog in the present study is 

as follows:
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4.2 The feature catalog

Quantification of  all  features is normalized to per  1,000 words.  Non-standard 

variants and/or deviant spellings were considered, since these are frequent on 

Twitter. All searches are case-insensitive

Pronouns:

1. first person pronouns: I, me, my, mi, myself, meself, miself, us, we, wi, 

our, ourself, ourselves (Biber 1988:225)

2. second person pronouns:  you,  yu(h),  your,  yu(h)r,  youself,  yu(h)self, 

yourself,  yu(h)rself,  youselves,  yu(h)selves,  yourselves,  yu(h)rselves, 

unu (Biber 1988:225)

3. third person pronouns:  she,  shi,  he,  hi,  they,  dey,  them,  dem,  them-

selves,  demselves,  themselves,  demself,  their,  deir,  him,  his,  himself, 

hisself, her, har, herself, harself (Biber 1988:225)

4. it (Biber 1988:225) 

NB: It is not clear whether Biber includes all cases of it, or excludes ex-

istential uses. Here, all cases of it are captured.

5. demonstrative pronoun:  these,  those,  this,  that,  dese,  dose,  dis,  dat

(Biber  1988:226)

NB: that and dat only if followed by ‘s in order to prevent catching com-

plementizer/relativizer functions

6. indefinite pronoun: anything,  everything,  nothing,  something,  anybody, 

everybody,  nobody,  somebody,  anyone,  everyone,  noone,  someone

(Biber 1988:226; Grieve 2016:50)

7. non-standard  second  person  plural  pronouns:  y’all,  among-you, 

amongs-you,  amongst-you,  yous (guys/gals),  youse (guys/gals),  you 

guys, you-uns, yous-uns, youse-uns, you-all, you all, yous-all, yous all, 

youse-all, youse all, you lot, yous lot, youse lot, yinz, yiz, yis, yinna, ye, 
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yez,  all-yo-dis,  wunna,  unu,  oona  (Kortmann  &  Szmrecsanyi  

2004:1146)

8. archaic second person pronouns:  thou,  thee,  thy,  thine  (Szmrecsanyi  

2014:107)

9. standard reflexives:  myself,  yourself,  himself,  herself,  itself,  ourselves, 

yourselves, themselves (Szmrecsanyi  2014:107;  Rohdenburg  2009;  

Siemund 2003)

10. whom (Grieve 2016:53)

11. object pronoun + being (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

12. each other (Grieve 2016:50)

13. one another (Grieve 2016:50)

Modal and quasi-modal verbs:

14. can (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:241)

15. may (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:241)

16. might (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:241)

17. could (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:241)

18. ought (Grieve 2016:79; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:242)

19. should (Grieve 2016:79; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:242)

20. must  (Loureiro-Porto  2016;  Mair  2015b;  Leech  et  al.  2009:chap.  4; 

Biber 1988:242)

21. would (Deuber et al. 2012; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:242)

22. shall (Grieve 2016:79; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4; Biber 1988:242)

23. contracted will (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4) 

NB: The more specific construction will + progressive does not contrib-

ute to this statistic

24. uncontracted will (Grieve 2016:79; Deuber et al. 2012)

NB: The more specific construction will + progressive does not contrib-

ute to this statistic
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25. used to (Szmrecsanyi 2014:107)

Modal idioms, semi-auxiliaries, catenatives, and light verbs:

26. BE about to (Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

27. BE able to (Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

28. BE supposed to (Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

29. KEEP V + ing (Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

30. going to  (Szmrecsanyi  2014:107;  Leech et  al.  2009:92;  Quirk  et  al.  

1985:137)

31. HAVE to  (Loureiro-Porto  2016;  Mair  2015b;  Szmrecsanyi  2014:107; 

Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

32. possessive  HAVE got  (D’Arcy  2015;  Szmrecsanyi  2014:107;  Taglia-

monte 2003)

33. passive with GET (Leech et al. 2009:154–158)

34. NEED to  (Grieve 2016:79; Loureiro-Porto 2016; Mair 2015a; Van der  

Auwera et al. 2012; Leech et al. 2009:72)

35. HAVE + deverbal noun (e.g. have a look) (Collins 2015b; Rohdenburg 

& Schlüter 2009b; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 8)

36. TAKE + deverbal noun (e.g. take a look) (Collins 2015b; Rohdenburg & 

Schlüter 2009b; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 8)

37. MAKE + deverbal noun (e.g. make a start) (Collins 2015b; Rohdenburg 

& Schlüter 2009b; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 8)

38. BE to be + past participle (Leech et al. 2009:97; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

39. WANT to (Loureiro-Porto 2016; Mair 2015b; Collins & Yao 2012)

Tense, aspect, mood, voice

40. habitual BE: personal pronoun + BE, if not preceded by items in a list of 

stopwords (to prevent subjunctive or infinitival  BE)  (Kortmann & Szm-

recsanyi 2004:1146)
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41. by-passive (e.g.  The motion was rejected by the committee)  (Grieve 

2016:76; Leech et al. 2009:148–154)

42. agentless be-passive (e.g. It is believed that…) (Leech et al. 2009:148–

154)

43. if + were (Collins 2015b; Leech et al. 2009:64)

44. if + was (Collins 2015b; Leech et al. 2009:64)

45. if + would (Leech et al. 2009:64; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

46. progressive  aspect:  BE +  V  +  -ing  (van  Rooy  &  Piotrowska  2015;  

Collins 2015c; Fuchs & Gut 2015; Kirk 2015; Hundt 2009b; Leech et al.  

2009:chap. 6)

NB: The following, more specific constructions involving the progres-

sive are not included in this count: “always type” progressive, progres-

sive with stative verbs, will + progressive, progressive passive

47. “always  type”  progressive  (She’s  always  complaining)  with  always, 

constantly, forever, continually (Laitinen  &  Levin  2016;  Leech  et  al. 

2009:134)

48. progressive with stative verbs (e.g. She’s understanding it) (Kirk 2015; 

Leech et al. 2009:129–130; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146; Platt 

et al. 1984:86)

49. will + progressive (e.g. I will be seeing you tomorrow) (Kirk 2015; Leech 

et al. 2009:139–141)

50. progressive passives (Hundt 2009b; Leech et al. 2009:139–141)

51. present perfect (Werner 2016; Yao 2015; van Rooy 2009)

52. past perfect (Werner 2016; Yao 2015; van Rooy 2009)

Verb inflection:

53. strong verbal past inflection:  burnt,  dreamt,  dwelt,  knelt,  leant,  leapt, 

learnt,  lit,  spelt,  smelt spilt,  spoilt,  dove, shone, snuck, sped  (Grieve 
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2016:76; De Clerck & Vanopstal 2015; Hundt 2009a; Levin 2009; An-

derwald 2007)

54. regularized verbal  past:  burned,  dreamed,  dwelled,  kneeled,  leaned, 

leaped,  learned,  lighted,  spelled,  smelled,  spilled,  spoiled,  sneaked, 

speeded, dived, shined (Grieve 2016:76; De Clerck & Vanopstal 2015; 

Hundt 2009a; Levin 2009; Anderwald 2007)

55. do-support  with  have in  interrogative  and negative  contexts  (D’Arcy 

2015)

56. gotten as past participle of get (Hundt 2009a)

Negation:

57. analytic  negation:  not  (Biber  1988:245)

NB: enclitic -n’t is also counted towards this feature, although there is 

some disagreement as to whether this is truly a variant of analytic not-

negation or should be treated as a morphological feature (Huddleston 

& Pullum 2002)

58. negative concord / multiple negation (Kortmann  &  Szmrecsanyi 

2004:1147)

59. ain’t  (Grieve 2016:81; Szmrecsanyi 2014:108; Anderwald 2003; Kort-

mann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1147)

Complementation:

60. comparative with as/than what (e.g. she’s taller than what I am)

(Szmrecsanyi 2014:108; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1147)

61. verb complementation with  to-infinitive of  the following verbs:  begin, 

start, continue, hate, love, decline, cease, go on, propose, intend

(Grieve 2016:81; Szmrecsanyi 2014:109; Leech et al. 2009:195–203; 

Vosberg 2009; Mair 2002)

NB:  the  search  term  includes  all  forms  of  verbal  inflection  except 

present  participial  forms;  these display a  horror  aequi effect  against 
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gerundial complementation and consequently are not part of the case 

of variation modeled by this feature (and the next in the list; cf. Vosberg 

2009; 2003)

62. verb complementation with present participle of the following verbs: be-

gin,  start,  continue,  hate,  love,  decline,  cease,  go on,  propose,  intend

(Grieve 2016:81; Szmrecsanyi 2014:109; Leech et al. 2009:195–203; 

Vosberg 2009; Mair 2002)

NB:  the  search  term  includes  all  forms  of  verbal  inflection  except 

present  participial  forms;  these display a  horror  aequi effect  against 

gerundial complementation and consequently are not part of the case 

of variation modeled by this feature (Vosberg 2009; 2003)

63. verbal complement that with the following verbs: think,  say,  know,  be-

lieve,  suppose,  reply,  realize,  admit,  insist,  feel,  seem,  appear,  claim, 

judge, prove (Szmrecsanyi 2014:109; Noël 2003)

64. try and (Tottie 2009)

65. try to (Tottie 2009)

66. interrogative pronoun + to-infinitive (e.g. where to buy liquor) (Leech et 

al. 2009:chap. 9)

67. prevent/stop + from (Leech et al. 2009:193–195; Mair 2002)

68. help + to (Leech et al. 2009:187–193; Mair 2002)

69. the same X as (e.g. I got the same grade as my friend) (Tottie 2009)

70. the same X that (e.g.  I got the same grade that my friend got)  (Tottie 

2009)

Discourse organization:

71. BE like as a quotative marker (e.g. I was like “that’s impossible”) (Davy-

dova  2016;  Davydova  2015;  Bohmann  2014;  Buchstaller  &  D’Arcy 

2009; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1148)

72. because (Biber 1988:236)
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73. although (Grieve 2016:72; Biber 1988:236)

74. though (Grieve 2016:76; Biber 1988:236)

75. if/unless (Biber 1988:236)

76. adverbial  subordinators  (e.g.  since,  whereas,  such  as)  (Biber 

1988:236)

77. conjuncts (e.g. alternatively, consequently, moreover) (Biber 1988:239)

78. whether (Grieve 2016:72)

79. discourse-structuring so (e.g. I didn’t know what to do, so I did nothing)

(Mesthrie  & Bhatt  2008:74 on so  in  correlative,  discourse-oganizing 

function)

80. actually (Grieve 2016:94)

81. in fact (Grieve 2016:94)

82. in addition (Grieve 2016:94)

83. as if (Grieve 2016:72)

84. as though (Grieve 2016:72)

Stance-taking devices:

85. downtoners (e.g. almost, partly, scarcely) (Biber 1988:240)

NB: The category of “hedges,” which Biber keeps analytically separate 

from  downtoners,  has  been  dissolved  into  individual  items  in  the 

present  analysis,  along with  other  markers  of  epistemic  uncertainty, 

e.g. almost, maybe, perhaps, kind of, sort of

86. amplifiers (e.g. absolutely, strongly, utterly) (Biber 1988:240)

87. emphatics (e.g. a lot, really, for sure) (Biber 1988:240–241)

88. epistemic certainty (e.g. clearly,  obviously,  undoubtedly) (Aijmer 2009; 

Simon-Vandenbergen  &  Aijmer  2007;  Quirk  et  al.  1985:620)

NB:  Markers  of  epitemic  doubt/uncertainty  (e.g.  perhaps,  probably, 

maybe) are modeled as individual items, since many of them constitute 

alternation variables)
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89. judgment adverbials (e.g. hopefully, curiously, disturbingly) (Quirk et al. 

1985:621–622)

90. intensifier so (i.e. so followed by an adjective or adverb)

91. maybe (Grieve 2016:92)

92. perhaps (Grieve 2016:92)

93. probably (Grieve 2016:92)

94. likely (Grieve 2016:92)

95. especially (Grieve 2016:85)

96. particularly (Grieve 2016:85)

97. completely (Grieve 2016:85)

98. entirely (Grieve 2016:85)

99. almost  (Grieve  2016:87)

NB: In order to include the alternation between almost and nearly in the 

statistical modeling, these were quantified separately and not counted 

towards the general category of amplifiers

100. nearly (Grieve 2016:87)

General discourse properties:

101. standardness of a text sample (percentage of words in a text that 

are recognized by the /usr/share/dict/words file of English words; Bird 

et al. 2009) 

102. mean word length  of  a  text  sample  (Hinrichs  et  al.  2015;  Biber 

1988:239)

103. public verbs and verbs of reporting (e.g.  announce,  tell,  suggest) 

((Davydova 2015; Biber 1988:242)

104. private verbs (e.g. think, believe, remember) (Biber 1988:242)

Determinatives:

105. standard definite article the (Leech et al. 2009:207; Sand 2004)

106. non-standard definite article da, di
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107. indefinite article a(n) (Leech et al. 2009:207; Sand 2004)

108. indefinite article a before vowel-initial words (i.e. those whose writ-

ten form begins with a, o, i, or e, but not eu or once)

109. about + numeral (Grieve 2016:68)

110. around + numeral (Grieve 2016:68)

111. more than + numeral (Grieve 2016:68)

112. over + numeral (Grieve 2016:68)

113. half/all of (Grieve 2016:55)

114. half/all not followed by of (Grieve 2016:55)

115. plenty of (Grieve 2016:57)

116. many/much (Grieve 2016:57)

117. lots of (Grieve 2016:57)

118. a lot of (Grieve 2016:57)

119. past  + numeral (Grieve 2016:59)

120. last  + numeral (Grieve 2016:59)

121. s-genitives  (Leech  et  al.  2009:222–224)

NB: These are identified by searching for all ‘s sequences in the data 

but excluding those following personal, demonstrative, and interroga-

tive  pronouns as  well  as  let.  False  positives  remain,  mostly  due to 

have/be-contraction with proper nouns (e.g. Peter’s my colleague), but 

accuracy is sufficient to keep this feature.

Lexical variables:

122. kind of N (Grieve 2016:61)

123. type of N (Grieve 2016:61)

124. sort of N (Grieve 2016:61)

125. BE+ kind of / kinda Adj (Grieve 2016:61)

126. BE+ sort of / sorta Adj (Grieve 2016:61)

127. not only (Grieve 2016:92)
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128. not just (Grieve 2016:92)

129. how come (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

130. persons (Mair 2009)

Adverbials:

131. place  adverbials  (e.g.  behind,  downstairs,  outside)  (Biber 

1988:224)

132. time  adverbials  (e.g.  later,  nowadays,  tonight)  (Biber  1988:224–

225)

NB: frequency adverbials (e.g.  always,  repeatedly,  annually) are mod-

eled as individual items, since many of them constitute direct alterna-

tion variants

133. usually (Grieve 2016:92)

134. normally (Grieve 2016:92)

135. previously (Grieve 2016:89)

136. frequently (Grieve 2016:89)

137. often (Grieve 2016:89)

138. sometimes (Grieve 2016:89)

139. immediately (Grieve 2016:89)

140. suddenly (Grieve 2016:89)

141. at the same time (Grieve 2016:89)

142. currently (Grieve 2016:92)

143. right now (Grieve 2016:92)

144. -where (Grieve 2016:85)

145. -ward (Grieve 2016:85)

146. -wards (Grieve 2016:85)

147. till (Grieve 2016:72)

148. until (Grieve 2016:72)

Adjectives:
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149. frequency of the most common English adjectives in a text sample 

(Biber 1988:238)

150. comparative adjective forms (e.g. better, more reliable)

NB: this excludes the specific adjectives targeted for variation in syn-

thetic vs. analytic gradation strategies

151. superlative adjective forms (e.g. worst, cleanest, most interesting)

152. real + adjective (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b; Kortmann & Szm-

recsanyi 2004:1147)

153. in a(n) Adj way/manner (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

154. much +  adj  in  comparative  (much  better,  much  more  difficult) 

(Grieve 2016:87)

155. far + adj in comparative (far longer,  far more expensive)  (Grieve 

2016:87)

Stative forms:

156. be as main verb (be followed by a determiner, and adjective or a 

preposition) (Biber 1988:229)

157. existential there (there followed by a form of be or a modal) (Biber 

1988:229)

Prepositions:

158. all prepositions (Biber 1988:236–237)

159. preposition sequences

160. among (Grieve 2016:63)

161. amongst (Grieve 2016:63)

162. Xside of (Grieve 2016:63)

163. with no (Grieve 2016:55)

164. without any (Grieve 2016:55)

Contractions and representations of connected speech:

165. contractions (Biber 1988:243)
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166. gotta (Grieve 2016:81; Leech et al. 2009:105–107)

167. wanna (Grieve 2016:81; Leech et al. 2009:105–107)

168. gonna (Grieve 2016:81; Leech et al. 2009:105–107)

In addition to the above lexical, morpho-syntactic, and discourse features, 

values were also extracted for individual character sequence and word formation 

patterns. These differ from the features listed above in that many of them are not 

strictly related to documented patterns of variation from the literature. Rather,  

they are included in the analysis as a measure of a text’s overall character: its re-

liance on words of a specific etymological provenance, its predominant deriva-

tional processes and corresponding word classes (cf. Biber 1988:227), and, in a 

few cases, approximations of its underlying phonological properties.

Each of the character sequences below is hypothesized to the overall char-

acter of a given texts: some approximate preferences for words of a certain ety-

mological background: the characters sequence gh, for instance, is rarely found 

in words of Greek or Latin origin, but frequent in Germanic ones. The converse is  

true of word final -ect(s) sequences. Counting words whose phonetic form con-

tains an initial or final CCC-sequence is done in relation to cluster simplification 

processes common in Pidgins, Creoles, and L2 varieties. Of course, this quantifi-

cation method suffers from a strict assumption of orthographic-phonetic correla-

tion that may not be warranted. On the other hand, it may be that speakers who 

tend to simplify CCC clusters also display a tendency to avoid words containing 

such clusters. This latter hypothesis can be empirically tested with the present 

extraction design. Without ignoring its potential problems, it is therefore retained 

here for experimental purposes.

For word formation strategies, there are some more directly relevant find-

ings in the literature. Biermeier (2008) investigates a large number of derivational 

affixes in an extensive study of eight ICE corpora (those representing British, In-
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dian, Singaporean, Philippino, Kenyan, Tanzanian, New Zealand, and Jamaican 

English). He finds important variety-specific differences (such as a preference in 

Singaporean English for suffixation with -wise) as well as systematic differences 

between  the  supervarieties  and  the  “new Englishes”  (e.g.  the  productivity  of 

Greek and Latin forms in the latter). Baayen  (1994) also extracts productivity 

measures for 30 derivational affixes and performs multi-dimensional analysis (to 

be precise: principal component analysis) to establish distinct, stylistically differ-

entiated clusters of texts. Consequently, even though word formation assumes a 

marginal role in most corpus and World Englishes research, different derivational 

affixes are hypothesized to be meaningful indicators of both variety and register 

and are therefore included in the analysis.

Orthography/character sequences:

169. hyphenation (Biermeier 2008 on compounding; Erdmann 2009 with 

specific focus on compound verbs)

170. gh

171. word-initial a + double consonant (e.g. accede, attract, assign)

172. words with initial three-consonant sequences in their phonetic form 

(e.g. strict, splendid)

173. words with final three-consonant sequences in their phonetic form 

(e.g. posts, world)

174. words ending in -ect(s)

Derivational morphology: prefixation:

175. anti-

176. verbs starting with be- (e.g. befriend, belie, bewitch)

177. co-

178. con-/com-

179. counter-

180. de- (Baayen 1994)
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181. dis- (Biermeier 2008)

182. en- (Baayen 1994)

183. ex- (Baayen 1994)

184. inter-

185. mis-

186. pre-

187. pro-

188. re- (Baayen 1994)

189. semi- (Baayen 1994)

190. speci-

191. spect-

192. specu-

193. sub-/sup-

194. super- (Baayen 1994)

195. trans-

196. under-/over-

197. uni-

198. un-  (excluding  initial  uni-sequences)  (Biermeier  2008;  Baayen 

1994)

199. with-

Derivational morphology: suffixation:

200. human-agent  nouns  derived  from  V  +  -er/or (e.g.  buyer,  actor) 

(Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994)

201. V + ed + ly (e.g. admittedly, supposedly) (Rohdenburg  &  Schlüter 

2009b)

202. -ible/-able (Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994)

203. -age(s) (Biermeier 2008)

204. -al(s)
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205. -ance(s)

206. -ant/-ants

207. -ary/-aries

208. -ation(s) (Baayen 1994; Biber 1988:227)

209. -dent(s)

210. -dom(s) (Biermeier 2008)

211. -ful (Baayen 1994)

212. -hood(s) (Biermeier 2008)

213. -ian(s) (Baayen 1994)

214. -ial(s)

215. -ic(s)

216. -ical(s)

217. -ican(s)

218. -ify (Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994)

219. -ion(s)

220. -ish (Biermeier 2008)

221. -ism(s) (Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994)

222. -ist(s)

223. -ity/-ities (Baayen 1994; Biber 1988:227)

224. -ize(s)/-izing/-ized (Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994)

225. -ive(s)

226. -less (Baayen 1994)

227. -like (Biermeier 2008)

228. -ment(s) (Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994; Biber 1988:227)

229. -ness(es) (Biermeier 2008; Baayen 1994; Biber 1988:227)

230. -ory/ories

231. -ous

232. -ship(s) (Biermeier 2008)
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233. -tor(s) (Biermeier 2008)

234. -ture(s)

235. -ular

236. -wise (Biermeier 2008)

Features with a document frequency < 200, which were consequently not 

factored in the final analysis, are given below for the sake of completeness. They 

are enclosed in parentheses to signal that they did not enter into the factor solu-

tion presented in 5. 

• (BE being)

(NB: excludes passive progressives, i.e. BE being + past participle)

• (based off)

• (based on)

(NB: This feature achieves a document frequency of 977, but is primar-

ily interesting in relation to its alternant based off, and hence is also ex-

cluded)

• (can’t/cannot/couldn’t/could not stand + to-infinitive) (Vosberg 2009)

• (can’t/cannot/couldn’t /could  not  stand +  gerundial  form)  (Vosberg 

2009)

• (specificational clefts:  what X  DO is + -ing (e.g.  what she does is re-

peating everything twice)) (Mair & Winkle 2012)

• (specificational clefts: what X DO is + to-infinitive (e.g. what we should 

do is to go home)) (Mair & Winkle 2012)

• (specificational clefts:  all X DO is + -ing (e.g.  all he does is complain-

ing)) (Mair & Winkle 2012)

• (specificational clefts:  all X  DO is + to-infinitive (e.g.  all I did was to  

have coffee with him)) (Mair & Winkle 2012)
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• (non-standard reflexive pronouns based on possessive pronouns: his-

self, theirselves) (Szmrecsanyi  2014:107;  Kortmann  &  Szmrecsanyi 

2004:1146)

• (except not followed by for) (Grieve 2016:63)

• (except for) (Grieve 2016:63)

(NB: This feature achieves a document frequency of 289, but is primar-

ily interesting in relation to its alternant based off, and hence is also ex-

cluded)

• (a-prefixing on the progressive) (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1147)

• (double modals)  (Hasty 2015; Hasty 2012; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 

2004:1147)

(NB:  The  search  was  restricted  to  the  attested  double  modal  se-

quences reported in Hasty (2012). Searching for any sequence of two 

modals produced large numbers of false positives, stemming predomi-

nantly from false starts in conversational data)

• (BE sat/stood with progressive meaning)  (Szmrecsanyi 2014:107; Ro-

hdenburg & Schlüter 2009b; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

• (Perfect with BE after) (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

• (non-standard reflexive pronouns based on object pronouns:  meself, 

youself,  usselves,  youselves)  (Szmrecsanyi  2014:107;  Kortmann  & 

Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

• (supra-)

• (suasive expressions + modal) (Hundt 2009a; Leech et al. 2009:53–57)

• BE to do with (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

• an as indefinite article before word-initial h (in cases of attested varia-

tion) (Schlüter 2003:85–86)
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• a as indefinite article before word-initial  h (in cases of attested varia-

tion) (Schlüter 2003:85–86)

• (mandative  subjunctive  after  suasive  expressions)  (Hundt  2009a; 

Kjellmer 2009; Leech et al. 2009:53; 57)

• (suasive expressions without mandative subjunctive)  (Crawford 2009; 

Hundt 2009a; Kjellmer 2009; Leech et al. 2009:53; 57; Schlüter 2009)

• (double marking of adjective gradation (e.g. more funnier, most happi-

est)) (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

• (had better) (Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

• (two times) (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

• (BE been) (Hundt 2016)

• (plural reflexive pronouns with -self:  ourself,  themself,  theirself)  (Szm-

recsanyi 2014:107; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

• (perfect  formed  with  BE)  (Szmrecsanyi  2014:107;  Rohdenburg  & 

Schlüter 2009b; Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

• (additionally) (Grieve 2016:94)

• (mustn’t) (Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4)

• (for  to-infinitive)  (Szmrecsanyi  2014:109;  Kortmann  &  Szmrecsanyi 

2004:1148)

• (different than) (Grieve 2016:68)

• (different from) (Grieve 2016:68)

(NB: This feature reaches a document frequency of 522, but is primarily 

interesting in relation to its alternant  different than, and hence is also 

excluded)

• (possessive pronoun + being) (Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

• (formerly) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (repeatedly) (Grieve 2016:89)
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• (again and again) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (right away) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (coordinate  myself/meself:  X  and myself)  (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 

2004:1146)

• (off of)

• (a great deal of) (Grieve 2016:57)

• (mass nouns in the plural:  furnitures,  staffs,  equipments,  accommoda-

tions,  offsprings,  underwears,  homeworks,  luggages,  clothings,  jewel-

ries,  baggages,  moneys,  advices,  funs,  recreations,  informations, 

knowledges,  educations)  (Mesthrie  &  Bhatt  2008:53–54;  Platt  et  al. 

1984:50–51)

• (whatsoever) (Grieve 2016:59)

• (at all) (Grieve 2016:59)

(NB: This feature reaches a document frequency of 1939,  but is pri-

marily interesting in relation to its alternant  whatsoever, and hence is 

also excluded)

• (non-standard done) (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

(NB: This search potentially catches two different phenomena, namely 

regularized simple past  done (that was what I  done) and completive 

marker done (as in AAVE I done told you))

• (give + deverbal noun (e.g. give a laugh)) (Collins 2015b; Leech et al. 

2009:chap. 8; Rohdenburg & Schlüter 2009b)

• (seldom) (Grieve 2016:89)}

• (rarely) (Grieve 2016:89)

(NB: This feature reaches a document frequency of 228,  but is primar-

ily interesting in relation to its alternant seldom, and hence is also ex-

cluded)
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• (of a sudden) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (presently) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (simultaneously) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (not un- type negation (e.g. not uncommon))

• (-place) (Grieve 2016:85)

• (HAVE got to) (Leech et al. 2009:92; Quirk et al. 1985:137)

• (third person singular pronoun + don’t)  (Palacios Martínez 2016; Kort-

mann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1147; Anderwald 2003)

• (most of the time) (Grieve 2016:92)

• (need not)  (Van der Auwera et al. 2012; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 4)

• (meantime) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (meanwhile) (Grieve 2016:89)

(NB: This feature reaches a document frequency of 353,  but is primar-

ily interesting in relation to its alternant  meantime, and hence is also 

excluded)

• (non-standard been) (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004:1146)

(NB: This search potentially catches two different phenomena, namely 

regularized simple past been (I been down there yesterday) and ante-

rior/remoteness marker been)

• (occasionally) (Grieve 2016:89)

• (there is/’s/was + plural numeral (e.g. there’s five of them)) (Kortmann 

& Szmrecsanyi 2004:1147)

• (proven as past participle of prove) (Hundt 2009a)
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4.3 Factor analysis

4.3.1 Basic introduction

Factor analysis (FA) is a multivariate statistical technique whose main aim lies in 

subsuming the variability of a complex set of data in terms of a small set of theo-

retically plausible higher-level dimensions (see Gorsuch 1983; Thompson 2004 

for book-length introductions). It can be used for various purposes, such as 

• estimation of score validity  (most commonly in test measures devel-

oped in psychology and the behavioral sciences; Thompson 2004:4),

• theoretical description of latent dimensions structuring the variation ob-

servable in a sample of data (Thompson 2004:5), and

• development of a smaller set of variables (factors) for use in subse-

quent statistical analyses, such as regression modeling (ibid.).

The fundamental logic of FA is based on the fact that a large amount of directly 

observable variables, which are correlated (or non-orthogonal) to some extent, 

can often be more parsimoniously described in terms of a smaller set of latent 

variables, often also referred to as constructs. If measurements for different ob-

servables display similar distributional patterns, it is reasonable to assume that 

they all reflect a more abstract dimension of variation to some extent. FA pro-

vides tools to derive such abstract dimensions and establish the ways in which 

observable variables contribute to them. The method has been developed in the 

context of psychological research on personality and cognitive traits (notably: in-

telligence, see Spearman 1904), and is still most commonly used in these fields, 

but has found application in other sciences as well.

The concept of FA is best illustrated by considering a closely related tech-

nique, namely Principal Components Analysis (PCA). A low-dimensional geomet-
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ric example serves for illustration purposes. Figure 3, from Baayen (2008:128), 

shows four cubes.19 Consider the axes of these cubes the initial, observed vari-

ables  in  a  data  matrix  along  which  the  measured  data  are  distributed.  The 

shaded areas in each cube represent the spread of data points in the three-di-

mensional space defined by these three variables. In the upper left cube, the ob-

servations are spread evenly throughout  the variable space,  but  in  the other 

three, lower-dimensional patterns can be observed. The data points in the upper 

right form a plane that diagonally intersects the cube, as do the points in the 

lower left,  except that they do not span the entirety of the cube’s x-axis. The 

lower right is an extreme example where all observations pattern along a precise 

line.

19 This example is, in fact, used by Baayen to illustrate Principal Components Analysis, a tech-
nique closely related to Factor Analysis, and is arguably more accurate in describing the for-
mer. However, it still serves to demonstrates the basic logic of Factor Analysis and is there -
fore used here. The differences between PCA and FA will be addressed below.
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Since a plane is a two-dimensional object and a line a one-dimensional one, all  

of these situations require fewer than the initial three dimensions to account for 

the variance in the observations. In order to reduce the necessary dimensions, 

the cube is rotated so that its x-axis accounts for most of the observable vari-

ance. Then, the cube is further rotated around the now fixed x-axis such that the 

y-axis accounts for a maximum of the remaining variance in the data (and further 

rotations are performed in the case of larger factor numbers not graphically illus-

trated here). In the case of the lower right panel in figure 3, only the x-axis of the 

rotated cube (which is now precisely parallel to the line of data points) is neces-

sary, and all further dimensions may be discarded. In the upper right panel, the 

x-axis is already fully aligned with one axis of the plane of data points, and only  

the y-axis needs to be rotated to be aligned with the second axis of that plane.  
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Finally, the data points in the bottom left corner are in a similar plane, but here 

the axis diagonally intersecting the cube accounts for more variance (a wider 

spread) in the data points. Therefore, the cube needs to be rotated such that its 

x-axis is in line with that axis of the plane, and only then a further rotation will  

take account of the second axis of the plane. In all three cases, this procedure 

results in the loss of one (in case of the planes) or two (in case of the straight 

line) unnecessary dimensions.

Needless to say, empirical reality typically is more complicated on a number 

of counts than these contrived examples. Trivially, it is common to consider a lot 

more than the three variables represented in figure 3 in a PCA or an FA. More di-

mensions than three are much more difficult to visualize, but the basic logic of 

the illustration remains exactly the same. More importantly, empirical observa-

tions rarely pattern precisely along planes or lines. Rather, they display stronger 

or weaker tendencies to align with such geometric shapes. In figure 3, a more re-

alistic example would be a cloud of data points that clusters around the plane in  

the upper right-hand cube. The dimensions of that plane still account for a signifi -

cant amount of the observable variance, but they do not fully determine it. In this 

example, an additional third dimension would be needed to fully describe the pat-

terning of the data, but would not add significant information.

A PCA performs all the rotations mentioned above and returns the same 

number  of  dimensions (“principal  components”)  as the initial  data matrix,  but 

ranks them in descending order by the variance each accounts for. It remains for 

the researcher  to  decide at  what  cut-off  point  further  dimensions do not  add 

enough information to be considered. Factor analysis performs a number of addi-

tional analytical steps (and extract initial dimensions by means of PCA or through 

alternative mechanisms), each of which depends on the nature of the data, the 

research questions being asked, and larger theoretical concerns. In what follows, 
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I address the decision sequence that needs to be considered in order to estab-

lish a factor model that is appropriate for the data and research questions at 

hand. The description is compact and refers to the extant literature for more de-

tailed accounts. Nonetheless, it is fairly technical. This is necessary in order to 

understand the decisions made in the analysis in chapter 5. However, the inter-

pretation of the results is quite comprehensible without a thorough understanding 

of the issues addressed below, so that readers may skip parts of the account be-

low and still follow the analysis.

4.3.2 Exploratory versus confirmatory factor analysis

The most common application of FA is exploratory, i.e. it does not specify an a 

priori model of the population from which the data is taken. This does not mean 

that the researcher will not have theoretical assumptions about the data and po-

tential underlying constructs, only that there is no mathematically sound means 

of validating such theories. Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) hence is not suited 

for hypothesis testing. This fact, in combination with the indeterminacy of a num-

ber of parameters in the EFA process, has attracted some criticism (Cronkhite & 

Liska 1976; Armstrong 1967) as to the validity of EFA on the whole. Nonetheless, 

EFA remains useful in situations where no one preconceived theory is readily 

available for testing, e.g. because of the complexity of the data and the number 

of variables involved. In these cases, it is entirely appropriate to use EFA as a 

perspective on the data that allows for clearer structures to come into analytical 

focus, as long as one does not make the mistake of elevating the findings from 

such an analysis to the status of an established and tested model.

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), on the other hand, requires the specifi-

cation of an expected factor structure prior to analysis, and then makes an esti-

mation of how well the data fit the expectations. In that regard, CFA is a valid hy-
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pothesis-testing and model-validation procedure  (Thompson 2004:chap. 10). In 

the absence of clear factor models in the extant linguistic literature, and in light of 

the large number of linguistic variables and extra-linguistic correlates of variation 

under discussion, the present study opts for an EFA procedure. Therefore, the 

details  of  CFA are  not  discussed  here.  The  interested  reader  is  referred  to 

Thompson (2004) and Jöreskog (1969).

4.3.3 Number of factors to retain

As mentioned above, a researcher has to decide how many factors to retain in 

an EFA. This decision amounts to a balancing of variance explained and parsi-

mony (as well as theoretical plausibility) of the final factor solution: it is obvious 

that a larger amount of factors will account for more variance, but it is likewise 

obviously the goal of EFA precisely to keep the number of factors to a theoreti-

cally  reasonable minimum. The choice  of  how many factors  to  retain  conse-

quently may be subject to theoretical assumptions and expectations about the 

data at hand and does not follow purely objective criteria. Nonetheless, several 

methods have been proposed to aid the decision-making process.

One common strategy is to plot the percentage of variance accounted for 

by all principal components and look for breaks in such a plot as possible cut-off 

points. This technique is known as scree test (Cattell 1966) and relies on visual 

inspection of the data. As such, it is not empirically precise, and two researchers 

may disagree about what point in the plot is the most appropriate cut-off. A more 

mathematically rigorous test is the Kaiser-Guttman criterion  (first formulated in 

Guttman 1954), which retains a factor only if it is at least as meaningful as the 

average of one individual original variable. Since variances in a PCA/FA are de-

rived from a correlation matrix, this criterion is equivalent to requiring factor ei-

genvalues of 1 or larger for inclusion of a principal component. More recently, the 
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parallel analysis method proposed by Horn  (1965) has emerged as a popular 

and mathematically exact strategy for factor number delimitation. This strategy is 

based on a comparison of the actual eigenvalues of the actual factors with eigen-

values calculated on the basis of randomly generated variables, and is consid-

ered among the most reliable strategies for determining the number of factors 

(Zwick & Velicer 1986).

All three of these tests are used in research practice to some extent. The 

eigenvalue > 1 criterion is widely agreed to be “among the least accurate meth-

ods” (Costello & Osborne 2005:2) and often suggests implausibly large numbers 

of factors. The scree test strikes a practical balance between a measure of ob-

jectivity and theoretically informed decision-making by the researcher, but might 

be criticized its lack of objective accuracy. Finally, the parallel analysis method 

has received endorsements in the literature, but requires relatively high amounts 

of computational capacity especially for large sets of variables. Furthermore, it  

has until recently not been available as part of standard statistical analysis pro-

grams.

It  should  be noted,  however,  all  of  these strategies  should  be seen as 

heuristic devices rather than absolutely valid criteria. Interpretability of the factors 

and research hypotheses also need to be taken into account, and it is common 

in empirical practice to experiment with several numbers of factors to find the 

amount which most readily lends itself to answering a given research question.

4.3.4 Factor extraction procedure

PCA has been described above as a related technique to FA, and indeed some 

factor analytical approaches rely on PCA to extract their initial higher-level di-

mensions. PCA accounts for a maximum of variance in the data set as a whole,  

but since it is often the goal of research to generalize beyond the measured data, 
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and since all measurements contain some level of error (Thompson 2003), other 

extraction techniques introduce an error term to account for such imprecision. 

Most common among such approaches is the Principal Axes (PA, also known as 

Principal Factors) extraction. Like PCA, PA relies on a correlation matrix of the 

observed variables. The only difference is that the latter method does not as-

sume complete correlation of the measured variables with themselves (i.e. 1s on 

the diagonal of the correlation matrix). Instead, different values are initially sub-

stituted on the diagonal,  and iteratively approximated until  stable values con-

verge (see Thompson 2004:36–38 for more details).

The choice between PC and PA extraction methods for factor analysis is 

the topic of heated theoretical debate (Gorsuch 2003:155), but becomes less im-

portant the more variables are considered in the analysis. This is because the ra-

tio of  diagonal  to off-diagonal  measurements in a correlation matrix (the only 

area of difference between PC and PA extraction procedures) is inversely propor-

tional to the number of variables (Thompson 2004:55). This fact has led Gorsuch 

to stipulate that, when considering more than 30 variables, there is hardly any 

difference between extraction methods  (1983:123; however, an added require-

ment is that no variables exist with low levels of communality, which is not al-

ways the case in real empirical research).

Additional  methods  of  factor  extraction  exist,  such  as  Ordinary  Least 

Squares, Generalized Least Squares, Maximum Likelihood, Alpha, and Image 

factor analysis. The distinction between these is not always readily apparent to 

the interested lay person and 

“[t]o complicate matters further, there does not even seem to be an 

exact name for several of the methods; it is often hard to figure out 

which method a textbook or journal article author is describing, and 
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whether or not it is actually available in the software package the re-

searcher is using.” (Costello & Osborne 2005:2)

The general consensus seems to be that Maximum Likelihood is the preferred 

extraction method in situations where the data follow a multivariate normal distri-

bution. If the data depart drastically from such a distribution, PA methods are rec-

ommended  (Fabrigar et al.  1999:277).  Summing up the options, Costello and 

Osborne conclude “[Maximum Likelihood] or [Principal Axes] will  give you the 

best results, depending on whether your data are generally normally-distributed 

or significantly non-normal, respectively” (2005:2).

4.3.5 Factor rotation method

The endpoint of a PCA is the output of all principal components, which are re-

quired to be orthogonal to each other and where variance accounted for is maxi-

mized at every step moving downward from the first principal component. This 

process maximizes the potential for dimension reduction, but can pose problems 

for theoretical interpretation. Most of the original variables will contribute to the 

first  few principal  components,  and many variables will  correlate with several 

components. FA addresses these aspects by rotating the new factors with the 

goal  of  achieving  “simple structure.”  In  order  to  interpret  the underlying  con-

structs in the data, it is desirable a) that only relatively few original variables con-

tribute relatively strongly to each factor, and b) that relatively few original vari-

ables contribute to more than one factor. To the extent that such a situation can 

be created, simple structure is achieved.

Several methods for factor rotation exist,  and each will  produce different 

outcomes. A key distinction needs to be made between orthogonal and oblique 

rotation methods. The former require all factors to be uncorrelated, whereas the 

latter allow for some degree of factor correlation. There is little discussion as to 
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principled reasons for choosing one set of rotation strategies over the other in 

the  literature,  and the  choice  appears  to  some extent  arbitrary.  According  to 

Baayen, orthogonal rotation “is preferentially used when the researcher is inter-

ested primarily in the generalizability of  the results [whereas oblique rotation] 

tends to be selected when the primary concern is to obtain a factor model that 

provides a close fit to the data” (2008:138). Thompson suggests orthogonal rota-

tion as the analytical default and only recommends resorting to oblique methods 

when “simple structure cannot be obtained using orthogonal rotation” (2004:42). 

Orthogonal rotation has the advantage of being more easy to interpret, since the 

relationship between original variables and factors is contained within one matrix 

of  associations,  the  so-called  pattern/structure  coefficient  matrix  (Thompson 

2004:19;  because in  the  orthogonal  case pattern  coefficients  are  identical  to 

structure coefficients). Under conditions of obliquity, pattern and structure coeffi-

cients  differ,  and  both  ought  to  be  considered  in  the  analysis  (Thompson 

2004:71).

However, an assumption of complete independence of factors is often theo-

retically  unwarranted  in  the  social  sciences,  for  which  reason  Russell 

(2002:1637–1638) argues for privileging oblique rotation. The rationale is that if 

the factors are in fact orthogonal, then the oblique rotation will be near-identical 

to the orthogonal one, whereas if they are not, a requirement of orthogonality 

should not be imposed. Biber adopts an oblique technique for similar reasons in  

his multi-dimensional register analysis. As he points out,

“from a theoretical perspective, all aspects of language use appear to 

be interrelated to at least some extent, and thus there is no reason to 

expect  mathematically  uncorrelated  factors  representing  those  as-

pects.” (Biber 1988:85 fn. 2)

Of  the  many  different  rotation  procedures  (e.g.  quartimax,  equimax,  direct 

oblimin), the most common orthogonal one is the varimax criterion and the most 
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commonly used oblique one the promax rotation  (which, in fact, consists of a 

varimax rotation with subsequent relaxation of the requirement of orthogonality, 

Russell 2002:1635).

4.3.6 Calculating factor scores

Besides establishing the relationship between observed variables and factors, it 

is also possible to assign individual rows of data (corpus texts in the present 

case) a score for each factor, thus quantifying their position on the dimension de-

scribed by that factor. Factor scores can help in the interpretation of the underly-

ing constructs, but can also be used in subsequent analyses, for instance as pre-

dictors in a regression analysis or multivariate analysis of variance.

The most fundamental distinction in factor score calculation methods is be-

tween  exact  measures  and  unit-weighting  procedures  (Grice  2001).  In  both 

cases,  the original  measured variables  are normalized to  z-scores to  ensure 

comparability across variables. Exact scoring uses all measured variables to dif-

ferent degrees in the calculation of factor scores, multiplying their z-scores with a 

coefficient  established  in  one  of  several  estimation  procedures  (regression, 

Bartlett, Anderson-Rubin, etc.). Unit-weighting is a coarser measure which only 

counts measured variables with a structure (or pattern, both schemes exist) coef-

ficient above a predefined minimum value (often 0.3 or 0.4). All measured vari -

ables thus included are counted equally, without establishing proportional differ-

ences according to their coefficient values. Their z-scores are simply multiplied 

times 1 and added up. Measured variables below the threshold are discarded 

entirely. Unit-weighting schemes are sometimes used in order to “capitalize less 

on idiosyncratic features of the sample”  (Thompson 2004:70),  i.e.  in order to 

make factor scores more robust for new data and when factors are highly corre-
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lated. Grice (2001) provides an overview of different scoring methods in cases of 

oblique rotation.

4.3.7 Naming the factors

Once the above decisions have been made and parameters specified accord-

ingly, the analysis proper can be conducted. The output of an EFA includes:

• a structure coefficient matrix, indicating the amount of variance in each 

measured variable accounted for by each individual factor

• a pattern coefficient matrix, indicating for each combination of factor 

and measured variable their unique relationship (i.e. factoring out the 

influence  of  other,  non-orthogonal  factors;  pattern  coefficients  are 

equivalent to standardized weights in multiple regression analyses)

• a communality coefficient (h2) for each measured variable, indicating 

the percentage of variance in that variable that is accounted for by the 

set of factors as a whole (in orthogonal solutions, this is simply the sum 

of squared structure coefficients for a variable)

• the uniqueness of each measured variable, i.e. the percentage of the 

variance in that variable that is unique (i.e. 1 - h2)

• an eigenvalue for each factor,  indicating the amount of  variance ac-

counted for by that factor. Eigenvalues of 1 represent the average vari-

ance accounted for by an individual measured variable. The percent-

age of variance accounted for by a factor can be expressed as its ei-

genvalue divided by the number of measured variables.

In interpreting the underlying constructs represented by a factor, it is helpful to 

consider all these measures. In orthogonally rotated factor solutions, the pattern 

and structure coefficient matrices are by definition identical and interpretation is 
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based primarily on the values therein.20 In oblique solutions, where pattern and 

structure coefficients are not identical, “there are differing opinions as to which 

set of coefficients should be used to interpret the meaning of the factors” (Banda-

los & Finney 2010:101). Gorsuch maintains that the “basic matrix for interpreting 

the factors is the factor structure” (1983:207) since it gives a more complete rep-

resentation of the relationship between variables and factors. However, pattern 

coefficients should also be considered to control for suppressor effects (Thomp-

son 2004:72).

An investigation of the pattern and structure coefficient matrices, alongside 

a qualitative consideration of corpus texts scoring particularly high or low on a 

given factor  (Biber 1988) and overall factor score means across extra-linguistic 

dimensions of  register  and geography guide  the  interpretation  of  the  factors’  

meanings. According to Thompson, “[t]his is where the art of the factor analytic 

process is exercised” (2004:97). Up to this point, all statistics are generated ac-

cording  to  specified  mathematic  procedures.  However,  in  the  interpretation 

process it is up to the theoretical expertise and sensibility of the researcher to ac-

curately label the factors. As guidelines, factor labels should never be co-termi-

nous with individual variables, and researchers should consult both the variables 

themselves as well as their differential pattern and structure coefficients in the la-

beling process. Particular caution is required when putting one’s factor solution in 

relation to prior findings, since “if the factor labels from prior studies are accepted 

without  scrutiny,  invalid  comparisons  with  related  prior  findings  may  result” 

(Thompson 2004:97–98).

20 The term “loadings” is often used in empirical research to refer to pattern/structure coeffi-
cients. However, since that term creates ambiguity in cases of oblique rotation and is incon-
sistently used in the literature, I follow Thompson (2004: 19) in avoiding it altogether.
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4.3.8 Applications of Factor Analysis

Its ability to derive fairly abstract, not directly quantifiable constructs from empiri-

cal data makes FA an attractive technique especially in social sciences research. 

For instance, personality traits can rarely be operationalized directly in a quanti-

tative model. In factor analysis, however, participant scores on a number of indi -

cator variables can be shown to correlate with the same underlying construct and 

this construct can then be given a  meaningful interpretation. As a hypothetical 

example, take frequency of interactions with strangers, number of face-to-face 

network ties, and proportional speaking time contributed during a recorded group 

interaction, all with high positive structure coefficients on the same factor, and 

time spent  reading or  watching TV with  a high negative structure coefficient. 

Through a joint consideration of these individual indicators, the latent qualities 

expressed by that factor can be interpreted. In the present example, a quality like 

extrovertedness might suggest itself.

In linguistics, FA has found application in a number of different research 

contexts. LePage and Tabouret-Keller’s (1985) foundational work on acts of iden-

tity relied heavily on EFA, although their theoretical contributions to the relation-

ship between language and identity has been more influential than their quantita-

tive approach. The latter is characterized as “innovative, but relatively unsuc-

cessful” by Patrick (2003:249), a judgment that finds some validation in the fact 

that few further attempts have been made to apply LePage and Tabouret-Keller’s 

method to contexts of language variation and identity.

Unsurprisingly, FA is more commonly used in experimental studies that bor-

row heavily from the methodological and theoretical tools of social psychology. A 

case in point  is the well-known matched-guise design, in which listeners rate 

speech samples on a number of criteria, such as likelihood that the speaker is a 

white collar worker, likelihood the respondent would want to be friends with the 
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speaker, etc. Usually, many such questionnaire items correlate to express a low 

number of underlying attitudinal dimensions. Zahn and Hopper (1985) is a text-

book example of extensive EFA in a matched guise study design to establish la-

tent  attitudinal  dimensions.  More  recent  examples  include  Westphal  (2015), 

McKenzie (2008), and Bayard et al. (2001) .

In natural language processing, a vector-space approach to semantics, la-

tent semantic indexing (LSI, cf. Landauer & Dumais 1997; Dumais 2004), incor-

porates FA into its methodology. Here, a term-document matrix (in which each 

row is a term and each column a document) is subjected to dimension reduction 

such that the resulting factors represent general concepts. For instance, the indi-

vidual words jeep, convertible, car, SUV, etc. would be expected to all load onto 

a  single  factor  that  represents  the  general  concept  car.  LSI  is  an  important 

method for document classification, information retrieval, and synonymy and pol-

ysemy detection.

Most  important  for  the  present  study  is  the  use  of  EFA in  the  multi-

feature/multi-dimensional (MF/MD) approach to register variation developed by 

Biber (1985; 1988; 1995). The analysis I carry out in chapter 5 borrows directly 

both from Biber’s basic feature-extraction and analysis design as well as from 

the list of original features he developed. The approach was first introduced to at-

tain a more nuanced understanding of how modality influences linguistic varia-

tion. Before Biber’s  (1988) study on variation across speech and writing, most 

authors treated the two modalities as essentially separate, internally undifferenti-

ated constructs characterized by variation along a single dimension. Biber ex-

tracts text-frequency measurements for 67 linguistic features, primarily in the do-

mains  of  morpho-syntax  and discourse organization,  for  481 texts of  spoken 

English  (sampled from the London-Lund Corpus; Svartvik  & Quirk  1980) and 
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written English (from LOB; Johansson et al. 1978). A combination of FA and qual-

itative consideration of texts on each dimension reveal the following insights:

• there is not one dimension that fully accounts for variation in English; 

instead Biber distinguishes seven different ones that emerge from his 

FA.

• the loading of linguistic features onto these factors, together with an in-

spection of indicative text samples, makes it possible to interpret the 

factors in terms of their general communicative properties. Concretely, 

Biber proposes the following labels (1988:122):

1. involved versus informational production

2. narrative versus non-narrative concerns

3. explicit versus situation-dependent reference

4. overt expression of persuasion

5. abstract versus non-abstract information

6. on-line informational elaboration

7. academic hedging (although Biber considers this factor to be tenta-

tive)

• speech and writing do tend to be differentiated along most of these di-

mensions, but the differences are gradient rather than absolute; some 

written texts score much higher on typically “oral” factors than some 

spoken texts, and vice versa.

• Instead of modality, genre is a much better predictor of linguistic varia-

tion, where genre is defined in terms of external, non-linguistic criteria,  

including “situational parameters such as the relation between the com-

municative participants, the relation of the participants to the external 

context,  and the  relation  of  the participants to  the text  itself”  (Biber 

1988:70).  The term genre  is  purposely  underdefined in  terms of  its 

granularity, allowing the researcher to define the level of specificity at 
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which to investigate it. The dimensions of textual variation Biber identi-

fies are held to be universal and hence can be recursively applied at 

different scale levels.

The “loadings”21 of individual linguistic features onto the factors extracted by 

Biber are not discussed in full here. However, since these mappings constitute 

an important theoretical backdrop to the analysis in chapter  5, and since Biber 

treats them as pervasive, they will be taken up again in that chapter. There, the 

focus will be on the extent to which features in my analysis display similar covari -

ation patterns to those Biber establishes, and the extent to which these patterns 

on aggregate correspond to the dimensions listed above.

While the initial focus of the MF/MD approach was on modality and genre,  

Biber has continuously extended the context of application for his method. Many 

of such new applications Biber has pioneered himself, such as MF/MD analysis 

of  dialect  differences  (Biber  1987),  cross-linguistic  tendencies  and  universals 

(Biber 1995), sociolinguistic variation (Biber & Finegan 1993b), or stance (Biber 

2006). It appears intuitive that a register analytic investigation of World Englishes 

has much to offer as well. However, such a study has not been conducted yet on 

the comprehensive scale envisioned in the present project. In part, this may have 

to do with Biber’s own emphasis of the universal characteristics of register varia-

tion, suggesting only a secondary importance of regional variation (1995; Biber & 

Finegan 1993a:10). However, this characterization is subject to empirical valida-

tion through a joint consideration of register and regional effects on variation. The 

ICE and TwICE corpora constitute an ideal base for such an analysis.

21 It is not clear from Biber (1988) whether these are based on the structure or pattern coeffi-
cients in his oblique factor solution, nor is the full set of either coefficients reported.
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4.3.9 Factor analysis in the present study

The corpus data base differs from that used in Biber (1988) both in kind and size. 

My analysis includes the geographic/variety dimension and the added genre of 

Twitter discourse. The text category design of ICE is also slightly different from 

that  in  Biber’s  original  study,  but  approximates  the  central  registers  included 

therein.

The linguistic variables subjected to factor analysis have been described in 

4.2. They partially overlap with Biber’s feature catalog, but exclude some of his 

variables and add a greater number of additional ones that have been discussed 

in isolation in the extant literature. As regards the numerical relationship between 

variables and individual observations in an EFA (i.e. linguistic features and indi-

vidual text samples for the present purposes),  Biber states that five times as 

many observations as variables are necessary in order to achieve meaningful 

conclusions  (1988:65;  cf.  Gorsuch  1983:332).  In  a  Monte  Carlo  simulation, 

Guadagnoli  and Velicer  (1988) find that factor replicability is typically ensured 

with sample sizes above 300, irrespective of the number of variables. Both crite-

ria are met and exceeded by my data, as the data matrix includes 7,309 texts 

and 241 features, which translates into an approximate ratio of 30 observations 

per variable.

Factorization follows the steps outlined above and is implemented in R with 

the  fa()  function  included in  the  psych package  (Revelle  2016).  The choices 

made in the decision sequence outlined above are discussed in section  5.1.2, 

since these are best understood in relation to the data presented there. After the 

quantitative modeling of the factors, the interpretation proceeds as follows, for 

each factor in turn:

• the structure (and where relevant: pattern) coefficients of individual lin-

guistic variables on the factor are considered and initial hypotheses for-
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mulated as  to  their  underlying  common characteristics;  in  this  step, 

comparison with Biber’s (1988) findings is an important heuristic strat-

egy.

• Graphical exploration of different text types’ patterning along the factor 

(by means of individual texts’ factor scores) illustrates how the factor 

correlates with extra-linguistic dimensions, notably genre/text-category 

and geography/variety.

• A sample of diagnostic texts is discussed to illustrate how factor scores 

reflect qualitative differences among texts.

After considering each factor in its own right, the entire 10-dimensional space es-

tablished in the analysis is summarized in a unified description, with particular at-

tention to its sensitivity to geographical variation, the nature of its differentiating 

linguistic variables, and its overall adequacy in capturing the variance in the data.

4.4 Inferential statistics: Regression modeling

Although measures exist to test the validity of factor analytical solutions (Thomp-

son 2004:chap. 9 for internal replicability measures; chapters 10-12 for confirma-

tory procedures), the outcomes of such solutions are often more appropriately 

treated as heuristic rather than absolute findings. The “numerous possibilities for 

capitalizing on chance” (Gorsuch 1983:330) inherent in EFA, i.e. the potential for 

inflating measurement and sampling error, as well as fundamental problems of 

indeterminacy at various levels of analysis  (Grice 2001; Steiger 1996) make it 

difficult to treat EFA results as generally valid models. Biber concurs, emphasiz-

ing that “interpretation of the dimension underlying a factor is tentative and re-

quires confirmation, similar to any other interpretive analysis” (1988:92).
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For such confirmatory, model-testing goals, inferential statistics provide a 

profitable solution. In what follows, I give a basic introduction to regression mod-

eling, which will be used for the variationist analysis in chapter 6. More detailed 

introductions to the use of inferential statistics in sociolinguistic practice can be 

found in Johnson (2009) as well as Gorman and Johnson (2012).

4.4.1 Sample and population

In inferential statistics, the data under investigation are treated not as of primary 

interest in their own right, but as representative of a larger population. The goal 

of  statistical  modeling is to derive insights about the population at large from 

close attention to the statistical properties of the sample. Consequently, the rela-

tionship between population and sample crucially influences all further analytical 

steps. Ideally, the sample should reflect the full range of variation in the popula-

tion and include different sub-populations proportionally to their relative size. In 

corpus linguistics, these sampling characteristics are subsumed under the “holy 

grail of representativeness” (Leech 2007), comprising of balancedness and com-

parability.

In variationist sociolinguistics, where individual researchers often have to 

collect data ad hoc with limited resources, sampling frameworks have to strike a 

compromise between full representativeness and practicability. Sometimes ran-

dom sampling is employed to ensure that each member of the population has the 

same chance of being included in the sample, which in theory is the best method 

for achieving representativeness. However, it suffers from the problems that it is 

only reliable with fairly large samples and that truly random conditions are diffi-

cult to obtain, especially in human subjects research. More often, a judgment 

sampling procedure is used instead. Here, the researcher’s theoretical interest in 

dimensions of the population dictates how the frame is subdivided  (Horvath & 
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Sankoff  1987). For instance, a sociolinguist investigating a sound change will 

sample different age groups (to allow for apparent-time conclusions), members 

of  different  socio-economic  status  (as  the  middle-class  has  been  found  fre-

quently to lead in the spread of innovations) and both men and women (the latter 

of whom typically are more advanced in their use of prestige innovations). Other 

lines of distinction among the population may be disregarded and the numerical 

relations (e.g. between blue-collar and white-collar employees) may be ignored 

in favor of keeping cell sizes (each combination of possible external characteris-

tics) constant. In situations where the researcher is an outsider and data are 

hard to come by, even snowball sampling frames may be employed, where the 

researcher starts out with one or a small number of initial participants and from 

there  works  “outwards,”  enlisting  additional  participants  from their  social  net-

works (Milroy & Gordon 2003:30–33). In terms of generalizing to an entire popu-

lation, this method is not without its problems. However, it is usually coupled with 

sustained interaction with a community of participants, and the attendant ethno-

graphic insights add important dimensions in interpreting participants’ linguistic 

performance.

4.4.2 Statistical significance

Instead of merely exploring the data, inferential statistics make predictions about 

the behavior of other members of the population and can be used to test specific 

hypotheses about variable behavior. In sociolinguistics, the latter aspect is typi-

cally more important than making predictions about new instances of speech 

performance. In order to test a hypothesis, conditions need to be created under 

which it might be falsified, or in other words, under which a converse null hypoth-

esis can be confirmed. For instance, if a given case of variation is hypothesized 

to constitute a change in progress, the corresponding hypothesis would be that 
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younger speakers are more likely than older speakers to use the supposedly in-

novative variant. The null hypothesis simply requires that this not be the case.

The way inferential statistics approaches the issue is to determine the likeli-

hood that the observed behavior in the sample could occur under the conditions 

of the null hypothesis. What is important is that the simple observation of differ-

ence between older and younger speakers is not necessarily enough to reject 

the null hypothesis, even if this difference is in the expected direction. A statisti-

cal  test determines the likelihood that the observed difference is just  random 

noise superposed on a population essentially undifferentiated by age. There is 

no mathematically exact cut-off point to determine when this probability is “too 

low” to be due to chance, but the conventional minimal threshold is 5%. In statis-

tical notation, this is usually expressed by a p-value, i.e. p < 0.05.22 Further con-

ventional levels of significance are p < 0.001 and p < 0.0001. To mark the confi-

dence with which each allows a rejection of the null hypothesis, p-values are also 

often marked with one star (*), two stars (**), or three stars (***).

4.4.3 Multivariate modeling in variationist sociolinguistics: The variable 

rule program

As in the example with different age groups given above, p-values may be calcu-

lated univariately, i.e. for one predictor at a time. Depending on the nature of pre-

dictor and outcome variables, a number of tests are available to derive appropri-

ate  p-values, such as the chi-square test, Fisher’s exact test, or various imple-

mentations of the  t-test (paired or unpaired, comparing one sample to an ex-

pected mean or two samples to each other). I do not discuss these here, be-

22 It is customary in some studies to only report whether a p-value is below a certain threshold, 
i.e.  p<0.001,  etc.  However,  I  follow  the  practice  proposed  by  Gorman  and  Johnson 
(2012:237) of reporting exact p-values. This has the obvious advantage of not reducing sta-
tistical information to arbitrary cut-off points while at same time acknowledging these points 
by including the *, **, *** notation.
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cause univariate analysis is often subject to problems when investigating linguis-

tic data. Language is a complex, multi-dimensional aspect of human behavior 

that is influenced by both internal and external constraints, and these constraints 

are often correlated to some extent. Hence, any univariate analysis fails to ad-

dress the omitted variable problem  (Gorman & Johnson 2012:216):  any of  a 

number of additional variables not considered in a univariate analysis may influ-

ence the outcome of a case of variation, and that influence may be correlated 

with that of the single predictor under consideration such that teasing them apart 

is difficult. To give an extreme example, if a sample consistent entirely of females 

under the age of 25 and men over the age of 60, any difference between these 

two groups would clearly emerge as an age effect in one and a sex effect in an-

other univariate analysis. But it becomes impossible to tell whether and to what 

degree both age and sex are in fact relevant predictors.

Sociolinguists have recognized this issue early on and proposed implemen-

tations of regression modeling, the appropriate technique for the joint inferential 

analysis of multivariate data. Regression models quantify the direction and size 

of each predictor variable’s influence on the outcome variable, while keeping the 

influence of the other predictors constant. Their results for individual predictors 

consequently can be read as “all other things being equal, X exerts the following 

influence.”

The foundational software tool for sociolinguistic analysis, VARBRUL, short 

for variable rule analysis, was developed in the 1970s by Cedergren and Sankoff 

(1974), and iterations of its basic design continue to be the preferred out-of-the-

box  program for  many  variationist  sociolinguists  (Tagliamonte  2006:chap.  8). 

Analysis in the VARBRUL framework requires data with a binary outcome vari-

able and categorical predictors. On this basis, the program determines the signif-

icance  of  individual  factorial  predictors.  For  those  predictors  retained  in  the 
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model, the direction of effect for each of their levels is given in the form of “factor  

weights” on a scale from 0 to 1. Values > 0.5 indicate a favoring and those < 0.5 

a disfavoring effect on the application value of the outcome variable. The magni-

tude of the effect can be derived from the range, i.e.  the difference in factor  

weight between the two most extreme levels of a factorial predictor.

4.4.4 Alternatives to VARBRUL-based software for sociolinguistic re-

search

VARBRUL was developed with very specific kinds of analysis in mind and at a 

time when neither the hardware nor the software required for powerful statistical  

analyses were widely available to the research community (Johnson 2009). Both 

the fundamental assumptions about the kind of modeling required in sociolinguis-

tic analysis and the technological saturation of society at large have changed 

considerably since the program’s inception and require a reconsideration of its 

utility. Daniel Ezra Johnson  (2009) lists a number of VARBRUL idiosyncrasies 

that are potential hindrances to fully accountable analysis as well as cross-disci-

plinary communication. I restrict myself to a brief enumeration of these issues in 

bullet-point form and refer the reader to Johnson’s paper for a fuller discussion:

• Reporting findings: most other disciplines report results of regression 

analyses differently from the factor weights and ranges vocabulary of 

VARBRUL, expressing effect sizes instead in logodds. The issue here 

is not that the analysis itself is somehow flawed, but that the standard 

way of reporting it tends to intellectually isolate sociolinguists.

• VARBRUL is only able to model binary outcomes. Many venerable so-

ciolinguistic variables - such as post-vocalic r-deletion or the alternation 

between a coronal and a velar realization of the consonant in word-final 

-ing – fall into this category, but many more potentially interesting fea-

tures are either continuous (such as vowel formant measurements) or 
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multinomial (such as the choice among which, that, or zero as a restric-

tive relativizer). The tools employed in sociolinguistic analysis should 

be felxible enough to allow a modeling of all these cases of variation.

• Similarly, VARBRUL requires predictor variables to be categorical. This 

is a natural choice for categories such as sex or word class. However,  

many other constructs are naturally continuous. On the extra-linguistic 

plane, age is a case in point. Among internal predictors, distances be-

tween two instances of a variable might be quantified continuously (e.g. 

to test for priming/persistence effects, Tamminga 2016), as might be a 

participant’s  speaking  rate.  The compensatory  strategy  employed in 

VARBRUL analysis  consists  in  dividing  the  data  into  discrete  bins. 

However, this practice results in a significant reduction of the informa-

tion contained in the data and consequently may obscure effects that 

are actually present (Gorman & Johnson 2012:217–218).

• VARBRUL is  also  comparatively  sensitive  to  ampty  and imbalanced 

cells  (Tagliamonte  & Baayen 2012) as  well  as “knockout”  situations 

where all outcomes in a given cell have the same value. To some ex-

tent, these issues apply to regression modeling in general, but the im-

plementations currently available in standard statistical  analysis soft-

ware like SPSS or R include more flexible options for addressing such 

issues.

• detecting interactions between individual predictors is difficult in VAR-

BRUL (though not impossible, see Johnson 2009:363; Paolillo 2002). 

Interaction terms are important if one wishes to consider the possibility 

that one predictor affects different groups to differential degrees. Fe-

male speakers’ linguistic performance, for instance, might be more sen-

sitive to their position on the social class hierarchy than men’s (Labov 

1990),  and  the  erosion  of  class  boundaries  (Coupland  2016) might 
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mean that class affects younger speakers less than older speakers. 

The relevant functions for regression modeling in R and SPSS make it 

straightforward for the user to include interaction terms in a model.

• Finally, and this is Johnson’s central criticism of VARBRUL-based anal-

ysis, the variable rule program implicitly operates on the assumption of 

independent outcomes, i.e. that each instance of the outcome variable 

is unrelated to the other instances (Gorman & Johnson 2012:217). It is 

the rule in sociolinguistic research, however, that this assumption is vio-

lated, because a limited number of speakers contributes a large num-

ber of measuring points. In such a scenario, individual speakers can 

have a large effect on the outcome of the model and, because external 

factors are nested in speaker identity, the effect of external predictors 

can be distorted. If a study of African American and Anglo speakers in-

cludes five members of each demographic category, and if nine mem-

bers of the total sample behave exactly the same, the difference intro-

duced by the tenth speaker would immediately be interpreted as ethni-

cally conditioned variation in a VARBRUL analysis. It should be obvious 

that such an interpretation is unwarranted. The solution to this problem 

is mixed-effects modeling, which is capable of including random inter-

cepts per speaker (or per word, another predictor with nesting poten-

tial) to model general differences among speakers (or words), and also 

random slopes, to model differential effects of individual constraints per 

speaker (or word). The procedure is described in more detail in John-

son  (2009), who also gives examples of actual empirical studies that 

suffer from disregarding random effects. In the regression analysis in 

chapter  6, each data point is in fact sampled from a different Twitter 

user, hence meeting the assumption of independent outcomes. The is-
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sue is acknowledged here because it is a prominent point of contention 

in the literature.

As hinted at in this summary, standard analysis software offers attractive 

and easy-to-implement alternatives to the VARBRUL family of tools, which avoid 

many of these problems. For the purposes of the present study, the freely avail-

able open source software environment R was used both due to its availability 

and its growing importance in linguistic analysis (e.g. Baayen 2008). The reason 

many sociolinguists today continue to rely on the VARBRUL framework has to do 

with the sociology of the discipline more than with theoretical reasons. Further, 

not all scholars trained in sociolinguistics receive the statistical training required 

to move beyond these out-of-the-box tools.

Rather than one central procedure, R offers a number of different functions 

for regression analysis. This guarantees the freedom to adjust one’s modeling 

procedure as closely as possible to specific data and research hypothesis, but it  

also means choosing the right function requires some added thought. Perhaps 

most basically, the choice is constrained by the type of outcome variable the re-

searcher wishes to analyze. Binary outcomes are appropriately modeled with lo-

gistic regression, continuous ones with linear regression procedures. If the out-

come is categorical but comprised of more than two levels, a choice has to be 

made  between  multinomial  and  ordinal  regression  (see  Gorman  &  Johnson 

2012:229). In the former, the levels of the outcome variable are treated as en-

tirely separate, but if the research hypothesis suggests a hierarchical ordering 

among the levels, then ordinal regression is the better choice.

4.4.5 Model comparison

A further note is in place on model comparison. It is a trivial observation that the 

more predictors a model includes, the closer it will fit the data. However, such a 
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fit is desirable only to a point. In an extreme scenario, each individual observa-

tion could be treated as a predictor unto itself and the resulting model would pre-

dict the outcomes in the data correctly 100% of the time. However, such a model 

would lack the generalizability to appropriately address new data. This situation 

is known as overfitting. In order to avoid overfitting, procedures exist to penalize 

models for additional degrees of freedom (i.e. additional predictor levels) they in-

troduce.

Current implementations of VARBRUL (such as GoldVarb X, Sankoff et al. 

2005; or Rbrul, Johnson 2009) include fully automated stepwise procedures for 

model comparison: a step-up procedure starts out with a single predictor and 

then adds further ones to the model until the precision gained is counteracted by 

the added degrees of freedom. Step-up procedures suffer from omitted variable 

bias (Gorman & Johnson 2012:222). A step-down procedure starts with a model 

that includes all predictors and eliminates the least important ones step by step 

until the loss of degrees of freedom is no longer sufficient to justify dropping any 

further important terms.

Stepwise procedures are widely used, but are “the target  of  derision by 

many statisticians” (Gorman & Johnson 2012:222). Instead of relying on a purely 

mechanic method for model comparison, Gorman and Johnson suggest a hy-

pothesis-driven procedure, following Gelman and Hill (2007:69):

The initial model should include any predictors the experimenter has 

recorded and thinks might influence the outcomes. After the model is 

fit, the predictors are assessed in the following manner:

1. If a predictor is not statistically significant but the estimate (or factor 

weight) goes in the expected direction, leave it in the model.

2. If a predictor is not statistically significant, and the estimate goes in 

an unexpected direction, consider removing it from the model.
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3. If a predictor is statistically significant, but the estimate goes in an 

unexpected  direction,  reconsider  the  hypothesis  and  consider 

more data and input variables.

4. If a predictor is statistically significant and the estimate goes in the 

expected  direction,  leave  it  in  the  model.  (Gorman  &  Johnson 

2012:221–222)

4.4.6 Interpreting model output

When reporting the outcomes of a model with categorical outcomes, an applica-

tion value for the outcome variable needs to be specified (e.g. apical realizations 

in a model of word final -ing variation). The influence of individual predictors is 

given as logodds, i.e. the base logarithm of the increase in the odds that the ap-

plication value of the outcome variable will be true.23 The logarithmic transforma-

tion results in a correspondence between the sign of the logodds and the direc-

tion of the effect: positive logodds favor the outcome variable’s application value, 

and negative ones disfavor it.

For categorical predictors, a different logodds value for each of their levels 

is calculated, with the exception of that factor’s baseline value (the alphabetically 

first, if not otherwise specified), which is part of the model intercept. The logodds 

for each level are to be understood as change in odds in relation to that baseline. 

Positive logodds consequently do not indicate that a factor level generally favors 

the application value; only that it is more favorable to it than the baseline level 

(see Biber 2012 on potentially confusing language in this regard).

For scalar predictors, the change in logodds per increase by one is given, 

which is obviously sensitive to the scale of the predictor variable. For instance a 

23 In fact, the logodds for an individual predictor’s levels indicate change in the odds of the ap-
plication value occurring, compared to that predictor’s baseline level in treatment contrast 
scenarios or to the grand mean in sum contrasts.
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model in which both mean word length and mean sentence length of a text sam-

ple in number of characters are included as predictors, the logodds will  have 

more extreme values for the former, since any change by an increment of one 

character is a much larger effect for an individual word than for an entire sen-

tence. Therefore, if one wishes to compare the effects of scalar predictors be-

yond their general direction and level of significance, care is required to make 

them comparable,  e.g.  by  normalizing  their  variance to  a  notionally  common 

scale.

A positive or negative sign, however, does not automatically equate to sig-

nificance. To estimate the confidence with which a predictor’s influence on the 

outcome variable can be regarded as non-random, a p-value is calculated for all 

predictors. For continuous predictors, an interpretation of the p-value is straight-

forward, since it simply indicates the confidence with which that predictor on the 

whole can be taken as significant. For categorical predictors with two values, the 

same is true, but multinomial  ones become slightly more difficult  to interpret. 

Here, the  p-value only indicates that some non-random pattern exists, but not 

how the individual levels relate to each other. In order to better interpret such 

multinomial factors, it is helpful to plot each level’s coefficient and standard error 

against the model intercept. Such visualization, in the present study, is done by 

use of the coefplot2 package in R (Bolker 2012).

4.4.7 Some cautionary remarks

Some further caution is required when considering models with large numbers of 

predictors. The conventional significance levels mentioned above apply to uni-

variate models. In multivariate models, each added predictor level increases the 

chances for mistakenly detecting a pattern that is just due to random noise, and 

for a consequently unwarranted rejection of the null hypothesis (a so-called Type 
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I error). A straightforward method to avoid spurious correlations from reaching 

significance in models with large amounts of predictors is the Bonferroni correc-

tion, in which the conventional levels of significance are further divided by the 

number of  predictor  levels  included in  the model  (Abdi  2007).  The results  in 

chapter 6 report exact significance value, but apply Bonferroni correction to the 

star-based indication of significance levels associated with these values.

Furthermore, statistical significance as expressed by p-values is not stable 

across sample sizes. With large amounts of data, the likelihood of obtaining low 

p-values increases even in cases where the size of the effect a given predictor 

exerts on the outcome variable appears negligible. In such cases, both statistical 

significance and effect  size ought to be considered in order to ascertain the im-

portance of the predictor variable. Researchers “may choose to forgo further in-

vestigation of an effect that is statistically significant but which has a vanishingly 

small effect on the outcomes” (Gorman & Johnson 2012:216).

Finally, there are certain properties of a data set that can introduce basic 

theoretical issued for the use of regression modeling procedures. One important 

aspect concerns the orthogonality of the data. While moderate levels of correla-

tion among predictor variables rarely have harmful effects on the results of re-

gression analyses, high degrees of multicollinearity can lead to massively unsta-

ble and erroneous outcomes (Gorman 2010). Factor analysis of a highly corre-

lated set of predictors may offer an attractive solution in such cases. This is the 

kind of analysis I  propose in chapter  6. The details of the specific regression 

modeling procedure applied for the analysis is discussed in that chapter. I now 

turn to the factor analysis of the variables presented in 4.2.
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Chapter 5: Factor Solution

5.1 Factoring the variable space

In this chapter I subject the set of variables described in 4.2 to factor analysis in 

order to determine the underlying dimensions of variation present in the data. I 

proceed from a bird’s eye view of the data (5.1.1) and resulting analytical choices 

(5.1.2) to a summary of the factor solution (5.1.3). In 5.2, I provide an interpreta-

tion of the individual factors, and conclude with a general discussion of the factor 

structure, its relation to extra-linguistic categories, and its general utility (5.3).

5.1.1  Exploring the data: PCA

As a first window into the variable space, consider figures 4 and 5, which visual-

ize the first three components of a PCA of all variables. Figure 4 color-codes the 

individual corpus texts by modality (spoken, written, and Twitter), and 5 accord-

ing to their countries of origin.
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Some revealing patterns can already be discerned from these two visualizations. 

In figure 4, the first two PCs appear to consistently distinguish texts according to 

their modality. Written texts score relatively low on PC1 (mean score = -5.41), 

compared to both spoken (mean = 1.09) and Twitter texts (mean = 3.02). The lat-

ter two modalities, although considerably different in their mean PC1 scores, are 

characterized by complete  overlap:  that  the  range of  spoken scores  on PC1 

(from -12.52 to 9.37) is much larger than and fully encompasses that of the Twit-

ter texts (-2.14 to 7.60).A different division is suggested by PC2. Here, the vari-

ance in the data is best described as taking place on a continuum between spo-

ken texts (scoring relatively low, with a mean value of -3.21) and Twitter texts 
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(mean of 3.35). What is more, there is almost no overlap in the Twitter and spo-

ken corpus data on PC2: 91% of the texts in the spoken modality (247 out of 

2,700) score below the value of the lowest Twitter text. The mean PC2 score of 

written texts (0.04) falls almost completely in the middle between that of the spo-

ken and Twitter texts, and there is considerable overlap with both these modali-

ties.

PC3 presents a picture that is less readily accounted for by differences in 

modality. All three groups cluster most densely around values of 0 on this com-

ponent. There are, however, distinctions in two regards. First, while spoken and 

written corpus texts span a considerably range on PC3 (values from -10.14 to 

8.15 for written and between -9.78 and 7.96 for spoken data),  Twitter  shows 

much less  variability  (PC3 scores between -2.34 and 3.24).  Next,  there is  a 

group of spoken and written texts with low scores on PC3 that is large enough to  

suggest a consistent pattern, rather than the presence of isolated outlier cases. 

Little more can be inferred about  this  group from a consideration of figure  4 

alone: modality only accounts for the observed pattern insomuch as Twitter texts 

are not part of the low-PC3 group of data points. But it is obvious that a finer-

grained distinction of the corpus texts would need to be made in order to make 

sense of this group.
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In  addition  to  modality  differences,  some variety-specific  trends  can  also  be 

gleaned. Figure 5 presents the same data as figure 4, but color-codes them for 

the ten countries represented in ICE and TwICE. Along PC1, regional differences 

in the written and spoken texts cannot be discerned from figure  5. There are, 

however, distinctions in the distribution of the twitter text scores. IndE (orange) 

and, to a lesser extent, HKE (light green) and NZE (red) tweets tend to have 

lower PC1 scores than those from the other countries sampled. At the opposite 

end of the spectrum, although not as clearly visible in figure 5, are tweets from 

the US. Putting this pattern into relationship with the impressions from figure 4, it 
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might be concluded that Twitter discourse in the US tends to assume more spo-

ken-like characteristics than elsewhere, and particularly than in India.

On PC2, BrE (light purple) and IrE (dark pruple) score consistently lower 

than all other varieties. Although this is not readily apparent from figure  5, this 

pattern holds for all  three modalities separately.  The highest mean values on 

PC2 in both the written and spoken texts can be found for NZE (red), which how-

ever ranges in the middle for the Twitter texts. With the exception of the NZE 

scores, there is a tendency across all modalities for New Englishes (HKE, SGE, 

JamE, PhilE, IndE) to score relatively high on PC2. A further exploration of this 

tendency will  benefit  from considering the corresponding linguistic features as 

they emerge from EFA.

PC3 as well shows signs of systematic variety-differentiation. The low-scor-

ing group of data points identified above does not seem to be driven by geogra-

phy, since texts from all countries can be found within it at roughly even frequen-

cies (with  a slight  over-representation  of  Jamaican data).  However,  the main 

group of corpus texts does show some stratification in figure 5. On one side of 

the spectrum can be found light green and dark turquoise points, indicating high 

PC3 values for HKE and PhE. On the other end, with relatively low PC3 scores, 

are the two varieties from the British Isles (light and dark purple) as well as NZE 

(red).

It would probably not be profitable to start any in-depth interpretations at 

this point. This is, after all, what factor analysis is useful for, both by allowing a 

description of individual dimensions in simpler terms and by attempting to build a 

model that is able to generalize from the sample to a wider population. What 

does become clear from the PCA plotting results is that the collective variance in 

the measured variables correlates in systematic ways with both modality and va-

riety. Judging from figures 4 and 5, the influence of the former seems to be more 
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pronounced than the latter. With this general overview of the data in mind, I now 

turn to the factor analysis of the data, starting with the appropriate analytical de-

cisions.

5.1.2 Setting the parameters for factor analysis

The first choice to be made in developing a suitable factor solution of the feature 

space under discussion concerns the method of factor extraction. In this regard, 

the distribution of the variables is an important aspect to keep in mind. A rela-

tively large number of these distributions is significantly non-normal (see Appen-

dix  1 for values of skewness and kurtosis for each individual variable). Under 

conditions of multivariate normality, the maximum likelihood method for factor ex-

traction is generally favored (Fabrigar et al. 1999). However, where this condition 

is not met, Costello & Osborne  (2005:2) recommend a principal axes method, 

which is less affected by non-normal conditions. I therefore opt for this extraction 

procedure24 in the present analysis.

Next in the decision sequence is the number of factors to extract. To inform 

this decision, it is useful once again to consider results from the PCA conducted 

above. Figure 6 plots the proportions of total variance in the data accounted for 

by each PC. The first 50 bars in the graph, highlighted in blue, mark all PCs with 

an eigenvalue greater than one, i.e. all those which account for more variance 

than the average individual linguistic feature. The blue part of the bar graph con-

sequently represents the components to retain if one were to follow the Kaiser-

Guttman criterion (see 4.3.3). The vertical line – at the border between PCs 24 

and 25 – represents the cut-off point established by Horn’s parallel analysis, con-

ducted with the paran package for R (Dinno 2012). Finally, following the scree 

plot method, a visual inspection of the plot shape suggests that a first notable 

24 The specific implementation was done by setting the “fm” parameter in the fa() function of the 
psych package for R (Revelle 2016) to value “pa.”
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break occurs between PCs 9 and 10, where there is a steeper drop in the pro-

portion of variance explained from one PC to the next than is the case with prior 

PCs. Hence, the scree method identifies nine factors as an appropriate number 

to base the factor solution on.

The three methods for determining the appropriate number of factors con-

sequently differ quite significantly in their outcomes in the present case, ranging 

from 9 (scree plot) to 65 (eigenvalue > 1). The number of factors suggested by 

the Kaiser-Guttman criterion can safely be discarded as implausibly large (Fabri-

gar et al. 1999:278), but this still leaves a significant difference between the re-

sults of  visual  plot  inspection and parallel  analysis.  As per Zwick and Velicer 

(1986), the latter results are likely to be the most reliable. However, factoring the 

feature space in the present analysis into 24 different dimensions is problematic. 

While it is theoretically entirely possible that variation in language is character-

ized by such a large number of dimensions (indeed, probable, given the complex 

nature of the phenomenon), it would at present be unproductive to consider so 

large a number of factors. Little is known of multi-dimensional variation in World 

Englishes, and the only available results for comparison are in studies like Biber 

(1988).  Here, significantly  fewer dimensions,  namely:  seven,  are proposed.  It 

would be desirable to establish a similar number (with 7 as a lower bound, since 

the present study includes more features, more corpus texts, and more potential 

extra-linguistic correlates of variation) in the present study to allow comparisons 

at roughly the same level of generalization at which prior studies are situated.

One attractive solution to this conundrum, which would honor the results of 

Horn’s  parallel  analysis,  would  be  a  hierarchical  factor  analysis  (Thompson 

2004:chap. 6). Here, an oblique EFA with the originally established number of 

factors (e.g. 24 in the present case) is first conducted. Next, because the factors 

resulting from this analysis are themselves correlated to some extent (by virtue 
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of the oblique rotation), these factors are in turn subjected to a second EFA (typi-

cally  to  an  orthogonal  criterion  unless  yet  higher-level  factors  are  to  be  ex-

tracted). The first analysis results in a detailed picture of small scale, specific ar-

eas of variation, whereas the results of the latter capture broader areas of gener-

alization. The ability to address different levels of generality and specificity inher-

ent in such an analysis is among its most attractive aspects. Unfortunately, inter-

pretation of the results is not always straightforward (Gorsuch 1983:245–246), al-

though solutions have also been developed to address this issue (e.g. Schmid & 

Leiman 1957). In the present case, I experimented with a hierarchical factor solu-

tion, but ultimately decided for a simpler one. The hierarchical solution would 

both have been too complex to be adequately covered within the limits of this 

project and did not appear to add significantly enough to the analysis to justify 

the attendant inflation of factors.

Instead, the analysis below is based on the break point identified in the 

scree plot in figure  6. As is common in EFA, several values close to the PCs 

where the break occurs were used and solutions compared as to their theoretical  

plausibility and simplicity of structure. This method is also consistent with Biber’s 

(1988:84) approach to determining the number of factors to retain. I tried values 

between 7 and 13, and found solutions with nine or ten factors to provide the 

most  plausible  and interpretable  factors.  Since it  is  good practice  when pre-

sented with a choice between different, equally plausible numbers of factors to 

choose the higher rather than the lower one (Biber 1988:84), 10 was selected as 

the appropriate number of factors for the analysis below.
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The choice of factor rotation procedure was more straightforward. Following both 

the theoretical reasons advanced by Russell (2002) and Biber (1988:85) as well 

as the criterion of  finding optimally  simple structure  (Thompson 2004:42),  an 

oblique criterion was selected as appropriate for the data at hand. This choice is 

warranted  a forteriori when considering regional alongside genre variation, as 

these two have indeed been found to  mediate  each other  significantly  (Mair 

2015b; Leech et al. 2009) and consequently interrelations between correspond-

ing factors are to be expected. Given that all oblique rotations tend to produce 

highly similar results (Fabrigar et al. 1999), and that the promax procedure is the 
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most commonly used and most consistently implemented across statistical soft-

ware suites, the factor solution presented below is also rotated to the promax cri-

terion, with no additional modifications to the default values delimiting the per-

missible extent of inter-factor correlation.

For the estimation of factor scores, an exact-scoring method, namely: re-

gression (Thompson 2004:44), was chosen to calculate scores for each corpus 

text on each of the extracted factors. This procedure is in contrast with that in 

Biber  (1988),  who  opts  for  a  unit-weighting  scheme.  In  this,  I  follow  Grice 

(2001:78–79), who finds exact scoring methods to produce superior results in 

terms of validity and (absence of) bias compared to unit-weighted ones, under 

conditions of obliquity and when applied to the same data that the factors are de-

rived from. I opt for a different method of score estimation for the new data ana-

lyzed in chapter 6, for reasons I outline in that chapter.

5.1.3 Overview of the factor solution

Before advancing an interpretation of each individual factor in the solution devel-

oped according to the steps outlined above, I here give an overview of the factor 

structure in its entirety. The full structure and pattern matrices can be found in 

appendices 3 and 4. To keep the presentation as clear as possible, I only list the 

‘salient’ features for each factor, i.e. those whose structure coefficient is greater 

than 0.3. This threshold is the same as Biber (1988) uses and, although it is nec-

essarily arbitrary, this choice consequently maximizes the potential for compari-

son across the two studies. In cases where a feature’s structure coefficient does 

not reach salience, but its pattern coefficient is greater than 0.3, this information 

is included as well (as suggested by Thompson 2004:71–72). Such features are 

given in parentheses and their coefficient value is prefaced with ‘PC,’ to avoid 

ambiguity. Further, features with structure coefficients greater than 0.5 are itali-
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cized, a further simple but arbitrary heuristic to emphasize their relative impor-

tance for a given factor. The salient features are listed in tables 6 through 15:

Table 6: Salient Features of Factor 1

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

prepositions 0.841 first_pers_pn -0.713 (standardness) PC: 0.47

agentless_be_passive 0.819 contractions -0.651 (indef_article) PC: 0.36

Pre_coMN 0.819 indef_pn -0.604 (adv_subordinators) PC: 0.34

Pre_re 0.813 sec_pers_pn -0.547 (Pre_trans) PC: 0.33

Suf_ion 0.802 not -0.530 (Suf_ify) PC: 0.32

Suf_ation 0.800 private_verbs -0.474

standard_def_article 0.786 adj -0.404 (amplifiers) PC: -0.32

Pre_aCC 0.739 so_intensifier -0.393 (ns_def_article) PC: -0.32

Suf_al 0.731 will_contracted -0.390

Pre_de 0.719 wanna -0.372

Suf_ment 0.699 pn_it -0.369

conjuncts 0.696 time_adv -0.366

Pre_pro 0.682 gonna -0.328

by_passive 0.667 ns_sec_plural_pron -0.322

Suf_CCC 0.662 want_to -0.308

Suf_ity 0.658 gh -0.301

meanWL 0.648

Pre_ex 0.625

Suf_ive 0.620

Suf_ial 0.585

hyphenation 0.558

Pre_dis 0.537

Suf_ical 0.522

Pre_pre 0.512

Suf_ance 0.512

Suf_ic 0.511

Pre_sub 0.471

Suf_tor 0.461
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Table 6, cont.

Suf_ary 0.460

Pre_inter 0.421

Suf_ant 0.420

Pre_with 0.403

Suf_ture 0.401

among 0.381

Suf_ular 0.374

may 0.374

Suf_ect 0.371

Suf_ory 0.361

Pre_en 0.354

in_addition 0.352

Pre_speci 0.349

Pre_uni 0.344

Suf_ize 0.337

Pre_UnderOver 0.330

although 0.328

Suf_dent 0.323

Suff_age 0.315

Pre_be 0.313
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Table 7: Salient Features of Factor 2

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

contractions 0.772 meanWL -0.781 (third_pers_pn) PC: 0.35

private_verbs 0.726 Suf_al -0.371 (BE_kind_of) PC: 0.32

so_structural 0.699 Pre_un -0.351 (superlative) PC: -0.35

because 0.669 Pre_re -0.343

pn_it 0.667 Pre_be -0.334

not 0.656 Suf_CCC -0.327

sec_pers_pn 0.592 prepositions -0.325

multiple_negation 0.548 Pre_de -0.317

first_pers_pn 0.491 agentless_be_pas-
sive

-0.314

actually 0.471 Suf_ion -0.301

standardness 0.466

have_do_support 0.455

have_to 0.454

will_contracted 0.422

want_to 0.420

a_lot_of 0.415

maybe 0.415

indef_pn 0.412

emphatics 0.384

verbal_compl_that 0.352

probably 0.351

demonst_PN 0.322

existential_there 0.310

if_unless 0.302
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Table 8: Salient Features of Factor 3

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

third_pers_pn 0.629 (s.genitive) PC: 0.31

past_perfect 0.617

standardness 0.408

could 0.405

reporting_verbs 0.405

standard_reflexives 0.334

Pre_be 0.326

would 0.322

as_if 0.320

standard_def_article 0.301

Table 9: Salient Features of Factor 4

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

standardness 0.470

epistemic_certainty 0.452

would 0.441

present_perfect 0.421

pn_it 0.396

could 0.376

existential_there 0.358

N_sort_of 0.351

perhaps 0.349

might 0.331

verbal_compl_that 0.329

indef_article 0.329

double_prep 0.320

not 0.301
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Table 10: Salient Features of Factor 5

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

double_prep 0.61 MeanWL -0.32 (standard_def_arti-
cle)

PC: 0.34

place_adv 0.60 Suf_ity -0.31 (standardness) PC: 0.31

time_adv 0.42

gh 0.35

Table 11: Salient Features of Factor 6

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

conjuncts 0.431 (many_much) PC: 0.42

often 0.409 (amplifiers) PC: 0.32

prepositions 0.403 (especially) PC: 0.31

indef_article 0.357

Suf_CCC 0.344

emphatics 0.342

comparative 0.338

Suf_ous 0.336

Suf_ic 0.329

Pre_ex 0.309

Suf_ture 0.307
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Table 12: Salient Features of Factor 7

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

wanna 0.518 standard_def_article -0.511 (amplifiers) PC: -0.39

first_pers_pn 0.513 agentless_be_pas-
sive

-0.480

aint 0.478 prepositions -0.424

indef_pn 0.457 Pre_re -0.388

gotta 0.415 Suf_ion -0.380

gonna 0.405 by_passive -0.375

adj 0.351 Pre_aCC -0.373

so_intensifier 0.330 Pre_coMN -0.367

not 0.326 Suf_ation -0.360

need_to 0.307 Suf_ment -0.354

ns_sec_plural_pron 0.303 hyphenation -0.352

verb_gerund 0.301 Suf_al -0.330

present_perfect -0.316

Pre_de -0.316

conjuncts -0.315

Pre_pro -0.315

Table 13: Salient Features of Factor 8

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

will_uncontracted 0.48 meanWL -0.31 (should) PC: 0.33

reporting_verbs 0.37 (will_progressive) PC: 0.31

progressive 0.35

Suf_dent 0.30
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Table 14: Salient Features of Factor 9

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

main_verb_be 0.635 (a_V) PC: 0.31

standardness 0.481

demonst_PN 0.457

existential_there 0.442

standard_def_article 0.437

conjuncts 0.424

verbal_compl_that 0.410

amplifiers 0.386

prepositions 0.373

Suf_ion 0.352

in_fact 0.332

epistemic_certainty 0.322

Pre_ex 0.320

Suf_ular 0.317

whether 0.312

Pre_coMN 0.304

agentless_be_passive 0.301
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Table 15: Salient Features of Factor 10

Salient positive Salient negative No salient structure, but pat-
tern coefficient

sec_pers_pn 0.40 s-genitive -0.345 (may) PC: 0.31

if_unless 0.38 Suf_al -0.340

can 0.37 Suf_ity -0.323

meanWL -0.321

Suf_ist -0.315

prepositions -0.313

Suf_ian -0.312

Of the 236 linguistic features extracted from the corpus texts, 115 (51%) have a 

salient structure coefficient on at least one factor. Of these 115 features, 64 are 

saliently correlated with exactly one factor, while the remaining 57 show up in 

two or more places in  tables  6 to  15 above. This factorial structure is in some 

ways at odds with textbook examples of simple structure. I will address the rea-

sons and implications below (5.3). For now, I simply note that such a divergence 

from the ideal of simple structure is not uncommon in empirical research, espe-

cially when many variables are involved and the phenomena under investigation 

cannot be assumed to be fully uncorrelated. As Grice emphasizes:

“Genuine data sets rarely yield results in which all of the variables 

load substantially on only one factor, and they often yield pattern or 

structure coefficients that display a high degree of variability. For ex-

ample, it is not unusual to find salient pattern or structure coefficients 

that range from .30 to .80 for a particular factor in a given analysis” 

(2001:69)
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Finally, to complete the overview of the factor solution, table  16 gives an 

overview of the interfactor correlations. The most noteworthy of these are be-

tween factors 1 and 7 (a coefficient of 0.49), factors 1 and 2 as well as 1 and 9  

(0.35 for each) and between factors 1 and 6 as well as 3 and 4 (0.32 each).  

These correlations are comparable to those reported in Biber (1988), and in total 

express a fairly low level of collinearity among the factors. Most noteworthy is the 

fact that factor 1 is correlated with several others to a relatively high degree.

Table 16: Interfactor correlations

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10

F1 1

F2 -0.35 1

F3 0.1 -0.21 1

F4 -0.03 0.07 0.32 1

F5 -0.28 0.11 0.02 -0.08 1

F6 0.32 -0.3 0.22 0.17 -0.05 1

F7 -0.49 -0.03 0.08 0.1 -0.07 0.05 1

F8 -0.04 0.24 0.09 0.12 -0.05 -0.23 0.05 1

F9 0.35 0.05 0.16 0.18 -0.25 0.29 -0.29 0.13 1

F10 -0.25 0.12 0.01 -0.02 0.07 -0.04 0.13 -0.24 -0.16 1

5.2 Factor interpretation

With the general picture given in 5.1 in mind, I now discuss each individual factor 

in turn with respect to its salient features and the systematicity with which it strat-

ifies the corpus texts into different groups. To bring chapter 5 to a finish, in 5.3 I 

sum up the findings and discuss their implications with respect to the research 

questions articulated in 2.4.
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5.2.1 Factor 1

Factor 1 is by far the largest one in the factor solution, both in terms of the vari -

ance it accounts for (indicated by an eigenvalue of 23.6, i.e. almost precisely 

10% of the variance in the original variables) and the sheer number of features 

that are saliently correlated with this factor. Just under a third of all measured lin-

guistic variables (71) show either a pattern or a structure coefficient greater than 

0.3 on this factor, and 31 of these coefficients are >0.5. Given that the goal of ro-

tation in factor analysis is simple structure, with relatively few features correlating 

with each individual factor, this result is surprising. It is, however, fully in line with 

other EFA findings for linguistic data: Biber’s Factor 1  (1988:104–108) incorpo-

rates over half of the measured variables contained in that study. Since in both 

cases, one very powerful first factor emerges from the analysis, a high level of 

correspondence between these two first factors is to be expected. Otherwise, if 

in two EFAs that are broadly comparable both in terms of measured variables 

and text samples the most basic dimension of variation in each turned out to be 

fundamentally different from that in the other, this would render the generalizabil -

ity of their findings highly suspect.

5.2.1.1 Salient linguistic features

The salient features on factor 1, numerous as they are, lend themselves quite 

readily to a description in terms of relatively few general tendencies. Most no-

table are the many large positive structure coefficients for both pre- and suffixes. 

The latter are dominated by typical noun-formation morphemes (-ion, -ation, -al, 

-ment, -ity, -ive, -ial, -ical, -ance, -tor, -ary, -ant, -ture, -ory, -dent, -age). This fact 

can be interpreted as diagnostic of a nominal style. Further evidence of this ten-

dency is given by the positive coefficients of other material typically associated 

with noun phrases (NPs),  such as prepositions (which establish relations be-
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tween different NPs or introduce post-modifying prepositional phrases within the 

NP), definite and indefinite articles, as well as suffixes associated with adjective 

formation (-al,  -ial, -ical,  -ic,  -ary, -ant,  -ory, -ive). There is ambiguity between 

several suffixes as to whether they are more clearly associated with adjectives or 

nouns (e.g. legendary vs. commentary, social vs. denial) and in many cases the 

exact same surface form can function as a noun or an adjective (e.g.  fugitive, 

periodical). Certainly, reliable POS annotation would further help to disambiguate 

in this regard. But even without such further information the general preference 

for a nominal style expressed in this set of features is clear.

The negative correlation to this noun-heavy pattern is present in several 

verbal features with negative structure coefficients on factor 1, namely  want to 

(and its contracted colloquial variant wanna), gonna, enclitic ‘ll, and the group of 

private verbs, comprising items like think, believe, etc. A trade-off between more 

nominal and more verbal style is a well-attested dimension of variation (Biber & 

Gray 2011), and this distinction is reflected in the structure coefficients for factor 

1 to a high degree.

It is also worth noting that the individual verbs with salient negative coeffi-

cients represent a certain part of the verbal spectrum. Private verbs as well as 

want to serve to express internal states of individuals and thus carry an interper-

sonal aspect. Personal involvement or detachment consequently seems to be 

implicated in factor 1 in addition to the nominal-verbal distinction. This impres-

sion is corroborated by further interpersonal features with strong negative struc-

ture coefficients on factor 1. Both first person and (standard as well as non-stan-

dard) second person pronouns – deictic items which make direct reference to the 

communicative participants – carry values below -0.5. Markers of emotional in-

volvement, intensifier so and the general category of amplifiers, also pattern with 

personal pronouns (although amplifiers are only indirectly relevant by virtue of 
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their pattern coefficient). Not directly relating to the participants per se, but indi-

cating the importance of co-presence and shared local context, is a further set of 

features that can reasonably be read as indicative of personal involvement: pro-

noun it, indefinite pronouns (somebody, anywhere, etc.), and time adverbials alls 

anchor the communicative situation in a concrete location in space and time and 

thus can be associated with the co-presence of communicative parties. Finally,  

passive voice constructions, especially those omitting the specification of a se-

mantic agent, serve to de-personalize discourse and their high coefficients on 

factor 1 thus are further support for the relevance of an interpersonal dimension 

for factor 1.

A third and final important aspect of factor 1 can be captured under the 

term structural complexity. The negative scores for verbs gonna,  wanna, and ‘ll 

have already been mentioned, all of which represent reduced forms of (phoneti-

cally/graphemically) more complex elements. This tendency is also expressed in 

the more general feature contractions, with the second-largest negative structure 

coefficient on factor 1. At the opposite end of the continuum can be found several  

features representing lexical complexity with a high positive structure coefficient: 

mean word length, hyphenation (indicative of compounding), and the presence of 

three-consonant  clusters.  Individual  character  sequences  typical  of  Latinate 

words (a+CC, speci-, -ect) are also positively associated with factor 1, whereas 

the gh sequence (typical of Germanic words) sports a negative coefficient.

But complexity plays a role not only on the lexical and phonetic/graphemic 

plane, but also on the morpho-syntactic. Many of the prefixes positively associ-

ated with factor 1 represent the selection of synthetic choices over analytic alter-

natives:  negative  prefixes  de-  and  dis-  instead  of  negation  by  means  of  not 

(which,  as expected,  has a salient  negative coefficient),  re-  instead of  again, 

com-/con- instead of a number of possible strategies with by, with, together, etc., 
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pro- instead of in favor of,  ex- instead of former, etc. Texts with high scores on 

factor 1 can consequently be expected to be characterized by a high degree of 

syntheticity (Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2011).

Syntactically, complexity is expressed by variables like conjuncts, which ex-

plicitly mark logical relations25, or adverbial subordinators (although only with a 

pattern coefficient > 0.3), which typically mark nested clausal relations within the 

same sentence. The individual items in addition and although are more specific 

instantiations of  these general  categories.  Finally,  passive-voice constructions 

are  non-canonical  structures  (Huddleston  &  Pullum 2002) that  add  syntactic 

complexity.  All  these  features,  and  particularly  passives  and  conjuncts  show 

salient structure coefficients on factor 1.

Some few variables remain that  are not  clearly associated either with a 

nominal-verbal  style  cline,  or  with  personal  involvement or  complexity.  Adjec-

tives, for instance, show a negative coefficient. I argued above that adjective-

forming suffixes are indicators of a nominal style, and consequently the behavior 

of adjectives in general is problematic. However, considering the precise extrac-

tion mechanism for adjectives in the present study, I would advance a different 

line of explanation: the regular expression search does not catch all adjectives, 

but works with a closed list of the most frequent ones found in American English 

(calculated  on  the  basis  of  the  Corpus  of  Contemporary  American  English; 

COCA; Davies 2009). Hence, a negative coefficient on this feature may be read 

as evidence for the general lexical richness of a text, another indicator of com-

plexity. The suffixes -ize and -ify are also atypical, since they are verb formation 

devices, but have positive coefficients (for -ify only a pattern coefficient). Here, 

there may be a tension at work between the nominal character of texts and their 

25 The explicit marking of logical relations might also be seen as evidence of a contextually lean 
communicative situation, and thus to contribute to the aspect of interpersonal involvement de-
scribed above; in this regard too, the coefficient’s sign is in the expected direction.
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reliance on Latinate lexicon, such that the verbs that do occur tend to be of the 

latter kind. Again, I argue that complexity is implicated in the choice of Latinate 

forms.

To sum up, the 71 salient features for factor 1 can broadly be generalized to 

expressing three aspects of textual variation: a nominal versus a verbal stylistic 

orientation, personal detachment versus involvement, and structural complexity 

versus simplicity. As such, it corresponds quite closely with Biber’s (1988) factor 

1 (a theoretically meaningless difference in polarity aside). Of the salient features 

on Biber’s  first  factor,  17  are  also  measured in  the  present  study.  Of  these, 

eleven reach salience, and all behave in the expected direction. Among these 

are the most indicative ones in both studies’ first factors, such as prepositions, 

contractions, and mean word length.
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5.2.1.2 Patterning of texts along Factor 1

Figure 7 is a box-and-whisker plot of factor 1 values for the three different modal-

ities in the corpus. Such a plot represents the variance in the data through sev-

eral visual cues: the boxes comprise the interquartile range, i.e. the middle 50% 

of all values. The horizontal line towards the middle of each box marks the me-

dian, the point that splits the values into an upper and a lower half, whereas the  

black dot is the location of the mean value. The “whiskers” - the dotted lines ex-

tending outwards from the boxes – mark the range of all values minus outliers. 

Such outliers are shown as individual circles above or below the whiskers. The 

more normally the data are distributed, the closer the mean and median corre-

spond to each other, and the more towards the center of the box are they situ-

ated. In an ideally normal distribution there will also be no outliers. Instead, the 

entire range of values should fall within the area demarcated by the whiskers.
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In the present case, the contrast between spoken, written, and Twitter texts 

is clear and fairly easy to make sense of: factor 1 clearly sets apart written cor-

pus material from the other two categories. This is most directly visible for Twit-

ter, but there is also no overlap between the interquartile ranges of spoken texts  

and writing. The interpretation of this pattern is that writing has a number of char-

acteristics that make it more suited for high degrees of complexity, personal de-

tachment, and a nominal style. Since production and reception of written material  

typically involve spatial and temporal distance, information needs to be explicitly 

marked instead of derived from shared situational, including interpersonal, con-

text. On the other hand, real-time constraints on production and processing are 

weakened, leaving room for increased complexity at all levels of linguistic struc-

ture.  Integration  of  information  is  often  achieved  through  nominalization  and 

phrasal complementation (Biber & Gray 2011; 2010; Biber 2012). Factor 1 con-

sequently subsumes these well-established, situationally-derived aspects of the 

broad distinction between written and spoken language.

The only surprising aspect of figure 7 is the very low values for the Twitter 

subcorpus on the whole, whose interquartile range is yet again almost entirely 

below that of the spoken data. Clearly, on the dimension captured by factor 1, 

CMD (more precisely: this particular kind of CMD text) is not a hybrid between 

spoken and written language, as is often assumed, but makes up one pole of a 

continuum, with spoken material being situated in the middle. The most likely ex-

planation is that Twitter’s character limit imposes significant constraints on com-

plexity and that Twitter, as a social networking site, centers personal involvement 

to a potentially higher degree than is typical of spoken exchanges.
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To complicate the apparent categoricity of the distinctions between modalities, it 

is worth attending to the finer-grained genre distinction at the level of ICE’s text-

category coding. Figure 8 shows the relations of the individual genres along fac-

tor 1. The general tendency from figure 7 still holds, but a number of notable ex-

ceptions appear. At the lower end, it is not Twitter alone any more that marks this 

pole of the factor 1 continuum. Instead, one spoken genre (private dialogue) and 

one literate one (novels and stories) are characterized by similarly low values. 

For the spontaneous dialogs, this is hardly surprising, but the creative fiction cat-

egory warrants further attention. Here, the low values may at least in part be 
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driven by the inclusion of fictional dialog into the writing. To what extent these 

segments alone account for the low factor 1 values is an interesting question, but 

one that is beyond the scope of the present overview.

While the remaining written genres’ median dots and interquartile boxes are 

generally higher than those for the spoken genres, there is one additional literate 

text category that contradicts this trend, namely: correspondence. This makes 

sense insomuch as both personal and business letters rest on a different com-

municative situation than all other written genres included in ICE. None of which 

involve two identifiable communicating parties in direct contact with and aware of 

each other. Hence, it is to be expected that the extent of personal involvement is 

greater among correspondence writing than in, say, news reports or academic 

prose.

For the spoken text categories, on the other hand, it can be observed that 

the  scripted  monologue  genre  is  not  significantly  different  from most  written 

ones. In Koch and Oesterreicher’s (1985) terminology, this is a type of discourse 

that is only medially oral,  but conceptionally decidedly literate. While the per-

spective offered in figure  7 seemed to offer evidence for a stark differentiation 

between written, spoken and Twitter discourse along factor 1, the finer distinc-

tions introduced in figure 8 demonstrate that this would be a vast over-general-

ization.
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Given that variation along factor 1 so far has been accounted for by general situ-

ational properties, to what extent is there room for variety-specific differentiation? 

Because of the importance of text category distinctions elaborated above, this 

question is best addressed by a comparison of individual genres. This detailed 

analysis, however, is beyond the scope of the present study, for which reason I 

restrict myself to a distinction of different modalities in different countries. Figure 

9 illustrates this distinction.

Not much can be said about written texts in different varieties from this fig-

ure. The mean and median values show only small differences, and the ranges 

for each variety are so large that little significance can be attached to such differ-

ences. There is more variety in the spoken corpus material. Here, distinctly low 

average values, meaning a very clear interpersonal and structurally simple style, 

can be noted for CanE, IrE, and NZE, whereas the highest values are found for  

IndE, PhilE, and to a lesser extent JamE and HKE. This grouping suggests a 
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slight distinction between Inner and Outer Circle varieties in terms of factor 1, 

such that the former tend to be more interpersonal and structurally simple than 

the latter in oral communication. As an explanation, the sociolinguistic order in 

countries like India, the Philippines, Jamaica, and Hong Kong might be evoked. 

In all of these countries, the  majority of quotidian verbal exchanges takes place 

in languages other than English. Consequently, English on the whole may carry 

a stronger association with more formal functional domains in these countries, 

shifting its general structural properties towards the higher end of factor 1, even 

in less formal communication.

The pattern  for  the  spoken parts  of  ICE is  not  replicated clearly  in  the 

TwICE data. IndE and HKE show the highest average factor 1 score here as 

well, but the next two countries are New Zealand and Canada, two largely mono-

lingual countries where English is firmly entrenched in colloquial contexts. The 

pattern for the Twitter data is not easily reconciled with any of the categorization 

schemas of World Englishes research. In the absence of a theoretically plausible 

systematicity in the data, it is likely that different demographics and developing 

norms of Twitter discourse across national backgrounds lead to an unstable situ-

ation regarding factor 1.

In summary, it can be said that while there are consistent and plausible situ-

ational explanations for both the salient features associated with factor 1 and the 

scores calculated for different text categories, geographical effects appear incon-

sistent across modalities. With the exception of the spoken corpus data, where a 

differentiation between Inner and Outer Circle countries – although slight in mag-

nitude – appears plausible, there is no evidence for systematic variety-differenti-

ation along factor 1.
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5.2.1.3 Sample texts

The stylistic meaning expressed in factor 1 has, I hope, become sufficiently clear 

from the above discussion. I therefore refrain from an in-depth qualitative analy-

sis of text samples at the high and low extremes of this factor. Instead, I simply 

provide two short excerpts here for illustrational purposes. (1) is a high-scoring, 

i.e. maximally nominal, complex, and personally detached passage, excerpted 

from text file W2B of ICE-US. In this example, as in all others given in section 

5.2, features with a positive coefficient on the factor under discussion are under-

lined, while those with a negative coefficient are italicized.

(1)

This paper  is concerned with Aristotle's  account of primary substances (ousiai) 

as  presented  in the Categories.  It is argued that one  of his criteria  for primary 

substances –  the existential criterion –  impales  Aristotle  on the horns  of a 

dilemma: either Aristotle must admit substantial kinds as primary substances or 

he must countenance the existence of bare particulars. However, the former al-

ternative contradicts Aristotle's  remarks  concerning  the nature of primary sub-

stances. While, the latter alternative cannot be squared with the ontology found 

in the Categories.

By contrast, (2) is a highly personally involved, situationally specific stretch of 

discourse. This example is taken from file S1A-099 of ICE-GB:

(2)

Yeah I know

I didn't

Mine is still giving me money

I put that cheque in

Should get changed on Friday so
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Uhm uhm

Uhm

Right

Well OK

Well I'll try and get back a bit earlier

Well you know see how you go

Don't worry about it

I was in I was in here quite early so you know

Really

I only put the alarm back twice you know

5.2.2 Factor 2

Factor 2 is comprised of just over half as many features as factor 1 (37), which 

means it still incorporates a sizeable proportion (16%) of all measured variables. 

Table 16 showed a correlation coefficient of -0.35 between the first and second 

factor, and it is therefore unsurprising that the two share a number of features in 

common: 17 linguistic variables that are salient on factor 2 are also salient on 

factor 1. This degree of overlap complicates the selection of appropriate factor 

names, since these should ideally distinguish factors to a maximal degree. For 

this reason, I defer factor naming until after the properties of each have been dis-

cussed.

5.2.2.1 Salient linguistic features

Many of the important aspects subsumed under factor 1 appear to play a role in  

the composition of factor 2 as well. Negative structure coefficients for the nomi-

nal suffixes -ion and -al as well as for prepositions indicate that that the distinc-

tion between a nominal, phrase-structural and a verbal, clause-structural style 
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contributes to factor 2. Unlike with the first factor, factor 2 however appears to 

quantify more directly the verbal side of the spectrum, with several of the most 

salient linguistic variables expressing typically verb-focused discourse: the lexical 

category of private verbs (coefficient 0.73) and the two discourse-structuring de-

vices  so (0.70) and  because (0.67). Both of these typically serve to introduce 

new clausal material. While it is true that because can also combine with of to in-

troduce a prepositional phrase, this usage is much rarer than clause-introducing 

because (Biber et al. 1999:788), and the fact that prepositions show a negative 

structure coefficient on factor 2 makes it even less likely that because of plays a 

major role for this factor. In addition to causative subordinator  because, condi-

tional subordination by means of if or unless also shows a positive sign.

Additional indicators of a verbal style are individual verbs, predominantly 

modals and quasi-modals, that also have salient positive structure coefficients: 

have to,  have with do-support in negative and interrogative contexts, enclitic  ‘ll, 

want to, and a group of verbs complemented by that. The last variable also cap-

tures the predominance of clausal structures in a verbal style, since  that as a 

complementizer introduces a new clause.

Apart  form  the  individual  (quasi-)  modals,  modality  is  also  expressed 

through the individual lexical items  maybe,  probably,  and the construction  BE 

kind of, all of which signal a weak epistemic stance, either through uncertainty or 

lack of specificity.  Probably and  maybe have positive structure coefficients on 

factor 1, whereas BE kind of only indirectly contributes by virtue of a salient posi-

tive pattern coefficient.  Taken together,  these features mark an association of 

high factor 2 scores with discourse that includes a soft epistemic stance. The 

negative pattern coefficient for adjectival superlatives may also be related to this 

explanation.
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Such a soft stance may reflect an orientation towards inter-subjective nego-

tiation of meaning, relevance, and purpose, as opposed to elaboration of factual  

information. The importance of private verbs (e.g.  think,  believe) as well as of 

first and second (and to a smaller degree: third) person pronouns for factor 2 

contribute to this impression of a relational approach to information, as does the 

positive structure coefficient for  actually. This latter lexical item can be used to 

weaken the force of  contributions that  contradict  a  communicative participant 

(“That is actually a bigger problem than you think”) or to compare competing ver-

sions of reality (“He thought I was ignoring him, but I actually didn’t see his mes-

sages”). The dimension of collaborative meaning-making can be related back to 

the predominance of  clausal  structures noted for high factor  2 values above: 

phrasal structures typically reflect a tight integration of information typical of infor-

mational and academic writing, whereas clausal ones are much more infomation-

ally  loose  and  associated  with  conversational  style  (Biber  2012).  The  latter 

leaves more options for different participants to contribute information at various 

points and increases the availability of transition relevance places in a conversa-

tion analysis sense.

In this perspective, an additional set of salient positive features on factor 2 

can also be accounted for. Indefinite as well as demonstrative pronouns and it all 

are referentially vague and rely to some degree on context to be made sense of. 

The latter two are deictic expressions that either refer to a shared external (“it’s 

cold”; “that car was going fast”) a shared discourse context (“It’s okay, don’t men-

tion it”; “that’s what I told you”). They therefore presuppose a level of co-pres-

ence that is typical of face-to-face interactional situations where communication 

unfolds in real time. On the other hand, under conditions of on-line production 

and reception, redundancy – a feature that tends to be avoided in writing – may 

serve the purpose of emphasizing important points and making sure they do not 
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go unnoticed. This fact may explain the strong positive association of multiple 

negation with high factor 2 scores.

Structural complexity also enters the picture in regards to factor 2, with sev-

eral variables that show structure coefficients greater than 0.5. The highest abso-

lute value of all emerges for mean word length, which is negatively associated 

with factor 2 scores: the shorter the average word in a corpus text, the higher its 

factor 2 score will be. This impression is supported by the salient positive coeffi-

cient for contractions as well as that for  not, reflecting a preference for analytic 

rather than more integrated synthetic negation strategies. Two of the latter enter 

the structure coefficient matrix with a negative sign, namely the prefixes un- and 

de-. Additional affixes that are inversely related to factor 2 scores are be- and re-, 

and simpler lexical structure is also reflected in the negative coefficient for final 

three-consonant clusters.

Unaccounted so far are the high structure coefficient values for existential 

there and standardness. The former may be included due to its topic-marking po-

tential, as in sentences like “there’s a shop down the road that sells carpets” 

(compared to its alternative “a shop down the road sells carpets”; note also that  

the former variant comprises a main clause and a relative clause, thus adding to 

the impression of clausal elaboration). A close adherence to standard orthogra-

phy is unexpected if  factor 2 really quantifies a degree of communicative co-

presence and co-production. It has to be remembered, however, that the spoken 

data in ICE exist in their transcribed form. These transcripts have been created 

by trained academics and generally rely on standard English orthography to ren-

der the phonetic data into machine-processable text. This fact may account for 

the positive structure coefficient of standardness in the present case.
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5.2.2.2 Patterning of corpus texts along Factor 2

If  factor 2 indeed measures communicative co-presence and co-production, it 

should show fairly  clear  distinctions among the  corpus texts.  Since box-and-

whisker plots were introduced in 5.2.1.2, and since there I highlighted the impor-

tance of attending to the sub-modality level of corpus text categories in order to  

avoid  hasty  over-generalizations,  I  begin with  a discussion  of  text  categories 

along factor 2. Figure 10 gives the appropriate overview.

A first look at this graph confirms that factor 2 distinguishes reasonably well – 

and certainly much more clearly than factor 1 – between written and spoken cor-

pus texts. The former tend to have lower scores, whereas the latter score higher, 
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with the Twitter data assuming an intermediate position. There is little internal dif-

ferentiation of the written material along factor 2, with the exception of category 

W1B, correspondence. This genre shows higher mean factor 2 values than all 

other written ones and also than Twitter and the lowest-scoring spoken genre, 

scripted monologues. As was the case above for factor 1, correspondence and 

scripted monologues indicate places where the neat dichotomy between spoken 

and written language breaks down. Conceptual  and medial  modality  (Koch & 

Oesterreicher 1985) are disaligned in both cases, with planned speeches being 

oral only in terms of their medium and personal letters, though physically in writ -

ten form, appropriate many discourse properties of oral interaction.

Spoken language itself hardly constitutes a coherent category along factor 

2, as the leftmost four boxes in figure  10 reveal. There is a steady decline in 

mean and median values as well as box positioning from left to right. In terms of 

genre, this reflects a primary separation of dialog (S1A and S1B) on the one 

hand and monologue (S2A and S2B) on the other. The former can further be bro-

ken  down  into  private  and  public  situations,  where  private  dialog  averages 

markedly higher scores than public dialog. A similar pattern, though less pro-

nounced, holds for the different averages for spontaneous and planned mono-

logues.
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Figure 11 once again demonstrates the difference in perspective that arises de-

pending on what level of generality factor 2 is considered at. Both graphs in the 

panel are bar plots of individual corpus texts, where the height of each bar corre-

sponds to that text’s factor 2 score. The bars are placed in ascending order. The 

left panel represents the entire corpus, color-coded for modality: green bars are 

written, red bars Twitter, and blue bars spoken texts. The clear progression from 

green via red to blue in this graph appears to suggest that modality is all that is 

needed to account for differences along factor 2.

The graph on the right, however, emphasizes that more is happening. This 

display only charts the spoken texts, which are color-coded by corpus category: 

private dialogue (red), public dialogue (green), unplanned monologue (orange) 

and planned monologue (blue). This graph shows internal variation in the spoken 

data, to the effect that it is largely one category  that accounts for the modality  

differences noted above, private dialogue. The prepared monologue values in 
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particular tend to be around and below 0 and are more comparable to the green 

bars in the left graph (i.e. written text types) than to other spoken material.

Communicative co-presence is a situational property of the communicative 

event, but the degree to which discourse in such cases is conceptualized as a 

collaborative enterprise may be culturally mediated. If cultural differences exist, 

this fact should be reflected in the behavior of corpus texts from different coun-

tries  along factor  2.  Since differentiation  was found primarily  for  spoken dis-

course in the discussion above, I here restrict myself to the spoken material in 

ICE as well as the TwICE data.
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Figure 12, plotting values for individual countries’ texts for each genre separately, 

shows one major interesting tendency: IndE consistently has the lowest values 

on factor 2, with the exception of unplanned monologues (S2A), where its me-

dian and mean are just barely above those for BrE. In the dialogic genres in par-

ticular, texts from ICE-India assume a clear outlier position compared to the rest  

of the data. IndE as a predominantly second-language standard variety is often 

considered as more formal than other Englishes (e.g. Mair 2009), and this expla-

nation might go some way in making sense of the separate position the ICE-In-

dia texts occupy in figure 12. However, the same could be said of JamE, where 
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no such pattern is apparent in the data. Whether larger Indian (or even South 

Asian) discursive norms are the driving force behind the special role of the IndE 

conversational data or whether differences in corpus compilation may account 

for them, is a question that bears closer attention. Figure 12 certainly does not 

give evidence to answer Mair’s question “[w]hether it is possible to have a con-

versation in English and remain informal […] in the Indian sociolinguistic context” 

(2009:20)  in the affirmative.

There is less of a pronounced tendency for one variety or group of varieties 

to be located toward the higher end of the factor 2 continuum in spoken and Twit-

ter texts. CanE, however, is among the highest-scoring varieties in all genre con-

texts. Unfortunately, no spoken ICE files are available for the United States, but 

the top position of AmE Twitter texts at least suggests that there may be a North 

American  tendency  towards  greater  collaborative  orientation  in  spoken  dis-

course.

5.2.2.3 Sample texts

Two short text samples will help to make the meaning of factor 2 more tangible.  

Since there is considerable overlap in the salient features on factors 1 and 2, I 

have chosen texts that exemplify that the factors do not measure the same di-

mension of variation. As in 5.2.1.3, features with a positive factor 2 structure (or 

pattern) coefficient are underlined and those with a negative structure coefficient  

italicized. (3) is an excerpt from a text scoring very high on factor 2, but also with 

a positive factor 1 score, indicating complexity, nominalization, and detachment:

(3)

There you have to choose your battles and you have to know which one you're 

going  to  concentrate  on which  is  what  the  guild  council  tries  to  do  

So we do  hear the  concerns  through these representatives  
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And also when we have the guild general meetings the student turnout is low but 

the few that come they do talk and they tell us the problems that they have and 

from there on we take it from there and represent so to speak

<ICE-JAM-S1A-059>

Text (3) demonstrates the difference between factor 1 and factor 2. It contains a 

relatively high proportion of Latinate vocabulary (council, concentrate, represen-

tative, etc.), owing to the technical topic of the conversation. Nonetheless, the 

presentation of information is loose, connected by clauses rather than integrated 

by means of, e.g. prepositional phrases. It is noteworthy in this regard that at 

least one feature not measured in the present study which Biber connects to 

clausal discourse – coordinator and – features four times in a clause-coordinat-

ing role in the above excerpt. In addition to the loose organization of information, 

specific reference is also made to both speaker and addressee by means of per-

sonal pronouns, indicating an inter-subjective orientation in the discourse.

(4)

The  experience  in travelling  in a  vestibule  train  with an  attached  pantry  car

the unknown destination and happiness or hardship  

that were to be part of the journey

Both my cousin and myself are always used to sound sleep 

in the night immaterial of the time place etcetera 

When the dawn broke we were amidst what was known as the heart of  

India 

<ICE-IND-S2B-036>

Example (4) is a spoken text of the scripted monologue genre. What is striking is 

the reliance on multiple prepositional phrases for information elaboration and – 

against the backdrop of the generally verbal-clauses character of spoken interac-
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tions – the relatively few verb phrases contained in this stretch of discourse. 

These features conspire to give the text this excerpt is taken from one of the low-

est factor 2 scores of all corpus texts. Neither does it score positively on factor 1. 

While the frequency of prepositions should elevate its factor 1 score, the vocabu-

lary is fairly simple and consists mostly of short words. This may reflect a more 

concrete informational  orientation (the recounting of  a  past  adventure)  rather 

than a conceptually complex one.

5.2.3 Factor 3

Starting with factor 3, the number of features with salient coefficients decreases 

fairly dramatically in comparison to the first two factors. Ten linguistic variables 

show a salient structure coefficient for factor 3, and one additional feature con-

tributes in terms of its pattern coefficient only. Seven of these are new features 

not included in the description of either factor 1 or 2.

5.2.3.1 Salient linguistic features

Factor 3 is dominated by two linguistic features, each with a structure coefficient 

greater than 0.6: third person pronouns and verbs in the past perfect. Each of 

these represents one of the two most important aspects of factor 3. First, this di-

mension seems to be related to discourse about third parties. In addition to third 

person pronouns, the contribution of the  s-genitive also marks this dimension. 

The use of reflexive pronouns and reporting verbs likewise emphasizes this im-

pression. Although these could theoretically be used in all grammatical persons, 

the fact that third person pronouns are so important to factor 3 suggests that re-

flexive pronouns and reporting verbs is connected to this grammatical category.

Next, epitomized by the category of past perfect is a general past-orienta-

tion of texts with high factor 3 values, potentially along with a complicated tempo-
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ral orientation (insomuch as the past perfect typically applies to events anterior to 

a situation that is already located in the past). Further evidence for this interpre-

tation is given by the additional salience of the modals could and would. Both of 

these can be used in a number of temporal references – past, future, present – 

but they are etymologically preterite forms of can and will. As such, they have a 

stronger past-orientation than most other modals and are implicated in contrasts 

where these other modals cannot be used to signal past reference. For instance, 

while it is possible to use either  can or  could in a sentence like “we can/could 

take the car or go by bike,” when this sentence is shifted to a temporal past refer-

ence can is no longer an option.

These two dimensions, as well as the majority of specific features given 

above, correspond very closely to Biber’s second factor, differentiating “narrative 

versus non-narrative concerns” (Biber 1988:108–109). The salience of past per-

fect constructions in the present analysis is related to that of both verbal past 

tense and the perfect aspect in Biber’s study. Furthermore, the reporting verbs in 

the present study are an elaborated version of Biber’s “public verbs,” which also 

contribute to his second factor, as do third person pronouns. Despite all neces-

sary skepticism, it seems warranted in this case to treat these two factors as 

identical. In this regard, high factor 3 scores can be expected to be indicative of  

the literature genre in ICE (W2F).

In the present study, however, one additional aspect not quantified by Biber 

enters the picture. Several variables measuring the adherence of a text sample 

to the linguistic standard reach salient positive coefficient values for factor 3. 

These are: percentage of standard words in the text, frequency of standard defi-

nite articles, and frequency of standard reflexive pronouns. What is noteworthy is 

that in some literary texts,  especially in dialog, strategies of “eye dialect”  are 

sometimes used  (Preston 1985) to stylize non-standard oral discourse. In this 
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context, both non-standard articles (“de house”) and reflexives (“hisself”) are po-

tentially available markers. However, their standard alternants instead are more 

salient on factor 3. It has to be concluded that the careful editorial process in-

volved in the publication of fiction texts apparently works to eclipse individual, 

strategically chosen instances of deviation from standard orthography.

Two further features need to be considered for factor 3. The construction as 

if was initially included in the study with a primary interest in its contrast with as 

though (Grieve 2016:72). However, this contrast does not seem to be the motor 

behind the importance of as if for factor 3. The structure coefficient for as though, 

while not salient at the level established for this study, has a structure coefficient 

greater than 0 (0.16), meaning there is little justification in assuming it is dispre-

ferred  in  texts  with  high  factor  3  scores.  Instead,  I  would  suggest  that  as if 

reaches salience for another reason, namely that it is a device for a particular 

rhetorical figure, where an extended comparison is made (i.e. akin to a syntacti -

cally elaborated simile). (5) is a quote from the second highest-scoring text on 

factor 3 in the corpus:

(5)  “You 're the first person I've written to since I left,” he said as if he read her 

thoughts.

It is my argument that this type of usage of as if accounts for the salience of this 

variable on factor 3.

Last, prefix be- also has a moderately salient structure coefficient. A scan of 

some sample corpus texts does not reveal any particular individual item promot-

ing salience. Rather, since words beginning with be- tend to be of Germanic ori-

gin (beginning, believe, belittle, etc.), this feature may reflect a contrast between 

literate and other forms of writing, where the latter prefers non-technical vocabu-

lary.
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5.2.3.2 Patterning of corpus texts along Factor 3

The discussion of textual relations along factor 3 can be kept relatively brief. Fig-

ure 13 shows very clearly that one specific text category has a monopoly on high 

scores on this factor. It will come as no surprise that these are indeed the literary  

texts  in  ICE category W2F.  A slight  tendency for  other  written  texts  to  show 

higher values can also be discerned, but it does not allow any definite conclu-

sions. What is more surprising are the low values of the Twitter data on factor 3.  

According to Page  (2012a), social media constitute a new form of story-telling 

and consequently should be expected to center narrative linguistic elements. I 

return to this issue in 5.3.4.1.
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In terms of regional differences, comparisons across the different countries and 

text categories quickly get complicated to interpret. For the sake of clarity, I here 

simply plot the aggregate behavior of each of the 10 countries represented in 

ICE for spoken texts, Twitter messages, and written material other than fiction 

writing (figure 14). Excluding narrative texts helps to bring the differences in gen-

eral writing across varieties into better focus.
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In written English, a tendency for Inner Circle countries (NZ, IE, CA, and GB) to  

show a slightly more pronounced tendency towards high factor 3 scores can be 

seen. Lowest averages of factor 3 discourse properties are found in written texts 

from the Philippines, India, and Hong Kong. For the two East Asian varieties, the 

same holds in regard to Twitter and spoken texts, where they are joined by Sin-

gaporean material, also with slightly lower-than-average factor 3 values. Consis-

tently high are BrE, IrE and CanE, but also JamE. A distinction might therefore 

be made between European and North American varieties with a stronger narra-

tive focus across text categories on the one hand, and Asian varieties displaying 

the opposite tendency on the other. Does this pattern arise from geography or 

from shared/similar  linguistic  histories?  The  composition  of  the  ten  countries 

sampled in the ICE part of the present study does not allow definite conclusions. 

However, when grouping the data according to which phase in Schneider’s Dy-

namic Model each country is currently undergoing, as is done in figure 15, a de-
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velopmental explanation suggests itself. The fiction texts themselves have again 

been omitted from this graph.

In both spoken and Twitter discourse, countries in phase five (the UK26, Ireland, 

the USA, Canada, New Zealand) and phase four (India, Jamaica, Singapore), 

have almost exactly matching means, medians and box positions, suggesting 

predominant unity in terms of their overall position along factor 3. In both modali -

ties, phase four countries (Hong Kong and the Philippines) have slightly but no-

26 As the colonial power, Britain is not included in the Dynamic Model of postcolonial Englishes.  
It is, however, reasonable to incorporate it into the small group of phase 5 countries charac -
terized by high degrees of endo-normativity and internal diversification. The same can be 
said of Ireland, with the exception that there is also good reason in the Irish case to speak of 
a postcolonial situation proper.
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ticeably lower values. The same is true of the written texts, except that there the 

phase  four  countries  occupy  an  intermediate  position  between  phase  3  and 

phase 5 ones. As the ICE material only includes phase three countries from East 

Asia, it might be argued that what really shows in figure 15 is yet again an effect 

of geography. Therefore, a larger set of Twitter data, comprising six countries in 

phase five (the UK, Ireland, the USA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand), five 

in  phase  four  (Singapore,  India,  South  Africa,  Barbados,  and  Jamaica)  and 

seven in phase three (Hong Kong, the Philippines, Malaysia, Kenya, Tanzania, 

Nigeria, and Cameroon) is also plotted, resulting in figure  16. This graph repli-

cates very precisely the distribution of both spoken and Twitter material from the 

ten ICE countries along factor 3.
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Among the typical  characteristics of  phase four  in the Dynamic Model  is  the 

emergence of native literary creativity. It may be that the pattern found in figures 

15 and 16 is connected to such a development. While the graphs do not say any-

thing about literary production itself, it may be that the first seeds of a local liter -

ary tradition emerge at a time where the functional range of the language on the 

whole expands into more creative and narrative domains,  as opposed to the 

more utilitarian communicative contexts characteristic of earlier phases. Accord-

ing to this hypothesis, the differences between phase three countries and the 

more advanced ones (in Schneider’s terms) in figures 15 and 16 reflect such an 

expansion of the language into new functional domains. The present study can-
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not test  this hypothesis at  a sufficient level  of  detail,  but  it  certainly warrants 

closer attention.

5.2.3.3 Sample texts

The highest-scoring corpus texts on factor 3 are, without exception, from the fic-

tion category of ICE, as was to be expected. In this regard, it may be revealing to 

consider the highest-scoring material that is of a different genre than W2F. Ex-

ample (6) is a passage from such a corpus text, an unprepared monologue.

(6)

He said Alan Beckman was about four to five yards from him and nothing was be-

tween them to obstruct his view of the accused

“I look right inna him face”

As to the length of time he had to do so he said “I looked at him for about two 

minutes to three minutes”

He had known him before he would see him sometimes seven times for the year 

up to ten times for the year and he had seen him sometime that year although he 

did not say exactly when

<ICE-JAM-S2A-069>

It turns out that this is a transcript of a court hearing. The purpose of the in-

teraction is the reconstruction of a sequence of events leading up or standing in  

connection with a criminal offense. As such, reference is frequently made to third 

parties, resulting in a high concentration of third person pronouns. The recon-

struction of verbal exchanges is introduced with reporting verb and the precise 

establishment of a temporal sequence of events relies on verbs in the past per-

fect to establish anteriority. All these features bring example (6) into close stylistic 

proximity to fictional narratives.
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Conversely, are there fictional texts that are not characterized by high factor 

3 scores? This is hardly the case. The lowest-scoring narrative text still is located 

above the grand median on this factor. Nonetheless, it is instructive to consider 

this comparatively “non-narrative” fictional text, an excerpt of which is given in 

(7):

(7)

Among many features one would like to dwell on, I will touch on one which struck 

me very forcibly, as a young person, but which was not much mentioned - Tar-

bert's walls. To a youngster's eye in the forties and fifties there was very little in-

dustrial or commercial employment in the village, but all around one were mighty 

walls and large buildings which spoke to one of a different era, a bygone era in a 

Tarbert which must have been very different. They stood silent as sentinels and 

witnesses of a Tarbert which must have been more vibrant. They symbolised an 

era when there must have been great collective endeavour.

<ICE-IE-W2F-015>

This text is clearly narrative in orientation, but also different from the proto-

typical fiction text in at least two ways. First, the narration is presented from a 

first-person point of view, as demonstrated by the pronoun I in the first sentence. 

Second, external events are not so much the topical focus of this passage; in-

stead, it deals with private reflections and recollections. Both these aspects lead 

to a lower frequency of third person pronouns and reporting verbs. Temporal or-

der as well is arguably more important for the presentation of external action 

than for the recollection of private memories, and consequently do not show up 

in this passage (and only twice in the entire corpus text).

Based on the discussion of (7), the meaning of factor 3 can be further de-

limited from a general narrative focus to one in which the narrator assumes a de-

tached, extra-diegetic role and where external events are of central importance.
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5.2.4 Factor 4

Factor 4 comprises 14 salient features, all with a positive structure coefficient. A 

majority of these (8) also plays some part on one of the factors previously dis-

cussed. Nonetheless, factor 4 is only moderately correlated with one other factor,  

namely factor 3 (correlation coefficient of 0.32). There is hence justification to 

treat this factor as a separate dimension underlying the variance in the measured 

feature space.

5.2.4.1 Salient linguistic features

Two sets of features with salience on other factors are important for factor 4 as 

well, namely a subset of the factor 2 and the factor 3 variables. The former are 

overall frequency of standard spellings, the pronoun  it, existential  there, verbs 

complemented by  that,  and negator  not.  With the exception of standardness, 

these have been interpreted above as indicators of a verbal style characterized 

by loose integration of information, typically by means of analytic rather than syn-

thetic linguistic material. These properties, I argued in turn, set apart real-time, 

face-to-face conversations from other genres. Consequently, it seems likely that 

factor 4 is connected to similar situational properties. The inclusion of indefinite 

articles in the factor 4 feature list also seems to point in this direction. While arti-

cles in general occur in the noun phrase – a dispreferred choice in a verbal style 

– they also mark underspecified reference, which is typical of loose information-

packaging.

The factor 4 features that are also salient for factor 3 are standardness 

(again) as well as would and could. These three features are not entirely suffi-

cient for establishing a connection to narrative-centered style. Above, standard-

ness was only mediately connected with fictional writing by virtue of the careful  

editorial  process involved in this genre. Likewise,  would and  could were con-
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nected to the past-orientation of narrative discourse only in their specific past-

time-referential function, which are but a fraction of their potential uses. Some 

potential  evidence for the importance of past-orientation for factor 4 might be 

seen in the salience of present perfect constructions on this factor.

The remaining variables predominantly appear to be related to stance-tak-

ing. In addition to could and would, modal might also reaches salience on factor 

4. Together with perhaps these variables all serve to hedge the epistemic and/or 

deontic force of an utterance. The construction  a sort of + noun also implies a 

low commitment to precise utterance content. Standing in contrast to this group 

of features is the set of epistemic certainty-marking adverbials, including items 

like definitely or obviously. Therefore, high factor 4 scores apparently do not indi-

cate a weak stance so much as they reflect explicit stance-taking behavior in 

general, in whatever direction.

On its own, factor 4 thus seems to be relatively easy to summarize. Its posi-

tive pole is characterized by verbal, stance-saturated discourse, potentially with 

some narrative (or more generally past-referring) flavor. The problem is that this 

description only contrasts minimally with what has been said of factor 2 above. 

Such a convergence of two factors is highly undesirable, since the whole ratio-

nale of EFA is to reduce complexity and develop maximally distinct underlying 

categories. The fact that factor 4 correlates only moderately with other factors 

(and hardly at all with factor 2, the one of interpretational relevance here) is a  

sign of  hope that  there is  sufficient  differentiation,  but  it  is  difficult  to identify  

where the difference lies from a consideration of the features alone. I therefore 

defer further interpretational remarks to the next section.
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5.2.4.2 Patterning of corpus texts along Factor 4

The distribution of factor 4 scores across individual text categories, given in fig-

ure 17 below, gives a first indication of the difference between this factor and fac-

tor 2. There is no clear distinction in terms of average scores between written 

and spoken corpus material, and in fact the genre with the highest mean score 

on factor 4 is a written one, persuasive writing.

Within the group of spoken texts, a different average score distribution from that 

of factor 2 can also be seen. Whereas the latter clearly set apart private dialogue 
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from all other genres, it is the category of public dialogue that scores highest on  

average for factor 4. The next down on the score average continuum are un-

scripted monologues, and only below this genre do private dialogs compete with 

planned speeches for second-to-last place.

Clearly then, factor 4 expresses a different underlying dimension than factor 

2. With the distributional pattern in figure 17 in mind, it is possible to reinterpret 

some of the features listed in 5.2.4.1 in line with the most indicative text types. 

Both public dialog (such as legal cross-examinations, broadcast discussions, or 

parliamentary debates) and persuasive writing are characterized by a high de-

gree of addressee-orientation. Unlike in spontaneous private interactions, how-

ever, the focus in these genres is often less on the joint negotiation of meaning,  

topic, and purpose but rather on a rhetorically effective presentation of one’s own 

position.

Modality is an important strategy in this latter regard, since it can be utilized 

to mark certain statements as more or less valid or probable (epistemic modality)  

and delineate rights and obligations of participants (deontic modality). The modal 

auxiliaries might,  could, and would can all be used in these functions, whereas 

perhaps and the certainty-marking adverbials are more clearly of an epistemic 

modal nature. Existential  there can be used to talk about general states, which 

often serve as the premise on or the strawman against which an argument is 

constructed. Example (8) is from the text in the corpus data with the highest fac-

tor 4 score:

(8)

There are some people who would say well marriage is is too much of a commit-

ment in a sense that it's a mental burden for them

is this a fair judgement

<ICE-SG-S1B-025>
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Here, “some people” are set up as unspecified holders of a generic position 

and, further on in the interaction, the speaker asks other participants explicitly to 

take a stance in regards to this position. This pattern is quite pervasive through-

out the texts with the highest factor 4 scores.

The salience of present perfect constructions can perhaps be explained by 

the fact that the perfect aspect often expresses a speaker’s “concern with the ex-

tended-now interval”  (Yao 2015:263). In such uses, the deictic center remains 

temporally aligned with the moment of utterance, but the relevance of the predi-

cation beyond the immediate moment is emphasized. Thus, appeal is made to 

relatively enduring facts, but their importance for choices or states in the present 

moment  is  also  highlighted.  The  rhetorical  affordances  of  the  extended-now 

present perfect are exemplified in (9):

(9)

Each of the twelve of you have decided that yes there's definitely a reasonable 

possibility that she acted in self-defence then your duty is very clear

You are required by law to bring a <unclear word> verdict in

<ICE-CA-S2A-067>

In (9), a decision made in the past is made immediately relevant, indeed 

binding, for future decisions in this courtroom interaction. Uses of the present 

perfect similar to the one given here can mark “scale-jumping” moves  (Blom-

maert 2010:35), where more enduring, general states are invoked to lend norma-

tive validity  to positions articulated in the specific  moment of  interaction  (see 

Johnstone 2009 for examples of similar rhetorical patterns).

The joint consideration of text category distribution, individual textual exam-

ples and a fresh look at the salient features have helped to sketch out more 

clearly the dimension captured by factor 4. Texts scoring high on this dimension 
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are typically persuasive in nature and characterized by a high degree of explicit 

stance-taking.

Factor 4 is also the dimension that, of the ones considered so far, shows 

the clearest signs of regional differentiation in a World Englishes perspective. 

Figure  18 displays the by now familiar  graph plotting distributions of factor 4 

scores by modality and individual country. From this graphic, a distinction be-

tween the five Inner Circle varieties BrE, IrE, AmE, CanE, and NZE form the five 

Outer Circle ones can be inferred. The former have higher mean scores than the 

latter in all modalities, but the difference is particularly pronounced in the spoken 

genres. Values for individal text categories are not displayed here, but the pat-

tern is highly stable across all of them.

Of the Inner Circle countries, the UK contribute the corpus material that is, on av-

erage, most stance-saturated. At the other end of the spectrum, it is again the 
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East Asian countries, particularly Hong Kong and the Philippines that are most 

different from the Inner Circle ones. Whereas on the other factors discussed so 

far,  evidence  for  systematic  variety-differences  has  been  tentative,  factor  4 

seems to allow for a firmer conclusion. Inner Circle texts show a tendency for 

more active marking of stance and persuasion than Outer Circle ones. In terms 

of areal contrasts, this amounts to a cline from highest- to lowest-scoring texts on 

factor 4 that is ordered as follows: 

Europe > Australia/NZ/N America > Caribbean/Africa > S Asia > E Asia

In terms of developmental stages in the Dynamic Model, there is also a 

steady progression from phase three countries with the lowest factor 4 values to 

phase 4 ones in an intermediate position and phase 5 ones at the high end of the 

factor score continuum. These differences are not plotted here for reasons of 

space constraints.

5.2.5 Factor 5

The fifth factor in the present factor solution is one of the least well-defined ones. 

Only six  linguistic variables show a salient  structure coefficient  for  this  factor 

(four with a positive and two with a negative sign), and two additional features 

enter the picture solely by virtue of a salient pattern coefficient. Only one of these 

features is exclusive to factor 5.  However,  three others have structure coeffi-

cients on factor 5 which are higher than for any other factor, indicating that they 

are of primary importance for the dimension under discussion in this section.

5.2.5.1 Salient linguistic features

The two most important measured variables on factor 5, with structure coeffi-

cients of 0.61 and 0.60 respectively, are preposition sequences and place adver-
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bials,  such as  here,  nearby,  away,  etc.  Next  in  salience are  time adverbials 

(again,  yesterday,  early, etc.). All of these features represent strategies to de-

marcate physical relations, either in the spatial or the temporal domain. This is 

evident in the case of the two adverbial classes, and can easily be shown for  

preposition sequences as well. These comprise members like  from within,  out 

onto, up against, etc. that typically put two noun phrases into spatial (and some-

times temporal, as in over with).

In this regard, it is interesting to note that single prepositions do not enter 

into a salient relation with factor 5.  It  is  not the case that this feature barely 

misses  the  arbitrary  salience  threshold;  instead,  the  structure  coefficient  for 

prepositions is 0.01, one of the closest to zero (and consequently least distinc-

tive) of all features. The reason for this may lie in the versatility of the functions 

prepositions can be used for: as complements to phrasal or prepositional verbs, 

as  markers  of  logical  (rather  than  physical)  relations  among  noun  phrases. 

Preposition sequences, like the ones given as examples above, appear more of-

ten to express basic (i.e. physical) prepositional meanings and to contribute to 

factor 5 by virtue of this quality.

The remaining features, all  with smaller structure coefficients, are  gh-se-

quences (0.35), mean word length (-0.32) and nominal suffix -ity (-0.31). These 

have no direct connection to the expression of physical relations. Rather, they all 

serve  as  indicators  of  a  style  that  avoids  structural  complexity:  by  choosing 

shorter words on average, by preferring Germanic words (gh) over Latinate ones 

(-ity), and by disfavoring nominal expression of ideas (-ity).

Taking  the  primary  dimension  (expressed  by  the  adverbial  classes  and 

preposition sequences) and the secondary one (structural simplicity) together, it 

appears that high factor 5 scores are indicative of texts with a low focus on tight 

informational integration that explicitly code physical situational properties. The 
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discussion in the next section reveals that this combination is typical of a specific 

communicative constellation that is represented by a narrow set of texts in the 

corpus.

5.2.5.2 Patterning of corpus texts along Factor 5

The text category patterns that arise from the factor 5 score distributions (figure 

19) are noteworthy for the lack of a clear distinction they establish between spo-

ken, written, and Twitter modalities. Most genres’ means cluster around values of 

0, although there is a trend for written text categories to be situated in the low 
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negative range. This trend is contradicted by the fiction genre, which once again 

emerges as markedly different from all  other written texts. Novels and stories 

come second in terms of factor 5 scores only to unplanned monologues, and 

there the difference is only one of mean values. The medians of the two genres 

are almost identical (0.67 for fiction and 0.65 for spontaneous monologues).

What may account for the difference in means between these two text cate-

gories is the very large upper range of the whiskers for unplanned monologues, 

extending far beyond even the highest outliers of any other genre. This suggests 

that, while spontaneous monologue as a category on the whole is not radically 

different from the others, there may be a sub-group within it that is highly distinct.  

Indeed, an ordinal ranking of individual corpus along factor 5 texts reveals that 

the highest-scoring 69 texts are all from category S2A and that, out of the 111 

highest-scoring ones, only five do not belong to this category.

Inevitably, the question arises whether there are further systematic distinc-

tions below the text category level that account for the unusual behavior of this 

small set of texts along the factor 5 dimensions. According to Greenbaum and 

Nelson  (1996:14),  the  rubric  of  unscripted  monologues  indeed  encompasses 

somewhat of a mixed bag of communicative situations: spontaneous commen-

taries, unscripted speeches, demonstrations, and legal presentations. A closer 

inspection of the score distribution within category S2A reveals that, indeed, the 

very high values on factor 5 are almost entirely attributable to one kind of unpre-

pared monologue: spontaneous commentary (corpus texts with codes between 

S2A-001 and S2A-020). These comprise 49 of 50 the highest-scoring texts along 

factor 5 in the entire corpus.

It turns out that spontaneous commentary in fact consists exclusively of live 

radio commentary on sports events. This kind of communicative genre has some 

highly specific properties that help account for its separate position along factor 
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5.  Speaker  and audience are physically  separated,  but  communication  takes 

place in real-time. The flow of communication is dictated by the succession of 

events which the audience has no access to, other than by means of the com-

mentator’s discourse. This accounts for the predominance of physical anchoring 

strategies such as time and space adverbials. To various degrees, sports events 

proceed at a relatively fast pace, requiring simply structured language to allow 

the commentator simply to keep up with the temporal progression of the event.  

This accounts for the negative coefficient of mean word length, and potentially 

also for the positive ones in the cases of gh-sequences and -ity suffixes.

What, then, is to be said of texts other than sports commentaries with high 

values on factor 5? The group with the second highest mean value are fiction 

texts. Here, it is likely that passages with a specific relation between story time 

and discourse time shift values upwards: in cases where these two levels ap-

proximate each other, often in order to create a sense of immediacy, narrative 

writing can approximate characteristics of sports reporting. I give an example of 

such a passage in the next section. To the extent that clusters of salient factor 5 

features help identify passages within a literary text that are marked by situa-

tional immediacy, these may be relevant for distance-reading approaches to liter-

ary studies as well.

The comparatively high factor 5 values of prepared monologues can largely 

be accounted for by the non-co-presence of speaker and audience in many of 

these cases, resulting in an increased frequency of devices marking physical re-

lations like place and time adverbials or preposition sequences. The same can 

be said of two of the next relatively high-scoring written genres: both correspon-

dence (W1B) and instructional writing (W2D) directly address a temporally and 

spatially removed audience, requiring explicit marking of situational properties in 

time and space. It is less clear why non-academic informational writing scores 
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comparatively high on factor 5. An explanation can perhaps be found in the fact  

that the individual texts from this category with the highest scores (GB-W2B-025, 

GB-W2B-026, SG-W2B-029, SG-W2B-032) are all  concerned with nature (the 

climate, ornithology, the growth of vegetables, etc.). As such, they cover topics in 

which external physical relations are important, as opposed to other samples of 

informational writing, such as biographical or humanities texts.

Geographical variation along factor 5 is small but consistent across modali-

ties, although less pronounced in written texts than in either Twitter or spoken 

discourse. Figure 20 shows the aggregate values for all corpus texts, excluding 

spontaneous monologues to  prevent a  distorting effect  of  sports  reports,  and 

plotting each modality separately. The most consistently high-scoring countries 

are Canada, New Zealand, and Ireland. BrE texts also tend to score highly, but 

this tendency is somewhat suppressed in the spoken texts. Repeating a pattern 

that has been noted already for several factors above, the Asian varieties, partic-

ularly HKE and PhilE, mark the lowest factor 5 scores.
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Once again, an explanation in terms of developmental stages suggests itself. It 

has been noted above that factor 5 measures a highly specified discursive style 

that is recognizably different from the kind of language found in most other gen-

res. Consequently, the existence of texts with high values along the factor 5 con-

tinuum can be interpreted as an index of linguistic diversification, a process that 

gains force after the development of a local norm-orientation. The low values for 

the written ICE texts from the USA, however, somewhat complicate this picture.

5.2.5.3 Sample texts

Example (10), an excerpt from a typical sports commentary corpus text illustrates 

that genre’s highly specific linguistic properties:
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(10)

now it's with Dunn

forward pass finds Brown

back over to Hill

a good cross comes across to Iton Scott

he chests it down looking for Clarke

Clarke gets it away from Blair who's not effective in this match so far for Arnett as 

Chin-Sue comes forward

referee Powell running up behind the players to keep up with the play

<ICE-JAM-S2A-011>

This passage neither shows a very verbal nor a very nominal style of infor-

mation-packaging. Instead it  appears fragmented, and even looser than most 

spontaneous conversational texts. Noun phrases are predominantly the proper 

names of players, without any additional modification. The non-restrictive relative 

clause modifying Blair is a rare exception. Predication is also fairly infrequent. In-

stead, bare noun phrases connected by preposition sequences (back over to 

Hill) or present participial clauses (running up behind the players) drive the action 

forward.

It is obvious that this textual style is highly distinct form that found in most 

other text types. Even without knowing any of the players, and not being familiar 

with the specific sport that is covered in the passage above, most readers will im-

mediately recognize this text as a live sports commentary (note, for instance, that 

the anaphoric referent of it is not given in the excerpt above, but is nonetheless 

easily inferred). Given this specificity, it is also instructive to consider a text that 

is not sports reporting but incorporates factor 5 features to a high degree. Exam-

ple (11) is taken from a fiction text:
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(11)

Inside the house now and so many people. They all seem to know her, but she 

only knows some. Jack comes up the brown stairs, a tray over his head, shout-

ing 'Load coming through' again and again. And all the old Aunts laugh and say 

he's a scream. There 's sherry and port wine for each of the ladies and stout for  

the men and whiskey as well. And each glass grows its own deep colour from 

stem up to brim.

<ICE-IRE-W2F-019>

To be sure, this passage is not as clearly marked along factor 5 as example 

(10).  The  latter  features  a  salient  factor  5  variable  about  every  6.9  words, 

whereas (11) includes one per 9 words. Still, the similarities are apparent. Like a 

sports commentary, (11) is characterized by a fairly fast progression of events,  

involving various actors (the protagonist, Jack, the aunts, and unspecified num-

ber of ladies and men, as well as inanimate objects like glasses) moving through 

or being situated in space. The effect is one of immediacy and potentially a dis-

orientating amount of things happening simultaneously.

5.2.6 Factor 6

Factor 6 incorporates eleven linguistic variables, all with positive structure coeffi-

cients. Only three of these are unique to this factors, but two further features with 

salient pattern coefficients that are not found elsewhere add to the distinctive-

ness of factor 6. 

5.2.6.1 Salient linguistic features

The features uniquely relevant for factor 6 are the individual lexeme often, adjec-

tival  comparison, and the suffix -ous,  with structure coefficients between 0.41 

and 0.34. Additionally, many/much and especially contribute by virtue of their pat-
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tern coefficients. All of these features serve to modify the fundamental syntactic 

constituents,  verb  and  noun  phrases.  Often adds  information  about  the  fre-

quency with which the action denoted in a verb phrase occurs, and similarly 

many and much refer to the quantity of count and mass nouns, respectively. Es-

pecially serves to emphasized the heightened importance of an individual item, 

which can be a noun, verb, or adjectival phrase. Suffix -ous and comparison are 

more general in that both mark the presence of adjectives (which can occur in 

predicative or attributive position, a distinction that is not made in the present 

study due to the absence of necessary POS information). The effect in all cases 

is that basic information is further elaborated or specified.

Factor 6 shows a moderate positive correlation coefficient with factor 1 (see 

table  16). This is reflected in a common set of six features with salient coeffi-

cients  on  both  factors:  conjuncts,  prepositions,  final  multi-consonant  clusters, 

suffixes -ic and -ture, as well as prefix ex-. These mark informational elaboration 

on  various  levels.  Conjuncts  establish  logical  relations  among  inividual  sen-

tences,  prepositions can be used to introduce nominal  post-modification,  and 

multi-consonant sequences represent phonetic complexity. The three affixes all 

occur predominantly in Latinate words. In additon, -ic is a further examples of an 

adjective-forming suffix, underlining the importance of information-packaging by 

means of constituent modification noted above.

The remaining two salient features on factor 6 are indefinite articles and 

emphatics. The former are similar to many/much mentioned above, in that they 

leave noun phrases unspecified to some degree. The effect may be a level of se-

mantic generality, which appears to stand in contrast to the many information-

elaboration strategies discussed above. Emphatics – taken as a category from 

Biber  (1988:241) – turn out to include members with a similar, specificationally 

vague determiner function, such as a lot of and most.
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In summary, then, factor 6 appears to express a tension between reference 

to underspecified entitites (many/much, indefinite articles, emphatics) and situa-

tions (often) on the one hand, and efforts to add information by means of adjecti-

val, adverbial and (prepositional) phrasal modification. This apparent contradic-

tion is not easy to make sense of. However, it might be argued that high factor 6 

scores apply to texts that contain relatively abstract,  general concepts as op-

posed to referencing specific entities, but that attempt to elaborate on the char-

acterstics of these concepts. Attention to score distributions across text types as 

well as to individual sample texts is required to gain a better understanding of 

this factor.

5.2.6.2 Patterning of corpus texts along Factor 6
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Figure 21 shows a relatively stark difference between written and spoken texts 

along factor 6. With the exception of news reports, all written texts have positive 

mean and median scores, whereas all spoken texts except planned monologues 

score below 0. The Twitter data also show fairly low values that are most similar 

to those for public dialogue. Factor 6 therefore appears to measure a quality that 

is typical of most written texts.

Within the written modality, it is the genre of news reportage in particular 

that assumes an outlier position, followed by correspondence and instructional 

writing, which also show fairly low average scores to the other written texts. What 
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is common to these three genres is that they all tend to be concerned with refer-

ence to concrete objects, events, and states. Most of the remaining written text 

categories – non-professional (i.e.  student),  academic, informational,  and per-

suasive writing – are all usually more conceptual and less concrete in nature. 

Consequently, factor 6 appears to distinguish texts with a concrete from those 

with a more abstract referential focus.

This distinction also makes sense in regards to the behavior of the different 

spoken genres as well as the Twitter data. Against the backdrop of generally low 

values, scripted monologues are by far the highest-scoring texts in this group, 

and among these the highest scores tend to occur in the groups of broadcast 

and non-broadcast speeches as opposed to broadcast news. Both the difference 

between scripted monologues and the rest of the spoken data as well as the in-

ternal differentiation of the S2B category reflect different degrees of abstract-con-

ceptual versus concrete-referential information elaboration. The position of the 

Twitter data as well is theoretically plausible. As a conceptually conversational 

medium that, however, emphasized the public character of its content, it is no 

surprise that Twitter scores are highly similar to those for public dialogue.
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As far as varietal differences along factor 6 are concerned, the behavior of indi-

vidual countries across modalities themselves is not consistent in figure 22. In-

stead, it appears that there is a tendency (although not particularly clear) for a re-

versal of the order in which factor 6 arranges the varieties between spoken and 

written corpus material. The Twitter data, showing more pronounced inter-varietal 

differences than the other modalities, seems more in line with the written texts 

than with the spoken ones in this regard. It appears that the differences among 

varieties can best be conceptualized not in terms of individual average scores, 

but in terms of the difference between spoken and written text scored. Figure 23 

is a bar plot of the difference in mean values between written and spoken mate-

rial, arranged in descending order.
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As with several other factors, a difference between Inner Circle, phase five coun-

tries and Outer Circle countries in earlier stages of the Dynamic Model is visible,  

with the most pronounced increase in bar size occurring between the Philippines 

and Canada. The only country that contradicts such a clear separation of variety 

is Singapore, which shows a similar difference in mean values between spoken 

and written text to the ones exhibited by Canada and the UK. Going back to fig -

ure 22, this is accounted for by a high degree of average conceptual orientation 

in writing in SgE.
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5.2.6.3 Sample texts

Example (11) is taken from the third-highest scoring text on factor 6, classified as 

non-academic informational writing (W2B). Its topic is botanical, and it is clearly 

concerned with the statement of generally valid categorizations rather than the 

description of individual plants in the material sense:

(11)

Roses themselves are often bred so the flowers are double - with so many petals 

the structure of the rose flower is not obvious. Apple trees and blackberries show 

the flowers better. Rosaceae include trees, shrubs, and woody climbers, many of 

which have thorns or prickles. Both herbaceous and woody members often have 

leaves composed of several leaflets.

Compare this to (12), a news report with a low factor 1 score (-2.1):

(12)

The three-day talks  between the government and the Moro Islamic Liberation 

Front will take place at the Dawa'h Center in Sultan Kudarat.

But while the government said it would exert all efforts to reach an accord with 

the MILF, the military reported violations of a truce signed last week.

Topping the agenda  in today's low-level negotiations is the identification  of so-

called MILF camps in Mindanao.

Note that whereas (11) contains many indefinite noun phrases (headed by 

nouns in the plural without a definite article), the majority of noun phrases in (12) 

are definite (preceded by a definite article, by a genitival ‘s, or by virtue of being 

proper  nouns).  Whereas  (11)  outlines  generally  applicable,  enduring  facts  of 

botany, (12) is a report about a highly situated, concrete situation of particular lo-

cal news value.
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Note also that both of the corpus texts these passages are extracted from 

have similar scores on factor 1: 0.8 in the case of (11) and 1.1 in the case of  

(12), against the backdrop of a factor 1 score range between -1.5 and 4.3. While 

factors 1 and 6 are correlated to some extent, this shows that they do not mea-

sure the same thing. From the discussion so far, it seems that the positive pole of 

factor 1 represents a generally high informational focus, whereas factor 6 differ-

entiates conceptual from concrete information.

5.2.7 Factor 7

Factor  7  encompasses twelve  features  with  a  salient  positive  and 16 with  a 

salient negative structure coefficient, plus one additional one with a salient nega-

tive pattern coefficient only. With very few exceptions, these features are also 

part of factor 1, where all of them exert influence in the opposite direction than 

they do on factor 7. This difference in polarity is, however, irrelevant. What is rel -

evant is that the same features behave in the same way across both factors. 

This explains the fact that factors 1 and seven show the largest correlation coeffi -

cient (in absolute value) of all factor combinations in the present solution.

5.2.7.1 Salient linguistic features

The features contributing to factor 1 all represent interpersonal and informal as-

pects  of  discourse.  First  person and non-standard  second person plural  pro-

nouns contribute positively to factor 7 scores, whereas other second person pro-

nouns barely fail to reach salience. In addition, there is a large number of fea-

tures on factor 7 that represent various contraction and co-articulation phenom-

ena typical of spoken English: wanna, gotta and gonna. All of these, in combina-

tion with the salient coefficient for  ain’t, mark texts with high factor 7 scores as 

standard-distant  and  distinctly  colloquial,  potentially  even  implying  a  level  of 
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over-stylization.  Wanna,  gotta,  and  gonna furthermore are all  members of the 

group of innovative, semi-modal verbs that stand in contrast to established “cen-

tral modals” like should, must, and will (Leech et al. 2009:94), and are joined by 

an additional such feature with a salient coefficient on factor 7, need to. Irrespec-

tive of spelling, these verbs can be considered as “predominantly spoken forms” 

(Leech et al. 2009:116), thus further emphasizing the oral-colloquial aspect cap-

tured by factor 7.

The remaining salient positive variables also can be related to a conversa-

tional style. Indefinite pronouns, it has been argued above, are used for situa-

tional anchoring rather than explicit, context-independent information presenta-

tion.  So used as an intensifier (i.e.  pre-adjectivally)  adds emotional  emphasis 

and in this way relates to the interpersonal dimension. Not is the structurally sim-

ple, analytic negation strategy that contrasts with synthetic choices like negative 

prefixes, one of which (de-) indeed has a salient negative factor 7 structure coef-

ficient. Finally, gerundial complementation of verbs like  start or  love indicate a 

verbal stylistic orientation.

The features with negative salience on factor 7 all have a positive structure 

coefficient greater than 0.5 on factor 1, and consequently have been discussed 

at length above. Therefore, I simply state here that they all relate to structural  

complexity and a nominal style. Frequency of standard spellings, however, de-

serves special attention. This is the variable with the greatest negative structure 

coefficient on factor 7, which again illustrates the comparative disregard of stan-

dard ideology indicated by wanna, gonna, gotta, and ain’t above. The general im-

pression that results of factor 7 is that high scores along this dimensions encap-

sulate a style that is generally verbal but more radically, and potentially strategi-

cally, distant from standard norms.
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5.2.7.2 Patterning of corpus texts along Factor 7

The score range along factor 7 is clearly dominated by one text category, the 

TwICE data in the corpus, as figure  24 illustrates. The interquartile range for 

these texts is completely separate from that of all other categories with the ex-

ception of private dialogs and narrative fiction. And even these two categories 

show decidedly lower scores.

Does this mean that Twitter is more “oral” and colloquial than spontaneous con-

versational language? Such a conclusion would be premature, since the data in 
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the present case are not ideally suited for a direct comparison. The Twitter cor-

pus faithfully represents the actual key stroked of individual users. In contrast, 

the spoken ICE data have been transcribed by research teams whose primary 

interest is a comparison of standard English in different countries. The extent to  

which phenomena of connected speech such as [g n ] as a realization of ʌ ə going 

to are faithfully reproduced in the ICE transcripts is difficult to ascertain. More at-

tention to the actual speech recordings, which however are not always available, 

would be necessary to address this question in more detail.

Nonetheless, the unique position of Twitter discourse is striking, particularly 

compared to the written genres. It appears that, despite efforts to bring Twitter 

discourse in line with standard ideology when incorporating it  in other genres 

(Squires & Iorio 2014), language on Twitter itself takes a decidedly relaxed posi-

tion vis-a-vis attendant norms of correctness. It should be noted that this state-

ments does not allow any direct conclusions as to the (ir-)regularity of Twitter dis-

course. Variationist linguists have been at pains to demonstrate that regularity 

has nothing to do with the ideological construct of the standard language. The 

pattern in figure 24 does, however, imply a necessary skepticism when compar-

isons are made between individual variables’ behavior on Twitter and in other 

genres. In the aspects represented by factor 7, Twitter emerges as highly distinct 

from other registers.

The comparatively high factor 7 scores for private dialogs are unsurprising 

and do not require any further commentary. However, the two written genres with 

similarly high scores should briefly be addressed. Fiction writing is almost as 

starkly different from all other written categories as Twitter is from the rest of the 

data. The possibility of eye dialect has already been mentioned in 5.2.3.1. There, 

it was found that non-standard articles and reflexive pronouns are not, in fact 

preferred by fiction authors in general. Is the opposite the case for features like 
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wanna,  gotta,  gonna or ain’t? Warranted as this conclusion may seem, none of 

the highest-scoring fiction texts in fact contain any of these items. Therefore, it  

seems the fiction genre is characterized by a tendency towards a colloquial style,  

but without necessarily relying heavily on features that can be construed as ex-

plicitly non-standard.

A similar observation can be made for correspondence, the second-highest 

scoring written genre for factor 7. The single outlier dot above the W1B box in 

figure  24 (ICE-JA-W1B-014) is a personal email that contains one instance of 

gotta and none of any of the other three deviant spellings. None of the next-high-

scoring correspondence texts contain any of these four features. It thus appears 

that factor 7 is able to measure an interpersonal, colloquial discourse character-

istic even in the absence of highly indexical non-standard features.

In a comparative global perspective, factor 7 does little to set apart written 

English in different countries. The box plots in the right panel of figure 25 present 

a picture of general unity, perhaps with a tendency among the North American 

varieties  to  display  higher  factor  7  scores.  Cross-varietal  differences  appear 

more stark both on Twitter and in spoken English. Again, the North American va-

rieties show the highest mean scores (although the picture is incomplete for the 

spoken part of the corpus, which does not contain AmE material). A similar mean 

score is reached by Jamaican English material in both modalities, suggesting the 

possibility of an areal tendency.
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On Twitter, the two varieties from the British Isles also appear to employ highly 

colloquial  discourse, but this trend is not confirmed for the oral ICE sections. 

Consistently low on the factor 7 continuum, however, are HKE and IndE.

In this case, the explanation that best fits the data may be provided by the 

world system of Englishes. If it is true that the colloquial discourse measured by 

high factor 7 values is driven by North American varieties (and independent evi-

dence for such a hypothesis exists; see Leech et al. 2009:256–257), then factor 

7 scores in other varieties may be interpreted in terms of the influence North 

American varieties, and particularly AmE exert in these varieties. In such an ac-

count, the low scores for the Hong Kong and Indian corpus material, two former  

British colonies with no direct connection to the US make equal sense as the 

higher scores for Jamaican texts. While also a former British colony, Jamaica is 

tightly connected to North America through tourism, economic relations, and re-
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cent migration patterns. Signs of linguistic influence of this mutual connected-

ness have been documented with regard to accent (Bohmann 2016a; Westphal 

2015) as well as lexical and grammatical features, and in particular with regard to 

informal variants like quotative BE like (Mair 2009). To be sure, an explanation of 

inter-varietal factor 7 differences in terms of the global influence of English is ten-

tative at this point, but of all possible models the world system does appear to of-

fer the most plausible account.

5.2.7.3 Sample texts

The following set of tweets, a subset of those comprising the TwICE corpus text 

with the highest factor 7 score, gives an indication of the kind of colloquial dis-

course associated with the positive end of the factor 7 continuum. The individual 

tweets are given in the sequence they occur in in the data file, and no further se-

lection was made (e.g. to exclude ones with few or no factor 7 features).

(13)

@Ernesto_Duran03 Whatever you sayy. Haha.

@DJ_STANK_DADDY_ I guess you can't, but I haven't lost my mind yet, so I'd 

say I'm doing okay.

'Cause you're the  one  who  keeps  me all  excited,  you  keep  me begging  for 

more. �

Pretty positive my right hand is broken.

@Knharo I do wanna come visit and see all my friends.

It's been 6 months since I moved.

I want my cheeks pierced.

I need to go home, I'm way too tired for this shit.

<TwICE-US-TW-2013_06_02>
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This passage is characterized predominantly by a high frequency of non-

standard spellings and first person pronouns. Mean word length is also signifi -

cantly lower than that of the average corpus text. Consequently, while the ex-

cerpt also includes one instance of wanna, the item with the highest structure co-

efficient for factor 7, it is other features that account better for the overall high 

score.

Example (14) is a non-Twitter text that also scores very high, an excerpt 

from the personal email mentioned above. The same set of features as those 

identified for (13) above helps explain this text’s score as well: first person pro-

nouns, non-standard spellings, and a tendency towards shorter words. While it is 

true, then, that factor 7 is dominated by Twitter discourse and that the other cate-

gories are less clearly differentiated by it, it still helps to detect a colloquial orien-

tation in individual non-Twitter texts.

(14)

Keep  me informed on  whats going  on down there...  hmmmm...  Anywayz even 

better... a hand written letter would be soooo nice. hint hint... if  u don't already 

know... whgich i'm sure u all do... my mailing address is

<ICE-JA-W1B-014>

5.2.8 Factor 8

Factor 8 only has a bare six salient variables, two of which only enter the picture 

by virtue of a pattern coefficient greater than 0.3. It is therefore a rather less pow-

erful dimension of variation in the data.
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5.2.8.1 Salient linguistic features

Five out of the six salient variables on factor 8 are verbal, namely the modals will 

(in its uncontracted form) and should, the class of reporting verbs, as well as the 

general progressive and the progressive in combination with will.27 The only non-

verbal feature is suffix -dent, which barely reaches salience (structure coefficient 

= 0.32, pattern coefficient 0.07).

Thus, factor 8 appears clearly related to variation in the verb phrase. The 

progressive aspect as well as modal will and should all have a future-orientation. 

This is self-evident for will, but should also can be used to make reference to fu-

ture events in the form of predictions. The progressive aspect itself does not nec-

essarily point into the future, but is future-oriented insomuch as it grammatically 

marks an imperfective situation, i.e. one that is still ongoing and whose potential  

end-point lies in the future.

Apart  from  this  future-directedness  apparently  contributing  to  factor  7 

scores, it is also noteworthy that the use of the progressive is one of the highly 

dynamic and supposedly distinctive features in World Englishes (Collins 2015c; 

Fuchs  &  Gut  2015;  Kirk  2015;  van  Rooy  &  Piotrowska  2015;  Leech  et  al. 

2009:chap. 6; Platt et al. 1984:86). Since the progressive is represented in two 

salient  features  on factor  8  (general  progressives and  will-progressives),  and 

since only four additional features contribute to this factor, the hypothesis that it 

reflects a distinction among different varieties’ preferential use of this grammati-

cal category bears exploring.

27 Note that the extraction script was written so as to avoid measuring multiple of these features 
at the same time. The salient coefficients for all three therefore are not an artifact of the mea-
suring process, but rather reveal genuine structural patterns.
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5.2.8.2 Patterning of corpus texts along factor 8

Figure 26 gives the text category distribution of factor 8 scores. The range of text 

category mean scores is defined by academic prose (with a mean of score of 

-1.30, the lowest of all) and written correspondence (mean of 1.09). In addition to 

personal letters, two written genres (news reports and persuasive writing) and 

two spoken ones (public dialog and planned monologue) also have mean scores 

appreciably above zero.

The  high  values  for  correspondence  make  sense,  since  private  written  ex-

changes often include updates about the kind of activities the author is pursuing 
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at the time of writing as well as, potentially, projections into the future to fore-

shadow further exchanges or potentially face-to-face meetings.  Formulaic  ex-

pressions such as I will write to you again soon are emblematic of this tendency 

and may account to some extent for the high scores of correspondence along 

factor 8.

The other four high-scoring genres are similar to letters and emails in that 

they imply an audience that is directly addressed but not completely on equal 

communicational footing. In three cases (planned monologues, persuasive and 

news writing),  the  audience is  completely  removed from the  situation  of  dis-

course production, whereas in most public dialogs (e.g. broadcast discussions 

and interviews, parliamentary debates) an additional audience other than the im-

mediate conversational co-participants is present or implied (in the role of auditor 

or overhearer in the terminology of Bell 1984). Attendance to the needs of such 

audiences may explain more explicit marking of temporal relationships, but it is 

not obvious why reference to future events should play an elevated role in these 

contexts.

This account of factor 8 in terms of situational parameters is, admittedly, 

less satisfactory than the relations established between text category and salient 

features for most of the other factors. The small number of features that reach 

salience is one problem in this regard. Additionally, however, it may be that factor 

8 reflects a pattern of variation that is less directly connected to the properties of 

different communicative situations and more indicative of geographic patterns. 

Figure 27 provides the basis for exploring this possibility.
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In this global perspective, all  L1 or Inner Circle varieties have a global mean 

score below 0 on factor 8, whereas all Outer Circle or L2/Creole varieties have a 

score above 0. The pattern is not very pronounced, but consistent, and the dis-

tinction it creates is theoretically plausible. This distinction comes into sharper fo-

cus when zeroing in on specific text type. Figure 28 divides the same data plot-

ted in figure 27 by modality. Here, it becomes clear that the pattern established 

above is in large parts driven by the spoken corpus material. Written texts across 

varieties appear much more homogeneous and tweets, while displaying clear re-

gional differentiation, show tendencies counter the those captured in figure  27. 

Narrowing the focus even further, figure  29 considers only the spoken corpus 

data, separated by country and text category. The diverging tendencies along 
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factor 8 shine through in all spoken categories, but are most readily evident in 

the dialog genres, and particularly in the private dialog text category.

The resulting impression is one of a variational distinction that is relevant at 

the general level, but that becomes more pronounced the more immediate and 

unmonitored the language of a text category becomes. All this points in the direc-

tion that factor 8 is more similar to a sociolinguistic variable as conceptualized in 

the variationist framework than the other factors discussed thus far. This would 

also explain the fact that it emerges as an independent factor in the present solu-

tion despite being less clearly related to variability in situational characteristics 

than most other factors.
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5.2.8.3 Sample texts

Example (15) gives an impression of a text with a high factor 8 score. The sub-

ject is speaker A’s husband and the balance between his professional and pri-

vate life. Both should and will contribute to the score in this extract, but the use of 

progressives is of particular attention. While in the first line, speakers of AmE or 

BrE might use non-progressive He does good business, the use of the progres-

sive is warranted by the time adverbial now-a-days (to use the spelling of the ICE 

transcript), which gives the situation referred to the character of a durative state 

in contrast to some previous states, instead of an incontrovertible fact.

The use of enjoy in the fifth and sixth line is considerably more deviant from 

BrE and AmE norms. In principle, it has become possible to use the progressive 

with verbs expressing emotional states (for instance in McDonald’s’ slogan  I’m 
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lovin it), but this is usually done to highlight the immediacy of the present mo-

ment. Here, a longer-enduring interval (the time until A’s husband retires) is re-

ferred to, making a similar use of the progressive in AmE or BrE unlikely. A fur-

ther observation, not directly related to grammatical aspect, is the intransitive use 

of enjoy in the present excerpt, which is not permissible in either AmE or BrE.

From this excerpt alone, it cannot be stated with certainty that differences in 

factor 8 scores mark inter-varietal differences in progressive use with any reliabil-

ity, but the example certainly seems to confirm the impression from figure 27. 

(15)

<$A>

He is doing good business now-a-days

<$B> 

Don't feel bored

<$A> 

No because all my mother and all this children they are no

I don't get time to think about him {laughter}

<$B> 

So you are enjoying

<$A> 

I'm enjoying

In old age he should be with me

Then {laughter} now I don't need him

But uh in old age I will be alone

So that time he will be with me

<ICE-IND-S1A-043>
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5.2.9 Factor 9

A fairly solid number of 17 individual linguistic variables reach saliency on factor 

9, with the addition of one further feature with a pattern coefficient >0.3. This fac-

tor therefore appears rather robust. However, there is again a fairly high degree 

of overlap with the factor 1 feature list (9 features), resulting in a correlation coef-

ficient of 0.32 between these two factors.

5.2.9.1 Salient linguistic features

The dominant linguistic feature for factor 9, the only one with a structure coeffi-

cient greater than 0.5, is the use of  BE as a main verb. Its importance for this 

factor is emphasized by the fact that this variable does not contribute to any 

other factor in the present solution. The same applies to two additional features, 

the individual construction in fact and the group of adverbials indicating epistemic 

certainty. Each of these items relates to the statement of facts. This characteristic 

is transparent in the case of in fact itself, and it is also readily apparent in relation 

to epistemic certainty, since a strong epistemic stance is nothing other than a 

verbal indication of personal commitment to stated facts. Amplifiers, consisting of 

adverbs such as substantially or utterly, have a similar function, but do not indi-

cate a commitment to the truth value of an utterance so much as they underline 

the magnitude, importance or effect of the articulated proposition.

In the case of main verb BE, factual orientation is implied in that this verb 

offers the “least verbal” means of constructing a grammatical sentence: predica-

tion with BE carries little verbal semantics beyond the assertion of the existence, 

validity,  or quality (if  followed by a predicative adjective) of a subject. Conse-

quently, it might be argued that high frequencies in the use of main verb BE im-

ply a style that is more concerned with the statement of basic truths and relations 

than with processes and temporal sequences. For these reasons, Biber includes 
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main verb BE under the rubric of “stative forms” (1988:228–229) in his study. The 

only other feature subsumed under this category is existential there, which also 

saliently contributes to factor 9 in the present solution.

Insofar as stativeness connotes lack of verbal elaboration, a further set of 

factor 9 features can be attributed to this quality. Both definite articles and prepo-

sitions, whose frequency counts contribute to factor 9, are associated with the 

noun phrase and therefore represent a preference for nominal structures. Agent-

less passive voice constructions, with a structure coefficient of 0.30, have also 

been associated with a “passive, nominal style” (Biber 1988:105). The only fea-

ture that contradicts this impression is the group of verbs complemented with 

that. Though somewhat speculative, an explanation for this feature’s positive co-

efficient could be that it contains individual verbs which often occur in highly ab-

stract constructions:  seem and  appear (with dummy-subject  it, e.g.  it  appears 

that) and claim, show, etc. (in passive constructions such as it was claimed that).

The remaining features can all be attributed to a style that veers towards 

careful elaboration. Conjuncts and the individual subordinator whether reflect ex-

plicit marking of logical relations among sentences and clauses. The high coeffi-

cient for standardness reflects adherence and attention to linguistic norms, and 

the remaining set of features are affixes of Latinate origin (ex-, com-/con-, -ular), 

giving texts with high factor 9 scores a learned flavor.

In summary, the positive correlation between factors 1 and 9 becomes ap-

parent in this list of features. The most salient variables for the present factor  

point toward a more narrow focus on the statement of and commitment to facts.  

Such an orientation could be expected in texts in which basic facts are up to de-

bate and potential for disagreement among participants is high. The next section 

elaborates on the distribution of factor 9 scores across text categories.
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5.2.9.2 Factor 9 score distributions

As was the case with several factors discussed previously, a coarse binary view 

of written and spoken language is not very effective at accounting for the impor-

tance of factor 9. The written genre with the highest average score in figure 30, 

student  writing,  exceeds  all  spoken  genres.  On  the  other  hand,  no  spoken 

genre’s  mean score is as low as that for  the lowest-scoring written category, 

news reports. Thus, the range of mean scores for spoken language is fully en-

compassed by that for written ones, although the individual texts with both the 

highest and lowest factor 9 scores in the data are spoken ones.
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As a genre, the Twitter sub-corpus has the lowest factor 9 scores of all material 

in the corpus. This is surprising, since CMD environments are often cited as sites 

for the relatively unrestricted articulation of disagreement and antagonistic be-

havior (Pihlaja 2011; Hodsdon-Champeon 2010). Several explanations may ac-

count for the low TwICE scores on factor 9. First, it is possible that the public  

character of Twitter and the fact that most users perform an enduring social iden-

tity on the platform promotes less argumentative behavior than found elsewhere 

in CMD. This may especially be the case since a user’s primary projected audi-

ence are members of her network, with whom she is more likely to agree than 

disagree on most topics. On the other hand, it may also be the case that argu-

mentative behavior on the whole assumes a less fact-oriented and more emo-

tional shape on Twitter than in the higher-scoring genres on factor 9 (see Pihlaja 

2011 on the us eof metaphor in antagonistic CMD). A closer look at the corpus 

data would be required to address this issue more fully.

The high scores along factor 9 for student writing and public dialog fit the 

logic of communicative situations with a potential for disagreement articulated 

above. It is a common task in student essays to identify a controversy or open 

question, elaborate on the relevant facts, and make an assessment or take a po-

sition in relation to the issue. In this context, factual claims are frequently pre-

sented, examined, and evaluated as to their validity. Similarly, the category of 

public dialog in ICE contains several registers that presuppose divergent posi-

tions among the communicative participants: broadcast discussions, parliamen-

tary debates, and legal cross-examinations.

But what can explain the low mean scores for news writing, a genre that is 

certainly also concerned with the transmission of facts? I would argue that the 

facts relayed in news reports are of a different kind than those measured by fac-

tor  9,  i.e.  they  usually  have to  do  with  concrete  situations,  participants,  and 
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events. High scores along factor 9, it seems, are more indicative of discourse 

that makes assertions about and commitments to states perceived as generally 

valid truths.

The cross-varietal distribution of factor 9 scores (figure 31) looks very simi-

lar to that for factor 8 (figure 27). Again, there is an overall tendency for higher 

scores among the five Outer Circle countries in the corpus, but this tendency ap-

pears clear-cut only in the spoken data. Here, however, the contrast is very stark, 

and even more pronounced for the dialog texts in particular (not shown here). 

Whether this pattern means that verbal discourse in the New Englishes is char-

acterized by higher degrees of a general-factual orientation remains speculative 

at this point, especially since it is not clear what the low scores on factor 9 for the 

Inner Circle countries imply in positive terms. Here, it simply has to be noted that 

a consistent differentiating tendency exists that needs to be explored further.
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5.2.9.3 Sample texts

The fact that high factor 9 scores are to some degree indicative of argumentative 

discourse in situations of disagreement is illustrated by example (16), an excerpt 

from a text towards the high end of the factor 9 score range. The situational con-

text is that of a BBC broadcast discussion about religion and secularization, with 

four different stakeholders having the floor at various times, in addition to a mod-

erator (speaker A).

(16)

<A>

did you have any any difficulty with the main thrust of the rabbi's argument

<D>

Well one of yes one of my difficulties was that the the process of secularisation 

was presented very much as a a destructive process whereby the central core of 

a religious identity  of a  community 's faith  was undermined irre uh slowly uhm 

washed away by the the the impact of this uh uh scepticism

And yet I would argue that there's also the other side that the process of engag-

ing  with different cultures which every religious tradition has  to engage  in and 

has to address is actually an extremely creative force within the dynamism of this 

religious tradition

<ICE-GB-S1B-028>

As can be seen in this excerpt, prepositions and standard definite articles 

contribute to its factor 9 score. It should be noted, however, that it is not individ -

ual counts of features that make up these scores, but the relative difference in 

their frequency across texts. Since articles and prepositions will occur in all other 

texts at some level of frequency, the fact that they occur in higher numbers than 

other features in the present excerpt is not meaningful in itself.
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Passage (16) contains two agentless passive voice constructions, and both 

serve to invoke a rhetorical position that the speaker is taking position against 

without having to specify the stakeholder behind that position. The speaker him-

self uses one of verbs with  that-complementation,  argue, to introduce his own 

position and, further on, adds rhetorical force to said position by means of the 

amplifier extremely. Facts and relations are presented as generally valid through 

the use of existential there and main verb BE, as in there’s also the other side of  

the process and is actually an extremely creative force.

For contrastive purposes, (17) is a passage from the text with the second-

lowest factor 9 score in the entire corpus, a private conversation about personal  

topics:

(17)

<B>

have you heard from toyota

<A>

no i haven't but um you know chris nathan he um he had an interview as well 

and he got rung up and asked to come back for another interview and i haven't 

so

but i'm actually not that worried if i don't get it  that's fine i won't  be upset  at all

because i only want to work for like six months anyway and then um go overseas 

or something so it doesn't really matter

<ICE-NZ-S1A-055>

The only factor 9 features included in this passage are a few prepositions 

(although at a significantly lower per-word frequency than in (16)), two instances 

of main verb BE (that’s fine and I won’t be upset) and the relative pronoun that. 

Characteristic features of (17) that are under-represented in (16) include per-

sonal  pronouns,  contractions,  and  indefinite  pronoun  something.  All  of  these 
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place a text in the high ranges of factor 2, which was argued above represents a 

collaborative  communicative  orientation.  Although  none  of  these  features 

reaches saliency for factor 9, their structure coefficients are in the moderate neg-

ative range between -0.14 and -0.25. It may be the case, then, that an interper-

sonal, collaborative style is indicative of the lower end of the factor 9 continuum. 

However, the absence of a perceptible negative correlation between factors 2 

and 9 is reason to be skeptical about such a claim.

5.2.10 Factor 10

The last factor in the present solution is rather tentative. It comprises ten linguis-

tic variables, three of which show a structure coefficient with a positive sign and 

the rest standing into a negative relation to factor 10 scores. None of these fea-

tures, however, has a coefficient of 0.4 or above. Weak inter-factor correlation 

can be detected between this factor and the first (-0.25) as well as eighth (-0.24), 

indicating a tendency for high factor 10 scores to enter into an inverse relation 

with high scores along both of these dimensions.

5.2.10.1 Salient linguistic features

The three features with a salient positive structure coefficient for factor 10 are 

second person pronouns, the conditional subordinators if and unless, as well as 

modal  can. Another modal that functions very similarly to  can,  may, enters the 

factor structure by virtue of a pattern coefficient greater than 0.3. The common 

theme among these items is that they can all be used in contexts of direct, but  

politely hedged address of communicational partners. Second person pronouns 

serve the purpose of addressivity itself, while the two modals as well as the con-

ditional  subordinators  mark  requests  as  indirect  and subject  to  external  con-
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straints. All these features, for instance, are contained in formulaic introductions 

to requests such as If you get the chance, can you...

The negative features for factor ten can all be attributed to a dispreference 

of a nominal style, emphasizing once again the fundamental importance of this 

dimension. Several noun-formation suffixes (-al, -ity, -ist, -ian) as well as other 

features  associated  with  the  noun  phrase  (s-genitives,  prepositions)  show  a 

structure coefficient with a moderately salient negative sign, in addition to mean 

word length. In combination these features point towards a style characterized by 

low levels of structural complexity and dense informational integration. An ele-

ment of addressee-orientation can be seen in this quality as well, since looser 

presentation  of  information  requires  less  cognitive  effort  to  process  (Biber 

1988:107).

In general, factor 10 consequently seems to quantify the extent to which a 

text is marked by explicit attention accorded to co-participants, in terms of refer-

ence, politeness, as well  as processing. From this description, it  is  to be ex-

pected that particularly high scores should be found among the spoken dialog 

categories and perhaps in personal letters.

5.2.10.2 Factor 10 score distributions

This expectation is not fully borne out in the distributional patterns that can be 

seen in figure 32. Private dialog is indeed characterized by high factor 10 scores, 

but is clearly superseded by one of the written genres. This genre is not, as has 

been speculated above, correspondence, but rather instructional writing. Further, 

the low ranges of the score continuum are occupied by a mix of written and spo-

ken text categories as well: scripted monologues, news reports, and persuasive 

prose  mark the negative pole of factor 10. The Twitter data, incidentally, tend to-
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wards relatively high scores slightly below those for private dialog and fiction 

writing.

The high values for instructional writing make sense if one considers the fact that 

this genre frequently gives readers explicit directions. A strategy to weaken the 

force of such direct requests is to re-frame them as suggestions, implying a flat -

tening of hierarchical differences. This trend is particularly characteristic of recent 

developments towards a democratization of discourse as described by Norman 

Fairclough (1992).

In  the case of  fiction,  reported dialog partly  accounts for  high factor  10 

scores. But since reported dialog is only a part of most fiction texts, and not nec-
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essarily of all the narrative writing in the corpus, the virtually identical distribu-

tions between S1A and W2F texts requires further explanation. One additional 

source contributing to such high scores may be the narrative mode of interior 

monologue, in which the focalizing character may engage in explicit self-address 

in the second person. Some of the highest fictional texts on the factor 10 contin-

uum indeed contain this technique, but again it seems to specific and too limited 

to a subset of texts to fully account for the overall alignment of narrative writing 

with private conversation along factor 10. A more in-depth, qualitative analysis 

than is possible within the confines of this project is required to investigate this 

issue further.

The marked difference between scripted monologues and all other spoken 

material in figure 32 is also worth commenting on. A significant portion of this cat-

egory (20 out of 50 for each national corpus, i.e. 40%) is broadcast news, which 

is highly focused on relaying information about external events and less con-

cerned with addressivity or marking of politeness. It is indeed this sub-group that 

drives the trend, with a mean score of -1.7, compared to means of -0.9 for each 

of the other two sub-categories, broadcast talks and non-broadcast speeches. 

The values for these latter two are still  lower than those for the other spoken 

genres, but not as radically different from them that a difference in communica-

tive situation cannot explain them. They involve one-to-many communication in 

which  the  audience  is  only  vaguely  defined  and  potentially  unknown  to  the 

speaker (at least in the case of broadcast talks), thus making it more difficult to  

directly address any specific person or group of persons with any precision.

This explanation has interesting implications for the factor 10 score distribu-

tion among the Twitter data. On Twitter as well, multiple potential audiences and 

contexts apply to any given message (Marwick & boyd 2011). However, for this 

type  of  CMD  figure  32 shows  high  scores  along  factor  10.  It  may  be  that, 
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whereas in broadcast contexts the unpersonal relationship between speaker and 

audience mentioned above is taken as an inherent property of the medium, Twit-

ter users more actively manipulate the technology to serve their more interper-

sonal  needs.  The  grass-roots  development  of  strategies  like  hashtags  and 

@mentions is evidence of such strategic manipulation, allowing Twitter discourse 

to take on a conversational character even while being decidedly public (boyd et 

al. 2010). Incidentally, the high Twitter scores along factor 10, which I interpret to 

reflect a style oriented towards the communicative needs of interlocutors, contra-

dicts the popular truism that computer-mediated discourse, and social media in 

particular, promote an increasingly ego-centric position among their users.

The regional differences along factor 10 are small compared to many of the 

other factors, as can be seen in figure 33. In the spoken genres, NZE and SgE 

are  distinguished  by  slightly  higher  mean  scores  than  the  other  countries, 

whereas JamE and PhilE have slightly lower scores.  This pattern is approxi-

mated but not fully replicated in the written data. JamE and PhilE again score 

comparatively low, but it is the two North American varieties AmE and CanE that 

bring up the bottom of the range. At the top, NZE and SgE are joined by the two 

varieties from the British Isles, BrE and IrE. On Twitter, it is HKE and IndE that 

are most clearly set apart by low scores from all other varieties, and PhilE inter -

estingly has the highest mean score.
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Given the small size of these differences and the absence of a pattern that is in 

line with theoretically expected relations among the varieties, it has to be con-

cluded that little regional differentiation is implicated in the type of variation mea-

sured by factor 10.  This is noteworthy especially since this factor has above 

been brought into relation with a relatively recent change at the discourse level in 

Late Modern capitalist  English-speaking countries,  viz.  the democratization of 

discourse (Fairclough 1992). If it were indeed the case that factor 10 to some ex-

tent measures this process of change, it could be expected that differential fre-

quencies be observed, reflecting a variety’s  distance  (in  world system terms; 

Mair 2013) from the center(s) from which the change originates.

5.2.10.3 Diagnostic text samples

The addressee-directed and politely-suggestive style measured by high factor 10 

scores can be seen in example (18). Apart from directly addressing its audience 
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by means of second person pronouns, the text also presents experiences (“too 

uncomfortable for you”) and events (“pack your binoculars”) from the hypothetical 

point of view of that audience. Though categorized in the ICE framework as “in-

structional,” the passage consistently gives directions in the form of suggestions, 

some of which are additionally hedged, for instance through use of the modal-

semi-modal sequence may want to. Repeated use of conditional subordinator if 

further emphasizes the optionality of these suggestions.

(18)

If walking quickly is too uncomfortable  for you as a fitness program, consider 

learning how to hike. Hiking allows you to opt for longer walks at a more moder-

ate pace. In terms of energy costs, a day-long hike  up hills and  down winding 

paths is similar to running a marathon. But when it comes to taking in the sights, 

smells, and sounds as you go, hiking is tough to beat.

Where  you choose  to hike will depend,  in part,  on your interests.  If you enjoy 

watching birds, for example, you may want to pack your binoculars and head for 

a swampy area like the Everglades National Park, which is known for its ornitho-

logical richness.

<ICE-USA-W2D-020>

Additional features that highlight the optionality of the suggestions made in 

(18) are the use of verbs indicating that the decision is ultimately the reader’s to 

make: consider, choose, and the aforementioned may want to construction. Also, 

the positive qualities of hiking are explicitly presented as they apply to the reader 

as a would-be hiker, in terms of what hiking allows the reader to do and experi-

ence. None of these verbs has been measured in the present study, and they 

consequently do not contribute to the factor 10 score of the text. The fact that 

nonetheless they co-occur with the factor 10 features adds credence to the inter-
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pretation that one aspect measured by this factor is the hedged presentation of 

directives in the form of suggestions.

5.2.11 Naming the factors

The factor naming procedure, the “art of the factor analytic process” (Thompson 

2004:97), has been deferred in the discussion of individual factors. Since these 

are not entirely uncorrelated, it was deemed prudent to develop a complete pic-

ture of each in its own terms before coming up with a nomenclature that encap-

sulates their respective foci and differences. With this complete picture being es-

tablished, I now return to the naming of dimensions in the present analysis.

Factor 1, as has been argued above, is characterized by a very high de-

gree of overlap with factor 1 in Biber’s (1988) analysis, both in terms of individual 

features (where applicable) and in terms of the general dimension it appears to 

measure. Biber calls his first factor “Involved versus Informational Production.” 

The three most important dimensions contributing to the present study’s factor 1 

are fairly accurately subsumed under this heading. These are nominal versus 

verbal stylistic orientation, personal detachment versus involvement, and struc-

tural complexity versus simplicity. Given this degree of convergence, and in full 

awareness of the dangers involved in too readily accepting factor names from 

previous studies (Thompson 2004:98), in the case of factor 1 it appears a rea-

sonable choice to adopt the label established by Biber.

Factor 2 has no direct correspondence to any of the dimensions in Biber’s 

solution, but rather corresponds to some aspects of predominantly oral commu-

nication contributing to his first factor with a positive sign. It has been argued 

above that these features can best be summarized as contributing to a commu-

nicative style that highlights collaboration and on-line negotiation of purpose and 

meaning. I therefore opt for the factor name “collaborative communicative orien-
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tation.” This name is sufficiently differentiated from the involved pole of factor 1 

as to avoid confusion between the two dimensions. It is possible, after all, that 

texts show a highly involved style (marked, for instance, by intensifier so and ad-

jectival  enrichment)  without  displaying signs of  collaborative orientation.  Con-

versely, communicative events such as broadcast interviews may be collabora-

tive endeavors without necessarily implying high levels of personal involvement.

A further close correspondence between the present analysis and that con-

ducted by Biber (1988) can be found in factor 3 of the former and factor 2 of the 

latter.  Biber labels this factor “Narrative versus Non-Narrative Concerns,”  and 

that is also the general account I have given of factor 3 above. Therefore, I base 

the corresponding factor name on that made by Biber, however with two modifi-

cation. First,  since the factor serves largely to separate fiction writing from all  

other genres, it is perhaps misleading to choose a bipolar name. Low factor 3 

scores do not imply any positive quality of a text other than not being showing 

the characteristics of narrative fiction. Therefore, the “non-narrative” side of the 

name seems unnecessary and potentially misleading, and I do not include it in 

the label I choose for factor 3. Next, the discussion of sample texts along factor 3 

has shown that not all narrative texts have high scores on this factor, but that it is 

particularly those concerned with the narration of an external situation driven by 

a detached narrator. For these reasons, the name I choose for factor 3 is “narra-

tive presentation of external events.”

In terms of the features contributing to factor 4, there is little evidence of a 

one-to-one  relation  to  any  of  Biber’s  dimensions,  for  which  reason  a  name 

should be chosen that is not directly reminiscent of any of these dimensions. I ar-

gued above that texts with high factor 4 scores tend to be persuasive and involve 

frequent instances of stance-taking. Therefore, the label I adopt for this factor is 

“explicit  stance-marking.”  It  should  be  noted,  however,  that  this  dimension 
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emerged less clearly from a consideration of measured linguistic variables only 

than most of the other factors. Further, Biber’s factor 4 (“Overt Expression of Per-

suasion”) arguably relates quite directly to the name chosen here, but a quite dif -

ferent set of features achieve salience for this dimension in each study. The con-

struct underlying factor 4 is therefore subject to further investigation and potential  

redefinition.

Factor 5 is characterized by a narrow set of linguistic features that make 

reference to physical situational  properties, particularly relations in space and 

time. Radio sports commentary was identified above as a rather special text type 

with very high scores for this dimension. Again, there seems to be considerable 

overlap between one of the dimensions identified in Biber  (1988), namely: Di-

mension 3: “Explicit versus Situation-Dependent Reference.” While explicitness 

of reference certainly seemed to play a role in the discussion of sample texts in 

5.2.5.3 above, the factor structure itself does not contain any variables that un-

equivocally mark this aspect. Exophoric reference in relation to the spatial and 

temporal properties of a dynamic situation emerge much more clearly from the 

coefficient structure of factor 5. I therefore opt for the label “Situational anchoring 

of reference.”

A moderately high, positive correlation coefficient with factor 1 indicates that 

factor 6 enters into a logical relation with the dimension of involved versus infor-

mational production. Texts with high factor 6 scores tend to show an informa-

tional focus, but the kind of information that is communicated can be further nar-

rowed down by considering the diagnostic features for factor 6. In sum, these 

can be used refer to abstract concepts rather than concrete referents, an obser-

vation that is also in line with high factor 6 scores for student and academic writ-

ing. The label that best summarizes this orientation is “conceptual versus con-

crete informational focus.”
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Like factor 3, although not quite to such a clear extent, factor 7 represents a 

dimension that primarily sets apart one genre from the rest of the data. In this 

case, the unique texts are the TwICE section of the corpus, and the contributing 

features all relate to a colloquial, markedly standard-distant style. Whether and to 

what extent high scores simply measure a relaxation of standard ideologies or a 

more purposeful and strategic anti-standard positioning is open to further investi-

gation, but the diagnostic text samples discussed in 5.2.7.3 seem to point in the 

latter direction. I choose the label “colloquial markedness” to describe the con-

struct  underlying  factor  7.  This  wording  purposely  leaves  open  the  question 

whether markedness refers to a mere descriptive property or a rhetorical inten-

tion implicit in texts with high factor 7 scores.

With only very few salient variables and not a very clear distinction among 

individual text-types, naming factor 8 presents difficulties. Two grammatical fea-

tures, both associated with the verb phrase, dominate this factor, i.e. the progres-

sive aspect and future-marking with modal  will. Furthermore, the discussion in 

5.2.8.2 provided evidence that regional variation may play a more important role 

for differences in factor 8 scores than is the case with the other factors. What is 

unclear is whether the variation measured by factor 8 can most accurately be as-

cribed to differing frequencies of features that essentially have the same set of  

meanings across varieties. Conversely, the possibility that extensions of the pro-

gressive  (and potentially of will, Mesthrie & Bhatt 2008:64–65) into new gram-

matical or semantic contexts, of which sample text (15) gave some indication, 

contribute to the differentiating power of factor 8 need to be considered. In light 

of this unclear situation, I favor an inelegant factor name over one that subsumes 

the different aspects of factor 8 under one category, implying theoretical cohe-

siveness where at present there is none. The label “future reference with will and 

progressive aspect” is the lowest common denominator that fits the bill of factor 8 

at present. The factor is therefore only tentatively labeled, leaving open the pos-
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sibility that further exploration will either refine it or demonstrate its theoretical in-

adequacy.

Factor 9 shows a similar correlation with factor 1 as did factor 6 (“concep-

tual versus concrete informational focus”). Consequently, it is reasonable to as-

sume a similar relationship between factors 9 and 1, to the effect that the former 

expresses  a  dimension  that  further  differentiates  generally  high-informational 

texts. It was argued in 5.2.9 that high scores along factor 9 are typical of commu-

nicative situations that carry potential for disagreement and where central facts 

are open to debate. The salient features along factor 9 either relate to the ex-

pression of static relations or have to do with indicating commitment to the truth 

value of stated propositions. “Assertion of factual validity” therefore seems to be 

an appropriate label. That there is potential for overlap between this denomina-

tion and factor 4 (“explicit stance-marking”, insomuch as it applies to epistemic 

stance) as well as factor 6 (“conceptual versus concrete informational focus”) ad-

equately reflects moderate correlation coefficients for factor 9 and each of these 

(0.29 for factor 6 and 0.18 for factor 4).

Finally, factor 10 incorporates features that indicate direct addressivity as 

well as strategies for highlighting the optionality of articulated propositions. This 

set of features is small but consistently points into the direction of an addressee-

directed communicative style, potentially involving rhetorical moves to de-hierar-

chize participant relations and locate decision-making capacities with the inter-

locutor. An appropriate name for this factor is consequently “addressee-orienta-

tion.”

Table 17 summarizes the present study’s factorial structure and, where ap-

propriate, makes reference to dimensions or determinants of linguistic variation 

that have developed in other studies, specifically in Biber (1988) and Leech et al. 

(2009). Where the relationship between a factor and such a dimension is clear-
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cut, it is simply listed in the second column of table  17; where the link is more 

tentative, this is indicated by square parentheses around the dimension from the 

literature. It should be noted that while the methodological design of Biber (1988) 

is maximally compatible with that of the present study, Leech and colleagues’ is 

different on a number of counts. In the latter, there is no direct factoring of aggre-

gate feature behavior, and the corpus data are limited to edited written standard 

English in the USA and UK. Unlike the present project, Leech et al.  (2009) is a 

diachronic study, and the determinants of change they establish consequently 

are interpreted in a process-oriented perspective (with the -ation suffix). None-

theless, in several cases there appears to be overlap in the patterns of variation 

covered  in  the  present  project  and  and  those  presented  by  Leech  and  col -

leagues.
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Table 17: Dimensions of the factorial structure.

Factor Underlying construct Related dimensions/determinants of variation

1 involved versus informational 
production

• Dimension 1 (same name) in Biber 
(1988:104–108)

• [Densification (Leech et al. 

2009:249–252); corresponding to 

high factor 1 scores]

• [colloquialisation (Leech et al. 2009:239–
249); corresponding to low factor 1 scores]

2 collaborative communicative 
orientation

• [colloquialisation (Leech et al. 2009:239–
249)]

3 narrative presentation of exter-
nal events

• Dimension 2 (“Narrative versus non-narrative 
concerns”) in Biber (1988:108–109)

4 explicit stance-marking • [Dimension 4 (“Overt Expression of Persua-
sion”) in Biber (1988:111)]

5 situational anchoring of refer-
ence

• [Dimension 3 (“Explicit versus 

Situation-Dependent Reference”) in 

Biber (1988:110)]

6 conceptual versus concrete in-
formational focus

• [Dimension 5 (“Abstract versus Non-abstract 
Information”) in Biber (1988:113–114)]

7 colloquial markedness • [colloquialisation (Leech et al. 2009:239–
249)]

8 [future reference with will and 
progressive aspect]

• [Inter-varietal differences and diachronic 
change in use of the progressive (e.g. Collins 
2015c; Fuchs & Gut 2015; Kirk 2015; van 
Rooy & Piotrowska 2015; Leech et al. 
2009:chap. 6; Platt et al. 1984)]

9 assertion of factual validity • [Dimension 4 (“Overt Expression of Persua-
sion”) in Biber (1988:111)]

10 addressee-orientation • [colloquialisation (Leech et al. 2009:239–
249)]

At  the general  factorial  level,  the degree of  correspondence between Biber’s 

original analysis and the one presented here is considerable. Biber’s dimensions 

1 and 2 have find counterparts that clearly measure the same underyling dimen-
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sion in factors 1 and 3 in the present study. Leaving aside the tentatively labeled 

and only weakly indicative dimension of “academic hedging,” at least loose cor-

respondences in the present factorial structure can be found for all the remaining 

dimensions in Biber’s study. These often appear to measure a similar stylistic ori-

entation, but the specific linguistic features that contribute to that orientation are 

not as clearly identical as in the case of Biber’s factors 1 and 2.

Considering that methodologically the present study and Biber  (1988) are 

closely  comparable,  this  degree of  coherence may not  be surprising. On the 

other hand, it should be remembered that the amount and kind of both linguistic  

variables and corpus texts in both studies differs significantly. That despite this 

fact the results of both are not wildly divergent is good news for both studies, as 

it serves as confirmation of the validity of the emerging constructs beyond the 

particular data analyzed in either. From this point of view, a solid amount of confi -

dence can be placed in the factor solution developed above. The link between 

findings in the present analysis and in Leech et al.  (2009) is necessarily more 

tentative. In this case, productive connections suggest themselves that invite fur-

ther exploration. It would be interesting to investigate, for instance, if linguistic 

variables connected to processes such as densification or colloquialisation that 

are not part of the present study’s feature catalog, co-vary in systematic ways 

with scores along different the different factors listed in table 17.

5.3 Discussion: What to take away from the factor solution

After having presented the individual factors and discussed the underlying con-

structs they represent, a reflection is in place about the solution as a whole and 

the contribution it makes to answering the research questions put forward in 2.4. 

I discuss the relations among the factors themselves (5.3.1), the contribution of 
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different kinds of variables to the solution (5.3.2), as well as the implications the 

analysis presents for relations among varieties of English (5.3.3) and the status 

of linguistic variation on Twitter (5.3.4).

5.3.1 The dimensions in concert: Not all factors are equal

The most important thing to note about the set of factors in the present solution 

is its imbalance. Factor 1 exceeds all other factors both in terms of the sheer 

number of salient features it encompasses and in terms of its eigenvalue, repre-

senting the extent to which it explains the joint variance in the data. These facts, 

in combination with the high level of congruence between this factor and dimen-

sion 1 in Biber’s (1988) analysis, is an indication that the dimension represented 

by the first factor is a powerful and fundamental one that is able to explain a 

large amount of difference between individual texts.

While  hierarchical  factoring  was  not  pursued in  a  principled  way  in  the 

present analysis, there is certainly evidence in the solution discussed in 5.1 and 

5.2 indicating a hierarchical  relationship between factor  1  and several  of  the 

other dimensions. This relationship manifests in several ways: moderately large 

inter-factor correlation coefficients (notably with factors 2, 6, 7, and 9; to a lesser 

extent also with factors 5 and 10), the salience many factor 1 variables reach for 

other factors as well, and the logical relationships developed during qualitative 

analysis and implicit in the factor names.

The implication of this special status is that, minimally, any investigation of 

linguistic variation in English should take factor 1 into account as a differentiating 

factor. While it has been shown that at the highest level of abstraction, factor 1 

does represent a difference between spoken and written language, this coarse 

distinction is significantly complicated once individual text categories are taken 

into account. Studies that aim for high accountability in terms of the influence of  
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factor 1 variation consequently need to develop fine-grained methods of distin-

guishing different texts. The sampling framework of ICE and comparable refer-

ence corpora goes a long way in this direction, but it has also been shown above 

(in the discussion of some of the other factors) that not all such categories are in-

ternally consistent (e.g. sports commentary assumes a highly specific position in 

relation to the other texts in the spontaneous monologue category). Therefore, 

developing a direct measure of the degree an individual text leans towards infor-

mational (or conversely: involved) style is highly desirable. In chapter 6, I take up 

the argument that the EFA results presented above offer a metric for this pur-

pose.

The remaining factors are not as starkly differentiated in terms of the infor-

mation they contain as factor 1 is from each of them. However, there is a differ -

ence in terms of the confidence that can be placed in the robustness and replica-

bility of different factors. Again, eigenvalues and number (as well as structure co-

efficient magnitude) of salient features play a role in this regard. Further, external 

confirmation is provided by the extent to which any of the present factors find 

correspondence in previous studies, such as Biber (1988), and by their stability 

across different experimentally conducted factor solutions with varying parame-

ters (number of factors, factor extraction and rotation methods).

Here, the joint evidence points towards factors 2, 3, 5 and 6 as the most re-

liable dimensions apart form informational versus involved production. With the 

exception of factor 1, these have the highest eigenvalues in the present solu-

tion,28 and they also most directly show a one-to-one correspondence with simi-

lar dimensions articulated by Biber (1988). The exception in the latter regard is 

factor 2 of the present solution, which in Biber’s study appears to be incorporated 

28 Note that, due to idiosyncrasies in the output of the psych package’s “fa” function, the order 
of factors does not reflect a linear decline in eigenvalues. Specifically, the ordinal ranking of  
factors according to eigenvalue in the present analysis is: 1 > 2 > 3 > 6 > 5 > 8 > 10 > 4 > 9 >  
7.
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into the informational versus involved continuum. Given its high amount of salient 

features, its relatively negligible correlation coefficient with factor 1, its stability 

across factor solutions with different parameters (not discussed here), and the 

qualitative arguments put forward in favor of treating collaborative orientation and 

involved production as separate qualities, I nonetheless maintain that factor 2 of 

the present solution is a highly stable and important dimension of variation.

The remaining five factors are, to various degrees, best treated as more 

tentative. Both explicit stance-marking (factor 4) and assertion of factual validity 

(factor 9) appear to share characteristics of Biber’s fourth dimensions, overt ex-

pression of persuasion. However, the fact that this conceptual similarity is not di-

rectly reflected in a high amount of shared salient features and that the corre-

spondence between Biber’s single and the present study’s two dimensions is not 

one-to-one complicates the picture. The relatively low eigenvalues likewise are a 

reminder that caution is required in asserting the generalizability of these two 

factors.  At  present,  it  seems clear  that  degree of  pursuasive  orientation  and 

stance-taking play an important role in textual variation, but the precise linguistic 

correlates, as well as the number of relevant dimensions, of this aspect remains 

to be further determined in future research.

More significant limitations apply to factors 7, 8, and 10. Of these, factor 10 

appears to be the one that inspires most confidence in its more general validity. It  

is characterized by a moderately large set of features (10 with a salient structure 

coefficient), which can all be put into relation to a theoretically coherent underly-

ing dimension, that of addressee-oriented discourse. Further, that this discursive 

quality is indeed measured to at least some extent by factor 10 is confirmed in 

the qualitative analysis in 5.2.10.3. Here, even additional features not quantified 

in the present analysis’ feature space, but which can be related to a rhetorical 

deference  to  the  addressee’s  decision-making  power,  were  shown  to  cluster 
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densely in a text with a high factor 10 score. While the validity of addressee-ori -

entation as a stylistic dimension should consequently not be treated as a definite 

given, there is at present no reason to dismiss it. Additional studies, both factor 

analytic and otherwise, should help further illuminate the role of this dimension in  

variation in English at large.

Factor 7, while incorporating a comparably large set of salient measured 

variables, has the lowest eigenvalue of all in the present solution. But what really 

renders this factor suspect is its differentiation of the data into a single dichotomy 

between Twitter texts and all remaining material. This would not be a problem in 

and of itself (and indeed, factor 3 shows a similar tendency to differentiate fiction 

from all other material), but an inspection of the salient factor 7 features shows 

that several of them are not ideally chosen to accurately represent the extent of  

variance  in  the  data.  Specifically,  non-standard  spellings  (such  as  wanna or 

gotta) are highly disfavored in published writing (with the possible exception of 

eye dialect in fiction or – occasionally – journalistic writing) and also largely ab-

sent from the spoken ICE material, which was transcribed in accordance to stan-

dard orthography. Support for the validity of factor 7, on the other hand, can be 

found in the fact that it accurately assigns high scores to texts which deviate from 

standard orthographic norms, even where these texts contain few or none of the 

specific individual non-standard features that contribute to factor 7. Example (14) 

in 5.2.7.3 underscores this point. At present, then, the utility and validity of factor 

7 remain open to further elaboration, but should certainly not be entirely dis-

carded.

Factor 8, at last, with its scarce six salient features, is the most tentative of 

all dimensions emerging from the EFA. Confidence in it is not boosted by the fact 

that theoretically accounting for the sum of salient features is not easy. A special 

temporal orientation of discourse (future-directedness and the conception of situ-
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ations as durative rather than stative) appears to be the most plausible functional  

explanation. However, given the fact that this dimension is not reflected in Biber’s 

(1988zzz) study, and that one fundamental difference to that study’s design in 

the present one lies in its focus on systematic regional/variety differentiation of 

the corpus material, there is reason to hypothesize that regional variation plays a 

significant role in terms of factor 8 as well. Variety-specific differences are docu-

mented extensively for the use of the progressive (Collins 2015c; Fuchs & Gut 

2015; Kirk 2015; van Rooy & Piotrowska 2015; Leech et al. 2009:chap. 6; Platt et 

al. 1984) and in part also for modal will (Mesthrie & Bhatt 2008:64–65). Further, 

factor 8 does show a clear pattern of regional differentiation that is in line with 

theoretical expectations, especially in the spoken part of the corpus. While on the 

one hand, then, factor 8 should be accepted with some caution, the implications 

it carries for a multi-feature perspective on variation in World Englishes are sig-

nificant: against the backdrop of predominantly universal, register-specific ten-

dencies, different varieties are indeed meaningfully distinguished by the dimen-

sions emerging from an EFA of 236 linguistic features. This topic is taken up and 

further elaborated in 5.3.3 below.

5.3.2 The contribution of individual variables: Not all features are equal

Only a subset of all measured linguistic variables contribute saliently to the facto-

rial structure developed in 5.1. There is, consequently a difference in terms of the 

degree to which individual cases of frequency variation can be brought into rela-

tion with larger variational trends. Quantitatively, this difference can be expressed 

by means of a variable’s communality. Depending on which perspective one priv-

ileges, a measured variable’s communality can be interpreted as a) the amount 

of variance in that measured variable that provides useful information for defining 

the factor solution, or b) the extent to which that variable’s variance can be ac-

counted for by the factors as a set (Thompson 2004:61).
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Figure 34 show the communalities of the individual linguistic features in descend-

ing order. After the first five variables, the graph shows a notable drop, and fur-

ther such drops occur after the 15th and the 21st bar. What this graph shows is 

that there is a relatively small set of features with a strong relationship to the set 

of factors, whereas the long tail representing the majority of measured variables 

has communalities below 0.4.

A closer look at the features represented by the leftmost bars in figure 34 

gives an indication that communalities are not randomly distributed across the 

measured variables. The five features with the highest communalities are: stan-

dardness, mean word length, contractions, prepositions, and standard definite 
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articles. These are all highly frequent features that show a frequency >0 in most 

or all  corpus texts. The next ten variables with high communalities, i.e. those 

shown before the second break in figure  34, confirm this picture. They include 

the personal pronoun variables, group variables encompassing many different 

lexical items (e.g. private verbs), and high-frequency individual lexemes like it or 

not.

At the right, low-communality end of figure  34, on the other hand, can be 

found features with highly restricted contexts of occurrence that have frequen-

cies of 0 per million words in a majority of corpus texts. These include very spe-

cific grammatical constructions (such as object pronoun + being or the always-

progressive),  individual  variants of  lexical  alternations like  amongst or  gotten, 

and rare affixes or character sequences such as semi-.

What this comparison demonstrates quite clearly is that there is a propor-

tional relation between a feature’s frequency of occurrence and its communality 

value in the EFA. Responsible for this relationship is the relatively small size of 

individual ICE/TwICE texts. Meaningful distinctions can be made for features that 

occur on average several times per one thousand words on the basis of a 2,000 

word text sample. However, features with a much lower average frequency of oc-

currence will not at all be represented in most text samples. In those in which 

they occur with an absolute frequency of 1 or 2, it becomes difficult to determine 

to what extent this fact is due to chance rather than systematically related to that 

text  sample’s  stylistic  properties.  Even a relatively  large number of  individual 

texts (7,309) is apparently not enough to counteract this difficulty with low-fre-

quency features. In order to produce more meaningful results for these features, 

either the size or the  number of individual corpus texts, and ideally of course: 

both, would need to be increased.
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At present, the fact needs to be acknowledged that the factorial structure is 

derived in disproportionately large parts from the variances of relatively few lin-

guistic variables. In positive terms, one might claim that these variables in partic-

ular are suited as indicators of systematic variation in English texts. However, the 

clear relation between communality and overall frequency complicates this pic-

ture. While feature-aggregation studies indeed tend to operate on the principle 

that infrequent features should not be accorded as much interpretational weight 

as more frequent ones (Szmrecsanyi 2014:92), there is no a priori reason to as-

sume that average frequency of occurrence directly reflects differentiating poten-

tial of a linguistic feature.

What is at issue here is the different notions of salience that can be applied 

to a linguistic variable. In the discussion so far, salience has been conceived of in 

strictly quantitative terms, expressing the distributional relationships between a 

factor and an individual measured variable. However, in social-perceptive terms, 

those usually implied in variationist sociolinguistics, salience is a highly elusive 

concept. In this latter regard, there is every reason to suppose that high social 

salience can be attached to relatively rare phenomena, such as the use of dou-

ble modal sequences (Hasty 2015);  vice versa, relatively wide-spread features, 

such as palatalization of the initial sibilant in /str/-sequences may go unnoticed in 

many contexts (Hinrichs et al. Forthcoming).

These different conceptualizations of salience may help account for some 

of the gaps between feature-aggregational and variationist sociolinguistic think-

ing about variation. A quote from Tagliamonte’s  (2014) review of Szmrecsanyi 

(2013) serves to illustrate the divergent perspectives:

[T]he results for many of the features are at odds with community-

based studies of the same dialects. [… Szmrecsanyi’s] techniques 

lead  him to  claim that  “have to does  not  have  a  significant  geo-
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graphic distribution” (p. 52), [...] nor does present tense suffix -s (p. 

60),  something to which any British Northerner would fervently ob-

ject. (p. 581-582, emphasis mine)

Tagliamonte explicitly appeals to the evaluative salience of present tense -s, a 

property which is not easily quantifiable in a corpus-based feature-aggregation 

study. Apparently, at least in some cases,  a study focusing on this notion of 

salience produces radically different result from one that employs dimension-re-

duction techniques to a feature space of many individual variables.

It is unclear whether and to what degree it is possible to combine these two 

perspectives within a unified methodological framework, and it is certainly be-

yond the scope of the present study to set embark on such a project. What is im-

portant here is to acknowledge the differences between single-feature studies 

contextualized in a community setting and large-scale aggregational ones explic-

itly, in order to avoid making unjustified comparisons and explain differences in 

results.

5.3.3 Relations among varieties

5.3.3.1 A global perspective

It has been argued above that the individual factors differentiate among the vari-

eties represented in the corpus to diverging degrees and in different ways. To re-

turn to the question of how to best model inter-varietal variation in a World En-

glishes framework, figure 35 presents results of a hierarchical cluster analysis in 

which each variety is represented by a single node. The distances between the 

nodes are derived from the per-variety mean scores on each of the ten factors. 

Divisive clustering was used,  since this  method is  better  at  detecting correct 

high-level splits, which are of main importance here (Baayen 2008:148).
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The first split in the data marks a difference between AmE and all remaining vari -

eties. However, it should be noted that the absence of spoken AmE data in the 

corpus likely has a distorting effect on the USA mean score, for which reason not 

too much weight should be accorded its precise placement. The next split sepa-

rates a group consisting of the varieties from the British Isles and NZE from all 

other varieties. BrE, IrE and NZE form a relatively coherent group, with further 

differentiation only occurring at the fifth split in the tree diagram (the last one that 

does not simply result in individual variety-nodes).  Among the remaining vari-

eties, the next split indicates that English in Canada and India are differentiated 

from the varieties used in the three East Asian countries and Jamaica, and this 
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latter group is further divided into HKE and SgE on the one hand and JamE and 

PhilE on the other.

In terms of different World Englishes models, figure  35 offers support for 

both the Circles, and to a more limited extent also for the Dynamic Model. The 

clearest confirmation of the Circles Model’s adequacy would be a first split that 

separated Inner (BrE, IrE, AmE, CanE, NZE) from Outer Circle varieties. This is 

not the case, but the pattern is not far off. Taken together, the first and second, 

i.e. the two most important splits in the data, make a clear distinction between 

four Inner Circle countries and all remaining ones. The only slight deviation from 

the predicted pattern is the fact that  CanE and IndE form a cluster together,  

which is separated from the remaining Outer Circle varieties in the third split.  

This implies that, according to the mechanism of this particular cluster analysis,  

Canada and India occupy a grey area that is cannot clearly be assigned to either 

of the remaining groups.

In terms of the Dynamic Model, the highest splits in the tree diagram can be 

taken to separate phase five varieties from all others, again with the added com-

plication of the CanE-IndE cluster. However, the distinction between third and 

fourth phase varieties that the model makes is not borne out. Of the two-variety 

clusters containing  countries that  are not  in  phase five  of  the developmental 

process, none are internally coherent: the HKE-SgE as well as the JamE-PhilE 

cluster each contain one phase three and one phase four country,  on top of 

phase five and four being represented in the CanE-IndE cluster. The fact that no 

completely unpredicted mixing occurs (e.g. the clustering together of a phase 

five country with one in phase three) at least indicates that the deviations from 

the model’s predictions are not extreme.

But there is reason not to place too much weight on figure 35 alone. Infor-

mative as it may be by way of offering a quick glance at the relations among vari -
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eties, this analysis collapses distances on ten different factors (which are them-

selves abstractions away from observable reality) and the whole range of text 

types in the corpus into a single metric for inter-varietal difference. The pattern 

consequently captures very broad, general tendencies that apply on aggregate 

but may play out differently when focusing on a narrower range of genres or di-

mensions.

5.3.3.2 Individual patterns

A detailed  consideration  of  individual  text  types  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this 

project. Suffice it to say here that, in the case of a number of factors (e.g. factors  

4, 8, and 9), differences at the general inter-varietal level emerge as much more 

pronounced in the spoken data, and there particularly in private conversation 

(see the respective sections in  5.2). This finding confirms the importance of in-

corporating spoken material into the ICE project, and also gives some justifica-

tion to the variationist preference for spontaneous conversational language as its 

object of study. Yet it is by no means the case that a consideration of the dialog  

material in the corpus alone always yields the most relevant or clear findings for  

all of the factors.

For the present purposes, I want to focus on the inter-varietal differentiation 

each of the ten factors suggests individually. The basic distinction between an In-

ner and Outer Circle (or: L1 and L2) group made above is supported most clearly 

in factors 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 (see the plots in the respective sections of 5.2). How-

ever, only in the case of factors 4 and 7 does a Circles-based distinction show 

clearly in all three modalities. The other three factors differentiate L1 and L2 vari-

eties with any level of clarity only or predominantly in the spoken corpus data.

In  several  cases,  the  finer-grained  perspective  offered  by  the  Dynamic 

Model adds further systematicity to the basic Circles distinction. Figures 36 and 
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37 exemplify this for factor 4. Figure 36 shows separation of Inner and Outer Cir-

cle factor 4 scores that is both considerable in magnitude and consistent across 

modalities. This difference indicates that, on the whole, L1 varieties are charac-

terized by an increased tendency towards explicit stance-taking. In figure 37, this 

tendency appears to stand in a linear relation with a country’s progression along 

the developmental trajectory postulated by the Dynamic Model. The closer to full 

linguistic independence a variety finds itself,  apparently, the more explicitly its 

speakers mark their own stance in discourse. The explanation for this pattern 

may have to do with the domains the language is associated with in different 

contexts: more private and interpersonal the contexts of use are a more likely en-

vironment for stance-marking than contexts of formal or official communication. If  

this explanation holds, interestingly, the effect appears to carry over even into the 

more formal domains. This can be inferred from the fact that even published writ-

ing is characterized by differences in factor 4 scores, depending on what phase 

in the Dynamic Model a country is in.
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Figure 36: Distributions of factor 4 scores for Inner and Outer Circle varieties.



An added benefit of the Dynamic Model is that, unlike the Circles Model, it offers 

not only a basic heuristic for categorizing varieties, but allows for the formulation 

of hypothetical explanations like the one given above. Since Schneider gives a 

fairly detailed description of what social, ideological, and linguistic processes are 

expected at any stage of the model, these can be invoked as underlying dynam-

ics that motivate the stratification of countries in different phases along the fac-

tors.

Similar developmental patterns to those for factor 4 can be seen for factors 

5 and 7, not plotted here. In addition, in one context where the Circles Model fails 
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Figure 37: Distributions of factor 4 scores for countries in different phases ac-
cording to the Dynamic Model.



to give an appropriate explanation, the Dynamic Model provides insights. Factor 

3, measuring narrative presentation of external situations, shows only moderate 

signs of a basic Inner-Outer Circle distinction. A consideration of different phases 

along the developmental trajectory in the Dynamic Model shows that, within the 

Outer Circle countries, there is a relatively clear distinction between phase 3 and 

phase 4 countries. This is shown in figure 37. Countries in phase 4 and 5, which 

belong to different groups in the Circles Model, are virtually undifferentiated by 

factor 3. A clear break instead is visible between phases 3 and 4. Again, the Dy-

namic Model offers not only a perspective that makes this pattern obvious, but 

an explanation in terms of macro-sociolinguistic developments. As I argued in 

5.2.3.2 above, the development of literary creativity is a process that sets in dur-

ing phase 4, and there appears to be a tangible connection between this process 

and an overall increased tendency towards narrative orientation in a variety.

In addition to the two models discussed so far, factor 7 gives tentative evi-

dence for the relevance of two further determinants of variation. These are areal  

effects and cross-varietal influence as predicted by Mair’s world system of En-

glishes. In both cases, the corpus data are not ideally suited to determine their 

relevance. In terms of areal distinctions, the several regions are only represented 

by ICE material for one variety, such as South Asia by ICE-IN or the Caribbean 

by ICE-JM. In these cases, it is near impossible to isolate areal effects from the 

potentially aberrant behavior of one individual variety. What is more, no African 

country is represented in the ICE data of the present study, leaving this entire 

continent out of the picture.

For the world system, a different problem presents itself. Insomuch as this 

model is designed to account for the influence some varieties exert on others, it  

is inherently diachronic in nature. A micro-diachronic dimension in the corpus 

data, such as is incorporated in Leech et al. (2009), seems to be indispensable 
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for making any firm claims about world system effects (and even there, caution is 

in order; cf. Leech et al. 2009:252–259). Therefore, any potential world system 

pattern in the present data should be taken with a grain of salt.

Still, factor 7 is at least indicative of regional patterns that may ultimately be 

attributable to  spread through the world system of  Englishes.  Figure  25 (see 

5.2.7.2) showed the North American varieties to be quite markedly ahead of the 

curve along the dimension of colloquial markedness, although again spoken data 

is missing for AmE. Next in mean factor 7 scores are the JamE and the varieties 

from the British Isles. The Asian and antipodean varieties bring up the rear, with 

IndE and HKE showing the lowest factor 7 scores. This pattern is visualized in a 

by-region boxplot in figure 38, which adds data for varieties not available in the 

ICE part of the study but represented in TwICE.29

29 African countries are not shown in this plot, because no ICE data is available for any African 
variety in the present study.
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In  regional  terms,  figure  38 indicates  that  colloquial  markedness is  largely  a 

North American phenomenon, potentially extending to other parts of the Ameri-

cas as signified by the high scores for the Caribbean. Going further down the 

score continuum, the ordering of additional countries can be interpreted as deriv-

ing from the extent of influence AmE exerts on them. The European and an-

tipodean varieties, being globally well-connected, are quicker to catch on to the 

American pattern than the varieties spoken in Asia. Of these, it is the Philippines 

and Singapore which are characterized by higher factor 7 scores than IndE and 

HKE (not obvious from figure 38, but see figure 25 in  5.2.7.2). As a former US 

colony (Philippines) and a global hub of finance and business (Singapore), the 
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Figure 38: F7 score distributions for different English-speaking regions.



countries with the higher factor 7 scores again represent those in which a more 

direct US influence can be expected. India and Hong Kong, by contrast, are for-

mer British colonies with much more indirect linkages to AmE influence. To be 

sure,  given  the  limitations  outlined  above,  this  account  remains  speculative. 

Nonetheless,  its  suggestiveness holds appeal  and is  worthy of  further  explo-

ration.

In summary, patterns of variety-differentiation vary considerably across the 

factors developed in the EFA. A unidimensional description of relationships be-

tween individual World Englishes erases these differences and consequently suf-

fers from over-generalization.  The above discussion has highlighted the rele-

vance of some individual patterns and their relationship to proposed models of 

categorization in World Englishes research. Table 18 gives a more comprehen-

sive  summary,  indicating  for  each  factor  and  each  modality  separately  what 

model(s) best explains the observed score distributions.30 Cells with a “-” indicate 

that no pattern along the lines suggested by the respective model can be ascer-

tained; those containing “+” mark a clear alignment between predicted linguistic 

behavior in a model and distribution of observed values; “(+)” marks cases where 

such an alignment is discernible, but not entirely clear-cut.

30 The data are derived from a consideration of differences in mean values when the data are  
globally divided into the categories suggested by each model. An inclusion of all correspond-
ing plots is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Table 18: Explanatory adequacy of World Englishes models along the factors.

Circles Model Dynamic Model Areal Patterns World System

S T W S T W S T W S T W

Factor 1 + - (+) + - (+) - - - - - -

Factor 2 (+) (+) (+) - (+) (+) (+) (+) - - - -

Factor 3 (+) (+) (+) + + + - - - - - -

Factor 4 + + + + + + (+)31 (+)31 (+)31 - - -

Factor 5 + + (+) + + (+) (+)31 (+)31 (+)31 - - -

Factor 6 - + (+) - + (+) - - - - - -

Factor 7 (+) + (+) (+) + (+)32 (+)32 (+)32 (+) (+) (+) (+)

Factor 8 + (+)33 - + (+)33 - (+)34 - - - - -

Factor 9 + - - - - - - - - - - -

Factor 10 (+) (+) (+) (+) - - - - - - - -

Table 18 should not be taken as a testing ground for the general validity of the 

different models it contains. As explained above, the many cells marked “-” for 

areal and world system patterns are in large parts attributable to the data under 

analysis. Instead, what table  18 does illustrate is that a) there is some level of 

meaningful cross-varietal distinction for most factors, and b) not all patterns fol-

low the same logic. One model provides the clearest explanation in some cases, 

but fails to make sense of a pattern for a different factor. Therefore, the models 

should not be seen as standing in absolute competition, but as different theoreti-

cal lenses, each with appropriate and less appropriate contexts of application.

31 The areal pattern for factors 4 and 5 is one where Asian varieties have markedly lower mean 
scores than all other corpus material.

32 The areal pattern for factor 7 shows distinctly high mean scores for North American varieties  
(and to a lesser extent for the Caribbean ones).

33 The Twitter data show the opposite score differentiation from the spoken texts: the latter dis-
play higher mean scores for Outer Circle countries, whereas on Twitter the Inner Circle coun-
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5.3.3.3 On the irrelevance of variety

Table 18 makes powerful arguments for the importance of regional and variety-

specific  differences in  variational  patterns along most  of  the ten factors.  The 

question follows whether  the skepticism of  variety-centric  perspectives articu-

lated by authors such as Pennycook (2007) or Blommaert (2010) is entirely mis-

placed. Despite the points brought forth in 5.3.3.2, I would argue that it is not.

This is because geography/variety as an explanans of variation loses much 

of its significance when compared with the differentiating power of genre, as rep-

resented by ICE text category codes. In 5.2, several factors were shown to be al-

most entirely based on the distinction between one narrowly defined genre and 

all the rest of the data: narrative fiction in the case of factor 4, Twitter discourse  

for factor 7, and live sports commentary for factor 5. Even the factors less exclu-

sively associated with one genre, such as factors 1 or 2, showed text-category 

score differences that were both pronounced and theoretically plausible. It con-

sequently seems that genre is a much better predictor of variation in the factorial  

structure than geography.

Table 19 makes this impression quantitatively tangible. Scores along each 

factor were predicted for each individual corpus text in two different linear mod-

els, one with variety and one with text category as a predictor. Table 19 shows 

the adjusted  R2 values of each model, indicating how much of the variance in 

factor scores each predictor is able to explain. In order to prevent an inflation of  

the degrees of freedom consumed by the model with variety as a predictor, all 

models are restricted to the ten countries sampled in the ICE part of the data. 

However, even models for all data using the additional 27 country labels con-

tained in TwICE did not produce significantly different results.

tries have slightly higher mean scores.
34 The areal pattern for factor 8 consists of significantly higher mean scores among the Asian 

varieties. This pattern, however, is not reproduced in the written and Twitter data.
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Table 19: Adjusted R2 values of models predicting factor scores from country and  
genre variation.

Factor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

R2 (predictor: country) 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.22 0.04 0.02 0.21 0.04 0.10 0.02

R2 (predictor: genre) 0.75 0.76 0.44 0.16 0.21 0.31 0.45 0.32 0.39 0.26

The general impression table 19 presents is one of stark numeric difference. In 

almost all  cases, the values for models with genre as a predictor are several 

times higher than those using country. The tendency is particularly clear for the 

first three factors, but remains valid throughout. The striking exception is factor 4, 

whose scores are in fact better predicted by geography than by text category. 

Factors 7 and 9 as well show a pattern where the relevance of geography is 

higher than elsewhere, although in these cases genre still performs better.

In concrete terms, table  19 shows that differences between varieties, al-

though systematic, are fairly negligible compared to differences across genres. A 

news report from country A will almost certainly share more features with one 

from country B than it will with a personal letter from country A. In this respect, it  

is indeed unjustified to use labels like “American English” or “Hong Kong English” 

as if they applied to an undifferentiated whole. Table  19 makes a strong argu-

ment that any study interested in regional variation needs to carefully control for  

generic variation or risk comparing apples and oranges.

Of course, attention to genre differences is usually implied in cross-varietal  

studies and made explicit, for instance, by the ICE sampling framework with its 

range of categories and comparability at the level of the individual sample text.  

However, a differentiation of different registers is not always operationalized in in-

dividual  studies.  For  instance,  several  contributions  in  Collins  (2015a) make 

comparison between varieties and historical periods on the basis of material that 

cannot be assumed to be strictly comparable based on the results presented 
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above. Even where genre is explicitly addressed it is often treated as a potential  

source of error rather than an important structuring dimension that interacts in 

systematic ways with regional and diachronic patterns. This can be seen, for in-

stance, when Mair refers to genre as a “source of statistical noise” (2015b:139).

The point here is not to criticize these studies outright. In diachronic re-

search especially,  working with a large corpus of comparable texts is often a 

utopian fantasy that has little to do with practical reality. What I do wish to sug-

gest is that the results of the present study may be used to control for genre ef -

fects even in the absence of  prima facie comparability. I return to this point in 

chapter 6.

5.3.4 Variation in Twitter discourse

Since language on Twitter is the subject of much recent research, and since a 

number of characteristics have been proposed to define its specific status, some 

observations in this regard are in order at his point. I describe the overall charac-

teristics of Twitter discourse as they can be developed from the EFA and then 

turn to individual purported qualities of Twitter, such as the linguistic effects of the 

140 character limit and the different “structural layers” (Bruns & Moe 2014) that 

supposedly characterize it.

5.3.4.1 General patterns

In order to develop the relationship between the TwICE and ICE data, it is useful  

to start out with the factors along which the former can be found towards the ex-

treme end of the score continuum. By far the clearest of these is factor 7, where 

the Twitter mean score is higher than all others and there is no overlap between 

interquartile boxes with any other genre, except for private dialog and narrative 

writing, where the overlap is slight. Clearly then, “colloquial markedness” is an 
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appropriate descriptor for an important characteristic of Twitter discourse. The 

precise nature of this dimension becomes clearer when also taking factor 2 (“col -

laborative communicative orientation”) into account. High scores on this factor, it 

has been argued above, are typical of spoken conversation. Here, however, the 

TwICE data range fairly in the middle of the score continuum: their mean score is 

lower than those of all spoken ICE categories, but higher than those of most of 

the written ones, correspondence being the exception. This indicates that Twitter 

is not so much “conversational” per se, but rather that its colloquialness is very 

specifically connected to the quality measured by factor 7. Since deviation from 

standard ideology has been argued as an important aspect of this factor, it might 

be claimed that Twitter discourse can be described as deliberately anti-formal.

Two further dimensions show a mean score distribution with Twitter at one 

extreme. The TwICE data have the lowest mean scores for both dimension 3 

(“narrative presentation of external events”) and 9 (“assertion of factual validity”). 

In the former case, these low scores give reason to be surprised, since social 

media  have  recently  been  analyzed  through  the  lens  of  storytelling  (Page 

2012a). However, Page’s account of social media narrativity is ultimately one of 

difference,  emphasizing  the  position  of  social  media  storytelling  “outside  the 

canon of digital narrative” (2012a:3). With specific regard to the Twitter data she 

considers, Page maintains that tweets “are different in every respect from the 

canonical examples of past tense, single teller, landmark stories recorded in nar-

rative interviews or life histories” (2012a:116), and are driven by a focus on im-

mediacy instead of complex sequential arrangement of events. It appears, then, 

that factor 3 is quite good at detecting canonical examples of storytelling  (see 

Labov 1972b:359–360). The fact that tweets, on the whole, do not score high on 

this dimension gives quantitative support to Page’s argument.
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Factor 9 marks a dimension that, as explains above, becomes particularly 

relevant in situations with potential for disagreement. Such situations, it seems, 

tend to be avoided on Twitter. A further factor which quantifies the extent to which 

a user commits to and evaluates the propositional content of her tweets is factor  

4  (“explicit  stance-marking”).  Here  too,  TwICE tends  towards  low scores.  Its 

mean is significantly lower that those of all spoken genres and comparable to the 

too lowest-scoring written ones, academic and instructional writing. Again, this 

ranking is cause for surprise. Journalistic accounts of social media communica-

tion frequently invoke the imagery of an echo chamber in which the views and 

opinions a user already holds are amplified and fed back to that user  (Pariser 

2012). Academic approaches as well have the importance of the evaluative di-

mension for language on Twitter. Evaluation and stance, for instance, are key 

concepts in Zappavigna’s theory of “ambient affiliation” (Zappavigna 2015; 2012; 

2011). The present data show no signs that Twitter is characterized by a particu-

larly opinionated or stance-saturated style.

The remaining factors are all differentiate TwICE from ICE in less clear-cut 

ways.  Twitter  discourse emerges as very similar  to  spoken conversation and 

markedly different from all remaining spoken and written genres along factor 1, 

indicating that personal involvement plays a higher role in this discursive context 

than informational elaboration. This is largely in line with expectations, the only 

complicating  aspect  being  that  high  factor  1  scores  are  also associated with 

many constructions that increase information density, such as phrasal modifica-

tion, longer words, and synthetic negation strategies. If the character limit has an 

effect on language on Twitter, increased information density as represented by 

factor 1 is not it.

Along factor 6, an interesting trio can be found at the bottom of the mean 

score continuum. Here, Twitter clusters together with news reports and public di-
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alog, all  of which are consequently characterized by a concrete rather than a 

conceptual informational focus. It appears that Twitter users take the service’s 

prompt to share “What’s happening?” quite literally, privileging specific, contextu-

alized information over abstract deliberation of ideas.

Factor 10 shows fairly high, but by no means special, Twitter mean scores. 

Along this dimension, “addressee-oriented discourse,” the TwICE data are simi-

lar  to  spoken dialog and unscripted monologue,  but  have considerably  lower 

scores than instructional writing. Other-orientation thus appears to be generally 

high on Twitter, again running counter to popular narratives in which social net-

working services create a narcissistic echo chamber. Factor 8, at last, gives no 

indication that Twitter is in any way special with regards to the narrow range of  

tense and aspect markers measured by that factor.

In sum, the TwICE data show a preference for colloquial marking, involved 

discourse, addressee-orientation and concrete information, and a dispreference 

for (third person) narrative presentation, factual assertiveness, stance-marking, 

and abstract, conceptual language. According to the data in the present study, 

Twitter is similar to spoken language on a number of dimensions (factors 1 and 

3), more similar to written language on others (factor 4 and 8), but enters into  

more complicated relations along most dimensions.

5.3.4.2 The character limit and information density

Given the medium constraints imposed on message length on Twitter, it is rea-

sonable to expect information density – the packaging of as much content as 

possible into as little linguistic material as possible – to be a prime concern. No 

dimension in the present EFA clearly measures information density, but factor 1 

aligns with it insomuch as the kind of informational production represented by 

high factor 1 scores is often also more economical than involved production: time 
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affordances during both production and processing make tight integration of in-

formation possible and require less overt and analytically transparent marking 

(Biber 1988:104–108).

Do the low average factor 1 scores for the TwICE data consequently mean 

that information density is not a concern on Twitter? It could be that the dominant  

meaning of factor 1, that on informational production, obscures the more limited 

aspect of economy. To explore this question further, it makes sense to take a 

step back from the factor structure, in which information density is not directly 

measured, and consider the behavior of some individual measured variables on 

Twitter. As points of comparison, in order to span as wide a range between infor-

mationally dense and less dense texts, I choose private conversation and news 

writing. The relevant linguistic features are:

• mean word length (longer words mean more integrated information)

• contractions (omitted characters save space)

• hyphenation (compounding as a means of densification, avoiding more 

complex  marking  of  relationships  by  means  of,  e.g.,  prepositional 

phrases), and 

• ‘s-genitives (the more economical genitive variant; Szmrecsanyi & Hin-

richs 2008)

Figure 39 shows the mean values for each of these four indicators of information 

density for private conversation, tweets, and news writing. In terms of hyphen-

ation and the use of ‘s-genitives, Twitter is clearly aligned with spontaneous spo-

ken  language  and  different  from news writing.  Contractions  and  mean word 

length see tweets in an intermediate position between the most and least infor-

mationally dense genres. Mean word length is the only one of the four features 

where tweets can be said to be closer to news writing than to conversational lan-

guage.
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It appears, then, that economy is indeed by far not as important a concern 

on Twitter than is often assumed. The TwICE data show signs of being slightly 

more information-dense than private dialogs, but not nearly to the extent shown 

for news writing. In relation to the character length limit specifically, a linear rela-

tion between the length of a tweet and its propensity towards using any of the 

four features shown above can also not be established, confirming findings from 

Eisenstein (2013).

5.3.4.3 The “three spheres” of Twitter discourse and the factorial structure

Twitter as a platform, as has been discussed in 2.3, is characterized by a novel 

and potentially confusing mix between private and public conversational aspects. 
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Figure 39: Frequencies of four diagnostic features for information density across 
modalities.



To account for the different levels of visibility and publicness on Twitter, Bruns 

and Moe (2014) propose a three-pronged structural division into a macro, meso 

and micro level of communication. In their account, these three levels are directly  

related to the use of @mentions (marking a tweet as conceptually private and 

consequently situating it at the structural micro level) and hashtags (increasing 

visibility and elevating a tweet to the macro level). If this distinction is meaningful,  

differential frequencies of hashtags and user mentions in the TwICE data should 

correlate with factor score differences. This should hold at least for those dimen-

sions that stratify the data according to the level of publicness or intimacy in-

volved, such as factors 1, 2 and 10, but also for dimensions associated with for-

mality such as factor 7.

In order to investigate this hypothesized relation, I fitted linear models that 

predict  factor  scores  for  the  TwICE data  as  a  function  of  their  hashtag  and 

@mention frequencies.35 Figures 40 and 41 present the results of these models 

for factors 1, 2, 7, and 10, for hashtags and user mentions respectively. The pat-

tern for hashtags is very much in line with the predictions resulting from Bruns 

and Moe’s categorization. There is a steeply rising slope for factor 1, indicating 

that increasing hahstag frequency correlates with more informationally oriented 

and less involved tweets. For the remaining factors, scores decrease the more 

hashtags are contained in the data. This means that hashtags correlate inversely 

with  collaborative  communicative  orientation,  colloquial  markedness,  and  ad-

dressee-oriented discourse. In each case, the tendencies shown in figure 40 re-

flect the more public, less interpersonal character of hashtagged tweets.

35 To avoid an inflated effect of outliers, especially in the case of hashtags, robust linear model-
ing as implemented in the rlm() funtion in R’s MASS package (Venables & Ripley 2002) was 
used. The weighting method was set to the bisquare option.
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At the micro level of Twitter communication, where user mentions supposedly 

mark a tweet as distinctly private, the expectations are not borne out. Figure 41 

shows the same tendencies as those found in figure  40, only with much shal-

lower slopes. What this means is that, for all four dimensions that relate to a dis-

cursive public-private dynamic, it is absence of both hashtags and @mentions 

that characterizes the private end of the spectrum. A possible explanation may 

be that user mentions do, in fact, increase the visibility of a tweet. In the “noisy 

and  disruptive  communicative  environment”  (Honeycutt  &  Herring  2009:4) of 

Twitter, they serve to ensure that messages are in fact seen and responded to. 
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To the extent that visibility means publicness, the tendencies visualized in figure 

41 make sense.

5.3.4.4 Developments in micro-diachrony

The four  years  between October  2011 and August  2015 represented by  the 

TwICE data are an insignificantly small interval in terms of diachronic language 

at large. Yet they cover about half of the lifetime of Twitter itself. As a new, rapidly 

developing communicative medium, it  is  likely that even a time depth of four 

years shows signs of developing norms and characteristics. This aspect is ex-

plored in the present section, in which I restrict myself to the dimensions identi-
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fied above as relevant to the public-private distinction: factors 1 (“informational 

versus  involved  production”),  2  (“collaborative  communicative  orientation”),  7 

(“colloquial markedness”), and 10 (“addressee-oriented discourse”).

The developments for each factor over the time period covered in the data 

are illustrates by means of an ordered series of box plots. Figure  42 is such a 

display, focusing on the micro-diachronic development of Twitter discourse along 

factor  1.  Two things are  worth  noting  in  this  graph.  First,  the  factor  1  score 

means for each month fluctuate mildly around values just under the grand mean 

of -0.76 up until mid-2014, where scores begin to rise and approach mean val-

ues that are consistently above the grand mean. This indicates a tendency, al-

though a mild one, for Twitter discourse to develop more into the direction of in-

formational  and  away  from  involved  production.  This  development,  however, 

needs to be contextualized in terms of overall very low factor 1 scores for the 

TwICE data. Even the mean factor 1 scores for tweets written in 2015 are signifi-

cantly  lower  than  those  for  all  ICE  genres,  excepting  private  conversations 

(mean = -0.74).

Second, it is noteworthy that the boxes and whiskers for individual months 

grow steadily larger in terms of the numeric range they express as time pro-

gresses. In part, this may be ascribed to the increased amount of data as tweets 

become available for more countries over time. But the pattern also suggests a 

diversification of Twitter discourse to the effect that reducing the role of factor 1 

to a single mean value may be misleading. This development adds credence to 

the importance of not blindly assuming Twitter to constitute a monolithic genre.
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Figure 42: Development of factor 1 scores on Twitter over time.
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Figure 43: Development of factor 2 scores on Twitter over time.
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Figure 44: Development of factor 7 scores on Twitter over time.



Figures 43, 44, and 45 give the same visualizations as figure 42 above, for fac-

tors 2, 7, and 10, respectively. They all show decreasing mean scores as time 

progresses, although the developments takes place at different paces. Factor 2 

scores decline rapidly, indicating that Twitter develops away from a collaborative 

discourse structure that is typical of face-to-face communication. The decline is 

less pronounced for factor 7, where it suggests a closer alignment of Twitter dis-

course with standard ideology over time. Factor 10 also does not show a steep 

deterioration of mean scores from between 2011 and 2015, but the fact that fac-

tor 10 scores in general show less spread makes the pattern worthy of note: over 

time, it seems to become less important on Twitter to engage in addressee-ori-

ented discourse as described in 5.2.10. In all three cases, the range of the boxes 
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and whiskers also increases as time progresses, indicating an increased diversi-

fication of Twitter discourse.

Taken together, the patterns for these four dimensions indicate a develop-

ment away from conversational, colloquial and interpersonal style and towards 

more informational, standard and detached language. The change is not so dras-

tic as to fundamentally rearrange the TwICE data’s relationship to other genres 

over time, but it is consistent enough to be perceptible.

In accounting for this tendency it is useful to think of Twitter discourse in 

terms of how it is situated in a wider media ecology. Squires and Iorio  (2014) 

document the relation between new media – and specifically: Twitter – language 

and the institutionally regimented language of news writing by analyzing how the 

latter draws on the former as source material.  Over the time period between 

2009 and 2011, they observe the following general developments: a) an increase 

in the quantity of news sources that incorporate quoted tweets, b) a shift in meta-

discursive framing away from highlighting the novelty of tweets and towards nor-

malizing and legitimizing their status, and c) a decrease in the frequency of non-

standard  linguistic  material  contained  in  the  quoted  tweets  (Squires  &  Iorio 

2014:354–355). Squires and Iorio interpret their findings in terms of sociolinguis-

tic change in the established genres of news media and their attendant ideolo-

gies, whereby Twitter becomes legitimized as a medium, but its non-standard 

language practices are increasingly  erased.  Sociolinguistic  change  (Coupland 

2014), in this account, does not translate into change at the structural level of the 

language system. The “heavily-enforced language standards of print and broad-

cast media” (Squires & Iorio 2014:331) remain largely unaffected by innovations 

emerging from computer-mediated discourse.

The picture given by figures 42 through 45, I would argue, invites a compli-

mentary perspective to the one Squires and Iorio develop. In the absence of a 
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reference corpus representing native Twitter discourse, they treat such discourse 

as a constant and interpret whatever changes can be observed in their journalis-

tic data as originating exclusively from developments in the old media. However, 

figures  42 through  45 show that  the linguistic characteristics of  Twitter  them-

selves evolve, and the relationship to more established media may play a role in 

this regard as well. The re-entextualization  (Bauman & Briggs 1990) of tweets 

into mass media texts that Squires and Iorio document not only increases the 

visibility of the individual quoted messages, but likely also contributes to commu-

nity awareness of the potential level of publicity a tweet can reach. This increase 

in awareness may result in a less privately focused, more standard and detached 

style, i.e. in the pattern that emerges from figures 42 through 45.

This perspective is consistent with an audience design (Bell 1984) explana-

tion of linguistic variation, and it also may help account for the surprising ordering 

of the three structural layers suggested by Bruns and Moe (2014) for Twitter dis-

course (5.3.4.3). Each of the changes in time shown in figures 42 through 45 cor-

responds in its direction to the variational pattern that emerges as a function of 

hashtag and @mention frequencies. A tentative explanation for this close corre-

spondence, and for the surprisingly more-public character of tweets containing 

user mentions relative to an unmarked baseline, may lie in users’ differential fa-

miliarity with the platform. Accordingly, more active reliance on the discursive af-

fordances of hashtagging and @mentioning can be understood to characterize a 

user as more familiar  with the communicative particularities of  Twitter  on the 

whole, implying a heightened awareness of the potential publicity of Twitter dis-

course. More research is required to confirm this link, such as triangulating hash-

tag and @mention frequencies with the size of a user’s network, the frequency 

with which they tweet, or the length of time they have been registered on the ser-

vice. At present the explanation advanced here is attractive, but subject to elabo-

ration.
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5.3.4.5 Twitter discourse as non-monolithic

Implicit in all of the foregoing has been the assumption that “Twitter discourse” is 

a meaningful label that successfully captures all linguistic activity on the service. 

This is highly unlikely when considering several lines of evidence: the amount of 

people and entities that use Twitter, ranging from individual, private users from all 

demographic backgrounds to celebrities, organizations, and businesses; the di-

versification of Twitter discourse along all analyzed factors represented in the in-

creasing height of the boxes and whiskers in figures 42 through 45; the differen-

tial demographic profile and general importance of the service in different Eng-

lish-speaking countries (see 2.3.7); etc.

It should be noted that the by-genre boxplots given throughout 5.2 seem to 

imply a relative stylistic coherence in language on Twitter,  indicated by small  

boxes and whiskers compared to most ICE text categories. This, however, is in 

large parts an artifact of the TwICE sampling procedure. While most ICE text 

samples contain  the language of  one text  or  communicative exchange,  each 

TwICE file collapses messages produced by many (in most cases: 100) users 

into one statistic. The effect is one where individual stylistic signatures36 have 

less of an effect on the factor score of a TwICE file on the whole as they are 

counter-balanced  by  the  general  stylistic  tendencies  of  99  other  users.  The 

choice for binning the corpus data in this way was motivated by a desire for close 

comparability (in terms of size) to ICE and the need for relatively long individual 

samples in order to make feature frequencies reliable. Justified as it is in this re-

gard, the shape of the TwICE texts prevents a fully differentiated perspective on 

Twitter discourse.

Still, the factorial structure developed above carries potential for developing 

such a differentiated perspective. Factor scores can be calculated for new data 

36 “Stylistic signature” is a term coined by Norma Mendoza-Denton (Hinrichs p.c.).
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that need not be of the same length as the typical ICE/TwICE sample, and such 

scores can then be used to empirically determine differences among individual 

tweets (or individual users’ collected tweets,  or the language used in specific 

friendship  networks,  or  whatever  other  categorization  is  called  for  by  the  re-

search question). They can also form the basis on which clustering may be per-

formed to automatically group different data points together, e.g. if the goal is to 

determine how many different stylistic profiles exist in a given context. In chapter 

6, I return to the implications and potentials of applying the factorial structure to 

new Twitter data.

5.3.5 Interim summary: The utility and limitations of the factorial structure

There is  good reason to  be  enthusiastic  about  the factor  solution  developed 

above. Given nothing more than a matrix of feature fequencies and the specifica-

tion of appropriate parameters, the EFA has produced dimensions of variation 

that in almost all cases corresponded closely to previous findings (notably those 

in Biber 1988), lent themselves to theoretical interpretation, and could be used to 

discover new relations in the data. For instance, the special status of sports com-

mentary emerged purely from an observation of the spread of factor 5 scores in  

the spontaneous monologue genre. A possible exception is factor 8 (tentatively 

and  awkwardly  labeled  “  future  reference  with  will and  progressive  aspect”), 

which coheres neither with any dimension established in Biber (1988) nor with a 

firm theoretical account beyond the speculative importance of inter-varietal differ-

ences in the use of tense and aspect markers.

The EFA was given no information about the different varieties the data are 

sampled from or the different communicative genres represented in them, but 

nonetheless produced meaningful genre and variety stratification. It was shown 

that the former by far exceeds the latter in importance. This finding underscores 
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the need to approach the relations among varieties of English not as monolithic,  

but rather as heavily mediated by generic conventions. ICE provides the basis 

for accordingly fine-tuned comparisons, but these are not always emphasized in 

research on World Englishes, either from a comparative corpus-linguistic or an 

aggregational perspective. The possibility of calculating factor scores for individ-

ual texts on the basis of the EFA reported here may aid in a further refinement of 

stylistic comparisons in cross-varietal corpus studies.

For World Englishes theory, the results of the analysis showed a differential 

importance of the various models available for categorizing the status of different 

varieties globally. The basic distinction between an Inner (L1) and an Outer (L2) 

Circle  (Kachru 1985) of English was shown to be relevant to some degree for 

most dimensions of variation. Schneider’s (2007) Dynamic Model added further 

nuance in many cases and at the same time provided the basis for a more theo-

retically motivated account of the observed differences than implied by the Cir-

cles Model. This was shown, for instance, in the case of factor 3, where the for-

mation of a literary tradition postulated for phase 4 of the Dynamic Model was re-

lated to increased scores representing “narrative presentation of external events” 

among phase 4 and 5 countries compared to those in developmental phase 3. 

The  World  System of  Englishes  and  the  existence  of  potential  areal  pattern 

emerged less clearly as relevant predictors of variation, but this can in large part  

be attributed to the static nature of the data and the under-representation of dif -

ferent regions of the English-speaking world. The most important finding is that 

patterns for individual dimensions may differ and require specific explanations, 

rather than being easily subsumed under one static image of World Englishes re-

lations.

For the TwICE data, the factorial structure provided the basis for an analy-

sis of general linguistic and stylistic properties of Twitter discourse, an area that 
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is  surprisingly  under-represented  in  current  academic  work  (Squires  &  Iorio 

2014:334). The advantages of the analytical procedure consist in the fact that 

Twitter discourse is treated not as a priori differentiated from other corpus mate-

rial. Instead, the EFA procedure accords all corpus texts a similar status and de-

velops dimensions of variation that characterize the data as a whole. The most 

important finding in this regard is that Twitter is clearly differentiated from all ICE 

material on the dimension of “colloquial markedness” (factor 7). Along other di-

mensions, complex and varied relations can be found. A purported orientation to-

wards the norms of written or spoken language goes some way in summarizing 

the TwICE scores on individual dimensions, but ultimately fails to explain much 

of the observed variation. In broad brush strokes, Twitter discourse emerges as 

predominantly colloquial,  involved, informationally concrete, and addressee-fo-

cused compared to most other instances of communication (5.3.4.1). However, 

this difference appears to be slightly narrowing as time progresses (5.3.4.4).

The fact that the EFA procedure is able to generate such insights gives 

strong support to the utility of the method. Nonetheless, chapter  5 has also re-

vealed several drawbacks. First, the fact that formulations such as “subject to 

further investigation” or “suggestive but tentative at this point” occur relatively fre-

quently throughout this chapter is no accident. As an exploratory method, EFA is 

immensely useful in highlighting relations within the data that are not easily dis-

cernible from a consideration of individual variables or texts. However, it does not 

provide the means of principled hypothesis-testing. The method is best regarded 

as a tool for dimension reduction and hypothesis generation, rather than as an 

analytic  endpoint.  Both  indeterminacy  and  individual  researchers’  subjective 

choices play an important role in the factor analytical process. It would therefore 

be imprudent to consider the results of any EFA as an absolutely privileged, en-

tirely objective model  of  the variation represented in the data. In the present 

case, for instance, it has to be acknowledged that the restriction of the factor so-
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lution to ten dimensions is at odds with the much larger number of factors indi-

cated by Horn’s parallel  analysis,  which is often considered the most reliable 

means for estimating the number of factors  (Zwick & Velicer 1986). There are 

good theoretical reasons for this rather small number of factors, having to do with 

comparability to prior research, a desire for a parsimonious (i.e. low-dimensional) 

description of the feature space, and the results of a scree plot analysis, but the 

choice remains to some degree arbitrary. EFA certainly cannot be expected to re-

lieve the researcher of linguistically motivated decisions and a critical perspective 

on the results.

Not only do EFA and similar aggregational procedures not give fully objec-

tive results, but these results are sometimes quite significantly at odds with those 

from other analytic perspectives. This was demonstrated by the correlation be-

tween a feature’s general frequency of occurrence and its communality in the 

factor solution. The privileging of high-frequency features and insensitivity to rare 

ones implicit in the aggregation perspective produces a notion of salience that is 

significantly different from that typical of sociolinguistic studies contextualized in 

community settings. The latter kind of research is fundamentally interested in the 

social and evaluative meaning attached to an instance of variation, which cannot 

be assumed to be correlated with its overall  frequency. These differences be-

tween the variationist sociolinguistic perspective and the aggregational one ac-

count for the fact that relatively little cross-over between them exists at present 

(although see Grieve 2016 for a productive combination of the two). Beyond be-

ing explicit about what is meant by salience and how linguistic difference is quan-

tified, can the variationist sociolinguistic and the aggregational view be brought 

into more productive conversation? Chapter 6 presents an attempt to answer this 

question in the affirmative.
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Chapter 6: Applying the factors to new data: A case study on 

because-complementation37

Researchers interested in the careful study of individual cases of variation may 

be skeptical of the kind of analysis reported in chapter  5. Indeed, the factorial 

structure in itself has very little to offer in terms of explaining processes of ongo-

ing structural change. It is useful in describing the relationship among individual 

variables and among texts and genres, but it offers no focused perspective on 

the selective mechanisms involved each time a speaker or writer is confronted 

with  competing,  semantically  or  functionally  equivalent  alternatives  within  the 

grammatical system. Beyond describing correlational tendencies, the factor solu-

tion is not well-suited for making and testing specific predictions about linguistic 

variation in its immediate social and structural environment.

Likewise, EFA (at least as presented here and elsewhere in linguistic re-

search) offers no way of operationalizing social meaning and salience of individ-

ual features. The specific features are initially chosen based on the observation 

that their variation has been found to carry some sort of meaning in previous 

studies, but the implicit assumption is that all features carry similar meaning po-

tentials and the extent to which these potentials show in the analysis is deter-

mined differences in quantitative distribution. It has been shown above that this 

results in a heavy privileging of more frequent features and an insensitivity to 

rare ones. On the other hand, it may be rare features in particular that can ac-

quire social salience by virtue of their deviance from the norm(al).

37 The present chapter builds on and elaborates an analysis first published in: Bohmann, Axel. 
2016. Language change because Twitter? Factors motivating innovative uses of  because 
across the English-speaking Twittersphere. In Lauren Squires (ed.), English in computer-me-
diated communication: Variation, representation, and change,  149–178. Berlin; Boston: de 
Gruyter Mouton.
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In this chapter, I focus attention on one such rare, metalinguistically salient 

feature that has drawn much recent commentary: the so-called “new  because” 

(McCulloch 2014; henceforth referred to as “because X,” following ; Carey 2013). 

The term is somewhat poorly defined and there is not always full agreement as 

what the X consists of (Bailey 2014), but for the present purposes I take because 

X to encompass all  instances of because not  followed by the two options li -

censed in standard grammatical descriptions: a prepositional phrase headed by 

of or a finite clause (for a more detailed description of the feature, see 6.1 be-

low).

In a previous study  (Bohmann 2016b), I subjected a corpus of tweets to 

statistical analysis in the variationist framework, with the aim of determining the 

geographical distribution and stylistic meaning(s) of the innovative because-com-

plementation strategies.38 Here, I return to the same data, but calculate factor 

scores for each relevant tweet to represent the dimensions of textual variation 

developed in  chapter  5.  These are subsequently used as predictor variables to 

model the stylistic behavior of because X in a multivariate regression model. The 

extent to which the factors prove useful in modeling the selection between com-

peting  variants  of  because-complementation  can  be  understood  as  a  testing 

ground for the utility of the factor solution presented in chapter 5 beyond the data 

it is based on, and for the purposes of variationist research.

I begin with an introduction of the variable under investigation (6.1), then 

briefly summarize the design and findings of Bohmann  (2016b) in section  6.2, 

and articulate the research questions driving the present analysis (6.3). After a 

brief description of how factor scores were calculated to be used as additional 

predictors (6.4) I present the resulting statistical model and discuss its relation-

38 The present chapter is a revised version of Bohmann (2016b) that incorporates many sec-
tions from this earlier study with little revision. The focus is on the new analysis afforded by  
modeling the factors from the EFA presented in chapter 5.
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ship to my previous findings (6.5). Finally, I provide a discussion of the results 

both in terms of their implications for because X as a sociolinguistic variable but 

also, and more importantly in the context of this project, in regards to their impli-

cations for the possibilities of combining aggregational and variationist sociolin-

guistic approaches to language variation (6.6).

6.1 The linguistic variable: Variation in because-complementation

The English lexeme because is in the process of expanding its syntactic variabil-

ity. Some examples of Twitter messages containing such newly emerging uses 

are given in (19).39 

(19) a. I miss my daddy. He didn't come home today because work :(. <28342>

b. Early morning gym because fat <500>

c. taeyeon is so lucky because goddamnit <7218>

d. Literally because this [URL] <3165>

According to standard descriptions,  because can be followed by a finite clause 

as in 20.a) or combine with of to introduce a noun phrase (NP), as in 20.b):

(20) a. Don't even talk to me because I don't care lol #badmood <6271>

b. Don't stop just because of a little problem <18925>

Reference  grammars  differ  with  regard  to  their  analysis  of  the  constructions 

above. Both Biber et al. (1999:75) and Aarts (2011:78) treat because as a subor-

dinating conjunction and because of as a separate, “complex preposition.” How-

ever, Huddleston & Pullum (2002) argue convincingly that such an analysis is dif-

ficult to maintain on syntactic grounds (620-22). Instead, the authors treat any 

39 All examples in this paper are taken from the data used in the analysis. The original spelling  
and  punctuation  are  retained  and reference  indices  from the  corpus  included  in  angular 
brackets. Hyperlinks to users’ profiles are replaced by [URL] to protect their privacy.
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occurrence of because as a preposition, which according to their analysis can be 

complemented by a prepositional phrase (PP) headed by of as well as by a full 

clause. In the present study, I follow this latter analysis, since it is best suited to 

account for recent developments in  because-complementation in a variationist 

framework.

None of the above grammars includes an account of additional forms of be-

cause-complementation. This is probably due to the simple reason that construc-

tions like those in (19) seem to have only appeared in the language very re-

cently, with the first reliable attestations dating to the mid-1990s (Carey 2013). As 

the examples in (19b) – (19d) demonstrate, the new strategies for because-com-

plementation are not exhaustively captured by initially proposed labels such as 

“because NOUN” (Liberman 2012; McCulloch 2012) or “because+noun” (Bailey 

2012).  In  addition to  nominal  complements  ((19a)),  one also finds  adjectives 

((19b)), interjections ((19c)), demonstrative pronouns ((19d)), as well as a num-

ber of other constructions (see 6.2 below). I therefore adopt the label “because 

X” introduced by Stan Carey (2013) to refer to all new because-complements.

These new complements have been the subject of lively discussion in re-

cent years. The first explicit treatments of “the new because,” to my knowledge, 

occurred in July 2012  (Bailey 2012; Liberman 2012). Commentary among lin-

guists (Carey 2013; Whitman 2013; McCulloch 2012) and laypeople (e.g. Garber 

2013; Hartogs 2013; Romano 2013) alike followed suit  and culminated in the 

election of  because as the  American Dialect Society’s Word of the Year 2013. 

Several observers  (Pullum 2014; Whitman 2014; Zimmer 2014) point out that 

this choice is remarkable, since it is the first time the title is awarded based on 

newly developing syntactic  options of an established lexical  item, rather  than 

honoring neologisms from open-word classes like nouns or verbs.
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Despite this general level of interest in innovative forms of  because-com-

plementation, linguistic discussion of such constructions has until recently been 

limited  to  relatively  informal  venues  of  publication  (mostly  blog  entries)  and 

largely anecdotal instead of grounded in a solid empirical basis. The first notable 

exception to this pattern in Schnoebelen’s (2014)40 large-scale quantitative analy-

sis of because X on Twitter, whose results are presented below. Further, Bailey 

(2014) is a survey study testing the acceptability of different kinds of syntactic 

material  in  the  X slot  on  the  basis  of  247  participants’  responses.  Kanetani 

(2015) offers a grammatical account of  because X in a construction grammar 

framework and in relation to other constructions containing  because.  None of 

these studies, however, make a systematic comparison of the choices involved 

in selecting the innovative variant in favor of established complementation strate-

gies. To my knowledge, Bohmann (2016b) is the only study of that kind to date.

The diversity of material that can occupy the  X slot makes a convincing 

grammatical analysis difficult. Many cases can reasonably be understood as eli -

sion of either the of in a traditional because of construction (e.g. (19a) above) or 

of parts of the finite clause following because ((19b), here with the subject and 

copula elided). However, in cases like (19c) there seems to be little evidence to 

indicate  an  underlying  finite  clause  or  PP headed by  of.  Instead,  McCulloch 

(2014) points out that the material in the X slot can typically function on its own 

as a standalone expression and often has an interjectional character. Similarly,  

Bailey interprets  X as a “root clause (CP) or a propositional/exclamatory non-

sentential element”  (2014). The question of what grammatical analysis best fits 

the syntactic variability within X is important and may help explain how the con-

struction arose in the first place. However, the present study does not make any 

strong claims in this regard. Instead, all forms of X occurring in the data are com-

40 The link to the original  post is presently not  functional.  However, it  can still  be accessed 
through the Internet Wayback Machine:  
https://web.archive.org/web/20160507083117/http://idibon.com/innovating-innovation/
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pared against all established forms of  because-complementation. The question 

addressed through this procedure is: what characteristics of a tweet make it a 

likely environment in which to encounter X rather than one of the more traditional 

complement variants?

Regarding the stylistic flavor of  because X, the tenor of most of the avail-

able commentary is captured by Garber, who describes the new construction as 

“exceptionally bloggy and aggressively casual and implicitly ironic”  (2013). The 

first adjective in this description relates to the purportedly media-specific charac-

ter of because X. Indeed, most discussions explicitly link it to CMD and particu-

larly the internet. The majority of examples cited stem from online sources, most 

prominently Twitter, but notably also political websites like Wonkette, Jezebel or 

Daily Kos (Garber 2013). In addition, there are a good number of multimodal ex-

amples such as memes,  T-shirt  prints  (Garber 2013) or Tumblr  posts  (Bailey 

2012). The extent to which  because X can be found in offline language use is 

much less documented. However, Carey (2013) finds examples from other me-

dia, mainly TV shows and movies. The only documented instances of because X 

in verbal face-to-face interaction are from children’s talk  (Whitman 2014). One 

important question that arises is whether and to what extent the construction is 

losing its indexical connection to (computer-) mediated forms of discourse over 

time. Such “indexical bleaching”  (Squires 2014) would be both an indicator of 

and a stimulant for its further spread.

Next among the common characterizations, the “aggressively casual” na-

ture of because X is somewhat ambivalent. This phrase might suggest that use 

of the construction implies a colloquial register on the whole. Yet, as the qualifi-

cation “aggressively” indicates, most commentators point out that there is a level 

of conscious deliberation to the casualness. What is meant is perhaps not the 

carelessness of spontaneous spoken discourse so much as a blatant and possi-
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bly strategic violation of formality. One question to be addressed in the present 

analysis is whether an overall more colloquial style is a favorable environment for 

because X.

There  is  least  agreement  on  the  assertion  that  because  X is  “implicitly 

ironic.” Liberman (2012) sees an “implication that the referenced line of reason-

ing is weak” and cites examples in which users of because X clearly employ it to 

distance themselves from other  people’s  (faulty)  logic.  Carey agrees that  the 

construction has a “snappy, jocular feel, with a syntactic jolt that allows long ex-

planations to be forgone” (2013). Here, however, there is no necessary distanc-

ing effect. On the contrary, use of because X may imply a level of shared context 

that allows much of the causal reasoning to remain implicit. Bailey’s (2012) inter-

pretation points in this direction as well. Finally, Whitman sees a “transition from 

[…] sarcastic usage to [...]  sarcasm-free usage by younger speakers”  (2013). 

This observation may indicate a leveling of contextual constraints that because X 

is undergoing in the process of diffusion. Since it is near impossible to model  

irony or humor quantitatively, the analysis presented here cannot address these 

aspects systematically. It should be noted, however, that the data analyzed in-

clude a large portion of examples which show no explicit signs of ironic or hu-

morous use of innovative complementation strategies.

Adding  to  these  general  observations  about  because  X,  Schnoebelen 

(2014) subjects a corpus of 28,294 tweets containing this feature to quantitative 

analysis. He finds that the construction is most prominent in the US and is being 

adopted most readily by young women, an observation that is in line with the typ-

ical pattern found for the spread of prestige innovations  (Labov 1990). Tweets 

that feature because X show disproportionate amounts of vocabulary related to 

popular (especially Internet and music) culture, while sports and business vocab-

ulary are dispreferred. Likewise, linguistic features of African American Vernacu-
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lar  English  are  under-represented in  tweets  with  innovative  because-comple-

ments, suggesting that race may to some degree structure variation in because-

complementation. Finally, and possibly in support of the construction’s character-

ization as casual/colloquial,  because X in Schnoebelen’s data patterns together 

with direct addressee specification through @mentions, a feature that highlights 

the conversational character of tweets containing it (Bruns & Moe 2014; Honey-

cutt  & Herring 2009).  Schnoebelen also compares different  individual  expres-

sions and syntactic categories that function as  X, but since these are not the 

subject of the present discussion, they are not discussed here.

While Schnoebelen's analysis is empirically supported, it is informal and ex-

ploratory, and does not test a specific hypothesis as to the development of  be-

cause X. Nor does it consider the construction against established forms of be-

cause-complementation in a clearly defined variable context. In the analysis pre-

sented here, because-complementation is treated as a case of linguistic variation 

in the Labovian sense, the constraints on which can be analyzed through quanti-

tative, statistical methods. As mentioned above, I follow the grammatical analysis 

of Huddleston & Pullum (2002). Instead of having to treat the innovative use of 

because as an entirely new lexical item, their description provides a unified ac-

count of all because-complementation strategies as different syntactic options in-

troduced by the same item (see also Pullum 2014). Such an account allows the 

definition of  a  clear  envelope of  variation,  which is  essential  to  a  variationist  

study of the construction in question. Accordingly, any linguistic material comple-

menting an instance of because is treated as a case of the variable under inves-

tigation, with the variants clause, of, and X, where X encompasses all innovative 

strategies. 
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6.2 Data

Being a comparably low-frequency phenomenon, because X requires a relatively 

large  sample  of  data  for  systematic  statistical  investigation.  The  analysis  in 

Bohmann (2016b) and the one presented here are based on 12,751 instances of 

because occurring in a corpus of Twitter messages. A filter was applied to Twit-

ter’s streaming API so as to only include tweets containing the word because and 

a number of abbreviations and alternative spellings (see below, henceforth col-

lectively referred to as  because).  Filtering was case-insensitive, i.e. forms like 

“Because,” “bEcAuSe,” or “BECAUSE” or any other combination of uppercase 

and lowercase spellings was captured. This method yielded a total of 640,000 

tweets containing because in roughly one and a half days.

The present analysis draws on a much smaller subset of the data, namely 

all  those  tweets  that  include geographical  metadata,  amounting  to  a  total  of 

12,751 tokens submitted for statistical analysis. This limitation was imposed for 

three reasons. First, one of the research hypotheses stated above is concerned 

with the geographical distribution of because X, and tweets which do not contain 

place information have nothing to contribute in this regard. Second, processing 

and statistical analysis of the full data would have created computational memory 

overload. And third, while data extraction proceeded automatically for the most 

part, identification of the dependent variable necessitated some manual inspec-

tion, resulting in the need for a more manageable dataset.

In terms of geographical origin on the data, a significant majority of tweets 

collected came from users in the USA. This was not a deliberate choice in the re-

search design but simply reflects the predominance of the social networking ser-

vice in that country compared to elsewhere in the world (Sysomos 2009). Other 

significant locales of origin were the UK as well as countries in Southeast Asia.
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The outcome variable,  because-complement,  is  defined as the syntactic 

material following a given instance of because or any of its alternative spellings 

(see the predictor spelling in 6.3.2 below). It consists of the levels clause (a full, 

finite clause), of (a PP headed by of), and X (any material that does not conform 

to  either  of  the  established  complementation  strategies  described  in  Aarts 

(2011), Huddleston & Pullum (2002) and Biber et al. (1999)). Table 20 gives an 

overview of the general distribution of the variants. Clause is by far the most fre-

quent complementation strategy, an observation that is consistent with the litera-

ture. According to Biber et al., “contingency adverbials,” among which they in-

clude  all  material  introduced by  because,  “are  exceptional  in  that  they favor 

clauses over non-clausal structures”  (1999:788). The X variant contributes only 

just above 6% to the data. However, compared to the long-established variant of 

(7.7%), this is certainly a relevant portion.

Table 20: Distribution of different because-complements in the data.

clause 10,968 86%
of 978 7.7%
X 805 6.3%
Total 12,751 100%

Variation among the linguistic material found within the X-slot is not the subject of 

systematic analysis here. However, since this is a topic of ongoing discussion 

(Kanetani  2015;  Bailey  2014) for  which  more  empirical  evidence  is  needed, 

some exploratory observations in this direction are in order. Table 21 gives the 

distribution of the most frequent kinds of X complement in the data. Nouns make 

up roughly a third of the cases, followed by interjections (20%) and constructions 

that can best be analyzed as reduced finite clauses (14%), often with a deleted 

subject.  Finally,  adjectives  also contribute  significantly  to  innovative  because-

complementation strategies, comprising roughly 10% of all  cases. Among the 

less frequent  complements  are  interrogative  sentences,  hashtags,  emoticons, 
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user mentions, adverbs, demonstrative and personal pronouns, hyperlinks, zero 

complements and a few cases that were unclear without further context. This dis-

tribution shows that while “because NOUN” is the prototypical case, there is wide 

variability in the linguistic material  subsumed under the label  X.  It  also bears 

pointing out that a good portion of the nominal Xs include determiners as well as 

additional pre- or post-modification, as in (21). McCulloch’s  (2012) description 

had initially considered complex noun phrases in the X-slot ungrammatical and 

only accepted bare nouns. If such a constraint existed at the time, it now seems 

to have weakened considerably  (an observation that is consistent with Bailey 

2014). Such a leveling of constraints might well accompany the rapid diffusion of 

a linguistic innovation (Labov 2007).

Table 21: Proportions of different material in the X-slot.

Realization of X Number of cases Proportion of cases
Noun/NP 312 38.8%
Interjection 163 20.3%
Reduced clause 117 14.5%
Adjective 79 9.8%
Other 134 16.6%

(21) <@user> like when ball season over..senior year just hurts cause 

all the work & stuff you gotta do <234>

Table 22 shows the most frequent unique expressions in the X-slot. A brief dis-

cussion gives some indication of their pragmatic and interactional deployment. 

All shaded rows in Table 22 contain expressions that can serve as standalone ut-

terances. same is a conversational, highly condensed form of saying “the same 

is true for me”; yolo, lol, idgaf, and ily are compressed versions of phrases: “you 

only live once,” “laughing out loud,” “I don't give a fuck,” and “I love you,” respec-

tively. These are treated as (semi-)lexicalized, fixed expressions here rather than 

fully realized finite clauses. This interpretation is supported by their compara-
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tively high frequency of occurrence as well as their semantics: saying “yolo” does 

not have the same meaning as saying “you only live once” and is hence best  

treated as an independent expression.

Table 22: Most frequent unique expressions in the X-slot.

Unique X Raw frequency
why not? 25
bored 12
work 11
yolo 10
same 9
damn 7
school 7
hahaha 6
lol 5
tired 5
fuck you 4
idgaf 4
ily 4

The two adjectives in Table 22, bored and tired, are not conventionalized stand-

alone expressions of themselves, but it is not difficult  to imagine situations in 

which they could be used in that way. Thus, some credence is given to McCul-

loch's explanation of  because X arising from a development allowing interjec-

tional complements. However, the two nouns work and school seem to contradict 

such an interpretation. In the appropriate context, both may work as standalone 

expressions, but in the data they appear in contexts where they clearly aren't, 

such as in (22).

(22) this week I have work everyday except Thursday bc school and I 

won't e able to me with Mark and idk if I can handle that ya feel? <57759>

Here, interpreting school as an interjection seems unwarranted. It rather appears 

that the user employed strategies to compress the content of his message into 

as few characters as possible, a reading that is supported by the choice of bc for 
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“because” and the compression of “I don't know” into idk. It is noteworthy, how-

ever,  that  other common abbreviation strategies (e.g.  for  Thursday)  were not 

used, and that Twitter’s character limit would have left just enough space to in-

clude because of. Textual economy, in this case, should not be seen as a direct 

effect of length limitations but rather as part of a style that derives from and is le -

gitimized by  medium-specific  constraints  upon  message  size  (see Eisenstein 

2013:361).

6.3 Summary of the previous variationist analysis

6.3.1 6.3.1 Research hypotheses

The previous study (Bohmann 2016b) set out to test four separate hypotheses 

regarding the determinants that influence variation in because-complementation. 

First,  since  because X is the most economical of the three variants, requiring 

fewer key strokes than either a PP with of or a finite clause, its increase in fre-

quency  was  related  to  the  densification  of  written  English  (Leech  et  al. 

2009:249–252; Biber 2003). Accordingly, features associated with informational 

integration and economy were hypothesized to co-occur in the same contexts as 

because X, leading to

• Hypothesis 1: Tweets displaying higher ratios of features associated 

with information density favor X.

Next, most available descriptions consider the innovative variant of complemen-

tation a marker of informality. As such, it was hypothesized that close adherence 

to the linguistic standard would mark a relatively hostile environment towards the 

use of  because X and a relaxed attitude towards institutional norms of correct-

ness would be favorable. This was expressed as
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• Hypothesis 2: Tweets displaying higher ratios of features associated 

with colloquialness favor X. 

Commentary also abounds that draws an explicit connection between the new 

media and  because X, often emblematically expressed in the titles of publica-

tions, both popular  (Garber 2013; Hartogs 2013; Romano 2013) and academic 

(Bailey 2014). The extent to which this association with a specific context of me-

diation influences the selection of complementation options was the subject of

• Hypothesis 3: Tweets displaying higher ratios of features associated 

with CMD favor X.

Finally, geographic spread was also considered in Bohmann (2016b). A potential 

influence of Americanization (Leech et al. 2009:252–255) was stipulated, based 

on findings in Schnoebelen (2014), who identifies the US as the geographic cen-

ter of  because X use on Twitter. Specifically, Americanization was conceived of 

as a gradual spread of innovation from the US outwards through the World Sys-

tem of Englishes (Mair 2013), with varieties in closer proximity to the US (in the 

system’s  terms)  were  expected  to  show frequencies  slightly  below those  for 

AmE, but higher than those found in more system-marginal varieties. The corre-

sponding hypothesis is

• Hypothesis 4: Tweets from countries in more central positions in the 

world system of Englishes favor X.

6.3.2 Predictor variables

To test these four hypotheses, statistical modeling included 14 predictors, each 

associated with at least one, some of them with several, hypotheses. These pre-

dictors are listed here in four separate categories, corresponding to the four hy-

potheses elaborated above.

Category 1: Predictors related to densification
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• spelling: The different orthographic variants of representing  because. 

All cases that displayed variation in complementation strategies were 

included in the analysis, namely  because,  cause,  cos,  coz,  cus,  cuz, 

and bc. The shorter the variant of because, the more information load 

is carried per character. Hence, shorter variants reflect densification.

• length: The length of a tweet in number of characters. Shorter tweets 

are taken to indicate more compact writing, in which densification plays 

a heightened role.

• mean word length: The average length of a word in the tweet in ques-

tion, in characters. This is a measure of lexical complexity, contributing 

to overall textual complexity.

• noun-verb-ratio: The ratio of nouns divided against verbs in a given 

tweet. An overall increase in nouns is one aspect of the trend of densifi-

cation found in written Standard English (Leech et al. 2009:211).

Category 2: Predictors related to colloquialization

• F-measure: This is an empirically derived measure of the formality (as 

opposed to contextuality) of a text  (Heylighen & Dewaele 2002). For-

mality here is used in the mathematic sense of relatively context-inde-

pendent meaning.  This is inversely related to colloquialness as less 

contextual texts are more “interactive” and “involved” (Heylighen & De-

waele 2002:302). The F-measure is calculated based on POS-frequen-

cies  according  to  the  following  formula  (Heylighen  &  Dewaele 

2002:309):

F = (noun frequency + adjective freq. + preposition freq. 

+ article freq. − pronoun freq. − verb freq.

− adverb freq.− interjection freq. + 100) / 2

While there seems to be a correlation between formality and density, 
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the two dimensions are not the same. For instance, prepositions and 

articles, which increase the F-measure, are closed-class, grammatical 

parts  of  speech  that  decrease  the  density  of  a  text  (Leech  et  al. 

2009:249). A text with the same noun-verb-ratio can consequently ex-

hibit different F-measure values, depending on, for instance, whether it 

predominantly uses synthetic genitive constructions and noun-noun se-

quences or the of-genitive and prepositional phrases as nominal modi-

fication strategies.

• spelling: Alternatively to correlating reduced spellings with densifica-

tion (see above), all variants other than because may be interpreted as 

more colloquial by virtue of their distance from the orthographic stan-

dard. Cause, cos, coz, and cuz also reflect phonetic reduction typical of 

casual spoken discourse. However, bc does not directly correspond to 

any spoken form and is therefore more clearly related to densification 

than to colloquialization.

Category 3: Predictors related to CMD

• CMD features:  These are  hashtags,  @mentions,  URLs,  emoticons, 

and “indications of continuation across multiple tweets” (Owoputi et al. 

2013:9). The predictor CMD features is the relative frequency of such 

items (i.e. their proportion of all unigrams) in a given tweet. Higher val-

ues indicate a style that is more directly reflective of the Twitter medium 

compared to tweets with lower values.

• experience: The amount of time the author of a given tweet has been 

registered on Twitter, in days. This variable is calculated by computing 

the amount of days between the user’s registration and the date the 

tweet  was posted,  both of  which are part  of  the metadata provided 

along with the tweet through the API. More experienced users are ex-
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pected to be more likely to use features that are allegedly Internet-spe-

cific, including X.

• activity frequency: The amount of tweets the author of a given tweet 

composes per day, calculated by dividing a user’s overall output by the 

number of days they have been registered on Twitter. Like experience, 

high values for activity frequency indicate users who are more fully flu-

ent in Twitter discourse.

• friends: The number of people the author of a given tweet follows. A 

measure of how extensive a user's Twitter network is. Higher numbers 

suggest more involved Twitter users.

• followers:  The  number  of  people  that  follow the  author  of  a  given 

tweet. A measure of how extensive a user's Twitter network is. Higher 

numbers suggest more involved Twitter users.

• mentions: the inclusion of an <@user> character string to specify the 

addressee(s) or referent(s)  of  a tweet.  According to Bruns and Moe 

(2014), tweets that include @mentions constitute the micro-level of in-

terpersonal communication on Twitter. Schnoebelen (2014) finds higher 

rates of @mentions for tweets that contain  because X compared to 

those that don't.

• hashtags: The use of the <#> character to flag tweets, indicating their 

relevance to a broader context encapsulated in the hashtag itself. This 

practice tends to make tweets visible beyond a user’s immediate fol-

lower network and thus situates them at the macro level of Twitter com-

munication (Bruns & Moe 2014).

• URL: The inclusion of hyperlinks that connect the tweet to external web 

documents. 

Category 4: Predictors related to regional variation in English
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• origin: The home country indicated on a user's profile. Twitter is not 

used to the same extent in all countries, so the numbers for this predic-

tor are not representative of the whole English-speaking community. 

The imbalance of the distribution of origins required some further, man-

ual categorization. Only countries that contributed 80+ tokens of  be-

cause in English-language tweets were considered as separate factors. 

These are, in order of their size in the data set,  USA,  UK,  New Zea-

land,  Philippines,  Malaysia,  Canada,  Singapore,  Ireland,  Indonesia, 

Australia,  South Africa, and  India. Data points for less heavily repre-

sented countries were included in the analysis, but these were con-

flated into two additional levels according to their position in Kachru's 

Circles Model of World Englishes, adding the levels outer circle and ex-

panding circle.

Schnoebelen (2014) finds that “folks who use because X are mostly in 

the US (but there are a fair number of Londoners using it).” Considering 

the hyper-central position American English occupies in the world sys-

tem of Englishes (Mair 2013), with British English as a close runner-up 

in terms of centrality, one would expect a trajectory of spread from the 

center outwards, with because X being most frequent in American and 

British English and all other varieties playing catch-up. Such an expec-

tation is also in line with the trends of Americanization observed in the 

development of written Standard English in the latter half of the twenti-

eth century (Leech et al. 2009:252–259). 

6.3.3 Summary of findings

A logistic regression modeling procedure testing the influence of the above pre-

dictors produced a mixed set of findings. A total of 8 out of the 15 predictors were 

included in the final statistical model. Of all hypotheses stated in 6.3.1, only the 
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influence of information density could be confirmed with any confidence. The 

three stastically most significant predictors in the model (length of the tweet, 

spelling variant of because, and mean word length in the tweet) all related to 

textual  economy,  and  all  exerted  influence  in  the  predicted  direction:  more 

densely constructed tweets are a favorable environment for because X.

A favoring effect of colloquialness, i.e. a confirmation of hypothesis 2, was 

only suggested by the influence of spelling, where standard because constituted 

the least likely environment in which to encounter X-complements. However, the 

interpretation in this regard was not conclusive, since spelling is also related to 

information density, with orthographic variants requiring fewer key strokes con-

sistently  favoring  X over  longer  ones.  Further,  the  effect  of  the  F-measure, 

though only slight in magnitude and moderately significant, appeared to contra-

dict hypothesis 2: more formal tweets as represented by this metric showed a 

slight tendency towards because X, compared to more interactive and involved 

ones.

An effect of the degree to which a tweet incorporates CMD features like-

wise could not be determined. The only such feature with a clearly recognizable 

effect and a (Bonferroni-adjusted)  p-value at the highest significance threshold 

was the inclusion of @mentions. That effect, however, was disfavoring, contra-

dicting both the expectations under hypothesis 3 and quantitative results from 

Schnoebelen (2014). In the data under consideration here, it seems, direct flag-

ging  of  addressivity  hinders  rather  than promotes the  selection  of  X-comple-

ments. The number of  friends a user has also reached significance, but only 

barely at the lowest threshold and with an effect size virtually indistinguishable 

from 0.  This  predictor  therefore  is  hardly  worth  commenting  on.  URLs  fared 

slightly better, with a similarly high p-value indicating marginal significance, but at 

least a perceptible effect, such that the inclusion of hyperlinks favors the innova-
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tive variant. Taken in sum, and in combination with the absence of hashtags, ac-

tivity frequency,  experience,  followers,  and overall  CMD features from the 

model, no evidence in favor of hypothesis 3 could be given. If anything, the in-

verse of that hypothesis seemed to be the case.

Finally, hypothesis 4 was confirmed only at the general level, stating an in-

fluence of geography on because-complementation. The more specific hypothe-

sis of Americanization did not fit the ordering of the origin predictor’s 15 levels. 

The USA (as well as the UK and New Zealand) showed negative logodds, indi-

cating that tweets from these countries in fact contain because X with less-than-

average frequency.41 The most favorable tweets turned out to be from a group of 

Asian countries (Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, India, and Malaysia), and 

at  the  opposite  end of  the  logodds spectrum there  appeared a  tendency for 

African varieties to be particularly resistant to the innovation, with Nigeria and 

South Africa both showing large negative logodds. This pattern was left essen-

tially unaccounted in Bohmann (2016b).

6.4 A refined analysis

6.4.1 Shortcomings of the previous model

The analysis presented in 6.3 suffered from a number of problems, which can be 

remedied or  at  least  mitigated by applying results  from the factor  solution in 

chapter 5 to the because X data. These are:

A reliance on questionable POS-tagging procedures in Bohmann (2016b). It 

has been argued in 3.2 that POS-tagging and other natural language processing 

tools face severe difficulties when applied to Twitter data. In Bohmann (2016b), 

41 A sum contrasts scenario was used to make emphasize each predictor level’s effect in rela-
tion to the general tendency in the data.
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the ARK tagger (Owoputi et al. 2013), specifically developed for use with online 

conversational text, was used to calculate POS-frequency measures that formed 

the basis for the predictor variables noun-verb-ratio, F-measure, and CMD fea-

tures. Both from a theoretical (Eisenstein 2013) and a practical perspective this 

choice  was  problematic.  Manual  inspection  of  a  subset  of  the  tagged  data 

showed the  accuracy of  the  tagger  to  be  significantly  lower  than the  93.2% 

claimed by its authors (Owoputi et al. 2013:9). This lack of precision, while not 

rendering  the  tagging process  completely  meaningless,  introduced a  level  of 

noise that complicated model interpretation and may have prevented predictors 

like noun-verb-ratio from reaching significance.

Multicollinearity  of  the predictor  variables.  A number of  the predictors in 

Bohmann (2016b) were logically related. For instance, noun-verb-ratio also en-

ters the calculation of the  F-measure, and there is a correlation (although not 

strictly linear) between the number of friends an followers a user has on Twitter 

(Sysomos 2009). A test for the condition number κ produced a value of 19.68, 

which was interpreted as no more than a moderate, harmless level of collinearity 

(Baayen 2008:200). However, considering the detrimental effects multicollinearity 

may have on a regression model (Gorman 2010), a more conservative level, i.e. 

a stricter logical separation of the predictor variables, would be desirable.

An only tentative link between some predictors and the research hypothe-

ses. It was mentioned above that several predictors could be interpreted as be-

ing indicative of more than one dimension of influence addressed in the research 

hypotheses. Spelling, for example, can arguably be related to textual economy 

as well as colloquialness, and @mentions may indicate an alignment with CMD 

discursive practices as well as increased colloquialness by virtue of the conver-

sationality they imply (Bruns & Moe 2014; Honeycutt & Herring 2009). Since the 

overarching goal of the analysis was to determine the stylistic flavor of because 
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X,  predictors that  are more directly  related to  dimensions of  textual  variation 

would help focus the analysis.

The model’s relatively poor goodness of fit. The fixed R2 value of the model 

reported in Bohmann (2016b) was 0.20, indicating that a high proportion of vari-

ance in the response variable remained unaccounted for. This value, in combina-

tion with the high number of 27 degrees of freedom consumed by the model indi-

cated that, while indicative, the results may have missed important factors struc-

turing variation in because-complementation. Both in terms of developing a fuller 

account, but especially also in regards to the problem of omitted variable bias 

(Gorman & Johnson 2012:216), a more parsimonious model with a closer fit to 

the data would be desirable.

6.4.2 Factor scores as predictors

In the analysis below, I calculate each tweet’s score along the ten factors devel-

oped in chapter  5 and use these scores as predictors of variation in  because-

complementation. This procedure bypasses the need for POS-tagging and re-

sults in predictors that can be expected to show moderate collinearity only.  The 

latter assumption is based on the fact that the factors, as shown in table 16, were 

only mildly correlated, but is subject to empirical validation below, once factor 

scores for the new data are calculated. Factors 1 through 10 also have direct 

meanings in terms of style in the text-variation sense, and these meanings have 

been elaborated at length above. Therefore, the effect of each factor, if signifi-

cant, can be given a direct interpretation in terms of the general stylistic charac-

teristics of a tweet containing the variable. The final point, the explanatory power 

of the model, cannot be assumed a priori. Rather, the extent to which the factor 

scores improve the model’s parsimony and ability to explain variance will be a 

measure of the utility afforded by their inclusion in the modeling procedure.
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In this regard, the because X data set provides a particularly tough testing 

ground for the usefulness of factor scores in variationist modeling. The factors 

were developed on the basis of longer text samples, most of which represented 

communicative registers of a very different kind than Twitter discourse. The small 

amount of features contained in any individual tweet can be expected to provide 

only a relatively weak “factor signal,” and the extent to which factors that in large 

part structure variation between different communicative genres can recursively 

be applied to variation within one kind of  text  is  up to  question.  In  turn,  this 

means that any finding documenting the utility of factor scores as predictors in 

the present case can be taken as strong evidence of their general potential for 

contributing to variationist analysis.

While factor scores for the ICE/TwICE data were calculated using an exact 

(OLS regression) method (see  5.1.2), a different choice was made for the  be-

cause X data. In an extensive simulation study, Grice (2001) compares the per-

formance of different factor score estimation methods under conditions of obliq-

uity,  according to criteria of  validity,  univocal  bias, correlational  bias, univocal  

variability, and correlational variability. His results indicate that exact regression 

estimation, as implemented automatically in the software used for factor analysis 

in chapter  5, is a reliable procedure “[i]f a researcher is planning to use factor 

scores on the same sample from which they are derived” (Grice 2001:78). This 

was the case in chapter 5 and, for reasons of methodological ease, the automati-

cally produced exact measures were used there. In the case of new data, Grice 

finds a method he calls F1/3 to yield the best results according to the criteria given 

above. This method finds the factor score coefficient with the largest distance 

from 0 for a given factor and includes all measured variables whose score coeffi-

cients are greater (in absolute terms) than 1/3 of this largest coefficient in the cal-

culation of scores for that factor. The sign of the coefficient is reflected in the 
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score estimation, but no further exact weighting is conducted, i.e. all measured 

variables that make it into the score estimation formula are treated equally.

As an example, consider the score estimation formula for factor 10. The 

variable with the highest score coefficient is mean word length, with a value of 

-0.30. This means that all variables with at least a coefficient of 0.30/3 = ±0.10 

are included in the score estimation. For factor 10, these are agentless passives 

with  BE (0.24),  concessive subordinators  if and  unless (0.13), second person 

pronouns (0.11), conjuncts (0.11), prepositions (-0.14), and the present perfect (-

0.10). The resulting formula is:

ScoreF10 = agentless_be_passive + if_unless + sec_pers_pn 

+ conjuncts – meanWL – prepositions – present_perfect

For the purposes of calculating these scores, comparability between measured 

variables is ensured by normalizing them to a mean of 0 and a standard devia-

tion of 1. Otherwise, more frequent features would be accorded an undue influ-

ence over less frequent ones. A further normalization is applied after the factor 

scores have been estimated for each text, such that the mean score for each 

factor in the data is 0 and its standard deviation is 1. This is not strictly neces-

sary, but ensures comparability of the different scores’ magnitudes of effect in the 

regression model. Since the scores are already abstract, composite measures, 

further  manipulation  by  means of  normalization  does not  suffer  from making 

them less immediately interpretable, as might be the case with direct measure-

ments such as mean word length.

After factor scores were calculated for the because X data, the assumption 

that these would exhibit a less problematic level of multicollinearity than the origi -

nal set of predictors was tested. A calculation of the condition number κ yielded a 

value  of  4.96,  i.e.  four  times  lower  than  that  of  the  predictors  in  Bohmann 
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(2016b). This value is low enough to assume there is “no collinearity to speak of” 

(Baayen 2008:200), thus confirming the utility of the factor scores in this regard.

6.5 Results

The way because-complementation is conceptualized here is a case of ternary 

(three-way) variation. As such, a fully accountable statistical  analysis requires 

polytomous modeling, which allows an interpretation of each predictor's influence 

on each one of the three variants of the response variable. Such a model was fit-

ted to the data, utilizing multinomial logistic regression as implemented in the 

{mlogit} package42 (Croissant 2013) for R. However, Bohmann (2016b) reported 

a simpler, binomial logistic regression model in which the response variable was 

reinterpreted as a case of binary variation between established (of and clause) 

and innovative (X) because-complementation strategies. This choice of modeling 

is maintained in the present analysis as well. There are a number of reasons why 

this is preferable.

First, binomial models are much more common in the variationist literature 

and inherently easier to interpret than polytomous ones. Simplifying the outcome 

variable consequently improves the clarity of presentation while still allowing ro-

bust statistical inferences. Second, the phenomenon that is of key interest here 

can indeed be logically expressed as a binary choice: the selection vs. non-se-

lection of X as a complement of because. Whatever predictors emerge as signifi-

cant from such a model can confidently be interpreted as having an impact on 

this phenomenon. How these predictors exert differential influence on the choice 

of clause and of is of potential additional interest, but not the central question for 

the purposes of the present analysis. Finally, a post-hoc comparison of the bino-

mial and the polytomous model reveals that the majority of significant predictors 

42 The {mlogit} package incorporates the {maxLik} package (Henningsen & Toomet 2011).
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do distinguish X from clause and of, lending empirical support to the choice of a 

binomial model for presentation of results.

To address the ability of the new, factor-score predictors to improve the 

overall goodness of fit of the model, an automated step-up comparison (see sec-

tion 4.4.5) as implemented in the Rbrul package for R (Johnson 2009) was con-

ducted, including the scores for factors 1 through 10 and the following predictors 

from  Bohmann  (2016b):  spelling,  origin,  length of  the  tweet,  mean  word 

length,  activity  frequency,  experience,  friends,  followers,  CMD features, 

mentions,  hashtags,  URLs.  The  F-measure and  noun-verb ratio predictors 

were excluded on  principled grounds, due to a lack of confidence in the POS-

tagging procedure they were derived from. This model  comparison was done 

strictly for the purpose of establishing the potential contribution of the new factor 

score predictors on a firm quantitative basis. The resulting best model (not re-

ported here, see Appendix 5) is an improvement over that reported in Bohmann 

(2016b), with an R2 coefficient of determination almost precisely 50% higher than 

in the previous model (0.297 compared to 0.20). That the new predictors indeed 

contribute to this improvement can be seen in the fact that six of them (factors 2,  

3, 4, 5, 7, and 9) were retained in the model.

For illustrational purposes, however, I present a model with slightly different 

predictors here. First, since the by-country origin factor in the previous analysis 

showed a pattern predominantly dependent on region, its many levels have been 

collapsed into larger, areal categorizations. The new levels are: the British Isles, 

North America, Australia and New Zealand, Asia, Africa, and the additional Outer 

and Expanding Circle data points. Next, since mean word length contributes to 

the calculation of several factor scores, and since these are theoretically better-

motivated than this single measure, mean word length is not considered in the 

model presented here. And finally, to give as complete a picture of how each of 
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the ten factors influences variation in because-complementation, even the statis-

tically insignificant ones were retained. This choice is justified on the assumption 

that predictors without a recognizable effect, while not adding to the model, will 

also  cause  no  harm  in  relation  to  other  predictors  (Gorman  &  Johnson 

2012:222).

Following Kastellec & Leoni  (2007),  the results from this model are pre-

sented in graphical rather than tabular format. While tabular presentations are 

standard in variationist research, they are much less intuitive to interpret and 

make comparisons between individual predictors (or levels of categorical predic-

tors) difficult. Figure  46 plots the models coefficients as point estimates (dots) 

surrounded by 50% confidence intervals (the thick vertical bars) and 95% confi-

dence intervals (the longer, thin bars). The reference level is indicated by the dot-

ted horizontal line in figure 46. For the categorical predictors region and spelling, 

“Asia” and “because” were chosen as reference values.
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Figure  46 directs attention “away from statistical significance towards the more 

relevant and perhaps more interesting information revealed by a regression anal-

ysis:  the  estimated  effect  size  and  the  degree  of  uncertainty  surrounding  it” 

(Kastellec & Leoni 2007:766). Significance can still be inferred from the depic-

tion, however. If a predictor’s 95% confidence interval does not intersect the dot-

ted vertical line, this predictor’s influence differs from the null hypothesis at the 

conventional level of  p<0.05  (Kastellec & Leoni 2007:763). In this regard, the 

(EFA) factors with the greatest impact on because-complementation are dimen-
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sions 3 and 9. In both cases, an increase in factor score by one standard devia-

tion results in a change in logodds by over 0.5 compared to the baseline. The di-

rection is positive in the case of factor 9 and negative for factor 3.

The score for factor 9 implies that tweets displaying a high degree of as-

sertiveness are favorable environments for  because X.  It  was argued in 5.2.9 

that texts with high scores on this dimension are often characterized by an in-

creased potential for disagreement. The finding in the present analysis thus cor-

responds nicely with the existing commentary that suggests because X may be 

used  to  imply  a  (heteroglossically  stylized/voiced)  line  of  reasoning  is  either 

faulty or so obvious that it it does not require further discussion (Liberman 2012). 

The positive coefficient for factor 4, much smaller than that for factor 9 but also 

significantly different from the null, confirms this impression. This predictor sug-

gests because X is used at higher frequencies in more stance-saturated tweets.

The disfavoring influence of factor 3, on the other hand, implies that narra-

tively oriented tweets do not tend to contain because X. Narrative texts with high 

factor 3 scores were shown to be predominantly concerned with relating exter-

nal situations and the establishment of detailed temporal sequences (see 5.2.4). 

This may be at odds with the simplified, “snappy” (Carey 2013zzz) character as-

cribed to the innovative complementation strategy.

Considering  factor 3 alone might also imply that interpersonally engaged 

tweets (containing first and second person pronouns rather than the third person 

ones that contribute to factor 3 scores) are a likely environment in which to en-

counter  because X. But this intuition is not borne out by the factors measuring 

such an orientation. Neither collaborative communicative orientation (factor 2) 

and addressee-oriented discourse (factor 10) show any signs of favoring X. The 

former exhibits a significant influence in the opposite direction, whereas the latter 

is not significant, but also functions this way. The impression that an interper-
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sonal orientation is not conducive to because X is further supported by the signif-

icant negative logodds for @mentions. Despite the fact that these observations 

are at odds with prior descriptions (Schnoebelen 2014), then, the results of the 

present study unanimously confirm them.

Two further factors show an unexpected effect.  Factor 7 measures collo-

quial markedness and, as shown in 5.2.7 quite clearly distinguishes language on 

Twitter from that found in all ICE text types. It would therefore be expected to fa-

vor the selection of the X-complement under both hypothesis 2 (colloquialness) 

and hypothesis 3 (CMD). Yet its effect is quite decidedly negative, showing that 

tweets scoring highly on this dimension are comparably hostile to the innovative 

construction.  Both hypothesis 2 and 3 consequently cannot be confirmed. As 

weak support for hypothesis 2, the effect of spelling might be cited, but this pre-

dictor arguably relates more directly to information density. Note also that the 

other predictors collected as indicators of a tweet’s CMD character also do not 

support hypothesis 3. Neither  URLs nor  hashtags nor a user’s  experience or 

activity  frequency on  Twitter  enter  the  model.  Only  their  number  of  Twitter 

friends has an effect in the direction predicted by hypothesis 3, but it is very 

slight.43

The findings are perhaps least conclusive for hypothesis 1, i.e. that infor-

mation density favors X. The role of a tweet’s focus on informational production, 

as represented by high factor 1 scores, does not allow this conclusion. The ef-

fect is in the expected positive direction but not sufficiently different from 0 to al -

low any conclusions. However,  hypothesis 1 is supported by predictors other 

than the factors derived from the EFA in chapter 5. The negative effect for length 

shows that because X can typically be found in shorter tweets. This can be taken 

43 For better ease of visual comparison, all continuous predictors were normalized to z-scores. 
Consequently, the effect size shown in figure 46 is unaffected by the unit in which a predictor 
is measured and rather related to its total variance in the data.
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to mean that overall brevity is a favorable text characteristic for the innovative 

variant. The choice of spelling representation of because itself also points in the 

direction of economy: all levels other than the standard orthography tend towards 

X, with the clearest effect by far being that of the bc spelling, the shortest of all 

variants considered. This one, and another key stroke minimizer,  cos, are the 

only two sufficiently differentiated from the baseline to allow firm conclusions. As 

regards factor 1, the lack of a significant effect for this predictor may have to do 

with the fact that information density is only an aspect of a more general dimen-

sion quantified by this factor, the overall  informational stylistic orientation of a 

text. Other tendencies contributing to factor 1 scores (such as, for instance, its 

positive association with the passive voice) may run counter to information den-

sity and consequently result in the insignificant effect seen in figure 46.

The only remaining hypothesis to be considered is that of a differential use 

of because X between varieties of English. Here, figure 46 confirms the findings 

in Bohmann (2016b), but also makes them more easy to interpret. Tweets from 

the Asian countries in the data (India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 

Singapore) are the reference category of the factor region, and all other levels of 

that factor except Africa show confidence intervals that do not intersect with the 

vertical baseline. What this indicates is that it is significantly more likely to en-

counter a because X in a tweet from an Asian country than in one from almost 

anywhere else in the world. The other regions show largely overlapping confi-

dence intervals, indicating that no further regional differentiation can be made on 

the basis of the data. The special, apparently areally conditioned status of Asian 

varieties still remains unexplained. Speculations in this regard require additional 

evidence and are beyond the scope of the analysis reported here. What is impor-

tant with regard to variety/region is that the analysis confirms that in Bohmann 

(2016b) and focuses attention on the basic binary contrast that was less clearly 

expressed therein.
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6.6 Discussion: EFA results in variationist analysis

The results presented above have implications for the particular case of variation 

that is analyzed, but more importantly in the present context they provide power-

ful arguments in favor of combining the factor analytic procedure with a variation-

ist orientation. For variation in because-complementation, the analysis has sup-

ported and refined the findings from Bohmann (2016b). With the inclusion of fac-

tor scores as predictors, the model’s goodness of fit was improved and added in-

terpretational purchase was gained. This can be seen most clearly through the 

influence of factor 4 and factor 9, which indicate that active stance-taking and 

assertiveness,  both  characteristics  of  argumentative,  persuasive  texts,  signifi-

cantly increase the likelihood of innovative complementation. The prior analysis 

was unable to model this dimension and no specific hypothesis was formulated 

as to its effect, but the analysis in 6.5 showed that such an argumentative, per-

suasive orientation is the clearest predictor for because X.

The significance, or lack thereof, of the hypothesized dimensions of influ-

ence also became clearer. A particular CMD orientation within the data could not 

be shown to favor X-complementation, as indicated by the negative factor 7 ef-

fect in combination with the failure of other relevant predictors to reach signifi -

cance. An effect of colloquialness and conversationality in the expected direction 

was also firmly rejected. All predictors relating to this dimension (factor 2 and 

factor 10) exerted an influence in the opposite direction. Thus, while the results 

of Bohmann (2016b) were inconclusive with regard to the hypotheses 2 and 3, 

they can confidently be rejected on the basis of the present analysis.

Not directly affected by the inclusion of the factors as predictors were the 

answers to hypothesis 1 and 4. There remains some tentative, but not entirely 

conclusive, evidence (spelling, length) that textual economy favors because X, 

but the factors have not contributed to a much clearer picture in this regard. The 
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effect of geography, too, was largely unaffected by the new predictors: the order-

ing  of  individual  countries’  effect  sizes  was  slightly  rearranged  compared  to 

Bohmann (2016b), but the basic picture of a special status accorded to the Asian 

varieties remained. This difference was made more intuitively perceptible through 

graphical representation of model results, but that choice was unrelated to the in-

clusion of factor scores as predictors.

The wider implications of these results inspire hope that aggregational anal-

ysis procedures may be fruitfully combined with the goals of contextualized sin-

gle-feature studies of the variationist kind. As was explained above, the present 

study constituted a particularly tough test case for this assumption: the limited 

number of words contained in an individual tweet means that little information is 

available on the basis of which to estimate factor scores, resulting in a potential  

for unreliable score values. Similarly, the construction under investigation was a 

relatively low-frequency feature (so low that studying it outside of the context of 

Twitter or similar new media environments is in fact difficult) with considerable 

social salience, i.e. representing precisely the kind of variation that was found to  

be difficult to address in the EFA in chapter  5. That nonetheless factor scores 

proved  to  be  productive  predictors  of  variation  in  because-complementation 

strongly implies that this will be the case in other contexts as well.

The fact that factor score estimations may be used as predictors in regres-

sion modeling is, of course, not an entirely new insight. In the behavioral science 

this is standard practice and mentioned as one of the fundamental applications 

of EFA by Thompson (2004:5). Yet this combination of aggregational and varia-

tionist techniques has so far not been widely applied in the analysis of language 

variation, whether from a corpus or a sociolinguistic perspective. One reason for 

this may be that both approaches are characterized by a strong orthodoxy that 

sometimes implies unbridgeable gaps. In the initial version of Bohmann (2016b) I 
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used the term variationist corpus linguistics to describe the method of analysis 

employed, a choice of terminology that one anonymous reviewer took objection 

with, maintaining that

there is no such field. Variationist Sociolinguistics and Corpus Lin-

guistics are both empirical fields that rely on corpus data, but they 

are differentiated along multiple parameters. They should not be con-

flated here.

In accordance with this critique, the term did not make it into the published ver-

sion of the paper. But, looking back at the analysis presented in this chapter, as  

well as studies such as Bohmann (2016b), Hinrichs et al.  (2015), Szmrecsanyi 

and Hinrichs  (2008), or Hinrichs and Szmrecsanyi  (2007), it seems that “varia-

tionist corpus linguistics” is an entirely appropriate label for such studies. They 

are variationist in the sense of modeling their dependent variable in terms of a 

strictly defined envelope of variation and following the principle of accountability 

articulated by Labov (1966:49). However, they develop their predictors of varia-

tion, in part or in total, from attention to text-level differences in feature frequen-

cies. This latter aspect brings them in line with the text linguistic perspective typi-

cal of corpus research (Biber 2012).

In this chapter, results from the EFA grounded that text-linguistic aspect in a 

more principled perspective. Instead of selecting individual features whose fre-

quency was to be used as a predictor (as is done in the other variationist corpus 

studies cited above), the entire multidemsional space of variation developed in 

chapter 5 was modeled (by means of factor score estimations) as a set of predic-

tors. This process offered the possibility of describing variation in because X in 

relation to larger tendencies of variation in English. In this regard, factor scores 

logically function in a similar way to text category labels used as predictors, but 

they are more fine-grained and consume only one degree of freedom each by 

virtue  of  being  continuous  measures  for  each  individual  text.  For  instance, 
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whereas all personal letters in ICE have the same category label (W1B), a factor 

score estimation is able to distinguish differences within the category of written 

correspondence.

Treating factor scores as signals of genre variation also has interesting im-

plications for corpus linguistic research, particularly in World Englishes. A fre-

quent criticism leveled against large-scale corpora collected from web-based lan-

guage (such as GloWbE, but also TwICE in the present study) relates to “[n]oise 

levels introduced by uncontrolled variation in genre and style”  (Mair 2015a:30). 

To the extent that factor score estimates derived from an EFA successfully and 

reliably relate to such generic and stylistic variation, they constitute an attractive 

means for bypassing or at least mitigating this problem. Fro a certain perspective 

they may even be preferable since they quantify empirically observable variation 

rather than working with global, preconceived categories such as genres. These 

are arguably of secondary importance because they only represent socially con-

ventionalized expectation of  what  language in  a given communication should 

look like.

The crucial element in this rather euphoric perspective is, of course, the ex-

tent to which factor score estimation procedures can be developed that can rea-

sonably be assumed to add meaningful information in most contexts. It would be 

naïve to assume the EFA presented in chapter 5 was able to provide all this. As 

was discussed in  5.3.2, not all measured variables were accounted for by the 

factorial structure with any degree of confidence, and these variables themselves 

constituted only a selective set, if a relatively large one by present standards.44 

Studies of POS-tagged material could increase the number of variables and the 

precision with which they might be modeled considerably, but their results would 

be difficult to apply to untagged data. Ultimately, no single study can be expected 

44 The feature set was larger than those used in other aggregational studies, such as Biber’s 
(1988) 67, Szmrecsanyi’s (2014) 57, or Grieve’s (2016) 135 variables.
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to develop the necessary tools in isolation. Rather, as is common in other disci-

plines, continued application of aggregational methods should produce results 

that, in concert, contribute to a fuller picture. Once such a picture emerges, con-

firmatory factor analysis may be used to establish its validity on firmer statistical 

ground.

One further complication should be mentioned, in connection with the differ-

ence between social and quantitative salience discussed in  5.3.2. It is reason-

able  to  assume that  genre  and  text-stylistic  variation  follow  uniform patterns 

throughout the English-speaking world, and indeed the EFA presented in chapter 

5 largely confirms this belief, with Twitter being the only text category in the data 

that sometimes shows wide stylistic discrepancies between varieties. But social 

indexicality associated with individual cases of variation cannot be expected to 

be so uniformly systematic across discontiguous space, a point that is empha-

sized by Meyerhoff & Niedzielski (2003) as well as Buchstaller & D’Arcy (2009). 

Therefore, any aggregational procedure that attempts to model the social mean-

ing of variation in one context and apply its results in a different context faces se-

rious issues. In light of this situation, the notion that “patterns of dialect variation  

are derivable from […] more basic patterns of register variation” (Biber & Finegan 

1993a:10) is perhaps a bit too optimistic. Only a continued conversation among 

sociolinguists, quantitative dialectometrists, and corpus researchers can help to 

bring these issues into sharper focus.

Returning from these idealistic remarks to the project at hand, it is perhaps 

not an overstatement that the factorial structure developed in chapter 5 presents 

one possible perspective on patterns of variation across varieties and genres in a 

World Englishes that rests on solid empirical footing. As such, researchers may 

be interested in applying this structure to their data, rather than waiting for the ul-

timate factor solution that may never come. To make this as easy as possible, 
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Appendix 6 includes the formulas used for the estimation of factor scores in the 

present chapter based on the F1/3 method. As per Grice (2001) these estimations 

should be the most usefully applicable ones for new research contexts of all the 

available methods.
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Chapter 7: Discussion and conclusion

On the remaining pages, I return to the research questions advanced in 5.2.1.1 

(7.1) and reflect on the methodological underpinnings of the project and its ability  

to address linguistic variation from different perspectives (7.2). The systematicity 

of variation in English world-wide as reflected in the factor analysis in chapter 5 

is the subject of theoretical reflection in section 7.3, and section 7.4 comments of 

the linguistic status of Twitter discourse in relation to other genres. A brief conclu-

sion (7.5) marks the end of the thesis.

7.1 Large-scale aggregational patterns

The first research question this project posed concerned the strictly linguistic di-

mensions of  co-variation  in  the  corpus data,  i.e.  what  individual  features are 

characterized by important  patterns of co-occurrence.  Implicit  in this question 

was the assumption that such co-occurrences form meaningful patterns in the 

first place, an intuition that is not always easy to establish from empirical data 

(Guy 2013).

The analysis in chapter 5 showed not only that there is quantifiable system-

aticity to co-variation among individual features in the data, but also that this sys-

tematicity corresponds to theoretical expectations. Despite significant differences 

in the specific feature catalogs under discussion, several factors (i.e. patterns of 

variational co-occurrence) in the present study appeared very similar to those es-

tablished in Biber  (1988). This fact is most apparent for the first dimension in 

each of the two studies, where frequencies of features from diverse planes of lin-

guistic description display similar tendencies. In both cases, the first factor incor-

porates many of the same variables at the lexical (e.g. personal pronouns, ampli-

fiers), morpho-syntactic (e.g. analytic negation with  not, agentless passive con-
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structions),  and  general  textual  level  (mean  word  length).  Similar  correspon-

dences between the factorial structure developed in chapter  5 and large-scale 

patterns of variation found in other studies were established for most other fac-

tors, as summarized in table 17. The similarities are not always quite as clear as 

in the case of factor 1, but considering that comparison is made with research 

that quantifies different sets of features for different corpus material, and in most 

cases following a different method, the impression of unity outweighs individual  

instances of diversity.

Related to the observations just made about the variables contributing to 

factor 1, the analysis gives an indication that the different linguistic sub-systems 

are tightly interwoven. In addition to the levels of description mentioned above, 

morphological (the many suffix and prefix variables) and orthographic/phonetic 

(contractions, particular character sequences) features also were saliently asso-

ciated with factor 1. This impression is replicated in the other factors as well. It  

seems, then, that while for theoretical reasons it may make sense to consider 

variation in different subsystems separately  (as Szmrecsanyi 2014; 2013 and; 

Grieve 2016 do for morpho-syntax; and ; Grieve 2014 for phonology), variation 

within each ultimately does not occur in isolation. When the goal of research is to 

understand the linguistic relations among different texts, a “greedy” approach, in-

corporating features from all planes of description, appears most promising (see 

also Baayen 1994 on the convergence of patterns of very different variables as a 

function of text type).

The consequence of this inclusive perspective, however, is not that all fea-

tures are equal. As was shown in 5.3.2, the aggregational view (at least as imple-

mented in the present study) privileges high-frequency variables that occur in a 

majority of texts. In this regard, the present study suffers from a considerable de-

gree of bias. The obvious solution consists in an increase of sample size, both in 
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terms of the length of individual text samples (to increase the chance of finding 

even lower-frequency features at a frequency >0) and the number of samples 

considered (to minimize the role of chance occurrences of low-frequency fea-

tures in individual texts). However, even under conditions more favorable to rare 

linguistic variables a feature’s quantitative distinguishing ability may not be di-

rectly proportional to its socio-perceptual salience, an issue that is further dis-

cussed in 7.2.

The next research question related to the underlying dimensions that struc-

ture the variational patterns in the data, i.e. the criteria according to which the 

factors could be given meaningful names. Here, functional interpretations along 

the lines of those proposed in Biber (1988) proved to provide adequate interpre-

tations for most dimensions. Throughout 5.2, appeal was frequently made to situ-

ational properties such as participant constellations, the tone or purpose of inter-

action in different ICE text types, or the temporal and spatial integration of pro-

duction  and  processing.  Taken as  a  set,  the  factors  developed in  chapter  5 

closely correspond to the set of dimensions developed in Biber (1988), who also 

adopts a functional perspective.

These observations lead on to research question 3, regarding the differen-

tial explanatory potential of several parameters: register, variety (conceived of 

historically, geographically, or in terms of a World System), and the trends estab-

lished  by  Leech  and  colleagues  (2009:chap.  11) .  Here,  a  clear  hierarchy 

emerged from the factor solution in chapter 5, with register being a much better 

predictor of variation than geography. Quantitatively, this relationship was seen 

most clearly in the vastly different R2 coefficients of determination when predict-

ing text factor scores from their ICE/TwICE category label or from their country of 

origin. Notable exceptions to this tendency were factors 4 and 7, for which vari-

ety served as a fairly good predictor and in case of the former even surpassed 
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text category. The influence of the determinants established by Leech and col-

leagues was difficult to determine, since these by their nature relate to diachronic 

processes. An application of the factor structure developed here to diachronic 

data could help shed further light on this issue.

Finally, the last research question concerned the possibility of using aggre-

gational results as represented in the factorial structure in other research con-

texts, where the focus is more narrowly on an individual case of variation. Chap-

ter 6 exemplified such a perspective and demonstrated that variationist research 

stands to gain from incorporating factor score estimates as predictors into its 

methodology. The resulting statistical model was both better able to account for 

the variance found in the data and provided additional theoretical insights com-

pared to a previous study that did not use factor scores as predictors. Given that 

the data under analysis in chapter  6 consisted of individual tweets, by virtue of 

their small size not a very amenable genre to text-level quantification of variation,  

the extra purchase afforded by factor score estimates is particularly striking. In 

this  combination  of  aggregational,  multi-feature  and  situated,  single-feature 

analyses lies considerable potential for future research.

7.2 Combining perspectives on variation: Reflections on method

In  2.1, several fundamental theoretical differences between the variationist and 

the text-linguistic approach were detailed. One of the main aims of the present 

project was to bring these two perspectives, which are both subject to significant 

disciplinary  gate-keeping  and  consequently  often  presented  as  irreconcilable 

(e.g.  Biber 2012),  into productive conversation. The results in this regard are 

mixed in that the project was not able to establish a completely unified frame-
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work that incorporates both approaches to equal extents, but promising in re-

gards to the potentials it demonstrated for one approach to gain from the other.

During the selection of the individual linguistic variables that formed the ba-

sis for factor analysis, as detailed in 4.1, a decision was made to quantify alter-

nation variables (i.e. those typically studied in a variationist perspective, consist-

ing of two or more variants within the same envelope of variation) not in terms of  

proportional selection of variants, but by including each variant as a separate fre-

quency variable. This choice was made in the assumption that meaningful differ-

ences in the selection of variants would be reflected in contrasting frequency pro-

files  for  each.  The discussion  in  5.3.2 showed that  this  assumption  was not 

wholly  justified.  Alternations  between  individual  lexical  items  (predominantly 

those found in Grieve 2016) proved to be of such marginal frequencies that most 

of them could not contribute to or be described by the factor solution, as evi -

denced by very low communality values. Instead, the factors mainly expressed 

variational patterns of features at a very general level of abstraction, such as in-

dividual parts-of-speech (e.g. prepositions), grammatical categories (e.g. passive 

voice) or derivational affixes.

In a purely quantitative perspective, it might be justified to claim that such 

features  are  more  important  predictors  of  overall  variation,  but  the  extent  to 

which they are socially meaningful is open to debate. The reservations offered by 

Tagliamonte, an established sociolinguist with ethnographic insights into commu-

nity-level patterns of variation, against at least some aggregation-based findings 

are not to be dismissed lightly. Finding ways of operationalizing social meaning 

in multi-feature studies appears to be an important goal for future research. A 

conversation in this direction was initiated some time ago by Biber and Finegan 

(1993b), echoing Hymes’ (1984) call for a sociolinguistics of different repertoires. 

However, since then progress appears to have been slow, as reflected, for in-
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stance, in the difficulties co-variation continues to present to LVC researchers 

(Guy 2013).

On the more optimistic side of things, chapter 6 has demonstrated an em-

pirically realistic context in which a fusion of aggregational and variationist per-

spectives produces new insights. The methodological design in that chapter is 

one possibility among many for such a combination of orientations. Others in-

clude applying aggregation and dimension-reduction methods to linguistic alter-

nations in the variationist understanding (exemplified in Grieve 2016)}, or model-

ing text-level frequency profiles of individual features as predictors in the study of 

one alternation variable (Hinrichs et al. 2015; Szmrecsanyi & Hinrichs 2008; Hin-

richs & Szmrecsanyi 2007). I have argued in chapter 6 that “variationist corpus 

linguistics” is an appropriate label for this kind of research, in that it emphasizes 

the possibilities of combining the variationist and the text-linguistic perspective, 

rather than focusing their differences.

In light of the insights afforded by the EFA procedure, the question may be 

asked whether this method represents the general way forward for empirically-

oriented studies of language variation. The answer is: it depends. Factor analy-

sis, like other aggregation-dimension-reduction procedures, is a fairly resource-

intensive enterprise. Features need to be either automatically extracted or manu-

ally coded. Where the former is the case, writing search patterns for several hun-

dred features, checking them for precision and recall, and implementing them is 

not a trivial task. Once a feature-text data matrix exists, the researcher is con-

fronted with a host of choices, all of which require a considerable level of judg-

ment. Determining the appropriate amount of factors to retain alone is far from 

trivial, and usually several solutions are run and compared as to how well they 

can be interpreted according to preconceived theoretical notions. This interpreta-

tion of a solution, once chosen, also takes effort, such as the triangulation be-
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tween features with salient structure coefficients, general scoring patterns among 

different texts, and a qualitative assessment of individual texts.

Given this amount of effort, treating EFA results as an analytical end point 

in its own right may represent a poor cost-benefit trade-off. This impression is 

amplified by the fact that EFA does not allow for any specific hypothesis testing.  

As chapter  5 showed, the factorial structure can be richly interpreted and may 

center the analytical perspective on a number of new observations. In my as-

sessment, the factorial stucture is a very useful way of giving shape to the data.  

However, to make the most out of the schematization provided by EFA, addi-

tional analytic procedures seem to be called for. These may be qualitative analy-

ses of specific texts (as was hinted at in the discussion of individual factors in 

5.2) or the operationalization of the factorial structure for the purposes of inferen-

tial statistical modeling (as was done in chapter  6). In this regard, EFA should 

perhaps best be viewed as a key that opens the door to other analytic methods 

rather than as the door itself.

7.3 Variation across varieties of English

One important goal of the present project was to establish relationships among 

varieties of English on a firmer quantitative basis than is often the case in World 

Englishes research. Before interpreting the results of the analysis in this direc-

tion, several caveats are in place.

First, it is important to emphasize again that, at least in the present corpus 

data, the predictive ability of variety (modeled here as a function of nationality) is 

small by comparison with that of text category for almost all factors. What this re-

lation indicates is that comparisons between Englishes on the whole are situated 
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at an inappropriate level of generalization.45 To quote Hymes, patterns of linguis-

tic variation “cannot be understood except by making ‘repertoire’, not ‘language’, 

the central  scientific notion”  (1984:44). Insomuch as researchers in the World 

Englishes tradition often implicitly privilege a “language-on-the-whole” view, cri-

tiques such as those by Blommaert (2010) or Pennycook (2007) are entirely jus-

tified. The factor analysis in chapter  5 demonstrates that, across varieties, two 

live radio sports commentaries are typically significantly more alike each other 

than, say, an academic journal article and a spontaneous private conversation 

within one and the same variety.

World Englishes scholars are, of course, aware of register differences, and 

among recent corpus research in that tradition, considerable and commendable 

effort is usually undertaken to control for the influence of genre. However, results 

are still often generalized to the level of the variety on the whole, with an influ-

ence of genre often given as a refinement of  the general  pattern.  Instead of  

merely controlling for genre as a source of statistical noise, a more principled 

way of treating its influence on linguistic variation alongside factors such as na-

tionality would benefit the discipline. Hundt and Mair’s (1999) distinction between 

‘agile’ and ‘uptight’ genres goes some way in this direction. Further investigations 

could be made to explore which genres are more receptive to influence from 

which varieties, which of the dimensions established in chapter  5 (or in other 

multi-feature studies) show most by-country variation in which genre, etc.

It is further important to note that not only in regards to individual genres, 

but to different factors as well are there differences in how varieties of English re-

late to each other. Some dimensions, such as factor 10, appear to be entirely un-

affected by regional variation, whereas those that are sensitive to different the in-

45 However,  at the level  of  phonological variation, different  relations are expected to obtain, 
such that each variety’s phonological system is relatively constant across communicative sit-
uations and significantly differentiated from the systems of other varieties. The present project 
has little to say about the level of phonology.
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fluence of geography, e.g. factors 4 and 7, do not always show the same pattern.  

It is necessary at some stage to abstract away from individual genres and dimen-

sions to address higher-level relations, and my argument is not that such an ab-

straction is necessarily unwarranted. It should simply not be treated as an analyt-

ical end-point. The analysis in chapter 5 has shown that, as a more detailed fo-

cus is set on individual distinctions at the text category and factor level, new in-

teresting patterns can be detected. An account of relations in World Englishes 

that provides generalizations at the expense of such details is inherently incom-

plete.

The final note of caution concerns the status of the corpus material under 

consideration  here.  The  ICE  project  was  initiated  explicitly  to  document  and 

make available for research the  standard varieties of English in different coun-

tries  (Greenbaum 1991). As such, the relationships between the national sub-

corpora that emerge in a quantitative study have to be contextualized against the 

strong normative centering influence of the linguistic standard. That much of the 

systematicity established in chapter 5 is quite heavily indebted to this centripedal 

force of the standard can perhaps be seen in the behavior of the TwICE data. 

Along a number of factors, a clear and theoretically plausible patterning of differ-

ent varieties can be observed for the ICE text categories, but TwICE often gives 

off a much more chaotic picture. Statements as to the relationships of different  

varieties in the present context,  then, need to confine themselves to national  

standards as represented by the ICE sampling framework.

All these caveats aside, some consistent relations can nonetheless be de-

termined. As table 18 showed, both the Circles Model and the Dynamic Model fit 

inter-varietal patterns for a majority of the factors. In most cases, the Dynamic 

Model is preferable due to its finer-grained distinctions and the explicit theoretical  

expectations it formulates about the macro-linguistic characteristics of countries 
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in different phases. For instance, patterns of variation along factor 3 become 

both clearer and can be accounted for (rather than merely observed) in the de-

velopmental perspective offered by Schneider’s (2007) model.

The general picture that crystallizes from a joint consideration of several 

factors is that countries in earlier stages of post-colonial linguistic identity-forma-

tion tend to be more formal and informational, and less affective and involved 

than their phase five/Inner Circle counterparts. This is evidenced particularly in 

the spoken corpus data by higher scores of phase three and four countries on 

the dimensions of “informational versus involved production” (factor 1), “concep-

tual versus concrete informational focus” (factor 6), and “assertion of factual va-

lidity” (factor 9) as well as lower scores on dimension “explicit stance-marking” 

(factor 4).

The influence of other determinants on cross-varietal patterns of variation 

did not become as clear as that of the Circles and Dynamic Models. With the 

possible  exception  of  factor  7,  neither  the  World  System of  Englishes  (Mair 

2013), nor the existence of potential areal patterns appeared to provide much ex-

planatory purchase. However, I argued in 5.3.3 that the reasons for this fact have 

more to do with the kind of data under analysis than with a general difference in 

quality between the models. The combined perspective on the factors, rather, 

highlights the fact that each of these models is a theoretical lens that is able to  

focus the perspective on certain aspects of variation at the expense of others. 

Just as an astronomer requires different telescopes to study the moons of Jupiter 

and far-distant galaxies, a plurality of theoretical lenses should be embraced in 

World Englishes research, in combination with an acknowledgment that each is 

incomplete in its own way.

The relevance of the analysis reported in chapter  5 consists not first and 

foremost in establishing the supremacy of one model, but in providing a means 
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to quantify empirical relations, which then can be considered according to each 

model’s predictions. Through continued application of quantitative, aggregational 

approaches to English world-wide, in time, a set of consistent tendencies may 

emerge that  takes different  dimensions and text categories into account.  The 

present study alone is not sufficient to establish a “World System of English text  

types” in analogy to Mair’s model, but a system of this kind – one that locates 

variation more concretely in its communicative context than current models do – 

seems a worthy long-term research goal.

7.4 The status of Twitter discourse

The TwICE portion of the data has allowed a consideration of variation in Twitter 

discourse. This topic was not the key interest of the study, and the TwICE text 

sample make-up, with several users contributing to each sample, is not ideally 

suited for addressing variation at the level of the individual tweet. Nonetheless,  

given the general  current  interest  in  the nature  of  Twitter  discourse  (Squires 

2015; Weller et al. 2014; Zappavigna 2012) and the paucity of studies document-

ing its general linguistic properties, the present project is able to report some rel-

evant insights.

In the factorial structure established in chapter 5, taken as a whole, there is 

little reason to regard Twitter as fundamentally different from other text types. 

The TwICE data fall within the general range of variation found among the other 

texts, and on factors where they do cluster towards one end of the score contin-

uum, they usually do so together with at least one other ICE category. The no-

table exception is factor 7, which establishes a remarkably stark difference be-

tween the TwICE and ICE data. This difference, or at least its magnitude, how-

ever, are in part attributable to ICE’s pursuit of national standard varieties.
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Neither is it theoretically meaningful to consider tweets as generally more 

spoken-like or more written-like. These idealized poles are consistently eroded 

when finer text category distinctions are made and even along factors where the 

distinction between speech and writing is reasonably clear, the TwICE data do 

not fall in the direction of one with any consistency.

Dimensions along which the TwICE data scored relatively high were “collo-

quial markedness” (factor 7) and “addressee-orientation” (factor 10). Conversely, 

relatively low scores were found for “informational versus involved production” 

(factor  10),  “narrative  presentation  of  external  situations”  (factor  3),  “explicit 

stance-marking” (factor 4), “abstract versus concrete informational focus” (factor 

6),  and  “factual  assertiveness”  (factor  9).  Summing  up  these  relations,  and 

speaking in terms of relative tendencies, not categorical distinctions, Twitter dis-

course seems to be conversational, casual, and concrete, preoccupied less with 

the elaboration of abstract information or the development of  arguments, and 

more with fast-paced, concrete updates.

In addition to this general characterization, the structural layers of Twitter 

and the micro-diachronic tendencies apparent in the data were also considered. 

It was found that increased frequencies of both hashtags and @mentions tend to 

co-occur with more formal, informationally-oriented, and less personal linguistic 

style (as represented by a joint consideration of factors 1, 2, 7, and 10), and that  

over time, a general tendency towards similar stylistic properties can be found. 

This was interpreted as an effect of the integration and normalization of Twitter  

discourse into the present-day media ecology. Specifically, it was argued that the 

heightened visibility of Twitter in other media over time serves as a reminder of 

the fundamentally portable, public nature of tweets, and that growing awareness 

of this fact among the Twitter community brings it more in line with established 

text types.
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All arguments about TwICE were presented as applicable to discourse on 

the service in general, but the caveat was inserted that there is every reason to 

believe in the existence of multiple forms of Twitter communication. Other re-

searchers  have documented this  fact  empirically  for  specific  features  (Callier 

2016; Page 2012b), and in the present study it becomes apparent in the widen-

ing of factor score ranges between 2011 and 2015. There was no room in the 

present project to engage Twitter discourse at a level of detail that would have 

permitted a distinction of different discursive styles, but it was noted that the fac-

torial structure in principle offers the means for doing so.

7.5 Conclusion

This dissertation project took a multi-feature, aggregational perspective to varia-

tion in World Englishes. It did so by drawing on the method of exploratory factor 

analysis (EFA), introduced to the linguistic research community by Biber in the 

1980s, but still not very wide-spread in the study of variation in language. The 

analysis presented in chapter  5 exceeded comparable previous studies both in 

terms of the number of features (236) and the number of individual text samples 

(7,309) investigated. It also systematically incorporated a cross-varietal perspec-

tive and data from the social networking service Twitter, which no similar study to 

data has done.

The findings confirmed those reported by Biber (1988), many of whose di-

mensions of variation were closely replicated in the present context. In addition, 

several new dimensions were established. A systematic consideration of the in-

fluence of text category and variety alongside each other showed that, at least in 

the case of national standard varieties of English, the former by far exceeds the 

latter. Among the cross-varietal influences on individual factors, different patterns 
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were found, but a general distinction of the data along the lines of the Kachru’s  

(1985) Circles Model and Schneider’s (2007) Dynamic Model accounted for vari-

ation at the general level in most cases. The different factors also offered a differ-

entiated perspective on variation in the TwICE corpus in the data that treated 

Twitter discourse as one text type among many in the textual ecology of English.

One of the key advantages of the factor analytic method, it was argued, is 

its ability to generalize to new data and calculate factor score estimates in new 

research contexts. The advantages of such a procedure were exemplified by the 

variationist analysis in chapter 6, which showed that factor score estimates have 

the potential to add predictive and explanatory power to a regression analysis of 

an isolated linguistic variable. Factor score estimates also allow the researcher 

to draw distinctions among texts in a corpus that is not carefully stratified by 

genre, thus offering an attractive strategy to overcome some of the disadvan-

tages  of  recently-compiled  mega-corpora  such  as  GloWbE  (Davies  &  Fuchs 

2015).

The factor analytic method, like other aggregational techniques, is not with-

out its problems, notably in the present context its inability to adequately address 

the  social  dimension  of  variation.  To  be  sure,  important  differences  between 

broad,  multi-feature  and community-based,  single  feature  studies  remain  that 

cannot fully be reconciled at present. Nonetheless, the argument was made that 

it is more productive to push the conversation between the two perspectives for-

ward than it is to revert to the maintenance of disciplinary boundaries. In this 

sense, the conclusion of the present project is an emphatic plea for methodologi -

cal pluralism. Both linguistic data and computational analysis tools are becoming 

available on an increasingly large scale. It is an exciting time to put both to use in 

new ways.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Descriptive statistics for the 236 extracted variables

Item Feature Mean Median Max Min
Kurto-
sis

Skew-
ness

Range

Stan-
dard 
devia-
tion

Docu-
ment 
fre-
quency

1
first_pers_
pn

34.112 35.665
111.91
4

0.000 2.289 0.134
111.91
4

22.120 7141

2
sec_pers_
pn

16.865 16.362 98.423 0.000 4.942 1.051 98.423 14.074 6401

3
third_pers
_pn

18.859 14.198
133.62
6

0.000 9.721 2.195
133.62
6

15.614 7289

4 pn_it 11.552 9.742 67.713 0.000 6.703 1.600 67.713 7.508 7292

5
demonst_
PN

8.835 7.907 44.905 0.000 6.740 1.413 44.905 4.605 7304

6 indef_pn 2.879 2.591 22.748 0.000 4.889 0.988 22.748 2.272 6452

7
ns_sec_pl
ural_pron

0.232 0.000 17.610 0.000
188.95
9

7.692 17.610 0.517 2017

8
archaic.sc-
nd.person

0.029 0.000 5.594 0.000
265.11
3

11.564 5.594 0.159 346

9
standard_r
eflexives

0.865 0.569 12.219 0.000 11.734 2.077 12.219 0.926 5306

10 whom 0.056 0.000 3.238 0.000 41.948 5.086 3.238 0.198 697

11
objPN_be-
ing

0.017 0.000 1.372 0.000 47.282 6.193 1.372 0.094 251

12
each_othe
r

0.093 0.000 3.356 0.000 25.381 3.946 3.356 0.260 1097

13
one_an-
other

0.018 0.000 2.712 0.000
138.04
5

9.741 2.712 0.115 221

14 can 3.363 3.003 21.123 0.000 7.638 1.522 21.123 2.396 7041

15 may 0.906 0.479 26.160 0.000 36.989 3.995 26.160 1.357 4638

16 might 0.385 0.000 8.965 0.000 21.761 3.229 8.965 0.625 3265

17 could 1.089 0.874 12.042 0.000 10.013 2.005 12.042 1.153 5554

18 ought 0.024 0.000 9.298 0.000
1236.4
67

25.760 9.298 0.170 278

19 should 1.121 0.883 13.463 0.000 16.824 2.803 13.463 1.262 5615
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Appendix 1, cont.

20 must 0.591 0.435 16.486 0.000 36.857 4.132 16.486 0.911 4114

21 would 2.041 1.439 29.135 0.000 15.613 2.635 29.135 2.183 634

22 shall 0.135 0.000 22.388 0.000
588.81
0

20.780 22.388 0.682 1161

23
will_con-
tracted

0.937 0.485 19.426 0.000 21.990 3.176 19.426 1.337 4435

24
will_un-
contracted

2.540 1.922 25.739 0.000 11.436 2.235 25.739 2.473 6542

25 used_to 0.217 0.000 8.374 0.000 48.237 5.029 8.374 0.487 2080

26
BE_about
_to

0.023 0.000 2.352 0.000 54.437 5.852 2.352 0.110 343

27
BE_able_t
o

0.219 0.000 6.897 0.000 32.237 4.047 6.897 0.459 2141

28
BE_sup-
posed_to

0.046 0.000 3.254 0.000 56.108 5.872 3.254 0.180 593

29 keep_ING 0.122 0.000 2.879 0.000 13.733 2.919 2.879 0.285 1425

30 going_to 0.242 0.000 6.687 0.000 28.439 3.855 6.687 0.490 2291

31 have_to 1.105 0.845 19.137 0.000 19.475 2.812 19.137 1.264 5558

32
poss_have
_got

0.078 0.000 6.833 0.000 90.186 6.891 6.833 0.279 837

33
get_pas-
sive

0.222 0.000 14.231 0.000
178.89
7

7.560 14.231 0.445 2279

34 need_to 0.411 0.000 7.306 0.000 13.065 2.354 7.306 0.600 3398

35
light_verbs
_have

0.034 0.000 3.723 0.000 83.680 7.038 3.723 0.158 433

36
light_verbs
_take

0.026 0.000 3.768 0.000
154.58
3

9.876 3.768 0.149 325

37
light_verbs
_make

0.018 0.000 6.546 0.000
841.13
3

20.818 6.546 0.133 230

38
BE_to_be
_pastpart

0.041 0.000 6.367 0.000
231.82
5

10.009 6.367 0.182 514

39 want_to 0.819 0.493 13.533 0.000 13.231 2.306 13.533 0.989 4804

40
habitual_b
e

0.018 0.000 1.386 0.000 48.460 6.256 1.386 0.098 267

41
by_pas-
sive

0.574 0.000 7.256 0.000 9.496 2.253 7.256 0.880 3561

42
agentless_
be_pas-
sive

5.362 3.035 49.113 0.000 6.799 1.745 49.113 5.635 6953

43 if_were 0.082 0.000 2.951 0.000 21.846 3.690 2.951 0.231 1027
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44 if_was 0.094 0.000 3.989 0.000 26.096 3.798 3.989 0.247 1174

45 if_would 0.032 0.000 2.991 0.000 90.667 7.642 2.991 0.152 422

46
progres-
sive

2.768 2.479 17.174 0.000 6.287 1.278 17.174 1.904 1158

47
always_pr
ogressive

0.015 0.000 0.969 0.000 39.805 5.924 0.969 0.086 232

48
stative_pr
ogressive

0.074 0.000 2.808 0.000 17.521 3.293 2.808 0.204 994

49
will_pro-
gressive

0.138 0.000 8.463 0.000 66.269 5.369 8.463 0.352 1487

50
progres-
sive_pas-
sive

0.104 0.000 4.850 0.000 36.323 4.552 4.850 0.293 6978

51
present_p
erfect

4.219 3.445 21.645 0.000 4.771 1.239 21.645 3.109 7118

52
past_per-
fect

0.706 0.000 24.955 0.000 41.725 5.050 24.955 1.639 3072

53
strong_ver
bal_past

0.077 0.000 5.114 0.000 53.510 5.399 5.114 0.248 914

54
regular_ve
rbal_past

0.088 0.000 7.472 0.000
145.53
1

8.852 7.472 0.304 977

55
have_do_
support

0.339 0.000 7.051 0.000 17.202 2.891 7.051 0.562 3009

56 gotten 0.019 0.000 3.645 0.000
192.32
3

10.189 3.645 0.114 254

57 not 9.556 8.871 41.796 0.000 4.621 1.013 41.796 5.556 749

58
multiple_n
egation

0.163 0.000 4.136 0.000 18.786 3.449 4.136 0.393 1552

59 aint 0.136 0.000 4.214 0.000 25.092 4.244 4.214 0.408 1109

60
AsThan_
What

0.016 0.000 1.479 0.000 58.085 6.645 1.479 0.092 243

61
verb_to_in
f

0.309 0.000 5.720 0.000 15.121 2.653 5.720 0.494 2992

62
verb_geru
nd

0.282 0.000 5.897 0.000 14.868 2.494 5.897 0.453 2817

63
verbal_co
mpl_that

1.185 0.786 15.407 0.000 13.114 2.504 15.407 1.452 5383

64 try_and 0.049 0.000 3.338 0.000 59.756 6.086 3.338 0.191 598

65 try_to 0.125 0.000 6.768 0.000 55.709 5.038 6.768 0.318 1420

66 wh_to_inf 0.246 0.000 6.821 0.000 28.174 3.732 6.821 0.468 2438
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67
pre-
ventStop_
from

0.018 0.000 1.704 0.000 69.475 7.242 1.704 0.104 246

68 help_to 0.026 0.000 2.883 0.000 76.758 7.128 2.883 0.134 342

69
same_X_a
s

0.049 0.000 2.016 0.000 21.022 3.860 2.016 0.164 677

70
same_X_t
hat

0.034 0.000 1.877 0.000 29.951 4.649 1.877 0.137 493

71 be_like 0.039 0.000 5.280 0.000
185.27
6

10.896 5.280 0.207 418

72 because 1.957 1.369 19.185 0.000 8.423 2.007 19.185 2.046 6354

73 although 0.169 0.000 4.701 0.000 18.182 3.272 4.701 0.383 1686

74 though 0.382 0.000 8.449 0.000 15.193 2.417 8.449 0.555 3398

75 if_unless 2.847 2.451 26.520 0.000 15.068 2.318 26.520 2.230 6964

76
adv_sub-
ordinators

1.254 0.982 9.713 0.000 6.365 1.414 9.713 1.058 6273

77 conjuncts 1.586 0.721 21.695 0.000 11.234 2.431 21.695 2.194 5185

78 whether 0.269 0.000 7.349 0.000 22.037 3.521 7.349 0.557 2237

79
so_struc-
tural

2.790 1.601 35.009 0.000 9.786 2.262 35.009 3.346 6385

80 actually 0.583 0.000 10.435 0.000 20.574 3.479 10.435 1.011 3620

81 in_fact 0.171 0.000 9.577 0.000 57.404 5.501 9.577 0.461 1538

82 in_addition 0.048 0.000 3.854 0.000 63.847 6.264 3.854 0.196 567

83 as_if 0.065 0.000 3.311 0.000 42.918 5.222 3.311 0.225 775

84 as_though 0.018 0.000 1.984 0.000 85.535 8.201 1.984 0.114 217

85
downton-
ers

1.483 1.332 10.904 0.000 6.493 1.328 10.904 1.108 6646

86 amplifiers 2.052 1.442 22.282 0.000 10.527 2.188 22.282 2.096 6453

87 emphatics 4.138 3.687 23.622 0.000 7.200 1.509 23.622 2.607 7217

88
epistemic_
certainty

1.487 1.133 12.667 0.000 8.158 1.827 12.667 1.397 6273

89
judgment_
adv

0.201 0.000 2.959 0.000 9.137 2.192 2.959 0.354 2271

90
so_intensi-
fier

0.436 0.318 4.847 0.000 7.889 1.896 4.847 0.592 3685

91 maybe 0.316 0.000 8.897 0.000 29.736 4.158 8.897 0.659 2487

92 perhaps 0.161 0.000 6.080 0.000 30.322 4.265 6.080 0.416 1476
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93 probably 0.296 0.000 7.727 0.000 24.275 3.563 7.727 0.566 2577

94 likely 0.095 0.000 4.339 0.000 41.343 5.008 4.339 0.290 1023

95 especially 0.156 0.000 4.215 0.000 18.664 3.194 4.215 0.336 1749

96 particularly 0.102 0.000 3.373 0.000 24.970 4.026 3.373 0.290 1103

97 completely 0.070 0.000 2.956 0.000 32.032 4.336 2.956 0.211 912

98 entirely 0.028 0.000 2.792 0.000 69.562 6.459 2.792 0.129 379

99 almost 0.205 0.000 4.091 0.000 14.594 2.685 4.091 0.372 2287

100 nearly 0.065 0.000 3.411 0.000 42.489 4.910 3.411 0.212 816

101
standard-
ness

0.816 0.835 0.970 0.560 2.237 -0.531 0.410 0.086 7309

102 meanWL 4.396 4.435 6.005 3.377 2.676 -0.148 2.628 0.429 7309

103
reporting_
verbs

7.433 6.263 46.944 0.000 6.694 1.561 46.944 4.989 7255

104
private_ve
rbs

14.532 12.753 72.452 0.000 6.359 1.510 72.452 8.960 7306

105
standard_
def_article

42.390 36.101
131.31
3

3.243 2.329 0.580
128.07
1

23.366 7309

106
ns_def_ar-
ticle

0.251 0.000 32.290 0.000
429.21
1

14.423 32.290 0.842 1532

107
indef_arti-
cle

19.716 19.342 50.999 0.475 3.343 0.363 50.524 6.843 7309

108 a_V 0.198 0.000 10.989 0.000 60.339 4.990 10.989 0.460 1857

109
about_nu-
meral

0.156 0.000 5.322 0.000 27.924 4.231 5.322 0.424 1362

110
around_nu
meral

0.018 0.000 5.968 0.000
603.29
0

18.661 5.968 0.138 222

111
more_than
_numeral

0.038 0.000 2.899 0.000 55.034 6.241 2.899 0.170 444

112
over_nu-
meral

0.035 0.000 2.756 0.000 58.723 6.399 2.756 0.161 423

113 halfAll_of 0.185 0.000 7.036 0.000 31.075 3.530 7.036 0.367 2064

114
halfAll_no
_of

0.864 0.596 11.639 0.000 11.334 1.948 11.639 0.871 5485

115 plenty_of 0.021 0.000 2.312 0.000 76.062 7.249 2.312 0.113 279

116
many_mu
ch

1.416 1.220 16.152 0.000 13.165 1.977 16.152 1.177 6454

117 lots_of 0.065 0.000 5.345 0.000 76.719 6.248 5.345 0.227 782

118 a_lot_of 0.286 0.000 8.039 0.000 22.619 3.652 8.039 0.598 2345
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119
past_nu-
meral

0.034 0.000 3.042 0.000 79.552 7.295 3.042 0.165 411

120
last_nu-
meral

0.045 0.000 2.732 0.000 44.818 5.339 2.732 0.172 601

121 s.genitive 2.807 2.120 27.027 0.000 12.160 2.407 27.027 2.681 6812

122 N_kind_of 0.154 0.000 13.206 0.000
127.42
6

7.799 13.206 0.465 1389

123 N_type_of 0.041 0.000 4.373 0.000 90.387 6.888 4.373 0.173 510

124 N_sort_of 0.090 0.000 5.489 0.000 53.409 5.834 5.489 0.317 858

125
BE_kind_o
f

0.026 0.000 2.319 0.000 71.188 7.208 2.319 0.138 320

126
BE_sort_o
f

0.017 0.000 2.842 0.000
139.15
9

9.481 2.842 0.110 220

127 not_only 0.099 0.000 3.904 0.000 29.445 4.206 3.904 0.279 7295

128 not_just 0.058 0.000 2.375 0.000 31.462 4.517 2.375 0.193 1127

129 how_come 0.018 0.000 2.196 0.000 84.628 7.839 2.196 0.110 242

130 persons 0.075 0.000 12.477 0.000
253.55
4

12.733 12.477 0.407 582

131 place_adv 4.054 3.398 34.434 0.000 17.140 2.783 34.434 2.996 7242

132 time_adv 6.983 6.744 31.881 0.000 5.533 0.884 31.881 3.511 7287

133 usually 0.139 0.000 5.376 0.000 34.307 4.565 5.376 0.372 1395

134 normally 0.058 0.000 7.579 0.000
214.43
1

10.426 7.579 0.247 644

135 previously 0.026 0.000 1.885 0.000 44.135 5.859 1.885 0.126 336

136 frequently 0.026 0.000 4.348 0.000
242.71
5

11.432 4.348 0.145 319

137 often 0.183 0.000 7.303 0.000 37.548 4.604 7.303 0.448 1708

138 sometimes 0.188 0.000 6.100 0.000 29.839 3.955 6.100 0.415 1899

139
immedi-
ately

0.062 0.000 3.521 0.000 36.763 4.707 3.521 0.207 774

140 suddenly 0.046 0.000 2.446 0.000 33.341 4.826 2.446 0.175 586

141
at_the_sa
me_time

0.061 0.000 5.613 0.000
103.41
0

6.411 5.613 0.200 800

142 currently 0.050 0.000 2.176 0.000 28.970 4.583 2.176 0.183 628

143 right_now 0.154 0.000 6.138 0.000 27.598 3.755 6.138 0.362 1595

144 Xwhere 0.212 0.000 9.808 0.000 64.001 4.142 9.808 0.380 2376

145 Xward 0.402 0.000 24.303 0.000
163.27
1

9.104 24.303 0.839 3234
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146 Xwards 0.257 0.000 8.684 0.000 55.229 5.423 8.684 0.546 2413

147 till 0.124 0.000 9.360 0.000
116.15
8

6.252 9.360 0.317 1397

148 until 0.259 0.000 6.959 0.000 36.213 3.838 6.959 0.450 2693

149 adj 4.052 3.837 18.089 0.000 4.617 0.818 18.089 2.227 7221

150
compara-
tive

1.778 1.472 16.784 0.000 13.299 2.170 16.784 1.445 6744

151 superlative 1.094 0.914 21.116 0.000 25.006 2.466 21.116 1.095 5545

152 real_adj 0.030 0.000 3.939 0.000
131.29
2

8.060 3.939 0.139 419

153
in_a_ADJ
_WayMan-
ner

0.028 0.000 2.298 0.000 48.019 5.807 2.298 0.129 378

154
much_adj
_comp

0.155 0.000 4.257 0.000 19.511 3.181 4.257 0.329 1780

155
far_adj_co
mp

0.026 0.000 2.367 0.000 60.172 6.511 2.367 0.129 342

156
main_verb
_be

8.159 7.535 30.271 0.000 4.495 0.935 30.271 3.759 7302

157
existen-
tial_there

1.832 1.339 16.180 0.000 7.278 1.737 16.180 1.831 6228

158
preposi-
tions

97.317 92.062
203.18
7

30.612 2.123 0.229
172.57
5

28.186 7309

159
double_pr
ep

4.188 3.525 34.278 0.000 13.735 2.355 34.278 3.034 7228

160 among 0.145 0.000 6.809 0.000 35.803 4.470 6.809 0.387 1355

161 amongst 0.020 0.000 2.657 0.000
126.49
2

9.087 2.657 0.118 255

162 Xside_of 0.025 0.000 1.973 0.000 67.097 6.992 1.973 0.132 324

163 with_no 0.033 0.000 1.859 0.000 27.943 4.489 1.859 0.131 489

164
without_an
y

0.019 0.000 1.709 0.000 53.384 6.333 1.709 0.102 273

165
contrac-
tions

16.534 15.009 73.813 0.000 3.655 0.963 73.813 14.197 6413

166 gotta 0.086 0.000 3.940 0.000 29.348 4.331 3.940 0.270 919

167 wanna 0.254 0.000 5.566 0.000 14.185 2.920 5.566 0.543 1891

168 gonna 0.359 0.000 19.363 0.000 85.639 6.276 19.363 0.808 2344

169
hyphen-
ation

4.716 2.789 53.354 0.000 12.175 2.412 53.354 5.328 6696
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170 gh 9.309 8.798 59.991 0.000 12.919 1.803 59.991 4.378 7307

171 Pre_aCC 6.123 4.422 50.346 0.000 10.399 2.158 50.346 5.305 7227

172 Pre_CCC 2.034 1.693 37.438 0.000 35.352 3.467 37.438 1.847 6672

173 Suf_CCC 11.076 9.722 57.526 0.000 7.382 1.585 57.526 5.843 7308

174 Suf_ect 1.077 0.804 25.329 0.000 44.116 4.438 25.329 1.366 5547

175 Pre_anti 0.080 0.000 11.979 0.000
267.02
6

12.805 11.979 0.391 706

176 Pre_be 3.495 3.106 32.661 0.000 13.658 1.968 32.661 2.225 7242

177 Pre_co 0.061 0.000 25.841 0.000
1934.7
24

38.915 25.841 0.492 537

178 Pre_coMN 7.459 4.970 65.094 0.000 7.841 1.799 65.094 6.695 7239

179
Pre_count
er

0.033 0.000 4.117 0.000
166.19
0

10.107 4.117 0.175 392

180 Pre_de 4.837 3.643 46.395 0.000 9.749 2.018 46.395 4.096 7170

181 Pre_dis 1.529 0.978 38.576 0.000 52.431 4.462 38.576 1.835 5987

182 Pre_en 1.764 1.125 48.269 0.000 66.529 5.806 48.269 2.460 6124

183 Pre_ex 3.681 2.869 35.971 0.000 14.162 2.409 35.971 3.014 7139

184 Pre_inter 1.179 0.812 21.828 0.000 27.250 3.630 21.828 1.525 5526

185 Pre_mis 0.309 0.000 11.888 0.000 50.139 4.279 11.888 0.543 2801

186 Pre_pre 1.703 1.068 31.064 0.000 27.481 3.710 31.064 2.087 6127

187 Pre_pro 4.199 2.710 66.521 0.000 18.489 2.888 66.521 4.463 7059

188 Pre_re 8.822 6.410 74.668 0.000 8.493 1.841 74.668 6.945 7298

189 Pre_semi 0.071 0.000 14.098 0.000
375.32
0

15.005 14.098 0.375 635

190 Pre_speci 0.472 0.000 32.210 0.000
150.42
7

8.840 32.210 1.108 3181

191 Pre_spect 0.052 0.000 15.166 0.000
577.67
4

20.729 15.166 0.394 448

192 Pre_specu 0.018 0.000 6.206 0.000
634.49
1

18.783 6.206 0.139 209

193 Pre_sub 1.327 0.914 52.535 0.000
124.52
6

6.417 52.535 1.728 5862

194 Pre_super 0.193 0.000 14.563 0.000
186.27
8

10.484 14.563 0.582 1766

195 Pre_trans 0.431 0.000 54.131 0.000
472.02
1

16.909 54.131 1.433 2636

196
Pre_Un-
derOver

0.823 0.500 14.235 0.000 25.976 3.200 14.235 0.971 5178
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197 Pre_un 1.199 0.933 27.674 0.000 48.679 4.133 27.674 1.304 5915

198 Pre_uni 0.900 0.439 26.892 0.000 50.073 5.639 26.892 1.866 4056

199 Pre_with 0.630 0.465 10.723 0.000 14.816 2.500 10.723 0.799 4527

200
Suff_VtoN
_OEr

1.106 0.545 26.366 0.000 42.633 4.810 26.366 1.713 5100

201 V_edly 0.026 0.000 2.805 0.000 85.462 7.726 2.805 0.141 330

202 Suf_IAble 0.230 0.000 16.339 0.000
186.85
8

7.419 16.339 0.478 2200

203 Suff_age 1.338 0.871 37.438 0.000 65.988 6.315 37.438 2.162 5650

204 Suf_al 6.822 5.208 54.961 0.000 8.866 1.909 54.961 5.425 7251

205 Suf_ance 1.004 0.489 40.185 0.000 82.390 5.901 40.185 1.596 4883

206 Suf_ant 1.299 0.929 44.892 0.000 91.885 5.933 44.892 1.662 5841

207 Suf_ary 1.191 0.525 37.433 0.000 66.286 5.767 37.433 1.958 5014

208 Suf_ation 4.992 2.706 51.251 0.000 10.966 2.402 51.251 5.913 6888

209 Suf_dent 1.045 0.439 44.804 0.000 62.391 6.179 44.804 2.349 4075

210 Suf_dom 0.141 0.000 10.832 0.000
110.88
0

7.344 10.832 0.413 1381

211 Suf_ful 0.826 0.525 20.710 0.000 41.787 3.080 20.710 0.890 5181

212 Suf_hood 0.078 0.000 7.833 0.000
132.73
1

8.293 7.833 0.287 828

213 Suf_ial 1.689 0.973 33.273 0.000 35.116 4.123 33.273 2.280 5821

214 Suf_ian 1.003 0.485 38.967 0.000 92.271 6.761 38.967 1.751 4611

215 Suf_ic 3.580 2.735 45.700 0.000 20.730 3.120 45.700 3.539 6924

216 Suf_ical 1.172 0.479 66.586 0.000
139.20
6

7.269 66.586 2.160 4606

217 Suf_ican 0.348 0.000 14.840 0.000 59.987 6.609 14.840 1.064 2039

218 Suf_ify 0.124 0.000 4.805 0.000 32.624 4.236 4.805 0.320 1360

219 Suf_ion 6.700 4.533 67.453 0.000 7.788 1.763 67.453 6.023 7197

220 Suf_ish 0.390 0.000 22.440 0.000
120.83
8

8.461 22.440 0.958 2835

221 Suf_ism 0.373 0.000 31.474 0.000
143.62
8

9.128 31.474 1.160 2151

222 Suf_ist 0.603 0.000 30.260 0.000 94.059 7.116 30.260 1.369 3335

223 Suf_ity 3.395 2.195 39.467 0.000 14.787 2.746 39.467 3.844 6643

224 Suf_ize 0.443 0.000 15.803 0.000 36.159 4.009 15.803 0.823 2997

225 Suf_ive 1.657 0.962 42.116 0.000 34.588 3.850 42.116 2.209 5803
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226 Suf_less 0.230 0.000 15.666 0.000
208.91
7

7.935 15.666 0.447 2410

227 Suf_like 0.022 0.000 3.038 0.000
107.59
9

8.037 3.038 0.119 297

228 Suf_ment 3.833 2.030 52.106 0.000 11.310 2.385 52.106 4.580 6719

229 Suf_ness 0.899 0.490 40.709 0.000
143.90
2

8.197 40.709 1.468 4941

230 Suf_ory 0.720 0.445 28.628 0.000 91.994 7.104 28.628 1.359 4228

231 Suf_ous 1.236 0.964 20.105 0.000 22.060 2.794 20.105 1.206 6081

232 Suf_ship 0.467 0.000 17.568 0.000 65.310 5.790 17.568 0.918 3250

233 Suf_tor 1.123 0.489 30.156 0.000 37.923 4.545 30.156 1.870 4819

234 Suf_ture 1.438 0.927 42.809 0.000 59.635 5.215 42.809 2.049 5709

235 Suf_ular 0.370 0.000 15.422 0.000 48.974 4.728 15.422 0.720 2877

236 Suff_wise 0.094 0.000 3.173 0.000 20.473 3.452 3.173 0.242 1210
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Index Feature Search pattern

1
first_pers_
pn

(?:^|\W)(?:i|m[yei](?:self)?|w[ie]|us|our(?:self|selves)?)(?:\W|$)

2
sec_pers_
pn

(?:^|\W)(?:yo?uh?r?(?:sel(?:f|ves))?|unu)(?:\W|$)

3
third_pers
_pn

(?:^|\W)(?:s?h[ie]|(?:th|d)e(?:y|m|mselves|mself|ir)|hi[sm](?:self)?|
h[ae]r(?:self)?)(?:\W|$)

4 pn_it (?:^|\W)it(?:\W|$)

5
demonst_
PN

(?:^|\W)(?:th|d)(?:[eo]se|is|at(?:'s|is|was))(?:\W|$)

6 indef_pn (?:^|\W)(?:any|every|no|some)(?:body|one|thing?)(?:\W|$)

7
ns_sec_pl
ural_pron

(?:^|\W)(?:y'all|amongs?t?-you|youse?|yous?e?(?: guys| gals|-uns|[- ]
all(?!\sthe)| lot)|yin?[sz]|yinna|yez?|al*-?yo-?dis|wunna|unu|oona)(?:\W|$)

8
archaic-
scnd-per-
son

(?:^|\W)th(?:ou|ee|y|ine)(?:self)?(?:\W|$)

9
standard_
reflexives

(?:^|\W)(?:(?:my|your|him|her|it)self|(?:y?our|them)selves)(?:\W|$)

10 whom (?:^|\W)whom(?:\W|$)

11
objPN_bei
ng

(?:^|\s)(?:me|you|him|it|us|them)\sbeing(?:\W|$)

12
each_othe
r

(?:^|\W)each\s+other(?:\W|$)

13
one_an-
other

(?:^|\W)one\s+another(?:\W|$)

14 can (?:^|\W)(?<!a\s)[kc]y?a+h?n(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

15 may (?:^|\W)may(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

16 might (?:^|\W)might(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

17 could (?:^|\W)could(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

18 ought (?:^|\W)ought(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

19 should (?:^|\W)should(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

20 must (?:^|\W)must(?:\W|$)

21 would (?:^|\W)would(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

22 shall (?:^|\W)(?:shall|shan't)(?:\W|$)

23
will_con-
tracted

(?:^|\s)\w+'ll\s(?! +BE46+ \w+in[g']?)
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24
will_un-
con-
tracted

(?<!the|his|her|.\sa|eir|\sno|any|its|out|ing|ble|.'s)\swill\s(?! +BE46+ \w+in[g']?)

25 used_to (?:^|\W)use(?:d\sto|t[ao])(?:\W|$)

26
BE_about
_to

(?:^|\W) +BE46+ about\s+to(?:\W|$)

27
BE_able_t
o

(?:^|\W) +BE46+ able\s+to(?:\W|$)

28
BE_sup-
posed_to

(?:^|\W) +BE46+ supposed\s+to(?:\W|$)

29 keep_ING (?:^|\W)(?:keeps?|kept)\s+\w+ing(?:\W|$)

30 going_to (?:^|\W) +BE46+ going\s+to(?:\W|$)

31
have_got_
to

(?:^|\W)ha(?:ve|s)(?:n't)?\s(?:(?:i|you|s?he|it|we|they)\s)?(?:not)?
got\s+to(?:\W|$)

32
poss_hav
e_got

(?:^|\W)ha(?:ve|s)(?:n't)?\s(?:(?:i|you|s?he|it|we|they)\s)?(?:not)?got(?!\sto)
(?:\W|$)

33
get_pas-
sive

(?:^|\s)g[eo]ts?(?:ting)?\s+(?!married|started|tired|excited|used to|rid|fed up) 
+pastpart47+ (?:\W|$)

34 need_to
(?:^|\s)(?<!the\s|his\s|her\s|..a\s|eir\s|\sno\s|any\s|its\s|out\s|ing\s|
ble\s|.'s\s)need(?:s|ing|ed)?\s+to(?:\W|$)

35
light_verb
s_have

(?:^|\s)ha(?:[sd]|ve|ving)(?:\s+a)?\s+(?:look|turn|kick|drink|strike|bath|fall|
[tw]alk|sit-?down|guess|think|try|chat|drag|glance|glimpse|laugh|look|nap|puff|
smoke|shower|stroll|taste|bite|sip)(?:\W|$)

36
light_verb
s_take

(?:^|\s)(?:takes?|taking|took)(?:\s+a)?\s+(?:look|turn|kick|drink|strike|bath|fall|
walk|guess|drag|glance|glimpse|look|nap|puff|smoke|shower|stroll|taste|bite|
sip)(?:\W|$)

37
light_verb
s_make

(?:^|\s)(?:makes?|making|made)(?:\s+a)?\s+(?:start|note|look|turn|kick|wish|
promise|strike|report|visit|bath|fall|walk|sit-?down|guess|talk|step|call|use|try)
(?:\W|$)

38
BE_to_be
_pastpart

(?:^|\s) +BE46+ to\s+be\s+ +pastpart47+ (?:\W|$)

39 want_to (?:^|\s)want(?:s|ed|ing)?\s+to(?:\W|$)

40
habitual_b
e

(?:^|\W)(?!(?:let|[cw]ould|will|can|may|might|must|ought|should|ll|that|whether|
though|unless|shall|if|[dt]\s)(?:n't)?)\w+\s(?:i|you|s?he|it|we|they)\sbe(?:\W|$)

41
by_pas-
sive

(?:^|\s) +BE46+ (?:\w+ly\s+)* +pastpart47+ \s+by(?:\W|$)

46 Any inflectional form of  BE, captured with the following regular expression: (?:[a']m|['a]re|is|
was|were|be(?:en)?)(?:\snot|n't)?\s+(?:being\s+)?.

47 Any regular past participial form ending in -ed and 53 of the most frequent irregular past par-
ticiples (e.g. known, thought, etc.).
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42
agent-
less_be_
passive

(?:^|\s) +BE46+ (?!married|gone|interested|born|shocked|involved|surprised|
convinced|worried|aroused|indebted|puzzled|ashamed|scared|stranded|sup-
posed|amazed|appalled|tired) +pastpart47+ (?!by)(?:\W|$)

43 if_were (?:^|\s)if\s+(?:\w+\s+){1,4}were(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

44 if_was (?:^|\s)if\s+(?:\w+\s+){1,4}was(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

45 if_would (?:^|\s)if\s+(?:\w+\s+){1,3}would(?:n't)?(?:\W|$)

46
progres-
sive

(?<!.{4}will|.{3}won't|will\snot)\s+ +BE46+ (?!some|any|every|goin|bein|noth|
+stative_verb48+ )\w+in[g']?(?:\W|$)

47
always_pr
ogressive

(?:^|\s) +BE46+ (?:always|constantly|forever|continually)\s+(?!some|any|every|
goin|bein|noth)\w+in[g']?(?:\W|$)

48
stative_pr
ogressive

(?:^|\s) +BE46+stative_verb48+ n[g']?(?:\W|$)

49
will_pro-
gressive

(?:\s+will|'ll|won't)\s(?:not)? +BE46+ \w+in[g']?(?:\W|$)

50
progres-
sive_pas-
sive

(?:\s) +BE46+ being\s+ +pastpart47+ (?:\W|$)

51
present_p
erfect

(?:^|\W)(?:ha)?(?:ve|s)(?:(?:\s+not|n't)|(?:\s(?:i|you|s?he|it|we|they))|
(?:\s\w+ly))*\s+ +pastpart47+ (?:\W|$)

52
past_per-
fect

(?:^|\W)(?:ha)?d(?:(?:\s+not|n't)|(?:\s(?:i|you|s?he|it|we|they))|(?:\s\w+ly))*\s+ 
+pastpart47+ (?:\W|$)

53
strong_ve
rbal_past

(?:^|\s)(?:(?:burn|dream|dwel|knel|lea[np]|lear?n|li|s[pm]el|spil|spoil)t|dove|
shone|snuck|sped)(?:\W|$)

54
regular_v
erbal_past

(?:^|\s)(?:(?:burn|dream|dwell|kneel|lea[np]|lear?n|light|s[pm]ell|spill|spoil|
sneak|speed)ed|dived|shined)(?:\W|$)

55
have_do_
support

(?:^|\s)(?:do|does|did)\s*(?:(?:n[o']t)|(?:i|you|s?he|it|we|they))+\s+have(?:\W|$)

56 gotten (?:^|\W)gotten(?:\W|$)

57 not (?:\snot|\w+n't)(?:\W|$)

58
multiple_n
egation

(?:^|\W)(?:\w+n't|not?(?:body|thing|none)|ain'?t|never)\s+(?:\w+\s+){,2}
(?:\w+n't|not?(?:body|thing|none)|ain'?t|never)

59 aint (?:^|\W)ain'?t(?:\W|$)

60
AsThan_
What

(?:^|\W)(?:as|than)\swhat(?:\W|$)

61
verb_to_in
f

(?:^|\W)(?:beg[ai]n|start|continue?|hate?|love?|decline?|cease?|(?:go(?:es)?|
went)\son|propose?|intend)(?:s|ed)?\sto(?:\W|$)

62
verb_geru
nd

(?:^|\W)(?:beg[ai]n|start|continue?|hate?|love?|decline?|cease?|(?:go(?:es)?|
went)\son|propose?|intend)(?:s|ed)?\s\w+in[g']?(?:\W|$)

48 The morphological stems of 42 common stative verbs, e.g. know-, or lov-.
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63
verbal_co
mpl_that

(?:^|\W)(?:th(?:ink|ought)|sa(?:y|id)|kn[eo]w|believed?|suppose?d?|repl(?:y|
ied?)|realize?d?|admit(?:ted)?|insist(?:ed)?|feel|felt|seem(?:ed)?|
appear(?:ed)?|claim(?:ed)?|judge?d?|prove?d?|show(?:ed)?)(?:s|
ing)?\s(?:that|se)(?:\W|$)

64 try_and (?:^|\W)try\s+and\s(?!try)

65 try_to (?:^|\W)try\s+to(?:\W|$)

66 wh_to_inf (?:^|\s)(?:wh(?:at|ere|o|en)|how)\sto(?:\W|$)

67
pre-
ventStop_
from

(?:^|\s)prevent(?:s|ing|ed)?\s.{,50}from(?:\W|$)

68 have_to (?:^|\W)ha(?:[ds]|ve)\s+to(?:\W|$)

69
same_X_
as

(?:^|\s)same(?:\s+\w+){1,4}\s+as(?:\W|$)

70
same_X_t
hat

(?:^|\s)same(?:\s+\w+){1,4}\s+that(?:\W|$)

71 be_like
(?:^|\W)(?:s?he|i|you|we|they)\s(?:[a']m|['a]re|[i']s|was|were|be)\s(?:being)?
like(?:\W|$)

72 because (?:^|\W)(?:because|(?:be?)?(?:c[ou][sz])|b\.?c\.?|'cause?)(?:\W|$)

73 although (?:^|\W)although(?:\W|$)

74 though (?:^|\W)though(?:\W|$)

75 if_unless (?:^|\W)(?:if|unless)(?:\W|$)

76
adv_sub-
ordinators

(?:^|\W)(?:since|whil(?:e|st)|where(?:as|upon|by)|(?:such|so)\sthat|(?:inas-
much|forasmuch|insofar|insomuch|as (?:long|soon))\sas)(?:\W|$)

77 conjuncts

(?:^|\W)(?:alt(?:ernatively|ogether)|con(?:sequently|versely)|e\.?g\.?|further-
more|hence|however|i\.e\.|likewise|moreover|namely|(?:never|none)theless|
notwithstanding|otherwise|rather|similarly|therefore|thus|viz\.|in\s(?:compari-
son|con(?:trast|clusion|sequence)|particular|addition|sum(?:mary)?|
any\s(?:case|event)|other\swords)|for\s(?:example|instance)|by\s(?:contrast|
comparison)|as\sa\s(?:result|consequence)|on\sthe\s(?:contrary|other\shand)|
at\sany\srate)(?:\W|$)

78 whether (?:^|\s)whether(?:\W|$)

79
so_struc-
tural

(?:^|\s)so+\s(?! +adj49+ (?:ly)?|\w+(?:y|some|ful|less|ed|ic|ing|ous|al|[ai]ble|
ate)|much|often|soon|well)\w+

80 actually (?:^|\s)actually(?:\W|$)

81 in_fact (?:^|\s)in\s+fact(?:\W|$)

82
in_addi-
tion

(?:^|\s)in\s+addition(?:\W|$)

49 The 777 most common adjectives found in COCA, realized either as independent adjectives 
or as morphological stems for use in gradation and adverb-formation search patterns, e.g.: 
late?, or necessar[iy].
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83 as_if (?:^|\s)as\s+if(?:\W|$)

84 as_though (?:^|\s)as\s+though(?:\W|$)

85
downton-
ers

(?:^|\W)(somewhat|(?:bare|mere|mild|on|partial|part|practical|scarce|slight)ly)
(?:\W|$)

86 amplifiers
(?:^|\W)(?:(?:absolute|complete|deep|enormous|entire|extreme|full|great|
heavi|high|huge|immense|intense|massive|perfect|staggering|strong|substan-
tial|thorough|total|utter)ly|altogether|very)(?:\W|$)

87 emphatics (?:^|\W)(?:for? (?:sure|sho)|a\s?lot|really|mo(?:st|re))(?:\W|$)

88
epis-
temic_cer-
tainty

(?:^|\s)(?<!not\s)(?:(?:sure|definite|certain|clear|obvious|undoubted|
indubitab(?:le)?|unquestionab(?:le)?|undeniab(?:le)?|inevitab(?:le)?|plainly)
(?:ly)?|of\s+course)(?:\W|$)

89
judgment_
adv

(?:^|\s)(?:hopeful|admitted|(?:un)?fortunate|regretab|remarkab|amazing|as-
tonishing|curious|funni|incredib|ironical|odd|strange|suspicious|unexpected|
appropriate|predictab|understandab|annoying|delightful|disappointing|diturb-
ing|pleasing|pleasant|refreshing|(?:un)?happi|(?:un)?lucki|sad|tragical|amus-
ing|convenient|merciful|preferab|thankful)ly(?:\W|$)

90
so_inten-
sifier

(?:^|\s)so+\s(?: +adj49+ (?:ly)?|\w+(?:y|some|ful|less|ed|ic|ing|ous|al|[ai]ble|
ate)|much|often|soon|well)\w+

91 maybe (?:^|\s)maybe(?:\W|$)

92 perhaps (?:^|\s)perhaps(?:\W|$)

93 probably (?:^|\s)probably(?:\W|$)

94 likely (?:^|\s)likely(?:\W|$)

95 especially (?:^|\s)especially(?:\W|$)

96
particu-
larly

(?:^|\s)particularly(?:\W|$)

97
com-
pletely

(?:^|\s)completely(?:\W|$)

98 entirely (?:^|\s)entirely(?:\W|$)

99 almost (?:^|\s)almost(?:\W|$)

100 nearly (?:^|\s)nearly(?:\W|$)

101
standard-
ness

[not measured with regular expression, but by matching each word in the text 
against a list of English words]

102 meanWL
[not measured with regular expression; simply the sum of all word lengths in a 
text divided by the number of words in it]

103
reporting_
verbs

.{10}(?:^|\s)(?<!a\s)(?:a(?:cknowledge?|dmitt?|ssert|gree|nnounce?)|claim|
complain|de(?:clare?|claim|n[yi])|explain|hint|insist|mention|pro(?:mise?|test|
claim)|re(?:spond|pl[iy]|tort|nounce?|mark)|say|said|ask|tell|told|call|speak|
spoke|suggest|write?|wrote|written|discuss|answer|yell|whisper|utter|shout)
(?:ed|s|ing)?(?:\W|$)
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104
private_v
erbs

(?:^|\W)(?<!a\s)(?:anticipate?|assume?|believe?|conclude?|decide?|demon-
strate?|determine?|discover|doubt|estimate?|fear|feel|find|forg[eo]tt?|guess|
hear|hope?|i(?:magine?|mpl[iy]|ndicate?|nferr?)|kn[eo]w|learn|mean|notice?|
prove?n?|re(?:ali[sz]e?|cogni[zs]e?|member|veal)|see|saw|show|suppose?|
think|thought|underst(?:and|ood))(?:ed|s|ing)?(?:\W|$)

105
standard_
def_article

(?:^|\s)the(?:\W|$)

106
ns_def_ar
ticle

(?:^|\s)d[ai]\s+

107
indef_arti-
cle

(?:^|\s)an?\s+

108 a_V (?:^|\s)a\s+(?!onc?e|eu)[aoie]\w+

109
about_nu-
meral

(?:^|\s)about\s+ +numeral50

110
around_n
umeral

(?:^|\s)around\s+ +numeral50

111
more_tha
n_nu-
meral

(?:^|\s)more\s+than\s+ +numeral50

112
over_nu-
meral

(?:^|\s)over\s+ +numeral50

113 halfAll_of (?:^|\W)(?:half|all)\s+of(?!\sus|\swhich)(?:\W|$)

114
halfAll_no
_of

(?:^|\W)(?:half|all)\s+(?:th(?:em?|is|[oe]se)|h(?:er|is)|its|y?our|my|their)(?:\W|
$)

115 plenty_of (?:^|\W)plenty\s+of(?:\W|$)

116
many_mu
ch

(?:^|\W)(?:many|much)\s(?!more|\w+er|worse)

117 lots_of (?:^|\W)lots\s+of(?:\W|$)

118 a_lot_of (?:^|\W)a\s+lot\s+of(?:\W|$)

119
past_nu-
meral

\s+past\s+ +numeral50

120
last_nu-
meral

\s+last\s+ +numeral50

121 s-genitive
(?:^|\s)(?!s?he|it|[wt]hat|[wt]?here|when|wh[yo]|[hn]ow|which|much|
let)\w+'s(?:\W|$)

122 N_kind_of (?:^|\W)(?:some|th(?:at|is|e)|a)\s+kind(?:\s+of|a)(?:\W|$)

123 N_type_of (?:^|\W)(?:some|th(?:at|is|e)|a)\s+type\s+of(?:\W|$)

124 N_sort_of (?:^|\W)(?:some|th(?:at|is|e)|a)\s+sort(?:\s+of|a)(?:\W|$)

50 A combination of any number of numeral expressions (e.g. two, hundred, fourteen, etc.), with 
optional insertions of and or point in between expressions.
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125
BE_kind_
of

(?:^|\W)(?:a?m|a?re|is|was|were)\s+kind(?:\s+of|a)(?:\W|$)

126
BE_sort_o
f

(?:^|\W)(?:a?m|a?re|is|was|were)\s+sort(?:\s+of|a)(?:\W|$)

127 not_only (?:^|\s)not\s+only(?:\W|$)

128 not_just (?:^|\s)not\s+just(?:\W|$)

129 help_to (?:^|\s)help(?:s|ing|ed)?\s.{,8}\sto(?:\W|$)

130 persons (?:^|\s)persons(?:\W|$)

131 place_adv

(?:^|\W)(?:here|a(?:board|bove|broad|cross|head|longside|round|shore|stern|
way)|be(?:hind|low|neath|side)|down(?:hill|stairs|stream)|east|far|hereabouts|
in(?:doors|land|shore|side)|near(?:by)?|north|out(?:doors|side)|over(?:board|
land|seas)|south|under(?:foot|ground|neath)|up(?:hill|stream|stairs)|west)
(?:\W|$)

132 time_adv

(?:^|\W)(?:after|again|ago|earlier|(?:earl|eventual|former|immediate|initial|in-
stant|late|momentari|original|present|previous|recent|short|simultaneous|sub-
sequent)ly|later?|now(?:adays)?|once|soon|to(?:day|morrow|night)|yesterday|
ago)(?:\W|$)

133 usually (?:^|\s)usually(?:\W|$)

134 normally (?:^|\s)normally(?:\W|$)

135 previously (?:^|\s)previously(?:\W|$)

136 frequently (?:^|\s)frequently(?:\W|$)

137 often (?:^|\s)often(?:\W|$)

138
some-
times

(?:^|\s)sometimes(?:\W|$)

139
immedi-
ately

(?:^|\s)immediately(?:\W|$)

140 suddenly (?:^|\s)suddenly(?:\W|$)

141
at_the_sa
me_time

(?:^|\s)at\s+the\s+same\s+time(?:\W|$)

142 currently (?:^|\s)currently(?:\W|$)

143 right_now (?:^|\s)right\s+now(?:\W|$)

144 Xwhere (?:^|\s)\w+where(?:\W|$)

145 Xward (?:^|\W)\w+ward(?:\W|$)

146 Xwards (?:^|\W)\w+wards(?:\W|$)

147 till (?:^|\s)(?<!the\s)till(?:\W|$)

148 until (?:^|\s)until(?:\W|$)

149 adj
[each word in the text compared with a list of most common English adjec-
tives]
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150
compara-
tive

(?<!much|\sfar)\s(?:more\s +adj49+ (?:\W|$)|(?<!more\s) +adj49+ er|better|(?<!
more\s)worse)(?:\W|$)

151
superla-
tive

(?:^|\W)(?:most\s +adj49+ (?:\W|$)|(?<!most\s) +adj49+ est|best|(?<!
most\s)worst)(?:\W|$)

152 real_adj (?:^|\s)real\s +adj49+ (?:\W|$)

153
in_a_ADJ
_Way-
Manner

(?:^|\s)in\s+an?\s\w+\s(?:way|manner)(?:\W|$)

154
much_adj
_comp

(?:^|\s)much\s+(?:\w+er|more)(?:\W|$)

155
far_adj_co
mp

(?:^|\s)far\s+(?:\w+er|more)(?:\W|$)

156
main_verb
_be

(?:^|\W)(?:am|are|is|was|were|been|being|'m|'re)(?:n't|\snot)?\s+
(?!\w+ing|\w+ed|about\sto|able|come|sat|stood|to\sbe|to\sdo)(?:the|an?|d[aie]|
one|some|several|dozens|am(?:ong|id)(?:st)?|against|at|be(?:sides|tween)|by|
for|from|[oi]n(?:to)?|off?|out|pro|(?:through|with)(?:out)?|thru|to(?:wards?)?|
upon|within| +adj49+ )\s.{10}

157
existen-
tial_there

(?:^|\W)there(?:'s|\s(?:are|is|was|were|(?:ha(?:s|ve)sbeen|be)|being|'re|(?:will|
won't|can?|cannot|(?:sh|c|w)ould|may|might|shall)(?:n't|\snot)?\sbe))(?:\W|$)

158
preposi-
tions

(?:^|\W)(?:am(?:ong|id)(?:st)?|against|at|be(?:sides|tween)|by|despite|during?|
except|for|from|[oi]n(?:to)?|minus|notwithstanding|off?|out|per|plus|pro|re|
than|(?:through|with)(?:out)?|thru|to|upon|versus|via|within)(?:\W|$)

159
double_pr
ep

(?:^|\W)(?:(?:t?here|a(?:board|bove|broad|cross|head|longside|round|shore|
stern|way)|be(?:hind|low|neath|side)|down(?:hill|stairs|stream)?|far|in(?:doors|
land|shore|side)?|(?:near|by){1,2}|out(?:doors|side)?|over(?:board|land|
seas)?|under(?:foot|ground|neath)?|up(?:hill|stream|stairs)?|am(?:ong|id)
(?:st)?|against|at|be(?:sides|tween)|despite|during?|except|for|from|
[oi]n(?:to)?|minus|notwithstanding|off?|out|per|plus|pro|than|(?:through|with)
(?:out)?|thru|to|upon|versus|via|within)\s+){2,}

160 among (?:^|\W)among(?:\W|$)

161 amongst (?:^|\W)amongst(?:\W|$)

162 Xside_of (?:^|\s)(?:in|out|be)side\s+of(?:\W|$)

163 with_no (?:^|\W)with\s+no(?:\W|$)

164
without_a
ny

(?:^|\W)without\s+any(?:\W|$)

165
contrac-
tions

(?:^|\W)(?:\w+'(?:t|re|ve|m|d|n)|(?:s?he|it|[wt]hat|[wt]?here|when|wh[yo]|
[hn]ow|which|much|let)'s)(?:\W|$)

166 gotta (?:^|\s)gotta(?:\W|$)

167 wanna (?:^|\s)wanna(?:\W|$)

168 gonna (?:^|\s)gonna(?:\W|$)
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169
hyphen-
ation

\w-\w

170 gh \w*gh\w*

171 Pre_aCC (?:^|\W)a(?:ss|tt|cc|d[djmv]|rr|pp|ff|gg|ll)(?!le)-*\w+

172 Pre_CCC (?:^|\W)s[tpck][lr](?:[b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*[aeiou][b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*)+-*\w+

173 Suf_CCC
\w+-*(?:cts|[rln](?:[dt]s|st)|xts?|r[lmk][ds]|s[tkp]s|(?:[rln]ch|[rs][kp]|mp)ed)(?:\W|
$)

174 Suf_ect \w+-*[aeiou]\w*ects?(?:\W|$)

175 Pre_anti (?:^|\W)anti(?!cipat|qu|cs)-*\w+

176 Pre_be
(?:^|\W)be(?!tter|nefi|rrie|st|gg|cause)[b-df-hj-np-tv-z]+(?:[aeiou][b-df-hj-np-tv-
z]*)+-*\w+

177 Pre_co (?:^|\W)co-*\w+

178
Pre_coM
N

(?:^|\W)co[mn](?!e[\ss]|ing|mon)(?:[qwrtzpsdfghjklyxcvbnm]*[aeiou][qwrtzpsd-
fghjklyxcvbnm]*)+-*\w+

179
Pre_count
er

(?:^|\W)counter-*\w+

180 Pre_de
(?:^|\W)de(?!vil|ssert|mocra|ns)[b-df-hj-np-tv-z]+(?:[aeiou][qwrtzpsdfghjklyx-
cvbnm]*)+-*\w+

181 Pre_dis
(?:^|\W)dis(?!hes|hw)(?:[qwrtzpsdfghjklyxcvbnm]*[aeiou][qwrtzpsdfghjklyx-
cvbnm]*)+-*\w+

182 Pre_en
(?:^|\W)en(?!ough|te|tire|em[yi]|gin|d[li]|erg|ded|orm|tit[yi])(?:[qwrtzpsdfghjklyx-
cvbnm]*[aeiou][qwrtzpsdfghjklyxcvbnm]*)+-*\w+

183 Pre_ex (?:^|\W)ex-*\w+

184 Pre_inter (?:^|\W)inter-*\w+

185 Pre_mis (?:^|\W)mis(?!ses|sing|ter|sed|s\s|sion|ty?\s|sile|tle|tress|sy)-*\w+

186 Pre_pre (?:^|\W)pre(?!ss|ach)(?:[b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*[aeiou][b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*)+-*\w+

187 Pre_pro (?:^|\W)pro(?!ve|ud|per|of|[vb]ing|mpt|[sbn]e)[^w]-*\w+

188 Pre_re
(?:^|\W)re(?!a[prl][^pr]|ason|ady?|ach|n[dt]ek)(?:[b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*[aeiou][b-df-
hj-np-tv-z]*)+-*\w+

189 Pre_semi (?:^|\W)semi-*\w+

190 Pre_speci (?:^|\W)speci-*\w+

191 Pre_spect (?:^|\W)spect-*\w+

192
Pre_spec
u

(?:^|\W)specu-*\w+

193 Pre_sub (?:^|\W)su(?:b|pp)-*\w+

194 Pre_super (?:^|\W)super-*\w+

195 Pre_trans (?:^|\W)trans-*\w+
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196
Pre_Un-
derOver

(?:^|\W)(?:und|ov)er(?:[b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*[aeiou][b-df-hj-np-tv-z]*)+-*\w+

197 Pre_un (?:^|\W)(?:un(?!der|til|to|cle)[^i]|uni[mn])-*\w+

198 Pre_uni (?:^|\W)uni[^mn](?!dent)-*\w+

199 Pre_with (?:^|\W)with[^e\W]-*\w+

200
Suf_VtoN
_OEr

(?:giv|go|keep|lift|mak|us|play|manag|teach|writ|lead|driv|read|consum|sing|
bak|own|danc|compos|work|kill|deal|sit|speak|paint|manufactur|farm|direct|
operat|govern|auth|senate|conductsuccess|administrat|propriet|spectat|creat|
instruct|inspect|chancelllegislat|collect|contract|sculpt|coordinat|orat|don|dec-
orat|inspect|survey|council|counsel|savi|sail|dictat|moderat|contribut|solicit|
competit|supervis|benefact)[oe]r(?:\W|$)

201 V_edly
(?:^|\s)(?:admitt|alleg|assur|avow|conced|expect|profess|purport|report|reput|
suppos)edly(?:\W|$)

202 Suf_IAble \w+-*\w+-*(?<!\s[cftsgb])[ia]ble(?:\W|$)(?:\W|$)

203 Suf_age \w+-*[aeiou]\w*ages?(?:\W|$)

204 Suf_al \w+-*[aeiou]\w*(?<!(?:\wi|ic))als?(?:\W|$)

205 Suf_ance \w+-*[aeiou]\w*ances?(?:\W|$)

206 Suf_ant \w+-*[aeiou]\w*(?<!me)ants?(?:\W|$)

207 Suf_ary \w+-*[aeiou]\w*(?<!ebr|jan)[^e]ar(?:y|ies)(?:\W|$)

208 Suf_ation \w+-*ations?(?:\W|$)

209 Suf_dent \w+-*[aeiou]\w*dents?(?:\W|$)

210 Suf_dom \w+-*(?<!ran|sel)doms?(?:\W|$)

211 Suf_ful \w+-*ful(?:\W|$)

212 Suf_hood \w+-*hoods?(?:\W|$)

213 Suf_ial \w+-*ials?(?:\W|$)

214 Suf_ian \w+-*ians?(?:\W|$)

215 Suf_ic \w+-*ics?(?:\W|$)

216 Suf_ical \w+-*icals?(?:\W|$)

217 Suf_ican \w+-*icans?(?:\W|$)

218 Suf_ify \w+-*ify(?:\W|$)

219 Suf_ion \w+-*(?<!at)ions?(?:\W|$)

220 Suf_ish
\w+-*[aeiou]\w*(?<!\Wfin|\Wrel|\Wp[ea]r|[ia]n[qg]u|\Wrad|rubb|ompl|kirm|tabl|
furn|abol|\svan|blem|cher|lour|imin|plen|\sban|\spun|publ|derv)ish(?:\W|$)

221 Suf_ism \w+-*isms?(?:\W|$)

222 Suf_ist \w+-*[aeiou]\w*[^sx]ists?(?:\W|$)

223 Suf_ity \w+-*it(?:y|ies)(?:\W|$)

224 Suf_ize \w+-*[aeiou]\w*iz(?:e[sd]?|ing)(?:\W|$)
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225 Suf_ive \w+-*[aeiou]\w*[tcs]ives?(?:\W|$)

226 Suf_less \w+-*[aeiou]\w*(?<!neverthe)less(?:\W|$)

227 Suf_like \w+-*[aeiou]\w*(?<!dis|\sun)like(?:\W|$)

228 Suf_ment \w+-*ments?(?:\W|$)

229 Suf_ness \w+-*ness(?:es)?(?:\W|$)

230 Suf_ory \w+-*[aeiou]\w*or(?:y|ies)(?:\W|$)

231 Suf_ous \w+-*[aeiou]\w*ous(?:\W|$)

232 Suf_ship \w+-*[aeiou]\w*ships?(?:\W|$)

233 Suf_tor \w+-*[aeiou]\w*tors?(?:\W|$)

234 Suf_ture \w+-*[aeiou]\w*tures?(?:\W|$)

235 Suf_ular \w+-*[aeiou]\w*ular(?:\W|$)

236 Suf_wise \w+-*wise(?:\W|$)
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236 features.

Index Feature S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 h2

1
first_pers_
pn

-0.713 0.491 -0.119 0.225 0.000 0.101 0.221 -0.219 -0.167 0.513 0.687

2 shall 0.095 -0.030 -0.048 0.033 -0.087 -0.043 0.051 -0.099 -0.034 -0.062 0.044

3
third_pers
_pn

-0.162 0.225 0.629 0.064 0.175 0.258 -0.042 0.034 0.077 -0.021 0.593

4 pn_it -0.369 0.667 0.019 0.018 0.220 0.396 0.225 -0.055 0.055 0.056 0.655

5
demonst_
PN

0.082 0.322 -0.093 0.084 0.079 0.202 0.081 0.046 0.457 -0.098 0.409

6 indef_pn -0.604 0.412 0.050 0.047 -0.018 0.185 0.228 -0.161 -0.140 0.457 0.527

7
ns_sec_pl
ural_pron

-0.322 -0.017 -0.142 -0.026 -0.003 -0.096 0.095 -0.145 -0.218 0.303 0.180

8
archa-
ic.sc-
nd.person

-0.109 -0.072 -0.033 -0.016 -0.046 -0.046 0.028 -0.048 -0.056 0.118 0.037

9
standard-
ness

0.268 0.466 0.408 0.243 0.179 0.470 -0.014 0.242 0.481 -0.258 0.907

10 whom 0.123 -0.081 0.176 0.079 -0.058 0.013 -0.089 0.047 0.129 -0.089 0.061

11
objPN_bei
ng

-0.062 0.075 0.000 0.011 0.008 0.071 0.031 -0.005 -0.010 0.041 0.012

12
each_othe
r

-0.048 0.019 0.105 -0.039 -0.017 0.012 0.019 0.107 0.061 0.041 0.036

13
one_an-
other

0.033 -0.032 0.054 -0.033 -0.019 0.009 -0.004 0.088 0.070 0.007 0.013

14 can -0.232 0.267 -0.232 0.057 -0.055 0.006 0.371 0.046 0.063 0.175 0.321

15 may 0.374 -0.147 -0.012 0.046 -0.222 -0.052 0.151 0.130 0.154 -0.260 0.270

16 might -0.020 0.105 0.130 0.039 0.003 0.331 0.068 0.067 0.033 0.082 0.131

17 could -0.066 0.106 0.405 0.031 0.057 0.376 0.048 0.032 0.003 0.139 0.283

18 ought 0.038 0.019 0.043 0.050 -0.055 0.162 -0.017 -0.011 0.094 -0.036 0.036

19
so_inten-
sifier

-0.393 0.183 -0.115 0.003 0.034 -0.079 0.154 -0.082 -0.127 0.330 0.212

20 must 0.179 -0.069 0.116 0.192 -0.183 0.091 0.027 0.047 0.156 -0.076 0.120

21 would 0.085 0.137 0.322 0.219 -0.123 0.441 -0.015 -0.010 0.158 0.006 0.302

22 should 0.106 0.059 -0.008 0.281 -0.190 0.109 0.065 -0.019 0.068 0.007 0.157
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23
will_con-
tracted

-0.390 0.422 -0.104 0.097 0.257 0.150 0.235 -0.151 -0.186 0.169 0.326

24
will_un-
contracted

0.194 -0.052 -0.099 0.478 -0.055 -0.092 -0.043 -0.021 0.096 -0.153 0.371

25 used_to -0.036 0.176 0.074 -0.098 0.038 -0.002 0.110 0.035 0.008 -0.027 0.079

26
BE_about
_to

-0.049 -0.041 0.101 0.038 0.045 0.029 -0.003 -0.006 -0.013 0.067 0.020

27
BE_able_t
o

0.139 0.060 0.066 0.182 -0.008 0.158 0.022 0.143 0.190 -0.057 0.118

28
BE_sup-
posed_to

-0.028 0.165 0.051 0.055 0.003 0.041 0.016 -0.030 0.066 0.004 0.038

29 keep_ING -0.269 0.024 0.002 -0.005 0.044 -0.001 0.094 -0.049 -0.179 0.258 0.101

30 going_to -0.148 0.229 0.039 0.201 0.109 0.198 0.019 -0.073 0.119 -0.013 0.135

31 have_to -0.162 0.454 0.045 0.284 0.054 0.153 0.122 -0.009 0.161 0.089 0.306

32
poss_hav
e_got

-0.125 0.235 -0.060 0.077 0.103 0.195 0.066 -0.069 0.026 -0.129 0.138

33
get_pas-
sive

-0.267 0.066 -0.058 -0.035 0.077 0.000 0.112 -0.067 -0.142 0.282 0.112

34 need_to -0.175 0.004 -0.137 0.102 -0.045 0.034 0.163 -0.003 -0.106 0.307 0.166

35
light_verb
s_have

-0.109 0.115 -0.021 0.010 0.111 0.107 0.075 -0.040 -0.041 -0.024 0.045

36
light_verb
s_take

-0.068 0.013 -0.021 0.010 0.124 -0.046 0.033 -0.013 -0.014 0.050 0.024

37
light_verb
s_make

0.051 0.015 -0.003 0.067 -0.002 -0.009 0.087 0.014 0.080 -0.028 0.029

38
BE_to_be
_pastpart

0.267 -0.099 0.079 0.046 -0.108 0.037 -0.030 0.022 0.112 -0.132 0.087

39 want_to -0.308 0.420 -0.026 0.206 0.005 0.110 0.122 -0.060 0.023 0.148 0.252

40
habitual_b
e

-0.134 -0.006 -0.053 0.008 -0.021 -0.033 0.039 -0.060 -0.072 0.180 0.044

41
by_pas-
sive

0.667 -0.287 0.127 -0.138 -0.141 -0.079 -0.121 0.180 0.242 -0.375 0.479

42
agent-
less_be_p
assive

0.819 -0.314 0.159 -0.074 -0.169 -0.062 -0.055 0.177 0.301 -0.480 0.730

43 if_were 0.049 0.038 0.185 0.077 -0.098 0.249 0.045 0.061 0.123 0.026 0.094

44 if_was -0.075 0.046 0.243 0.002 -0.007 0.217 0.079 -0.045 -0.015 0.098 0.110

45 if_would 0.020 0.008 0.076 0.151 -0.053 0.109 0.057 -0.057 0.010 0.037 0.051
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46
progres-
sive_pas-
sive

0.239 -0.067 0.081 0.137 0.006 0.045 -0.163 0.001 0.159 -0.170 0.107

47
always_pr
ogressive

-0.041 0.004 0.060 0.018 -0.016 0.021 -0.002 0.045 0.009 0.069 0.011

48
strong_ve
rbal_past

-0.056 -0.018 0.131 -0.027 0.044 0.020 0.052 0.043 0.015 0.034 0.027

49
will_pro-
gressive

-0.088 0.105 -0.064 0.259 0.134 -0.002 0.007 -0.039 -0.012 0.024 0.106

50 real_adj -0.110 0.056 -0.028 -0.038 0.056 0.012 -0.004 -0.021 -0.054 0.112 0.026

51
pre-
ventStop_
from

0.119 -0.070 0.086 0.030 -0.005 0.051 -0.055 0.059 0.054 -0.076 0.025

52
past_per-
fect

0.108 -0.125 0.617 -0.018 0.069 0.192 -0.085 0.054 0.072 -0.096 0.429

53 suddenly -0.069 -0.002 0.248 -0.028 0.027 0.096 0.059 0.082 0.034 0.017 0.082

54
reporting_
verbs

-0.032 0.286 0.405 0.370 -0.079 0.226 -0.153 -0.192 0.209 -0.045 0.436

55
have_do_
support

-0.219 0.455 -0.051 0.145 0.020 0.019 0.146 -0.058 0.052 0.097 0.244

56 gotten -0.071 0.066 0.043 0.028 0.032 0.019 -0.008 -0.011 -0.018 0.099 0.019

57 not -0.530 0.656 0.079 0.176 -0.080 0.301 0.234 -0.180 -0.070 0.326 0.702

58
multiple_n
egation

-0.267 0.548 -0.031 0.026 -0.035 0.113 0.102 -0.154 -0.056 0.078 0.359

59 aint -0.278 -0.077 -0.085 -0.041 -0.040 -0.083 0.087 -0.111 -0.182 0.478 0.283

60
AsThan_
What

0.009 0.075 -0.014 0.039 -0.003 0.046 0.011 -0.001 0.099 -0.017 0.017

61
verb_to_in
f

0.135 -0.125 0.223 0.117 0.023 0.085 -0.143 0.159 0.086 -0.002 0.102

62
verb_geru
nd

-0.262 0.027 0.058 0.025 0.053 -0.035 0.083 -0.028 -0.137 0.301 0.119

63
verbal_co
mpl_that

0.056 0.352 0.198 0.272 -0.172 0.329 -0.172 -0.027 0.410 -0.154 0.412

64 try_and -0.084 0.137 -0.038 0.004 0.116 0.248 0.035 -0.028 0.019 -0.019 0.107

65 try_to -0.039 0.098 -0.012 0.125 0.012 0.016 0.034 0.065 0.143 0.045 0.059

66 wh_to_inf -0.146 0.128 -0.039 0.082 -0.058 -0.050 0.156 0.036 -0.014 0.127 0.088

67 previously 0.206 -0.068 0.039 -0.024 -0.048 -0.017 -0.007 0.042 0.087 -0.133 0.048

68 help_to 0.031 0.033 0.000 0.076 -0.037 -0.014 0.040 0.085 0.096 -0.023 0.031

69
same_X_t
hat

0.028 0.115 0.058 0.027 -0.028 0.101 0.012 0.020 0.162 -0.047 0.046
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70
sec_pers_
pn

-0.547 0.592 -0.158 0.236 0.009 0.056 0.396 -0.256 -0.053 0.265 0.613

71 be_like -0.146 0.191 0.011 -0.024 0.011 -0.038 0.033 -0.060 -0.056 0.112 0.070

72 because -0.201 0.669 -0.045 0.145 -0.037 0.131 0.084 -0.026 0.218 -0.060 0.522

73 although 0.328 -0.127 0.164 -0.097 -0.035 0.087 -0.057 0.298 0.136 -0.177 0.173

74 though -0.167 0.008 0.112 -0.070 0.153 0.218 0.045 0.104 -0.127 0.180 0.130

75 if_unless -0.141 0.302 0.029 0.275 -0.115 0.285 0.384 -0.079 0.097 0.141 0.402

76
adv_sub-
ordinators

0.298 0.001 0.163 0.041 0.025 0.047 -0.019 0.228 0.202 -0.141 0.165

77 conjuncts 0.696 -0.227 0.083 -0.150 -0.277 0.082 -0.039 0.431 0.424 -0.315 0.594

78 whether 0.202 0.131 0.113 0.179 -0.144 0.229 0.025 -0.033 0.312 -0.225 0.223

79
some-
times

-0.078 0.145 0.085 -0.036 -0.027 -0.018 0.145 0.186 0.128 -0.007 0.137

80 actually -0.227 0.471 -0.154 0.017 0.080 0.216 0.134 -0.041 0.073 -0.047 0.309

81 in_fact 0.109 0.087 0.043 0.089 -0.004 0.239 -0.059 0.071 0.332 -0.209 0.177

82
in_addi-
tion

0.352 -0.110 -0.011 -0.034 -0.104 -0.067 0.026 0.114 0.066 -0.161 0.146

83 as_if -0.057 -0.041 0.320 -0.019 0.061 0.169 0.059 0.104 0.036 0.066 0.121

84 as_though -0.034 -0.034 0.158 -0.036 0.090 0.146 0.004 0.055 -0.011 0.000 0.050

85
downton-
ers

0.131 -0.087 0.142 0.027 -0.034 0.053 0.019 0.232 0.162 -0.055 0.082

86 amplifiers -0.035 0.291 -0.017 0.125 0.077 0.262 -0.017 0.203 0.386 -0.282 0.412

87 emphatics -0.128 0.384 -0.055 0.037 0.031 0.201 -0.010 0.342 0.068 0.062 0.421

88
epis-
temic_cer-
tainty

0.040 0.172 0.093 0.125 0.014 0.452 -0.016 0.100 0.322 -0.119 0.303

89
judgment_
adv

-0.014 -0.059 0.071 0.027 0.050 0.175 -0.021 0.160 -0.001 0.050 0.063

90
so_struc-
tural

-0.249 0.699 -0.120 0.157 0.156 0.098 0.203 -0.082 0.254 -0.051 0.589

91 maybe -0.254 0.415 -0.060 0.085 0.050 0.018 0.125 -0.040 -0.040 0.065 0.210

92 perhaps 0.130 -0.031 0.145 0.027 -0.069 0.349 -0.063 0.153 0.271 -0.135 0.185

93
progres-
sive

-0.249 0.212 0.227 0.354 0.171 0.200 -0.089 -0.114 0.078 0.118 0.278

94 likely 0.260 -0.119 0.064 0.014 -0.047 0.086 -0.051 0.181 0.033 -0.115 0.100

95 especially 0.151 0.028 0.035 0.023 -0.035 -0.004 -0.054 0.269 0.163 -0.076 0.108

96
particu-
larly

0.274 -0.096 0.036 -0.072 -0.053 0.197 -0.097 0.223 0.196 -0.209 0.157
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97
com-
pletely

0.031 -0.004 0.047 -0.056 0.008 0.107 0.031 0.085 0.064 -0.015 0.023

98 entirely 0.125 -0.089 0.103 -0.017 -0.053 0.171 -0.046 0.106 0.133 -0.065 0.057

99 almost 0.004 -0.070 0.164 -0.064 0.161 0.078 -0.030 0.184 0.034 -0.003 0.083

100 nearly 0.022 -0.046 0.062 -0.013 0.091 0.035 -0.050 0.094 -0.051 -0.036 0.032

101
stative_pr
ogressive

-0.114 0.043 0.038 0.123 0.045 0.028 0.006 -0.032 -0.021 0.097 0.031

102 meanWL 0.648 -0.781 -0.090 -0.172 -0.315 -0.245 -0.321 0.252 0.002 -0.118 0.906

103 right_now -0.247 0.124 -0.127 0.070 0.126 -0.089 0.070 -0.079 -0.088 0.257 0.133

104 probably -0.149 0.351 -0.011 -0.023 0.093 0.246 0.109 0.042 -0.052 0.032 0.219

105
standard_
reflexives

-0.053 -0.057 0.334 0.039 -0.094 0.232 -0.043 0.218 0.178 0.150 0.196

106
ns_def_ar
ticle

-0.223 -0.058 -0.138 -0.105 -0.085 -0.209 0.076 -0.190 -0.157 0.095 0.168

107
indef_arti-
cle

0.296 -0.104 0.267 -0.060 0.149 0.329 -0.033 0.357 0.208 -0.099 0.334

108 a_V -0.051 0.293 -0.106 0.029 0.016 0.112 0.044 -0.099 0.250 -0.106 0.178

109
about_nu-
meral

-0.034 0.295 0.007 0.060 0.231 0.054 -0.014 -0.092 0.083 -0.239 0.186

110
around_n
umeral

-0.003 0.086 -0.024 0.070 0.155 -0.046 -0.039 -0.012 0.063 -0.086 0.048

111
more_tha
n_nu-
meral

0.140 0.017 0.032 0.145 0.091 -0.034 -0.165 0.014 0.035 -0.148 0.082

112
over_nu-
meral

0.081 0.015 0.011 0.095 0.159 0.023 -0.165 -0.003 0.041 -0.144 0.078

113 halfAll_of -0.002 0.140 0.009 0.072 0.017 0.011 -0.057 0.041 0.111 0.043 0.049

114
halfAll_no
_of

-0.213 0.234 0.016 0.090 0.121 0.081 0.133 0.010 0.071 0.072 0.117

115 plenty_of -0.049 -0.011 0.005 -0.022 0.142 0.068 0.048 0.045 -0.029 -0.034 0.036

116
many_mu
ch

-0.052 0.088 -0.012 0.107 -0.027 0.083 -0.052 0.270 0.162 -0.020 0.169

117 lots_of -0.161 0.130 -0.039 0.007 0.094 0.104 0.078 0.014 -0.075 0.053 0.058

118 a_lot_of -0.139 0.415 -0.100 0.118 0.107 0.119 -0.005 0.086 0.149 -0.054 0.253

119
past_nu-
meral

0.065 0.041 0.060 0.082 0.071 0.041 -0.144 -0.027 -0.022 -0.093 0.051

120
last_nu-
meral

0.054 0.021 -0.010 0.074 0.108 0.095 -0.107 0.025 0.071 -0.102 0.051
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121
same_X_
as

0.054 0.013 0.030 -0.030 -0.016 0.054 0.075 0.017 0.041 -0.035 0.017

122 N_kind_of -0.019 0.241 -0.016 0.053 -0.072 0.138 -0.019 0.066 0.252 -0.083 0.135

123 N_type_of 0.102 0.008 -0.009 -0.027 -0.038 0.015 0.080 0.084 0.131 -0.032 0.040

124 N_sort_of -0.050 0.225 -0.009 -0.081 0.009 0.351 0.044 0.003 0.117 -0.133 0.226

125
BE_kind_
of

-0.126 0.242 -0.017 -0.034 0.013 0.012 0.003 -0.040 -0.055 0.094 0.090

126
BE_sort_o
f

-0.084 0.229 -0.024 -0.064 0.044 0.164 0.064 -0.044 -0.024 -0.051 0.101

127 not_only 0.249 -0.093 0.050 0.044 -0.100 0.083 -0.165 0.238 0.278 -0.113 0.134

128 not_just 0.048 0.057 0.003 0.075 -0.078 0.113 -0.090 0.089 0.161 -0.001 0.049

129
how_com
e

-0.109 0.174 -0.023 0.049 -0.006 -0.028 0.042 -0.037 -0.014 0.003 0.043

130 persons 0.135 0.031 0.055 0.122 -0.036 -0.048 -0.047 -0.065 0.105 -0.099 0.056

131 place_adv -0.091 -0.001 0.109 -0.023 0.601 0.080 -0.029 0.045 -0.011 -0.091 0.404

132 time_adv -0.366 0.006 0.052 0.229 0.417 0.005 -0.003 -0.157 -0.115 0.205 0.354

133 usually 0.116 0.064 0.016 -0.156 0.039 -0.057 0.223 0.247 0.101 -0.118 0.172

134 normally 0.085 0.082 -0.013 -0.002 0.008 -0.015 0.157 0.029 0.071 -0.100 0.059

135
private_ve
rbs

-0.474 0.726 0.031 0.161 -0.074 0.275 0.172 -0.083 0.099 0.197 0.725

136 frequently 0.180 -0.111 0.070 -0.127 -0.047 -0.018 0.026 0.208 0.079 -0.092 0.072

137 often 0.245 -0.142 0.130 -0.180 -0.070 0.080 0.038 0.409 0.170 -0.118 0.208

138
standard_
def_article

0.786 -0.234 0.301 0.007 0.072 0.102 -0.281 0.249 0.437 -0.511 0.819

139
immedi-
ately

0.170 -0.072 0.136 0.042 0.044 -0.006 0.026 -0.013 0.086 -0.153 0.076

140 Suf_al 0.731 -0.371 -0.040 -0.107 -0.215 -0.085 -0.340 0.252 0.201 -0.330 0.598

141
at_the_sa
me_time

0.071 0.063 0.032 0.032 -0.021 0.042 -0.034 0.047 0.111 -0.038 0.022

142 currently 0.155 -0.086 -0.051 0.061 -0.036 -0.004 -0.056 0.040 -0.041 -0.040 0.050

143 s.genitive 0.257 -0.231 0.296 -0.018 0.025 0.077 -0.345 0.101 -0.076 -0.097 0.297

144 Xwhere -0.160 0.114 0.032 0.018 0.063 0.071 0.043 0.019 -0.026 0.124 0.044

145 Xward 0.012 -0.147 -0.019 0.033 0.192 0.019 -0.066 0.008 -0.100 0.004 0.088

146 Xwards 0.118 -0.105 0.089 -0.023 0.204 0.075 -0.058 0.086 0.036 -0.126 0.096

147 till -0.216 -0.008 -0.035 0.006 0.050 -0.052 0.082 -0.101 -0.149 0.188 0.070

148 until -0.013 -0.065 0.138 -0.007 0.059 -0.003 0.039 0.043 -0.086 0.046 0.036

149 adj -0.404 -0.085 0.035 -0.119 0.224 0.074 0.223 0.162 -0.273 0.351 0.340
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150
compara-
tive

0.158 -0.163 0.070 -0.062 0.011 -0.007 0.005 0.338 0.016 0.008 0.135

151
superla-
tive

-0.158 -0.268 -0.116 -0.029 0.021 -0.153 -0.020 0.042 -0.228 0.203 0.209

152
regular_v
erbal_past

0.030 -0.047 0.224 -0.005 -0.004 0.016 0.008 0.013 0.063 0.007 0.059

153
in_a_ADJ
_Way-
Manner

0.095 -0.012 0.038 0.007 -0.079 0.060 -0.016 0.078 0.141 -0.038 0.026

154
much_adj
_comp

0.027 0.021 0.017 -0.018 0.031 0.165 -0.001 0.219 0.104 -0.051 0.084

155
far_adj_co
mp

0.070 -0.058 0.055 -0.012 0.001 0.133 -0.067 0.130 0.066 -0.045 0.038

156
main_verb
_be

0.238 0.099 0.251 0.096 -0.055 0.218 -0.059 0.244 0.635 -0.240 0.460

157
existen-
tial_there

0.138 0.310 0.122 0.081 0.034 0.358 -0.007 0.102 0.442 -0.290 0.413

158
present_p
erfect

0.186 0.163 0.111 0.262 0.175 0.421 -0.254 0.015 0.168 -0.316 0.443

159
double_pr
ep

-0.226 0.291 0.116 0.038 0.610 0.320 0.039 -0.050 0.013 -0.052 0.561

160 among 0.381 -0.177 0.075 -0.045 -0.090 -0.032 -0.284 0.248 0.140 -0.155 0.210

161 amongst 0.076 -0.064 0.054 0.002 -0.015 0.045 -0.045 0.067 0.082 -0.076 0.018

162 Xside_of 0.015 -0.002 0.026 -0.010 0.134 0.012 -0.023 0.027 0.017 0.008 0.027

163 with_no -0.012 -0.082 0.055 -0.010 -0.009 0.011 0.007 0.053 -0.050 0.086 0.017

164
without_a
ny

0.108 -0.052 0.054 0.031 -0.040 0.024 -0.022 0.031 0.060 -0.074 0.017

165
contrac-
tions

-0.651 0.772 -0.144 0.014 0.221 0.299 0.235 -0.250 -0.249 0.284 0.894

166 gotta -0.257 -0.009 -0.091 -0.035 0.028 -0.061 0.092 -0.094 -0.174 0.415 0.209

167 wanna -0.372 0.034 -0.165 -0.057 -0.009 -0.143 0.130 -0.139 -0.263 0.518 0.355

168 gonna -0.328 0.200 -0.141 -0.022 0.110 -0.044 0.125 -0.129 -0.221 0.405 0.255

169
hyphen-
ation

0.558 -0.230 0.093 -0.106 0.015 -0.110 -0.222 0.198 0.050 -0.352 0.393

170 gh -0.301 0.083 0.131 -0.092 0.352 0.180 0.128 -0.029 -0.197 0.200 0.246

171 Pre_aCC 0.739 -0.284 0.123 0.167 -0.288 -0.035 -0.127 0.035 0.164 -0.373 0.658

172 Pre_CCC 0.211 -0.267 0.126 -0.207 0.125 -0.001 -0.049 0.238 0.028 -0.040 0.164

173 Suf_dent 0.323 0.003 0.045 0.301 -0.108 -0.059 -0.163 -0.021 0.067 -0.204 0.229

174 Suf_ful -0.096 -0.202 0.056 -0.060 -0.028 0.070 0.028 0.171 -0.051 0.130 0.107
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175 Pre_anti 0.156 -0.089 -0.010 -0.089 -0.057 -0.015 -0.095 0.065 0.016 -0.027 0.042

176 Pre_be 0.313 -0.334 0.326 -0.093 -0.078 0.059 -0.201 0.280 0.228 -0.130 0.272

177 Pre_co 0.124 -0.019 -0.011 0.039 -0.035 -0.015 -0.088 0.021 0.003 -0.072 0.024

178
Pre_coM
N

0.819 -0.292 0.053 0.014 -0.278 0.006 -0.253 0.250 0.304 -0.367 0.680

179
Pre_count
er

0.186 -0.090 0.059 -0.014 -0.024 -0.004 -0.110 0.077 0.036 -0.084 0.044

180 Pre_de 0.719 -0.317 0.045 -0.006 -0.206 0.003 -0.212 0.185 0.198 -0.316 0.533

181 Pre_dis 0.537 -0.263 0.133 -0.105 -0.183 0.029 -0.133 0.233 0.228 -0.247 0.310

182 Pre_en 0.354 -0.126 -0.024 0.071 -0.171 -0.036 -0.147 0.194 0.163 -0.198 0.168

183 Pre_ex 0.625 -0.177 0.039 -0.030 -0.246 0.036 -0.143 0.309 0.320 -0.277 0.422

184 Pre_inter 0.421 -0.080 -0.050 -0.018 -0.182 0.021 -0.161 0.163 0.196 -0.226 0.203

185 Pre_mis -0.074 -0.178 0.043 0.021 -0.105 -0.005 -0.028 -0.031 -0.033 0.134 0.077

186 Pre_pre 0.512 -0.190 0.050 0.056 -0.159 -0.058 -0.212 0.067 0.186 -0.292 0.286

187 Pre_pro 0.682 -0.131 -0.081 0.046 -0.223 -0.007 -0.146 0.226 0.224 -0.315 0.512

188 Pre_re 0.813 -0.343 0.086 0.018 -0.266 -0.058 -0.219 0.159 0.192 -0.388 0.689

189 Pre_semi 0.090 -0.015 -0.050 0.032 0.020 -0.053 -0.077 -0.002 -0.006 -0.101 0.023

190 Pre_speci 0.349 -0.138 -0.069 -0.168 -0.083 -0.116 0.050 0.167 0.084 -0.203 0.174

191 Pre_spect 0.107 -0.062 -0.029 -0.122 0.022 -0.043 0.016 0.053 0.035 -0.078 0.030

192
Pre_spec
u

0.113 -0.059 0.046 0.007 -0.041 0.049 -0.069 0.013 0.052 -0.056 0.020

193 Pre_sub 0.471 -0.079 -0.001 0.035 -0.200 0.003 -0.063 0.055 0.161 -0.240 0.248

194 Pre_super 0.076 -0.088 0.008 -0.015 -0.059 -0.051 -0.018 0.039 0.025 -0.025 0.014

195 Pre_trans 0.289 -0.086 -0.024 -0.079 -0.078 -0.077 0.005 0.063 0.105 -0.142 0.100

196 Pre_un 0.297 -0.351 0.226 -0.055 -0.162 0.129 -0.115 0.247 0.092 -0.056 0.207

197 Pre_uni 0.344 -0.100 -0.033 0.208 -0.126 -0.001 -0.290 0.034 0.034 -0.156 0.217

198
Pre_Un-
derOver

0.330 -0.115 0.092 0.029 -0.151 0.061 -0.150 0.190 0.198 -0.075 0.138

199 Pre_with 0.403 -0.227 0.100 -0.010 -0.192 0.082 -0.097 0.178 0.189 -0.134 0.190

200
preposi-
tions

0.841 -0.325 0.277 0.042 0.005 0.195 -0.313 0.403 0.373 -0.424 0.867

201
Suff_VtoN
_OEr

0.244 -0.088 0.043 0.164 -0.047 -0.052 -0.113 -0.013 0.072 -0.164 0.103

202 V_edly 0.122 -0.032 0.069 0.044 0.009 -0.043 -0.172 -0.033 -0.007 -0.072 0.055

203 Suf_ial 0.585 -0.239 -0.033 -0.045 -0.218 -0.045 -0.227 0.185 0.167 -0.248 0.365

204 Suff_age 0.315 -0.120 0.038 -0.018 -0.119 -0.019 -0.064 0.233 0.191 -0.149 0.128
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205 Suf_ance 0.512 -0.201 0.051 0.006 -0.187 -0.008 -0.040 0.107 0.129 -0.242 0.283

206 Suf_ant 0.420 -0.187 0.106 -0.043 -0.158 0.002 -0.093 0.141 0.233 -0.224 0.195

207 Suf_ary 0.460 -0.113 0.016 0.098 -0.165 -0.019 -0.195 0.079 0.165 -0.258 0.234

208 Suf_ation 0.800 -0.239 -0.043 0.010 -0.295 -0.070 -0.189 0.199 0.256 -0.360 0.665

209 Suf_CCC 0.662 -0.327 0.127 0.011 -0.086 -0.027 -0.251 0.344 0.176 -0.274 0.495

210 Suf_dom 0.071 -0.135 0.028 0.000 -0.120 0.046 -0.152 0.084 0.086 0.024 0.054

211 Suf_ect 0.371 -0.100 -0.011 0.062 -0.220 -0.071 -0.012 0.063 0.183 -0.153 0.179

212 Suf_hood 0.066 -0.065 0.091 -0.011 -0.053 0.005 -0.078 0.123 0.035 0.004 0.030

213 Suf_IAble 0.219 -0.298 0.096 -0.070 -0.160 -0.013 0.090 0.213 -0.070 0.036 0.178

214 Suf_ian 0.130 -0.167 0.006 -0.016 -0.007 -0.005 -0.312 0.105 0.097 -0.099 0.129

215 Suf_ic 0.511 -0.280 -0.087 -0.209 -0.219 -0.059 -0.252 0.329 0.223 -0.150 0.388

216 Suf_ical 0.522 -0.195 -0.022 -0.198 -0.238 0.022 -0.180 0.285 0.287 -0.201 0.354

217 Suf_ican 0.149 -0.068 0.039 0.049 -0.038 0.014 -0.283 0.109 0.093 -0.012 0.097

218 Suf_ify 0.281 -0.061 -0.004 0.059 -0.147 0.007 0.038 0.004 0.165 -0.136 0.121

219 Suf_ion 0.802 -0.301 0.054 -0.002 -0.289 0.036 -0.257 0.170 0.352 -0.380 0.676

220 Suf_ish 0.056 -0.108 0.062 -0.040 -0.003 0.023 -0.158 0.094 0.024 -0.027 0.043

221 Suf_ism 0.274 -0.145 0.003 -0.132 -0.182 0.062 -0.261 0.215 0.239 -0.059 0.197

222 Suf_ist 0.236 -0.165 0.063 -0.050 -0.130 0.096 -0.315 0.188 0.158 -0.053 0.166

223 Suf_ity 0.658 -0.249 -0.021 0.082 -0.314 0.012 -0.323 0.245 0.217 -0.257 0.502

224 Suf_ive 0.620 -0.216 0.001 -0.059 -0.270 0.026 -0.234 0.286 0.225 -0.238 0.421

225 Suf_less -0.026 -0.198 0.093 -0.069 -0.041 -0.001 -0.024 0.108 -0.065 0.118 0.066

226 Suf_ize 0.337 -0.127 0.002 -0.065 -0.182 -0.096 -0.174 0.214 0.148 -0.016 0.186

227 Suf_like -0.084 -0.077 0.013 -0.058 0.004 -0.023 0.021 0.017 -0.078 0.148 0.033

228 Suf_ment 0.699 -0.184 0.018 0.220 -0.245 0.056 -0.295 0.044 0.216 -0.354 0.588

229 Suf_ness 0.203 -0.169 0.124 0.009 -0.163 0.010 -0.061 0.110 0.110 -0.035 0.075

230 Suf_ory 0.361 -0.153 -0.012 -0.121 -0.143 -0.039 -0.133 0.168 0.171 -0.156 0.155

231 Suf_ous 0.299 -0.300 0.133 -0.219 -0.127 0.098 -0.145 0.336 0.201 -0.083 0.229

232 Suf_ship 0.192 -0.106 0.027 0.086 -0.146 0.015 -0.167 0.057 0.078 -0.045 0.068

233 Suf_tor 0.461 -0.140 0.027 0.055 -0.115 -0.070 -0.125 0.070 0.104 -0.247 0.229

234 Suf_ture 0.401 -0.205 -0.047 -0.173 -0.138 -0.026 -0.134 0.307 0.255 -0.155 0.245

235 Suf_ular 0.374 -0.076 -0.001 -0.123 -0.094 0.037 -0.003 0.203 0.317 -0.237 0.213

236 Suff_wise 0.114 0.041 0.022 0.063 -0.023 0.027 0.047 0.045 0.099 -0.115 0.038
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Appendix 4: Pattern Coefficients for the 236 features.

Index Feature
Pat-
tern1

Pat-
tern2

Pat-
tern3

Pat-
tern4

Pat-
tern5

Pat-
tern6

Pat-
tern7

Pat-
tern8

Pat-
tern9

Pat-
tern10

1
first_pers_
pn

-0.532 0.293 -0.056 0.016 -0.156 0.058 0.242 0.140 0.017 0.069

2 shall 0.138 -0.040 -0.038 -0.002 -0.068 -0.117 -0.022 0.053 -0.055 0.099

3
third_pers
_pn

-0.216 0.351 0.738 0.016 0.052 0.036 -0.158 -0.110 -0.036 -0.155

4 pn_it -0.130 0.636 0.040 0.345 0.138 0.077 -0.013 -0.148 0.043 0.092

5
demonst_
PN

0.239 0.260 -0.203 0.188 0.262 -0.085 0.177 -0.021 0.524 0.149

6 indef_pn -0.426 0.322 0.123 0.083 -0.162 -0.007 0.230 -0.082 0.004 0.046

7
ns_sec_pl
ural_pron

-0.247 -0.131 -0.117 -0.060 -0.063 -0.075 0.181 -0.008 -0.035 0.018

8
archa-
ic.sc-
nd.person

-0.133 -0.128 -0.032 -0.038 -0.064 -0.044 0.060 -0.001 0.024 0.007

9
standard-
ness

0.446 0.640 0.328 0.285 0.312 0.149 -0.011 0.081 0.224 0.067

10 whom 0.010 -0.050 0.174 -0.055 -0.038 -0.003 -0.074 0.065 0.066 -0.046

11
objPN_bei
ng

-0.026 0.065 -0.008 0.066 -0.003 0.014 0.019 -0.006 -0.011 0.014

12
each_othe
r

-0.121 0.059 0.121 -0.062 -0.050 0.122 -0.012 -0.045 0.045 -0.015

13
one_an-
other

-0.007 0.001 0.042 -0.024 -0.006 0.060 0.019 -0.031 0.060 -0.005

14 can -0.132 0.145 -0.274 -0.002 -0.072 0.187 0.107 0.144 0.144 0.376

15 may 0.262 -0.110 -0.067 -0.036 -0.162 0.097 -0.197 0.193 -0.015 0.314

16 might 0.103 0.126 0.038 0.312 0.035 0.020 0.085 -0.007 -0.032 0.067

17 could 0.098 0.200 0.372 0.270 0.062 -0.070 0.131 -0.090 -0.063 -0.001

18 ought 0.025 -0.011 -0.012 0.165 -0.022 -0.062 -0.021 0.014 0.064 0.010

19
so_inten-
sifier

-0.281 0.100 -0.063 -0.112 -0.042 0.043 0.213 -0.011 0.043 0.049

20 must 0.106 -0.086 0.049 0.045 -0.131 0.012 -0.061 0.235 0.048 0.146

21 would 0.178 0.169 0.236 0.355 -0.066 -0.108 0.037 0.099 0.006 0.038

22 should 0.162 0.016 -0.077 0.093 -0.142 0.021 0.021 0.325 -0.042 0.186

23
will_con-
tracted

-0.113 0.316 -0.085 0.168 0.176 0.026 0.070 0.062 -0.107 0.151
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24
will_un-
contracted

0.127 -0.192 -0.188 -0.087 0.012 0.097 -0.133 0.629 -0.009 0.177

25 used_to 0.021 0.268 0.150 -0.055 -0.010 0.066 -0.028 -0.136 -0.031 0.052

26
BE_about
_to

-0.036 -0.056 0.089 0.000 0.048 -0.029 0.049 0.032 0.017 -0.007

27
BE_able_t
o

0.162 0.060 -0.038 0.114 0.072 0.128 0.014 0.213 0.093 0.121

28
BE_sup-
posed_to

0.039 0.190 0.083 -0.006 0.005 -0.020 0.039 -0.009 0.051 0.003

29 keep_ING -0.192 -0.025 0.018 -0.016 -0.020 0.020 0.136 0.005 -0.080 0.020

30 going_to -0.123 0.106 -0.007 0.166 0.110 -0.025 -0.049 0.142 0.136 0.031

31 have_to 0.012 0.422 0.048 0.037 0.059 0.113 0.108 0.211 0.129 0.131

32
poss_hav
e_got

-0.152 0.126 -0.085 0.227 0.046 0.032 -0.228 0.055 -0.016 0.057

33
get_pas-
sive

-0.107 0.013 -0.055 0.007 0.057 -0.041 0.240 -0.050 0.009 0.036

34 need_to -0.014 -0.092 -0.221 0.060 -0.016 0.046 0.271 0.176 -0.005 0.181

35
light_verb
s_have

-0.077 0.056 -0.036 0.131 0.077 0.008 -0.083 0.006 -0.033 0.054

36
light_verb
s_take

-0.009 -0.022 -0.028 -0.043 0.140 -0.014 0.076 0.021 0.065 0.026

37
light_verb
s_make

0.080 -0.012 -0.032 -0.018 0.038 0.000 0.019 0.102 0.084 0.140

38
BE_to_be
_pastpart

0.278 -0.041 0.042 0.040 -0.022 -0.088 -0.006 0.050 0.024 0.061

39 want_to -0.225 0.350 0.016 0.021 -0.081 0.136 0.022 0.146 0.018 0.070

40
habitual_b
e

-0.062 -0.049 -0.053 -0.027 -0.021 -0.054 0.161 0.004 0.023 0.011

41
by_pas-
sive

0.637 -0.050 0.097 -0.059 0.038 -0.088 -0.042 -0.116 0.059 0.026

42
agent-
less_be_p
assive

0.822 -0.073 0.100 -0.033 0.060 -0.133 -0.078 -0.017 0.067 0.168

43 if_were 0.068 0.058 0.118 0.191 -0.063 -0.006 0.030 0.038 0.046 0.076

44 if_was 0.015 0.070 0.233 0.163 -0.015 -0.118 0.069 -0.073 -0.023 0.044

45 if_would 0.091 -0.031 0.030 0.098 -0.021 -0.078 0.044 0.155 -0.014 0.113

46
progres-
sive_pas-
sive

0.221 -0.052 0.033 0.041 0.105 -0.097 -0.027 0.108 0.095 -0.068
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47
always_pr
ogressive

-0.051 0.020 0.059 -0.019 -0.027 0.056 0.040 0.013 0.005 -0.016

48
strong_ve
rbal_past

-0.087 -0.009 0.138 -0.031 0.020 0.031 -0.010 -0.026 0.031 0.029

49
will_pro-
gressive

-0.034 -0.005 -0.105 -0.007 0.142 0.074 0.000 0.308 0.003 0.065

50 real_adj -0.032 0.057 -0.019 0.015 0.050 -0.016 0.115 -0.073 0.006 -0.054

51
pre-
ventStop_
from

0.078 -0.039 0.055 0.038 0.022 0.018 -0.049 0.039 -0.007 -0.016

52
past_per-
fect

0.017 0.022 0.659 0.029 0.041 -0.104 -0.124 -0.120 -0.040 -0.112

53 suddenly -0.155 0.030 0.262 0.002 -0.031 0.078 -0.086 -0.039 -0.001 0.021

54
reporting_
verbs

-0.016 0.296 0.476 0.039 -0.090 -0.208 -0.040 0.155 0.104 -0.136

55
have_do_
support

-0.063 0.451 0.030 -0.068 -0.036 0.104 0.074 0.073 0.047 0.096

56 gotten 0.007 0.085 0.057 -0.014 0.034 -0.007 0.112 -0.010 0.008 -0.036

57 not -0.309 0.614 0.181 0.166 -0.241 0.045 0.112 -0.003 -0.078 0.078

58
multiple_n
egation

-0.086 0.603 0.116 0.050 -0.155 0.013 0.009 -0.140 -0.109 -0.029

59 aint -0.051 -0.133 -0.093 -0.072 -0.007 -0.160 0.491 -0.058 0.065 0.014

60
AsThan_
What

0.031 0.056 -0.033 0.037 0.029 -0.019 0.028 0.013 0.107 0.026

61
verb_to_in
f

0.083 -0.057 0.165 0.006 0.070 0.106 0.028 0.125 -0.002 -0.092

62
verb_geru
nd

-0.160 0.002 0.082 -0.090 0.009 0.021 0.217 0.022 -0.020 0.013

63
verbal_co
mpl_that

-0.037 0.350 0.189 0.192 -0.142 -0.046 -0.113 0.066 0.257 -0.139

64 try_and -0.010 0.066 -0.113 0.300 0.131 -0.039 -0.025 -0.040 0.029 0.020

65 try_to -0.035 0.055 -0.050 -0.036 0.046 0.095 0.067 0.135 0.164 0.066

66 wh_to_inf -0.133 0.100 -0.017 -0.106 -0.111 0.161 0.033 0.132 -0.010 0.147

67 previously 0.200 -0.008 0.028 -0.012 0.007 -0.035 -0.033 -0.012 0.026 0.049

68 help_to -0.019 0.026 -0.018 -0.053 -0.031 0.125 -0.033 0.117 0.058 0.078

69
same_X_t
hat

0.031 0.123 0.045 0.061 0.003 -0.019 0.003 -0.030 0.141 0.021

70
sec_pers_
pn

-0.338 0.389 -0.080 -0.006 -0.118 0.012 0.081 0.192 0.075 0.320
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71 be_like -0.043 0.239 0.100 -0.086 -0.038 -0.004 0.100 -0.097 -0.028 -0.046

72 because -0.147 0.693 0.067 0.006 -0.128 0.180 -0.102 -0.010 0.113 0.010

73 although 0.246 0.054 0.111 0.046 0.018 0.214 -0.091 -0.054 -0.054 -0.003

74 though -0.079 0.022 0.047 0.210 0.125 0.106 0.095 -0.074 -0.111 -0.025

75 if_unless 0.068 0.170 -0.064 0.243 -0.087 -0.024 0.104 0.295 0.082 0.461

76
adv_sub-
ordinators

0.335 0.151 0.120 -0.026 0.121 0.149 0.027 0.058 0.062 0.063

77 conjuncts 0.608 0.027 -0.049 0.065 -0.065 0.178 0.002 -0.087 0.172 0.131

78 whether 0.166 0.097 0.050 0.193 -0.063 -0.119 -0.130 0.117 0.195 0.136

79
some-
times

-0.197 0.191 0.124 -0.132 -0.101 0.284 -0.109 -0.004 0.071 0.110

80 actually -0.157 0.402 -0.144 0.225 0.012 0.105 -0.118 -0.064 0.047 0.065

81 in_fact -0.022 0.013 -0.060 0.224 0.067 -0.001 -0.156 0.040 0.277 0.008

82
in_addi-
tion

0.401 0.018 -0.034 -0.042 -0.016 0.034 0.004 0.031 -0.059 0.124

83 as_if -0.089 0.001 0.297 0.068 0.037 0.047 -0.005 -0.039 0.013 0.028

84 as_though -0.058 -0.024 0.125 0.123 0.074 0.021 -0.051 -0.048 -0.030 -0.019

85
downton-
ers

0.010 -0.037 0.080 -0.021 -0.007 0.209 -0.060 0.091 0.073 0.073

86 amplifiers -0.315 0.183 -0.104 0.201 0.045 0.321 -0.387 0.115 0.263 0.015

87 emphatics -0.150 0.497 -0.073 0.106 -0.058 0.580 -0.062 0.032 -0.128 -0.082

88
epis-
temic_cer-
tainty

-0.005 0.091 -0.069 0.432 0.094 0.024 -0.088 0.047 0.245 0.038

89
judgment_
adv

-0.056 -0.062 -0.024 0.164 0.052 0.171 -0.017 0.069 -0.055 -0.012

90
so_struc-
tural

-0.067 0.633 -0.052 0.015 0.133 0.076 0.003 0.027 0.284 0.156

91 maybe -0.171 0.412 0.034 -0.048 -0.063 0.170 -0.045 0.037 -0.072 0.046

92 perhaps -0.021 -0.056 0.005 0.327 -0.008 0.043 -0.132 -0.009 0.170 -0.010

93
progres-
sive

-0.207 0.088 0.204 0.082 0.156 -0.054 0.043 0.252 0.119 -0.092

94 likely 0.237 -0.019 -0.007 0.093 0.002 0.145 -0.060 0.076 -0.128 0.025

95 especially 0.055 0.134 0.009 -0.077 -0.016 0.310 -0.046 0.066 0.032 -0.019

96
particu-
larly

0.149 -0.028 -0.075 0.220 0.019 0.127 -0.137 -0.057 0.049 -0.034

97
com-
pletely

0.024 0.015 0.004 0.102 0.028 0.042 -0.002 -0.058 0.043 0.031
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98 entirely 0.052 -0.072 0.022 0.162 -0.002 0.011 -0.037 -0.027 0.074 -0.010

99 almost -0.050 -0.019 0.123 0.029 0.160 0.155 -0.024 -0.045 0.014 -0.052

100 nearly -0.018 -0.009 0.047 0.029 0.067 0.122 -0.078 0.017 -0.109 -0.056

101
stative_pr
ogressive

-0.086 -0.012 0.026 -0.003 0.034 0.011 0.052 0.122 0.013 0.007

102 meanWL 0.457 -0.617 -0.212 -0.122 -0.130 -0.003 0.098 -0.003 -0.099 -0.154

103 right_now -0.062 0.049 -0.119 -0.091 0.135 -0.018 0.273 0.064 0.079 0.028

104 probably -0.001 0.397 -0.007 0.236 0.031 0.148 -0.025 -0.086 -0.139 0.033

105
standard_
reflexives

-0.189 -0.009 0.270 0.075 -0.097 0.157 0.060 -0.004 0.128 -0.067

106
ns_def_ar
ticle

-0.316 -0.160 -0.042 -0.170 -0.187 -0.122 -0.051 -0.088 -0.016 0.004

107
indef_arti-
cle

0.355 0.043 0.094 0.289 0.291 0.169 0.067 -0.048 0.071 0.035

108 a_V -0.008 0.212 -0.112 0.117 0.063 -0.130 -0.009 -0.083 0.305 0.041

109
about_nu-
meral

-0.007 0.270 0.062 0.048 0.200 -0.029 -0.210 -0.018 0.049 -0.031

110
around_n
umeral

0.009 0.056 -0.017 -0.052 0.172 0.013 -0.038 0.063 0.085 -0.023

111
more_tha
n_nu-
meral

0.128 0.051 0.037 -0.046 0.116 0.042 -0.084 0.140 -0.053 -0.111

112
over_nu-
meral

0.064 0.006 -0.009 0.038 0.188 -0.002 -0.088 0.074 0.005 -0.133

113 halfAll_of 0.067 0.178 0.016 -0.043 0.055 0.043 0.125 0.014 0.110 -0.060

114
halfAll_no
_of

-0.173 0.156 0.008 0.023 0.087 0.098 0.007 0.077 0.121 0.104

115 plenty_of -0.065 -0.055 -0.039 0.092 0.129 0.064 -0.080 0.019 -0.018 0.046

116
many_mu
ch

-0.276 0.069 -0.071 0.001 -0.078 0.421 -0.162 0.168 0.052 -0.040

117 lots_of -0.128 0.087 -0.055 0.113 0.039 0.106 -0.044 0.018 -0.076 0.038

118 a_lot_of -0.130 0.399 -0.091 0.064 0.065 0.253 -0.087 0.060 0.082 -0.040

119
past_nu-
meral

0.075 0.078 0.076 0.036 0.067 -0.011 -0.071 0.040 -0.097 -0.135

120
last_nu-
meral

0.034 -0.012 -0.066 0.117 0.144 0.015 -0.064 0.061 0.043 -0.074

121
same_X_
as

0.087 0.029 0.013 0.056 0.006 -0.024 0.000 -0.028 0.023 0.091

122 N_kind_of -0.100 0.228 -0.027 0.081 -0.070 0.098 -0.079 -0.023 0.197 -0.025
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123 N_type_of 0.130 0.032 -0.047 0.006 0.023 0.026 0.056 -0.009 0.124 0.119

124 N_sort_of -0.074 0.191 -0.063 0.387 -0.012 -0.011 -0.176 -0.173 0.046 0.003

125
BE_kind_
of

0.003 0.316 0.065 -0.024 -0.032 0.023 0.098 -0.126 -0.061 -0.083

126
BE_sort_o
f

-0.013 0.243 -0.002 0.184 -0.002 -0.003 -0.082 -0.133 -0.069 0.006

127 not_only 0.107 -0.031 -0.043 0.039 -0.004 0.157 -0.011 0.049 0.173 -0.087

128 not_just 0.006 0.063 -0.048 0.080 -0.035 0.073 0.034 0.037 0.114 -0.066

129
how_com
e

-0.116 0.167 0.038 -0.064 -0.073 0.071 -0.067 0.030 -0.036 0.009

130 persons 0.165 0.049 0.077 -0.077 0.015 -0.106 0.007 0.091 0.074 0.014

131 place_adv 0.010 -0.073 0.034 0.109 0.650 -0.014 -0.017 -0.016 0.121 -0.046

132 time_adv -0.268 -0.226 -0.003 -0.003 0.416 -0.107 0.129 0.243 0.128 -0.019

133 usually 0.099 0.173 0.022 -0.097 0.031 0.274 -0.091 -0.062 0.019 0.233

134 normally 0.135 0.098 -0.014 -0.017 0.029 0.030 -0.046 0.036 0.036 0.199

135
private_ve
rbs

-0.372 0.692 0.134 0.118 -0.230 0.163 0.006 -0.028 0.057 0.023

136 frequently 0.095 0.000 0.052 -0.043 -0.030 0.164 -0.062 -0.071 -0.011 0.047

137 often 0.076 0.020 0.059 0.022 -0.049 0.359 -0.113 -0.088 0.004 0.066

138
standard_
def_article

0.781 0.007 0.194 0.079 0.343 -0.105 -0.053 -0.036 0.212 -0.081

139
immedi-
ately

0.171 -0.055 0.126 -0.020 0.094 -0.099 -0.068 0.055 0.053 0.094

140 Suf_al 0.661 -0.119 -0.117 -0.012 -0.009 0.015 0.017 -0.074 -0.024 -0.180

141
at_the_sa
me_time

0.085 0.100 0.023 0.012 0.015 0.021 0.028 -0.001 0.074 -0.016

142 currently 0.192 -0.053 -0.093 0.037 0.009 0.035 0.016 0.110 -0.113 0.007

143 s.genitive 0.199 -0.035 0.307 0.038 0.040 0.000 -0.048 -0.077 -0.246 -0.344

144 Xwhere -0.108 0.102 0.033 0.034 0.032 0.066 0.070 -0.007 0.005 -0.006

145 Xward 0.049 -0.200 -0.093 0.082 0.231 -0.017 0.022 0.088 -0.055 -0.036

146 Xwards 0.115 -0.094 0.022 0.099 0.258 0.008 -0.058 0.001 0.021 -0.022

147 till -0.152 -0.084 -0.018 -0.042 0.009 -0.058 0.106 0.021 -0.029 0.036

148 until 0.004 -0.023 0.148 -0.039 0.032 0.047 0.004 0.024 -0.105 0.029

149 adj -0.390 -0.166 -0.031 0.064 0.113 0.280 0.088 0.011 -0.145 0.115

150
compara-
tive

0.084 -0.042 0.002 -0.047 0.028 0.352 -0.001 0.062 -0.099 0.040
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151
superla-
tive

-0.257 -0.353 -0.149 -0.106 -0.033 0.122 0.045 0.102 -0.128 -0.041

152
regular_v
erbal_past

0.013 0.003 0.249 -0.063 0.002 -0.062 0.023 -0.042 0.062 0.002

153
in_a_ADJ
_Way-
Manner

0.053 0.011 0.002 0.035 -0.036 0.025 0.010 -0.004 0.105 0.015

154
much_adj
_comp

-0.076 0.031 -0.068 0.148 0.028 0.250 -0.105 0.022 0.017 0.009

155
far_adj_co
mp

-0.008 -0.038 -0.011 0.128 0.018 0.104 -0.059 -0.002 -0.001 -0.052

156
main_verb
_be

0.044 0.118 0.151 0.064 0.082 0.073 -0.075 0.009 0.561 0.034

157
existen-
tial_there

0.084 0.305 0.042 0.298 0.110 0.024 -0.179 -0.042 0.319 0.042

158
present_p
erfect

0.171 0.130 -0.016 0.448 0.240 -0.003 -0.252 0.173 -0.034 -0.163

159
double_pr
ep

0.009 0.192 0.036 0.342 0.642 -0.079 0.008 -0.059 0.123 -0.018

160 among 0.284 0.024 0.050 -0.061 -0.005 0.153 0.002 -0.049 -0.030 -0.227

161 amongst -0.016 -0.061 0.022 0.034 -0.001 0.036 -0.078 0.012 0.043 -0.020

162 Xside_of 0.091 0.012 0.003 0.014 0.178 -0.019 0.083 -0.022 0.055 -0.022

163 with_no -0.005 -0.062 0.036 -0.004 -0.009 0.043 0.062 0.016 -0.048 0.003

164
without_a
ny

0.069 -0.035 0.034 0.015 -0.016 -0.003 -0.048 0.041 0.010 0.018

165
contrac-
tions

-0.289 0.699 -0.035 0.293 0.039 0.018 0.098 -0.179 -0.173 0.004

166 gotta -0.004 -0.049 -0.098 -0.045 0.061 -0.124 0.446 -0.055 0.042 0.022

167 wanna -0.096 -0.015 -0.127 -0.127 -0.022 -0.105 0.497 -0.074 -0.007 0.019

168 gonna 0.027 0.185 -0.103 -0.029 0.109 -0.082 0.439 -0.079 -0.029 0.018

169
hyphen-
ation

0.533 0.027 0.100 -0.082 0.112 0.071 -0.119 -0.067 -0.176 -0.126

170 gh -0.100 0.046 0.104 0.186 0.313 -0.036 0.132 -0.124 -0.068 0.020

171 Pre_aCC 0.773 -0.108 0.067 -0.001 -0.096 -0.170 -0.062 0.224 -0.112 0.126

172 Pre_CCC 0.205 -0.140 0.059 0.007 0.206 0.081 0.077 -0.155 0.017 -0.036

173 Suf_dent 0.336 0.073 0.054 -0.084 -0.049 0.010 -0.088 0.319 -0.131 -0.018

174 Suf_ful -0.257 -0.242 -0.022 0.055 -0.072 0.194 -0.037 0.034 -0.042 0.011

175 Pre_anti 0.175 0.005 -0.017 0.005 -0.008 -0.011 0.070 -0.106 -0.022 -0.089

176 Pre_be 0.074 -0.191 0.267 -0.034 -0.007 0.089 -0.064 -0.090 0.118 -0.153
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177 Pre_co 0.122 0.030 -0.009 -0.007 -0.017 0.023 -0.028 0.040 -0.071 -0.057

178
Pre_coM
N

0.815 -0.029 -0.050 0.039 -0.029 -0.013 0.036 0.041 0.019 -0.032

179
Pre_count
er

0.171 -0.001 0.050 -0.008 0.018 0.019 -0.005 -0.017 -0.042 -0.078

180 Pre_de 0.742 -0.100 -0.054 0.062 0.014 -0.064 0.036 0.033 -0.032 -0.015

181 Pre_dis 0.464 -0.061 0.066 0.025 -0.036 0.015 -0.015 -0.085 0.046 -0.016

182 Pre_en 0.216 -0.030 -0.073 -0.043 -0.104 0.176 -0.107 0.134 -0.021 -0.033

183 Pre_ex 0.578 0.047 -0.056 0.030 -0.060 0.123 0.016 0.004 0.077 0.019

184 Pre_inter 0.377 0.063 -0.099 0.046 -0.069 0.063 -0.031 -0.018 0.017 -0.061

185 Pre_mis -0.161 -0.243 0.015 -0.012 -0.113 -0.063 0.054 0.040 0.031 -0.028

186 Pre_pre 0.468 -0.053 0.024 -0.039 -0.019 -0.090 -0.048 0.055 0.019 -0.068

187 Pre_pro 0.749 0.090 -0.170 0.045 -0.020 0.081 0.031 0.100 -0.047 0.052

188 Pre_re 0.820 -0.087 0.023 -0.011 -0.051 -0.090 -0.021 0.065 -0.092 0.003

189 Pre_semi 0.067 -0.001 -0.042 -0.029 0.027 0.019 -0.072 0.047 -0.050 -0.049

190 Pre_speci 0.335 -0.002 -0.083 -0.071 -0.009 0.081 -0.047 -0.086 -0.017 0.121

191 Pre_spect 0.107 -0.019 -0.034 -0.014 0.056 -0.009 -0.005 -0.107 0.039 0.023

192
Pre_spec
u

0.100 -0.031 0.022 0.054 -0.002 -0.049 -0.004 -0.012 0.014 -0.041

193 Pre_sub 0.533 0.061 -0.034 0.035 -0.064 -0.082 0.005 0.039 -0.013 0.074

194 Pre_super 0.022 -0.069 0.005 -0.056 -0.047 0.019 -0.015 0.012 0.007 0.004

195 Pre_trans 0.332 0.015 -0.032 -0.050 0.015 -0.049 0.038 -0.060 0.050 0.073

196 Pre_un 0.135 -0.238 0.122 0.097 -0.099 0.100 -0.038 0.003 -0.050 -0.043

197 Pre_uni 0.335 -0.016 -0.072 0.027 -0.042 0.021 -0.026 0.213 -0.152 -0.169

198
Pre_Un-
derOver

0.314 0.025 0.028 0.022 -0.032 0.064 0.097 0.016 0.068 -0.067

199 Pre_with 0.354 -0.110 0.005 0.081 -0.058 0.003 0.034 0.016 0.051 0.019

200
preposi-
tions

0.836 -0.047 0.090 0.185 0.289 0.081 -0.002 0.066 0.064 -0.084

201
Suff_VtoN
_OEr

0.216 -0.065 0.028 -0.053 0.014 -0.044 -0.070 0.189 -0.024 -0.005

202 V_edly 0.133 0.041 0.107 -0.056 0.029 -0.065 0.000 -0.006 -0.061 -0.160

203 Suf_ial 0.570 -0.033 -0.092 0.003 -0.051 0.010 0.035 -0.022 -0.033 -0.089

204 Suff_age 0.218 -0.004 -0.013 -0.048 -0.041 0.167 -0.038 0.036 0.055 0.022

205 Suf_ance 0.539 -0.053 -0.005 0.026 -0.048 -0.053 -0.016 0.059 -0.051 0.113

206 Suf_ant 0.342 -0.060 0.061 -0.010 -0.037 -0.037 -0.032 -0.036 0.108 0.014
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207 Suf_ary 0.435 0.016 -0.016 -0.005 -0.045 -0.021 -0.051 0.101 -0.026 -0.057

208 Suf_ation 0.848 0.015 -0.117 -0.014 -0.057 -0.026 0.051 0.054 -0.014 0.032

209 Suf_CCC 0.622 -0.070 0.029 -0.031 0.093 0.172 0.007 0.094 -0.084 -0.079

210 Suf_dom -0.049 -0.122 -0.018 0.032 -0.089 0.029 0.025 -0.015 0.064 -0.139

211 Suf_ect 0.380 -0.013 -0.040 -0.072 -0.101 -0.042 0.039 0.096 0.075 0.119

212 Suf_hood -0.011 0.007 0.089 -0.044 -0.060 0.120 -0.013 -0.005 -0.032 -0.079

213 Suf_IAble 0.178 -0.191 0.030 -0.016 -0.134 0.162 0.022 0.074 -0.182 0.159

214 Suf_ian -0.061 -0.139 -0.027 0.000 0.023 0.057 -0.074 -0.043 0.056 -0.303

215 Suf_ic 0.423 -0.053 -0.165 -0.022 -0.054 0.135 0.116 -0.189 0.086 -0.176

216 Suf_ical 0.462 0.029 -0.094 0.043 -0.069 0.063 0.081 -0.214 0.131 -0.098

217 Suf_ican 0.102 0.022 0.018 -0.017 0.020 0.060 0.080 -0.006 0.027 -0.267

218 Suf_ify 0.323 -0.033 -0.052 0.026 -0.034 -0.111 0.031 0.077 0.104 0.154

219 Suf_ion 0.794 -0.083 -0.055 0.085 -0.019 -0.152 0.047 -0.014 0.121 -0.038

220 Suf_ish -0.056 -0.065 0.049 0.008 -0.006 0.068 -0.044 -0.053 -0.016 -0.171

221 Suf_ism 0.161 -0.007 -0.056 0.051 -0.073 0.054 0.101 -0.199 0.165 -0.245

222 Suf_ist 0.106 -0.046 0.002 0.079 -0.053 0.070 0.042 -0.110 0.055 -0.298

223 Suf_ity 0.589 -0.034 -0.116 0.038 -0.134 0.101 0.014 0.113 -0.070 -0.141

224 Suf_ive 0.582 0.036 -0.078 0.046 -0.099 0.111 0.042 -0.042 -0.030 -0.098

225 Suf_less -0.113 -0.174 0.066 -0.025 -0.062 0.085 0.038 -0.023 -0.056 -0.045

226 Suf_ize 0.356 0.078 -0.010 -0.130 -0.066 0.100 0.198 -0.076 0.046 -0.125

227 Suf_like -0.053 -0.074 0.008 -0.026 -0.002 0.000 0.122 -0.047 -0.014 -0.014

228 Suf_ment 0.745 -0.032 -0.074 0.111 -0.027 -0.143 -0.010 0.213 -0.055 -0.060

229 Suf_ness 0.120 -0.094 0.092 -0.032 -0.111 0.019 0.017 0.026 0.032 -0.003

230 Suf_ory 0.312 -0.004 -0.042 -0.025 -0.036 0.027 0.033 -0.123 0.070 -0.073

231 Suf_ous 0.108 -0.151 0.036 0.076 -0.044 0.154 -0.002 -0.198 0.103 -0.120

232 Suf_ship 0.137 -0.052 -0.004 0.004 -0.091 0.012 0.020 0.078 -0.014 -0.106

233 Suf_tor 0.489 0.003 0.008 -0.046 0.004 -0.039 -0.027 0.084 -0.065 0.010

234 Suf_ture 0.299 -0.049 -0.130 -0.012 -0.001 0.146 0.052 -0.138 0.156 -0.062

235 Suf_ular 0.323 0.028 -0.074 0.044 0.045 0.031 -0.016 -0.113 0.232 0.087

236 Suff_wise 0.100 0.051 0.002 0.013 0.002 0.046 -0.078 0.088 0.029 0.104
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Appendix 5: Best model for the data in chapter 6 in a step-up com-

parison.

$spelling

factor logodds tokens x/x+clause+of
centered fac-
tor weight

bc 2.96 1820 0.14 0.95

cus 2.69 198 0.09 0.94

cos 2.64 563 0.07 0.93

cuz 2.49 829 0.09 0.92

cause 2.27 2829 0.05 0.91

because 2.18 6238 0.04 0.9

coz 2.14 274 0.06 0.9

becus -7.78 2 0 <0.001

becos -9.59 17 0 <0.001

$originComp

factor logodds tokens x/x+clause+of
centered fac-
tor weight

Indonesia 0.71 128 0.11 0.67

Singapore 0.68 170 0.18 0.66

India 0.3 86 0.07 0.57

Australia 0.12 108 0.07 0.53

Philippines 0.12 393 0.11 0.53

Canada 0.12 201 0.08 0.53

Malaysia 0.1 254 0.08 0.53

Ireland 0.06 149 0.07 0.52

exCircle -0.17 774 0.07 0.46

NewZealand -0.19 460 0.06 0.45

USA -0.23 7469 0.06 0.44

Nigeria -0.31 83 0.04 0.42

UK -0.33 2210 0.05 0.42

SouthAfrica -0.36 109 0.04 0.41

outCirc -0.62 176 0.05 0.35
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$mentions

factor logodds tokens x/x+clause+of
centered fac-
tor weight

no 0.27 7914 0.07 0.57

yes -0.27 4856 0.06 0.43

$F2

continuous logodds

1 -0.03

$F3

continuous logodds

1 -0.35

$F4

continuous logodds

1 0.04

$F5

continuous logodds

1 0.03

$F7

continuous logodds

1 -0.11

$F9

continuous logodds vif

1 0.89 >2.5

$length

continuous logodds

1 -0.02

$meanWordLength

continuous logodds vif

1 0.31 >2.5

$friends

continuous logodds

1 0
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Model statistics 1

n df intercept
overall pro-
portion

12770 33 -5.5 0.06

Model statistics 2

log likelihood AIC AICc Dxy R2

-2455.84 4977.68 4977.85 0.59 0.33
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Appendix 6: Formulas for calculating factor score estimates for new 

data (F1/3 method (Grice 2001))

Factor 1
involved versus informa-
tional production

meanWL + standardness + prepositions + 
agentless_be_passive + Pre_re + Pre_aCC + Suf_ation

Factor 2
collaborative communica-
tive orientation

contractions + standardness - meanWL

Factor 3
narrative presentation of 
external events

standardness + third_pers_pn + past_perfect – contrac-
tions

Factor 4 explicit stance-marking

contractions + meanWL + prepositions + standardness + 
would + if_unless + present_perfect + epistemic_cer-
tainty + perhaps + could + N_sort_of - 
agentless_be_passive - sec_pers_pn - so_structural - 
standard_def_article

Factor 5
situational anchoring of 
reference

standardness + double_prep + place_adv + contractions 
+ prepositions + time_adv + standard_def_article - 
meanWL - first_pers_pn - private_verbs – not

Factor 6
conceptual versus con-
crete informational focus

meanWL + first_pers_pn + standardness

Factor 7 colloquial markedness
standardness + prepositions + meanWL + emphatics - 
contractions - standard_def_article

Factor 8
[future reference with will 
and progressive aspect]

standardness + will_uncontracted + first_pers_pn + 
Suf_ment + not + reporting_verbs + present_perfect + 
Pre_aCC - conjuncts - agentless_be_passive – contrac-
tions

Factor 9 assertion of factual validity 0 – contractions

Factor 
10

addressee-orientation
agentless_be_passive + if_unless + sec_pers_pn + con-
juncts - present_perfect - prepositions - meanWL
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